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Richmond plumbing fixtures gain further
recognition by being chosen for installation in
a growing number of famous buildings the world over.
The reason? Richmond's engineered quality
and distinctive styling are being specified by
more and more leading architects. Richmond
fixtures have an important place in your
future plans. Write for complete catalog.

RICHMOND PLUMBING FIXTURES
D ivision of Rheem Manufacturing Company
16 Pearl Street. Metuchen . N. J_
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CORE
BACK·UP
ALUMINUM SKIN

leads the way in
lightweight,
super strength building
panels and doors
University of Miami law School
Robert M. little, Architect
Ponelfcb Doors and Panels

PANELFAB DOORS have a onepiece extruded .125 " thickness
aluminum perimeter edge, permanently bonded and roll-interlocked to aluminum facings.
Wide variety of types and sizes
ovailable-reinforced for any
type hardware.

F

rom Canada to the Caribbean ... from California to Maine, Panelfab Doors and Building
Panels are being specified in the latest and most
modern schools, hotels, office buildings and other
commercial structures.
Proven strength, impact resistance and dimensional stability are major reasons for Panelfab
success. Another is finished appearance of the
product. Many architects state flatly that Panel·
fab Doors, for example, are the most handsome
metal-faced doors being made today.
We welcome the opportunity to aid the architectural profession in the selection and application of these advanced building materials. For
detailed information please write us today.
PANELFAB PANELS are availo ble with porcela in facings in
8 types-sizes up to 4' by 10';
with aluminum facings in 3 types
-sizes up to 4' by 24'.
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PANELFAB®

Distributors in
Principal Cities
See our catalogs in
Sweet's
Architectura I File

Down-town of lice
or
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gracious inn
CONTEMPORARY motif of office is
enhanced hy che trim, modern styl•
ing of Modine AIRditioner. Quiec,
individually-controlled air condi·
tioning provides instant comfort •.•
incceases employee efficiency.

COLONIAL atmosphere with a mod·
ern couch - when Modine AIR·
ditioners provide fresh, clean air
. . . in every climate , in every sea·
son. They solve all air conditioning
and heacing pcoblems - w ich per·
formance , styling, economy .

Modine AIRditioners are the quiet way
to air condition new or existing buildings
AIRditioners provide quiet, personalized
M air-conditioned
comfort 365 days a year for any
ODINE

room with a turn of the switch. And this fingertip
control enables occupants to feel comfortable instantly
-without unpleasant air blasts. What's more, Modine styling blends units with any design ... be it
traditional or contemporary, new construction or remodeling job. In addition, Modine AIRditioners dehumidify, clean and circulate fresh air for maximum
enjoyment. They're ideal for air conditioning existing buildings, replacing unsightly radiators with
smart heating-cooling units.

••

NO EXPENSIVE DUCTWORK is needed with Modine AIRditioners.
Same water supply and recurn piping, plus drain, is used for
both central boiler and chiller.

••• ••• •••••••• ••• • •••• • ••• •••••• •••• ••••••• ••• ••••••
Ask the Modine repruentative listed in your c/auified phone book
for Bulletin 755-or write Modine
Mfg. Co., 1507 Del<oven Ave.,
Racine, Wis.

A-1313
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SOLVES
VITAL
PROBLEM

-

adams-rite MAXIMUM SECURITY deadlock
doubles lock protection against forced entry
for narrow stile SWINGING GLASS DOORS
Acclaimed by leading designers and builders of industrial,
business, and institutional structures throughout the country, the
new MAXIMUM SECURITY 1850 deadlock more than doubles the
security of narrow stile swinging glass doors. The brilliantly
designed bolt mechanism of the Adams-Rite MS 1850 literally swings
into action with a bolt throw of a full 1% inches from a backset
as short as%"... yet retains as much bolt within the lock stile as is
projected, bridging the opening with a solid bar of hardened steel.
Created and manufactured exclusively by Adams-Rite, for fifty
years a leader in the builders' hardware field, the new
MS 1850 represents the ultimate in lock design, combining maximum
functional strength with the modern concept of simplicity
and beauty in architecture.

for client satisfaction, specify the finest ...
specify
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MAXIMUM SECURITY

Andrew Jackson Elementary School, Norman, Oklahoma . Architects: Caudill-Rowle tt-Scott and Associates, Oklahoma City.
Contrac tor: Builders Construction Company, Inc., Oklahoma City. Windows: Lupton Architectural Projected .

No Walls ... just Lupton Metal Windows
Here is an ultimate in "open plan" buildings. Almost literally, this new school has no
walls, just window after window and each is a Lupton Metal Window.
The roof, with wide overhang to give full sun protection during school hours, is
supported by steel columns. Lupton Architectural Projected Windows make the non- load
bearing "walls." Open-in ventilators at the sill assure ample ventilation. Here is modern
design in its simplest, most functional form. The Lupton "walls" , precision engineered,
were designed and built with fifty years' metal window manufacturing experience.
For your next commission, investigate Lupton Windows. You' II find high quality,
moderately priced through advanced manufacturing techniques. See them in Sweet's. And
while you're looking, check Lupton Simplified Curtain-Walls - the modern, logical way
to better buildings. They offer savings in construction time, complete design flexibility and
lowest possible upkeep. We'll be glad to send complete information on Lupton products
- steel and aluminum windows, and the Lupton Simplified Curtain-Wall System.

MICHAEL

FLYNN

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

Main Office and Plant: 700 E. Godfrey Avenue, Phila. 24, Pa.
New York Office: 51 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N . Y.
West Coast Office: 672 S. Lafayette Park Place, Los Angeles 57, Calif.
Stockton Office and Warehouse: 1441 Fremont Street, Stockton, Calif.
Cincinnati Office : DeSales Bldg., 1620 Madison Rd., Cincinnati 6, Ohio
Sales Offices and R epresentatives in Other Principal Cities

METAL WINDOWS AND CURTAIN-WALLS

DON'T LET ''SOAK-IN'' SPOIL
YOUR ROOF SPECIFICATION I

Gold Bond Roof Insulation
Board reduces absorption
of hot pitch or asphalt
You lose the roof insulation values yo u specify when roof insulation board soaks up excessive amounts of hot pitch or asphalt.
That's why Gold Bond Roof Insulation Board is specially processed to cut this absorption to a minimum-and that's a strong
reason why Gold Bond is a good buy and smart to specify.
And there are other good reasons, as your contractors will
remind you. Gold Bond's specially designed smooth surface
makes for easier and faster mopping and maximum coverage
with asphalt or pitch.
Gold Bond guards the insulation values you specify against
the "squeeze-plays" of workmen's feet and heavy wheelbarrows,
too. It's moisture resistant- each fibre is impregnated with
water-resistant resin. You can get Gold Bond Roof Insulation
Board with full asphalt coating for still further protection
against moisture.
Gold Bond Roof Insulation Board is quickly installed; available in
natural or asphalt coated finish; square, ship lap or offset edges.

For further data, see Sweet's Catalog under index lOa/Naor write National Gypsum Co., Dept. AF-86, Buffalo 2, N. Y.

INSULATION BOARD PRODUCTS
; - ---·

l___ __ N_ ~ -~ I 0

I

N A L

GYPSUM

COMPANY
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"JUST THE FACTS, MAN ... "
FOR THE NEW
LOS ANGELES POLICE HEADQUARTERS
OF ••J1t1N~7"

* FAME •••

RIC Duct Floors (electrified
concrete joist floors) provide
the officers and personnel of the new Los Angeles Police Headquarters with a complete network of underfloor electrical outlets for power,
light, telephone, and intercom systems-at a new low cost. Additional outlets can be connected to convenient risers in minutes. There
is no ripping up or drilling through floors and ducts. R / C Duct Floors,
which meet all building code requirements, consist of standard steel
electrical distribution ducts set in the structural slab of reinforced
concrete joist floors . . . no expensive .fill or topping is needed. Cost
studies show that R / C Duct Floors average 19% less than cellular
steel floors. Furthermore, the reinforced concrete frame made rapid
construction possible.

CONCRETE REINFORCING
STEEL INSTITUTE
ELECTRIFIED CONCRETE
JOIST FLOORS
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THE VAST MAJORITY OF THE NATION'S FINE BUILDINGS

ARE SLOAN

EQUIPPED

MIES VAN DER ROHE, architect
FRIEDMAN, ALSCHULER & SINCERE,

associated architects

Facing Chicago's north shoreline· parkway
and the lake beyond, two new groups
of luxurious skyscraper apartinents will
soon be comple1ed. Pictured al top lefl is
900 ESPLANADE and below it
is COtv/MONWEA LTH PROMENADE.

WILLIAM GOODMAN, mechanical engineer
HERBERT s. GREENWALD, general contractor
ECONOMY PLUMBING & HEATING CO.,

plumbing contractor
AMSTAN SUPPLY DIV1SION, AMERICAN
RADIATOR & STANDARD SANITARY CORP.,

plumbing wholesaler

NEW GlAMOUR ON CHICAGO'S GOLO COAST
• On the two largest unoccupied building sites on rooms) will be summer and winter air-conditioned
Chicago's "Gold Coast," overlooking Lake Michigan, and equipped with individual room controls. All will
a $25-million, 6-building ·apartment enterprise is rap- feature maximum soundproofing for quiet privacy. All
idly nearing completion. These 28 and 29 story tow- will be served by high speed, electronically teamed
ers will be the tallest flat-slab reinforced concrete elevators and all corridors will be pressurized. In a
structures in the U.S. and possibly the world. Pre- project of such fabulous designing nothing less than
fabricated skin frames of aluminum, each a story the best would suffice, hence all towers are to be
high, will hold crystal walls of gray tinted, heat re- equipped throughout with SLOAN Quiet Flush VALVES
tarding plate glass. All of the 1238 apartments ( 6108 and SLOAN Act-0-Matic SHOWER HEADS.

VA~VIS
FAMOUS FOR EFFICIENCY, DURABILITY, ECONOMY
-----SLOAN VALVE COMPANY• CHICAGO• ILLINOIS--

. Another achievement in efficiency, endurance and economy is the SLOAN Act-0-Matic SHOWER BEAD, which is
automatically self-cleaning each time it is used ! No clogging. No dripping. Architects specify, and Wholesalers
and, Master Plumbers recommend the Act-0-Matic-the
better shower head for better bathing.
Write for completely descriptive folder
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NEWS
WASHINGTON REPORT

House tables all housing law changes;
highway bill passed; school aid killed
Last month as Congress raced to quit
and get ready for conventions and campaigning, these Washington events drew
the attention of the building industry:
~A worne--than-ever impasse over public
housing created the possibility that this
year there really might be no new housing
legislation or amendments adopted at all.
~ The President vetoed the $2.1 billion military construction bill, partly because of a
housing proviso. But re-enactment, without proviso, appeared a certainty.
~ Federal aid highway legislation that will
have a terrific impact on all building was
finally enacted.
~Major federal aid for school construction, however, was killed for this year.
~ GSA awarded its first lease-purchase contract; revised the terms for others.
Rejecting the administration's recommendation for 35,000 units
a year of new public housing for the next
two years, the Senate
adopted a bill for
135,000 a year for
four years. In the
House the administration bill was amended
in committee to provide 60,000 units a
year for three years.
Rather than accept
even this increase, the
SLUSSER
administration, with
the help of two Southern Democrats, was
able to have the House rules committee
vote (6 to 4) to table its own amended
bill. This year not so many FHA authorizations as usual l'equired re-enactment or
extension. As a result it looked as if there
might not be any housing law amendments
adopted at all. Ironically, Public Housing
Commissioner Charles E. Slusser had
pointed out the futility of the Senate bill
for 440,000 units over four years. Because
of increased buildi11g costs since the basic
public housing legislation was adopted in
1949, the subsidy authorization still available would only be adequate to finance
about 275,000 units at most.
Housing bill row.

Two restrictive
clauses of the same nature caused Pre.sident Eisenhower to veto the $2.1 billion
military public works bill. One would have
oarred the Defense Dept. from proceeding
with construction of military housing without clearing each project with the Senate
and House Armed Forces committees; the
other dealt with an Air For ce anti-aircraft missile program. Eisenhower said
these provisions "violate the fundamental
principle of separation of powers" between
the legislative and executive branches.
Next day the House repassed the bill with
these provisions eliminated; the Senate

Military

building

veto.
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was expected to do so before adjournment.
In modified form, other Congressional committees already exercise somewhat similar
"review" of GSA kase-purchase construction projects, and NAREB and NAHB
both requested the same type of review
for privately built military housing under
the housing act.
Highway program enacted. A comprehensive

national highway program became a
reality and opened the road to an estimated $100 billion of all kinds of construction over the next 13 years. The new law,
to be financed with an extra penny-a-gallon .g;as tax already placed in effect, provided for 40,000 miles of modern roads
costing $33 billion, but industry observers
noted that expressways often generate
about twice as much building of other
types; new industrial plants and home
communities that soon locate along each
route, the .same as new towns followed
the new railroads a century ago. The law
earmarked $15 billion for urban areas, including expressways through 50 or more
large metropolitan areas. Potentially this
would help eliminate traffic strangulation
in downtown areas, the American Municipal Assn. pointed out, but only if there
was properly coordinated redevelopment
and overall metropolitan area zoning. All
building would reap immense benefits from
the new law, with its first $400 million of
highway contracts expected to be let before the end of the year.
bill killed. Last year Democrats
and Republicans tried to pass a major
federal-aid ,school construction law, but
never brought up any measure for a vote
because of the segregation issue. This
year the administration introduced a revised bill for a $1.5 billion school aid program, and it reached a vote. First the
House adopted an anti-segregation amendment, but the!l it voted 224 to 194 against
the bill as amended. The President asked
for reconsideration for some acceptable
substitute program, but for the foreseeable
future any such legislation was dead.

on another 28 projects for about $155
million that will soon be ready to go,
GSA decided to set a ten-year amortization base on those costing $2 million or
less, rather than 25 years. For all Washington, D.C. projects, under a separate
law, it will call for bids based on a
maximum 30-year amortization base.

FHA offers easier charters
to aid apartment builders
A liberalized standard corporation charter
to encourage more FHA rental housing
construction was adopted last month. If
owners wish, it also can be substituted
for the charters of existing projects.
General purpose of the new charter, said
FHA General Counsel Robert Wolf, "is
to eliminate as much red tape as possible
while still protecting FHA's legitimate
interests.
"As long as sponsors make their payments and maintain the property, FHA
will have no concern about what they do
with their cash under the new arrangement,'' Wolf explained. "But the moment
they default they will not be able to take
any money out of the corporation."
So long as there is no default, the new
continued on p. 12

School

Rather reluctantly, after seriously considering calling for new bids, the General Services Administration signed its first lease-purchase
contract for construction of a federal building with private funds. Only one qualified
bid was received for construction and financing of the first project, a $1.6 million
Court House and Post Office in Rock
Island, Ill. (AF, July) . This was made
by Second Ave. and 19th St. Inc., a
Dallas firm that was awarded the contract on the basis of a 4% return on the
financing-the maximum allowed by the
Budget Bureau. To encourage more bids

GSA

lease-purchase

contract.

Redevelopment to be started
in sight of the Capitol
Superimposed

artist's

sketch

shows

Area

8

housing redevelopment finally scheduled to be
started in Southwest Washington by February
Roger L.

by Developers
H.

Scheuer.

(Prior

Stevens and

redeveloper

project when he could

James

abandoned

not obta i n

FHA ap -

proval for mortgage financing allowing a 10%
builder-developer profit.) Plans for 1,020 units
of

hig h

rise and

row

houses-all

air.condi-

tioned-were pre.pared by Architects Satterlee

&. Smi t h, of Washington. Stevens and Scheuer
signed

99-year

month

at

lease

White

for

House

30-acre

site

ceremonies,

last
have

awarded general contract to Hegeiman-Harris
Co. The 422-acre Area C Southwest project ,
for which Develope r Williaim Zeckendorf has
been

negotiating

with

Washington

almost completely envelops Area

officials ,

B. District

planning officers approved Area C .master plan
in April .
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MR. ARCHITECT ...

\ ..
. . . ARE

THE HANDS OF A s·cuLPTOR
MOULDING THE FACE OF A GREAT CITY.
Like the sculptor who chooses his materials for permanence and
beauty ... so that future gene rati ons might appraise the skill of his
artistry ... you, too, must rely on the materials you choose today to
stand the test of time. But ... unlike the sculptor ... your materials
must also meet the test of comparative cost.

One material that you can spec ify that meets the
test of permanence, beauty, and low instal led cost
is SPECTRA-GLAZE ... the glazed, structu ral con crete masonry unit. For glazed wall construction, SPECTRA-GLAZE offers you permanence, a
variety of colors , and the economy of simplicity. The masons build and finish in one operation .
With load-bearing units, the expense of a back~up wall is eliminated and the reverse side matches
your other blockwork. Millions of SPECTRA-GLAZE units are "in the wa ll" across the United
States and Canada .
All dimensions are modu lar, face size nominal 8 11 x 16" with thicknesses from 2" to 12". For further information, write for our illustrated literature or contact the nearest Lice nsed Manufacturer.

Reg. U.S. Pat. Off., Canada. Other Foreign Countries by THE BURNS & RUSSELL CO.
Ucensors of the Famous SPECTRA+GLAZE Process

LICENSED MANUFACTURERS
Alton Brick Company
3832 W. Pine Boulevard
St. Louis 8, Missouri

Edgar D. Otto & Son, Inc.
P. 0. Box 387
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Concrete Pipe and Products Co.
P. 0. Box 1223
Richmond 9, Virginia

Structural Glazed Masonry, Inc.
1215 E. 73rd Street
Chicago 19, Illinois

Glazed Block Corporation
147-Sth Street
·
Rochelle Park, New Jersey

Tidewa ter Concrete Block & Pipe Co.
P. 0. Box 162
Charleston, S.

Glazed Products Incorporated
4500 Aurelius Road
Lansing, Michigan

Western Brick and Supply Company
P. 0. Box 1546
Lincoln 1, Nebraska

c:

Holloway Concrete Products Co., Inc.
P. 0 . Box 1347
Winter Park, Florida
Also manufactured in Canada in Edmonton, Ham ilton, Windsor and Wi nnipeg.
Dealers rn most principal cities.
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The Burns & Russell Co.
Bayard & Severn Sis., Baltimore 30, Md.
Please tell me more about Spectra-Glaze.
NAME. .
COMPAN Y .. ... . . ....... .
ADDRESS
CITY .............. .. .
STATE ..

Please check your profession·
Architect O Contractor
En gi neer
O Block or
Brick Mfr.

0
0

Filtered
Daylight

relieves
body

eye

strain

and

discomfort

Frosted Aklo® Glass softens and diffuses transmitted
daylight, reduces glare of direct su n, bright sky and
dazzling reflections . Its subdued blue-green color is
restful to the eyes .
Aklo Glass reduces solar heat. It absorbs sun heat
as the light passes through, reradiating much of the
heat back outdoors. Aklo Glass in %'" thickness shuts
out as much as 443 of the sun's r adiant heat energy.
Its blue-green color even makes you feel cooler.
Phone your L·O·F Glass Distributor or Dealer for
a radiometer demonstration to show you how Aklo
Glass reduces glare and heat . He is listed under
" Glass" in the yellow pages of your phone book. Or
write to Libbey-Owens·Ford Glass Company, 608
Madison Avenue, Toledo 3, Ohio.

FI LTERS

AKLO GLASS

DAYLIGHT

made by Blue Ridge Glass Corp.
sold by Libbey·Owens ·Ford Glass Distributors
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charter drops the rule that stockholders
and sponsors can not take any salaries
from a rental corporation. It also drops
the ban on distribution of excess funds
only by dividends. It will now allow them
to be invested or loaned in any manner
the owner wishes, provided the corporation
is not in default.
Rent increase procedures are simplified,
but the new charter imposes a new restriction on the use of net income received
by the corporation before amortizat ion of
its mortgage begins. In the past, said
Wolf, concurring with complaints about
some New York City situations voiced by
Sen. Harry Byrd (D. Va.), there have
been two types of "windfall" abuses with
rents collected before amortization was
officially required to begin: 1) sometimes
sponsors pocketed these rents, instead of
leaving the money in the corporation, and
2) in other cases sponsors delayed starting amortization even though the corporation was receiving net income. The new
charter is aimed at a compromise. It requires creation of an amortization reserve
as soon as net income starts, but postpones
the start of amortization if there is no
net income. This protects the FHA's
position on initial rent collections, but
still leaves the sponsor an incentive to get
the earliest occupancy.
There is also marked improvement in
another phase of the FHA's rental
projects program. A March survey of all
520,000 units now insured by FHA showed
a vacancy rate of only 3.2%, reversing a
three-year decline in occupancy that had
sent vacancies as high as 4.4% in March
'55. (Vacancies in another 22,000 units
owned or assigned to FHA under mortgage defaults also declined from 5.1 %
in March '55 to 4.1 % this year.)

BUSUIESS AND FINANCE

NABOM meeting: little concern about
overbuilding, more about downtown
Speakers at the 49th annual convention of
the National Assn. of Building Owners and
Managers displayed only moderate concern
ooRis "· no
over the possibilities of
any major business decline or serious overbuilding of new office
structures.
Instead,
the topics that received greatest attention at their Los
Angeles sessions were
urban renewal and
downtown problems,
HOKANSON
and the role a building's design or layout may play in its
management and rental success.
Minimum pessimism. One of the few scattered admonitions about office overbuilding
possibilities was sounded by outgoing President Sterling Bigler. Questioning whether
mortgage lenders were really "cautious"
enough in financing new structures on the
basis of ten-year leases for most of their
space, Bigler said :
"If promoters build space beyond the
reasonable ability of a city to absorb in
the next ten years (the p'e riod of such
leases) then the market will have been
depreciated to a point where the new
building itself will suffer on negotiating
lease renewals. So I say ten-year lease
commitments are not sufficient protection
. . .. I feel certain we will reach the overbuilding stage, and money lenders should

US drops plaster trades antitrust suit,
files another on plaster 'gun' leases
In Chicago federal prosecutors withdrew one type of restraint-of-trade action
against plaster and lathe workers and
employers, but the very next day filed another type of antitrust suit against two
unions and the manufacturer of a plastering machine.
~On

June 28 the government's antitrust
division dropped its four-year-o.Jd charges
that the plaster a nd lathe unions and
employer association were conspiring to
harass and bar out-of-state contractors
and suppress local competition. (This action followed a recommendation made in
January by a local court-AF, March
'56.)
~On

June 29, however, the antitrust division filed a civil suit against local plaster
and bricklayer unions and the E-Z-On
Corp. The company is the patent holder
and manufacturer of a plastering "gun"
described in the suit as capable of covering 150 sq. yd. per hour. This suit charged

12

illegal agreements between the union and
the manufacturer that deprive the public
of lower plastering costs. Since 1950
under these agreements, the government
claims, the manufacturer has refused to
sell its product, but only lease it to unionemploying contractors within the territorial jurisdiction of the unions.
[Said US Attorney Gen. Brownell in announcing the suit, which seeks to dissolve
these agreements and compel the manufacturer to offer its machines for outright
saie to anyone: "The distribution of such
machines should not be fettered. The
alleged agreements have nothing to do
with labor relations between E-Z-On Corp.
and unions. Those agreements simply prohibit sales . . . and provide that the machines be leased on a restrictive basis ...
give contractors who are eligible to lease
such machines an undue competitive advantage over other contractors. If proven,
such restrictions run afoul of the Sherman Act."]

make a thorough study of the economic
need of each proposed building as the
primary test; with the lease commitments
as the .secondary reason for making the
loan. They all have a stake in downtown
buildings of all ages. If they lend money
for buildmg where the economic need does
not exist, they will find themselves in the
building management business eventually.
But this danger zone has not been reached
except possibly in one or two spots. I only
sound this warning because there is much
new construction on the drawing boards."
In reviewing the outlook for the office
space industry, former President Leo J.
Sheridan of Chicago warned that a period
of "readjustment ," although only an "interruption" in the nation's steady economic
expansion, might be anticipated sometime
soon. But its duration or scope, he added,
would be entirely unpredictable.
On the encouraging side, Sheridan, rental agent for Chicago's new Prudential
Insurance Building, said this structure's
600,000 .sq. ft. of tenant space is now
almost 95% rented at an average of about
$6.60 per sq. ft. By encouraging modernization and upgrading rents in other firstclass buildings, he said, the Prudential
Building actually benefited the entire
Chicago market.

Designs for leasing. President Bigler reported a boom in Building P lanning Service
studies made for owner.s of proposed new
offices by panels of NABOM renting and
management experts. These numbered 13
in the past year, producing a welcome
$25,600 incidental profit for the association. They included studies of a municipal
building for Milwaukee, the Mies-Johnsondesigned prestige Park Ave. House of
Seagram in New York, and next will
cover a structure in Hawaii. "Of most
importance," said Bigler, "we are on more
friendly terms with architects and engineers than ever before. They are accepting
our service as complementary to their
work, which it must be. We are primarily
interested from an operating and renting
standpoint, and we contend that the architect can design a beautiful building that
will incorporate the features we know to
be so important to efficient operation-and
so important to attract tenants."
Outlining procedures to assure the successful renting of a new office building,
Gerald T. Hart, agent for several of
Denver's newest, referred to various economic factors that usually affect the bulk
and other main characteristics of a proposed structure, and then added: "Lastly,
from the standpoint of design, the overall architectural pattern must be one
which will satisfy the man on the street.
We hear unusual structures referred to
as 'architects' buildings.' While they may

'

generate considerable enthusiasm among
the architectural fraternity, unless the
design is satisfactory to t he broad public
base, the problems of rentability will be
multiplied."
Stick t o modules. Architect Welton Becket

described the "evolution" of a modern office
building. Advising modular construction,
he noted that no perfect module size that
is suitable for all buildings has been found
-"the usual module is a compromise between t he most economical constructionwise, and the most economical space~wise."
He also added a warning for the 1,100
owner-manager delegat es: "Modular development in building imposes a certain
discipline on building management. The
module immediately loses its value if
management, for any reason, does not stay
within the framework of the original concept. If partitions are not held to the
module lines, the manager soon finds himself confronted with an underfloor duct
which does not work; the lights seem
always to be located in the center of the
partitions, and it becomes an increasingly
expensive operation to ch ange the airconditioning layout to nonmodular."
The new Los Angeles building Becket
designed for Capitol Records was not
made circular because the o·w ner was a
record manufacturer, said the architect,
but primarily because it met the company's
needs for departmental units of 5,000 to
6,000 sq. ft. better than designs for conventional structures that were also considered.
His design department had previously
determined that the most practical round
building should be 90' in diameter, Becket
explained. A radius of less than 45' would
cramp both peripheral offices and central
core utilities; a greater radius would
waste space or require a second corridor
for an outer ring of offices. A 90' diameter
produced a gross 6,300 ·sq. ft. floor. Allowing 14% of the core area for a compact
arrangement of elevators, stairs, utilities,
etc. (compared with 20% in most conventional buildings), each floor had ·5,400 sq.
ft. of useable space, just about what the
record makers wanted. A big additional
dividend from the circular design, said
Becket, was 20% less outer wall surface,
which not only cut construction costs,
also reduced the cost and operating expense of heating and cooling equipment.
Downtown b lues. Scoring "alarming complacency" on downtown problems in some
cities, President Bigler declared: "How
much the giant downtown business center
will be bled, is not yet certain, but the
bleeding is certainly taking place." He
criticized the outlying area construction
of many new insurance company buildings
as "inconsistent" with the self-interest of
the same companies to protect their downtown mortgage investments.
Downtown's greatest need, Bigler believes, is "mass transportation-modern,
convenient, rapid and at low cost. Expressways to relieve congestion are inadequate
by the time they are built, as they encour-
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age more private automobiles to be used.
Certainly the building of expressways is
a subsidy to the motorist. Why hesitate to
subsidize mass transportation?"
But despite current complacency, ventured General Counsel Harry J. Gerrity,
NABOM's Washington representative, "in
f uture . years urban renewal will be of
increasing importance to all downtown
property owners- because it involves not
only housing, but also city planning and
the development of commercial real estate,
office buildings and other structures."
Shopping Center Expert Larry Smith,
however, suggested that exaggerated,
overplayed publicity about many proposed
but unexecuted projects has started to
backfire. H e said big newspaper stories
gave many readers the impression that
more redevelopment has been accomplished
t han actually has, and then a feeling of
frustration, when they subsequently
learned that many projects are scarcely
beyond the idea stage.
off downtown. In discussing
central business district problems, Leo
Sheridan referred to a "disturbing trend"
revealed in a recent Chicago office buildings
study-a drop in average ground floor
store rentals from about $6 per sq. ft. in
1948 to about $4 in 1955. Suggesting that
this was "of larger significance than is
apparent on the surface," he said: "Because ground floor rentals do not always
loom large in the rental income of the
average office building, this has not attracted much attention. But it may provide
a warning of the lessening business importance of the downtown district."
Sto re re nts

New officers. In the NABOM election, First
Vice President Maynard Hokanson, of
Indianapolis, succeeded Bigler as president; Secretary-Treasurer John I. Hill,
of Houston, succeeded Hokanson, and
Regional Vice President John H. Williams,
of Los Angeles became secretary-treasur-

NEWS
CAMERA/ BILL EARL'\'

N ABOM SPEAKERS on office building problems
includ ed

George R.

Bailey (I), chairman of

its Building Planning Service Committee, Los
Angeles

Architect

Welton

Becket

(c),

and

HGmer Wells, Detroit BOMA president.

er. Versatile, energetic Hokanson, 44,
earned a law doctorate at Indiana University and also has completed the advanced
management program at Harvard's Graduate School of Business Administration. In
bui.lding management he fills a dual role.
HE serves in an owner-manager capacity
for t he Hume Mansur Building, as vice
president, secretary and director of the
owning corporation. As a Realt or, and a
Management Institute Certified Property
Manager, he also serves as a fee manager
for other Indianapolis buildings. In his
civic work he is a member of the Mayor's
advisory budget review committee, and
secret ary and a director of the Indianapolis-Marion County Building Authority,
which has been created to build and operate a new city-county office and courts
building, an auditorium and a jail and
police headquarters.
David A. Lang, management division
executive secretary of the NY Real Estate
Board, was ·elected president of NABOM's
Associated Secretaries, succeeding Detroit's E. Arthur Edwards.

Wave of hotels includes new Hiltons
for Pittsburgh, Detroit, Kansas City
Under plans announced by various chain
executives and individuals last month, new
hotels will soon be bustin' out all over.
Announcer of the biggest plans was
Conrad Hilton, whose organization claims
the biggest number of rooms (26,086) and
F ABlAN BACHRACH
the greatest g r 0 s s
revenues ($188 million in 1955). Predicting t hat the tenyear-old Hilton Hotels Corp. will expand
even more in its second decade than it did
in its first, Hilton
during the past month
disclosed advanced neHILTON
gotiations for early
construction of a new $15 million 800room building in Pittsburgh, an $18 mil-

lion, 1,000-room unit in Kansas City,
and a $24 million, 1,999-room giant in
Detroit. Other cities where preliminary
studies for new Hilton units are under
way, he added, include Cleveland, Portland, Ore., Atlanta, San Francisco, New
Orleans and Baltimore.
The 17-story Pittsburgh Hilton would
rise in a Y shape in the parklike setting
of the Golden Triangle redevelopment on
a site leased from Equitable Life next to
the insurance firm's three office buildings
there. The 14-story Kansas City Hilton
would occupy most of the downtown block
bounded by Baltimore, Wyandotte, 14th
and 15th Sts., already optioned. The site
of t he Detroit Hilton would be directly
opposite that city's new $42 million Civic
Center Convention Hall. So far, archicontinued on p. 17
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Industrial Arts Addition, West Junior High School,
Kansas City, Missouri

HOPE'S MULTI-STORY WINDOW
WALLS used in this handsome school addition
point up the flexibility of this type of building
enclosure.
The facade shown includes fixed glazed areas,
ventilators, louvers, insulated steel panels and an
entrance. These elements may be located whereever desired to suit the architectural plan and
requirements of the building.

Architects- Curtis and Cowling
General Contractors-Bennett Construction Co.

Other important benefits to the architect and
builder through the use of Hope's Window Walls
include rapid building enclosure permitting work
to progress even in inclement weather and economies in both construction cost and space gained.
In addition, the unsurpassed strength and rigidity
of Hope's Steel Window Walls provide extreme
long life with only a minimum of maintenance
required.

For fidl information, write Dept. AF for
Hope's new catalog 152 on Window Walls.

HOPE'S WINDOWS, INC., Jamestoivn, N. Y.
THE FINEST BUILDINGS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD ARE FITTED WITH HOPE'S WINDOWS
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His First Skyscraper Alternates
Offices and Apartments on 19 Floors
SELECTED FOR THE OFFICES, Solid Olsonite
#I 0 White Shock-Proof Seats. Designed to last a
lifetime of normal use, they are solid all the way
through . Olsonite Seats will not crack, chip or peel.
SELECTED FOR THE APARTMENTS, Solid
Olsonite # 57 Crane Suntan Seats harmonize with
the attractive bathroom design . Olsonite Seats keep
their beauty-there is no exposed metal to rust or
corrode.

# 10 Olsonite Seatsavailable in
black o r
white

# 57 Olsonite
Seats - available in more
than 35 colors,
pl ain or pearlescent

SEATS
SWEDISH

CRUCIBLE STEEL COMPAN Y

Plastics Division , 8561 Butler Ave. , Detroit 11 , Michigan
ORIGINATORS OF THE SOLID PLASTIC SEAT
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Why is A
ready for use

11

11

••• while 8
is incomplete?

BECAUSE

l

John Watts

WAS CONSULTED EARLY
.....- i&..,J

E\eetrica\Cout<•<to<
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I

Consider two buildings. of identical appearance. Plans for both were
begun at the same time. Yet one is ready for use while the other still is
days- perhaps weeks-from completion. Why?
Because, in the initial stages of design of building "A", the architect
supplemented the electrical know-how of his engineer and specification
writer with the specialized knowledge of "John Watts" - a qualified
electrical contractor.
To expedite the construction of every building you design, check with
" John Watts" early. His organization has the latest product information
and the installation know-how - plus on-the-spot knowledge of local
codes, power supply, and working conditions - to give your electrical
people valuable help on plans for wiring, lighting, signaling, and power.
driven apparatus - for industrial, commercial, or residential buildings.
Well informed electrical contractors - the "John Watts" everywhere
- obtain equipment and supplies via Graybar. This sound practice means
you can count on them for the newest and best in "everything electr ical",
when and where you want it.
647.31 a

r
aR·.
Gray U

Here are 7 ways in which
QUALIFIED ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
can be of real help to ARCHITECTS,
CONSULTING ENGINEERS, and BUILDERS
1. Providing information on the newest
developments in specified electrical
equipment.
2. Sharing experience on details of
installation.
3 . Furnishing first hand data on
local p ractices, regulations and
preferences.
4 . Supplying practical facts on
availability of equipment.
5. Offering "related items" experience
with units and supplies they require .
6. Contributing his years of
experience as a coordinator to help
on material delivery schedules and
project completion dates.
7. Using Graybar's nationwide
warehouse stocks and facilities
to deliver the smallest to the larges1
equipment anywhe re, fast.

serving the na!ion's building industry
through electrical contractors

GRAYBAR ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC., 420 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK, IN OVER 130 PRINCIPAL CITIES
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NEWS
tects' names were not announced on any of
these projects, but FORUM learned that
plans for the pr-0posed Kansas City building (sketch p. 24) were prepared by Los
Angeles Architect William S. Beckett in
association with Winslow & Johnson, hotel
planners.
No .small operator, the Sheraton Corp. of America narrowed the present gap between itself and
league leader Hilton when it bought the
22-unit chain of Eppley Hotels Co. in a
$30 million deal in May. This gave Sheraton a record of 54 hotels in 40 US and
Canadian cities, although in rooms (24,360)
it still remained in second place. Besides
two large conventional hotels under construction in Philadelphia and Dallas, Sheraton also plans four "highway hotels,"
designed to compete with the motel trade,
in Portland, Ore., Binghamton and Tarrytown, N.Y., and Florence, Ala.; also a
$3.5 million addition to its Sheraton Belvedere in Baltimore.
Other pending new hostelry projects:
~ Knott Hotels Corp. is planning a $2 million 140-room hotel in Towson, Md., just
north of Baltimore. Highly satisfied wit h
two new million dollar motels near Pittsburgh and Williamsburg, Va., it also plans
three more of these (at a total cost of
more than $3 million) near Washington,
Groton, Conn., and at another site near
Pittsburgh. In New York Knott will operate a new Idlewild Airport hotel designed by Architect William B. Tabler.
~ In Miami, Newspaper Publisher John
Randolph Hearst was planning to start
this year a $20 million 800-room hotel,
apartment and office building in the DuPont Plaza downtown district at the juncture of the Miami River and Biscayne
Bay, adjacent to a proposed $10 million,
300-room hotel, office, building materials
and architects' building.
~In San Francisco a syndicate headi!d by
Hotelman Charles A. Sammons, of Dallas,
and Paul Robinson, of Tucson, took an
option for a 50-year lease on the 110,000 sq.
ft. downtown block bounded by Van Ness
Ave. and Post, Geary and Franklin Sts.
Th~y said they planned an "ultra modern"
office building, a 1,000-car garage and a
500-room luxury hotel, the city's first
large Class A hotel in more than 25 years,
to be designed by Architects Hertzka &
Knowles, of San Francisco, and Thomas
Price, of Dallas. Construction would not
start for about a year.
~ In St. Louis, a $12 million, 15-story,
312-room hotel, office building and merchandising mart for the Memorial Plaza
development just west of Kiel Auditorium
was being planned for Martin O'Brien
Israel, local realty developer, by Architect
Edward Francis Gordon.
~ In Cleveland plans were announced for a
410-room, five-story, $5 million air-conditioned "motel," largest in the state, on
Euclid Ave. near Playhouse Square. Owners would be Bliss Realty, Inc. (headed by
Warren Bicknell Jr., and Royal Firman,
Jr.) which recently completed a new 100room motel near the Cleveland airport.

Sheraton leads in numbers.
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PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS

ASEE, AGC mull courses to avoid
shortage of construction executives
How to meet the industry's pressing need
for more college educated men for top
management posts was explored at a
"Summer School of Construction Education" at Iowa State College, at Ames.
Sponsor of the school, the first of its kind,
was the American Society for Engineering Education. Concurrently at Ames a
new joint cooperative committee on construction education of ASEE and the Associated General Contractors of America
held its first meeting.
Value of graduate study. In one of the sessions of this school, attended by about
40 educators and industry representatives,
Civil Engineering Professor C. H. Oglesby,
of Stanford University, related how that
institution had developed its undergraduate and graduate courses leading to an
MS Civil Engineering-Construction degree.
Originally Stanford officials were skeptical
about a fifth year of learning. "It was
assumed," Oglesby recaHed, "That the
engineer interested in construction would
gain more by going to work. . . . [In recent years] however, our conviction is
growing that the [5-year] program is
worth while. The most enthusiastic supporters are graduates, who now hold responsible positions in construction, or
who are themselves contractors. Also,
many large construction firm executives
have stated that men with the added
training will be much more valuable to
them . . . .
" There are probably those who would
prefer that the graduate year be weighted
more heavily toward engineering. We and
our contractor advisors do not agree. We
are convinced that no single group of
courses can properly cover all areas of
importance for any industry as diversified as construction. It is our opinion a
flexible program pr.ovides the only means
by which the student can use his time to
best advantage [when he wants to prepare for a particular branch of construction]. We also are convinced that training for management is more important in
construction than is technical competence
in advanced engineering subjects. Consequently, our program puts major emphasis
on problems of management."
Love that job. Industry Representative Manley Osgood, of the Ann Arbor Construction Co., sketched the industry's need for
top management personnel. He cited one
estimate that 42% of its present executives are over 55 years old. He also referred to an AGC survey last year that
indicated contractors would require about
13,000 young engineering graduates during the next three years, or 20,000 over
the next five years, compared with a total

of only 4,400 new civil engineers graduated this year. Construction, said Osgood,
wants men "who have imagination and
inquiring minds, men who after observation and experience will question processes
and methods in use with the idea that
they can be improved . . . men who are
practical as well as theoretical. . . . But
first I would place the love for construction. This may have to be acquired. It is
the first fundamental in any activity that
a man must love his work to be happy in
it and to realize the sense of accomplishment which it provides. If our engineering graduate does not have this love of
construction or does not acquire it very
early in his professional employment, he
should get out of construction."
ASEE-AGC resolutions. The joint ASEE-AGC
committee, under cochairmen Professor
Frank W. Stubbs, Jr., of Purdue University, and AGC member W. A. Klinger
of Sioux City, Iowa, voted to continue its
work and to meet next at Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. It also adopted a
series of resolutions that mostly mirrored
discussions of the Ames "school." These
resolutions advocated:
~Appropriate revisions to civil engineering
curricula to give all students introductory
courses to construction and management
and special curricula for those wishing to
specialize in construction or construction
management, offering the latter an MS
Civil-Engineering-Construction degree.
~"Contractors and educators ailike explore
all possible resources to aid civil and
architectural engineering departments to
keep their facilities adequate and make
[their teaching positions] more attractive
to qualified personnel through higher
salaries and other benefits."
~ Greater construction industry support
for engineering education, including financial aid to both students and institutions,
and summer employment for students.

School jobs go begging,
Delaware repeals fee law
Delaware's legislature late in June gave
up an abortive effort to cut school construction costs by arbitrarily limiting
architects' fees. Realizing that the measure had backfired, it repealed a provision
it enacted last winter that limited design
payments on state-aided projects to 5%.
(Us ambiguous language was interpreted
by the state's attorney general to mean a
total of 5% to cover both architect and
engineering fees.)
At stake was work on a $46 million public school building program. This started
to bog down when architects simply decontinued on p. 21
1
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Appliance stands.
Sandwjch units.
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R e friger ated d ispla y ca ses.
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Dish-o-lators.

Griddle stands.

top line
to efficient food service
The line's complete. Every item carries the Seal
of Approval of t he National Sanitation Foundat ion. Design is right for beauty plus step-saving
efficiency. Quality is right for long life and easy
operation of every door and drawer. Expert planning service helps you make the most of every
unit. Consult the distributor near you, or write for
illustrated catalogs. The Bastian-Blessing Comp any, 4205 W . Peterson Ave., Chicago 30, Illinois.

BASTIAN· BLESSING
WORLD'S

18

LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF

FOUNTAINS AND COUNTER FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT.

FLOUR CITY
REVERSIBLE WINDOWS

with
HOPPER
VENTS

OFFER BOTH THE CONVENIENCE OF WINDOW WASHING
FROM THE INTERIOR AND CONTROLLED VENTILATION

Since reversible windows should be opened only by the window washer,
some method of employee controlled ventilation must be available in
non-air conditioned buildings. By specifying Flour City Reversible Windows with hopper vents, you insure the convenience of window washing
from the inside ... plus easily controlled ventilation.
Flour City reversible windows are specially designed to combine with
either hopper or projected vents. These combination units maintain the
same high quality always featured in Flour City products, with extremely
low readings in the most rigid air and water infiltration tests. The performance of installations prove the finer quality of Flour City windows.

2637
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Frequent washing to meet sanitary standards will not af-

fect the Arrestone ceiling in this kitchen serving area.
Arrestone is completely incombustible and soaks up as
much as 90% of the sounds that strike it.
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, N. Y.

MOISTURE
RESISTANCE ... Where humidity is a problem,
which acoustical material is best?
Excessive humidity in such areas as swimming
pools, commercial kitchens, hospital hydrotherapy rooms, and special manufacturing areas
calls for an acoustical material with exceptionally high moisture resistance. Because cork has
a natural resistance to moisture, a material like
Armstrong Corkoustic is usually specilled.
Corkoustic's pure cork composition cannot be
damaged by moisture, maintains its acoustical
efficiency under the most humid conditions. In
addition, the extra insulation value of Corkoustic
prevents condensation from becoming a serious
problem.
Where an especially high degree of acoustical
efficiency is required, Armstrong Arrestone may
be used in humid areas that are well ventilated.
Arrestone is a perforated metal-pan material,
available in either rustproof aluminum or enamelled zinc coated steel. Humidity or repeated scrubbings cannot harm Arrestone's
metal pan nor will average moisture conditions
impair the acoustical efficiency of its mineral
wool backing.
Corkoustic and Arrestone are two of the complete line of Armstrong sound-conditioning materials. Call in your Armstrong Acoustical Contractor for helpful advice on the entire line.
With a wide range of special features to select
from, there's an Armstrong material that meets
the requirements of every job.
For the free booklet, "Armstrong Acoustical
Materials," write Armstrong Cork Company,
4208 Rooney Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Moisture can't damage this good-looking ceiling of Armstrong Corkoustic nor impair its acoustical efficiency. An all-cork material, Corkoustic is finished with two coats of smooth white paint.
Brownsville Boys' Club, Brooklyn, New York

@mstrong
Cushiontone®
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•

Travertone*

•

Crestone*

• TRADE-MARK

ACOUSTICAL MATERIALS
•

Arrestone®

•

Minatone®

•

Corkousti c®

•

Perforated Asbestos Board

NEWS
clined all new commissions under the 5%
proviso, contrasted with former payments
that were usually 7% (of which about
2';4 % was usually shared with engineer
consultants) . Leader of the repeal fight
was the AIA Delaware chapter, headed
by Leon N. Fagnani.
In protesting effects of the fee law to
ihe State Education Board, Fagnani
pointed out that the 7% to 5% reduction
was a 28% cutback in compensation that
would usually wipe out an architect's entire profit on a job. Of the 434 % the
architect usually retained, said Fagnani,
about 334 % went for draftsmen's wages,
office salaries, rent and other overhead. He
also said Delaware parochial schools
usually paid at least 6% fees.
At a meeting with the State Education
Board, AIA spokesmen said members
would be willing to do school work for
a flat 6% as a compromise, and the chapter subsequently adopted a resolution to
that effect that was publicized and circulated to legislators and school boards
throughout the ·state. Ultimately Governor
J. Caleb Boggs (R) joined the repeal
forces, Republican legislators publicly
accused the Democratic majority of responsibility for holding up sorely needed school
building as a result of the 5 % ceiling, and
enough Democrats finally joined the Republicans to pass the repealer.

Consulting engineers form
new professional council
In Tulsa last month, upon ratification of
a constitution, a new organization of
engineers was born: the Consulting
Engineers Council, a national organization
to promote ethical standards and to represent independent consulting engineers in
their relations with architects and other
professions, legi.slative bodies and government agencies. CEC is basically a federation of state and local associations of
independent consultants. In the interim
between a preliminary St. Louis convention last October and its formal creation
in Tulsa it has been referred to as a
proposed "national federation."
First CEC officers: president, John K.
M. Pryke, senior partner of Slocum &
Fuller, New York, who was chairman of
the committee that
noYc• cnAJc
drafted its constitution ; first vice president, C. C. Pate,
Tulsa, president of
Oklahoma's Consulting Engineers Assn.;
second vice president,
B.
M.
Dornblatt,
New Orleans; secretary, Edward J.
Wolff; treasurer, C.
PRYKE

MANUFACTURING-PRODUCERS

41 building materials producers on
Fortune's list of 500 biggest firms
Forty-one manufacturers of building
materials and equipment were included on
the second annual list of the 500 largest
US industrial corporations published in
the July FORTUNE, sister magazine of
FORUM. Biggest of these by sales volume
was Pittsburgh Plate Glass ( $581 million),
and last under the honors wire was Congoleum-Nairn ($59.7 million). SherwinWilliams also would have been on the list,
in high rank, the magazine suggested, except for the fact it is one of a small number of top companies that do not release
their .sales figures.
In the order of sales volume (but omitting such firms as US Steel and Westinghouse that serve construction, but devote
their major energies to production of nonbuilding items)' the FORTUNE list included the following building materials
producers :
Rank
1955

Company

1955

1954

1955

nel

sales

sales

a~set~

proflts

Pittsburgh Plate Glass

57

68

48

27

National Lead
Owens-Illinois Glass
Am. Radiator &. Std.
Crane
Weyerhaeuser Timber
Johns- Manville
Libbey . Owens · Ford

66
91
99
104
109
123
126

72
89
100
102
114
117
152

80
91
107
114
75
116
153

42
85
96
207
39
92
61
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US Gypsum
Armstrong Cork
Minneapolis-Honeywell
Revere Copper &. Brass
Glidden
Carrier
Grinnell
Owens - Corning Fibergl.

137
144
148
151
171
186
209
211

US Plywood
229
National Gypsum
233
Otis Elevator
248
Worthington
250
Certain. teed
257
Diamond Match
268
US Pipe &. Foundry
287
Long-Bell Lumber
295
Yale &. Towne
297
Flintkote
306
Georgia-Paci fi c Plywood 326
Lone Star Cement
330
Hines (Edward) Lumber 348
York
362
Ruberoid
365
Square D
378
Murray (Eljer plumbing) 402

146
144
132
165
154
202
203
227

103
165
149
265
222
182
228
218
198
169
235
207
285
246
245
259
263
292
355
232
440
307
364
374
315
375

54
136
106
169
218
215
222
173
238
122
159
243
226
206
168
193
330
317
270
134
305
423
336
220
287
310

268
302
425
439
447
434
337

170
144
405
361
426
464
434

Celotex

412

246
241
274
226
360
290
312
323
321
300
408
333
369
305
355
451
265
420

Lehigh Portland Cement
Ideal Cement
Carey ( Philip) Mfg.
Robertshaw- Fulton
Bird &. Son
Mullins Mfg.
Congoleum-Nairn

415
418
424
438
449
465
466

429
435
456
436
483
485
470

E. Becker, St. Louis. Temporary headquarters are at 220 E. 42nd St., New
York City, until a committee selects a
permanent headquarters city. Member
associations are expected to pay the council about $75 per capita annually for
each of their individual local members to
support an initial national budget of
almost $50,000 including the salaries of a
fulltime director and staff.
Pryke said he expected wholehearted cooperation between CEC and the National
Society of Professional Engineers, which
a month earlier at its Atlantic City convention created a subdivision for consultants, for engineers in private practice
and for their employees. (The new NSPE
subdivision, chairmanned by A. C. Kirkwood of Kansas City, will also handle all
society matter.s related to architects.) A
nationwide poll of consultants, said
Pryke, had indicated a need for the creation of CEC, because NSPE is predominantly an employee organization, and
only about 3% of its members are independent consulting engineers.

Prefab synagogues offered;
but school sales go slow
Prefabricated nonresidential buildings
were having both ups and downs last
month:
~US Ste<!l Homes Inc. (US Steel subsidiary), with cooperation from the Union
of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of
America, announced plans for marketing
theologically approved prefabricated synagogues and Jewish community center and
day school buildings. Architect David
Moed designed two basic expandable
models (L and T shaped) to sell for about
$32,000 each. In "package" deals, with
UOJCA financing assistance, congregations will also be able to purchase ritualaria and approved interior furnishings.
The rapid growth of hundreds of new
suburban congregations in need of
spiritual centers promoted inauguration
of the plan, said UOJCA President
Moses L. Feuerstein. (Another US Steel
Home line introduced a month earlier:
prefabricated drive-in suburban branch
banks.)
~ National Homes, the country's largest
prefabricator, received widespread publicity, but scarcely any firm orders, after
it showed its prefabricated schools in
Lafayette, Ind. last fall (AF, Oct. '55).
Most of the potential buyers wanted a
good many changes in basic designs, which
it was not practical for National to make.
Denying reports that they were giving
up pr oduction of prefab schools (which
are now turned out on order), National
officials have decided however, to "stop putting emphasis" on th~ir school line. (One
consolation for Nat ion al: in April it won
a contract for construction of 36 dormitory courts for 696 unmarried students at
Purdue University on a low bid of
$1,216,433-an average of $1,743 per
student.)
NEWS continued on p. 24
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Johns-Manville

TRANSITOP® Structural

Panels

MEET THE TREND TO
MODERN PANELIZED CONSTRUCTION

Transitop Panels offer
maximum coverage ... minimum erection cost
THE MOST striking change in building
construction methods in recent years has
been t he trend toward prefabricated
building panels.
This is particularly true in the construction of panelized curtain walls for buildings, large and small. Although curtain
wall construction in skyscrapers has been
widely publicized, this method of construction is just as applicable to smaller buildings such as schools, hospitals, office
buildings, motels and shopping centers.
Today, paneled curtain walls probably
exceed all other applications in popularity and are rapidly becoming the standard method of building construction.
Johns-Manville Transitop offers
architects, designers and builders a simple
and economical method of providing

panelized curtain walls. Transitop is du rable, weather resistant, requires minimum
maintenance. As a curtain wall, Transitop
provides high structural strength, reduces
the dead load, increases usable floor
space, provides adequate insulation and is
easy to erect. Panels are easily applied
over wood or steel framing.
The same advantages that make Transitop so suitable for panelized curtain
wall construction also make it equally
ideal for roof deck construction.
J- M Transitop is a complete 4' wide
by 8', 9', IO', or 12' long unit, in l '!i&",
I Va", 1%", or 2" thicknesses. It consists
of an integral impregnated insu lat·
ing board core faced on
two sides with Asbestos
Flexboard® sheets.

For information on Transitop, write Johns-Manville,
Dept. AF, Box 158, New York 16, N. Y.
0

~1

PR.OD U C T S
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• Facings of tough,
weatherproof asbestoscement Flexboard
• Core of integrally impregnated insulating board
• Waterproof adhesive bonds
core to Flexboard sheets

• Transitop is cut to fi t and installed
with ordinary construction tools

Johns-Manville

AMBRIDGE STANDARD STEEL JOISTS
Save You •.

•llhe

and l11011eY
0 n rush · L
/Oos!

Just pltone, wire or write
the office IMIOr0,tf yov.
Tell them what you wont,
whP you wont it,
oncl .where you wont it cle/iverecl.
We'll do the rest!

Fabricated and assembled on a modern production line basis to assure
you a better product in faster time, AMBRIDGE Standard Steel Joists are
immediately available in any quantity. Your joists are ready when you
are ready for them, thus enabling you to build an economical structure
without interruption of your schedule.
USS AMBRIDGE Standard Steel Joists provide rigid, economical and
lightweight construction suitable for any type of floor, roof and ceiling.
The underslung and open-web design provides for maximum head room
and allows passage of pipes, ducts and conduits in any direction.
In floor construction, the ease and simplicity of handling this newdesign steel joist reduces imitallation time to a minimum and permits
other trades to begin work promptly. And for roof construction, they cut
the time required to put your structure under cover.
For detailed information about the time- and money-saving advantages
of using USS AMBRIDGE Steel Joists on your next job, get in touch with
our nearest Contracting Office, or write direct to Pittsburgh for a free
copy of our 40-page catalog. You will also find a complete catalog in
Sweet's Architectural Files.

AMERICAN BRIDGE DIVISION, UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, GENERAL OFFICES: 525 WILLIAM PENN PLACE, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Contracting Offices in, AMBRIDGE • ATLANTA • BALTIMO RE • BIRMINGHAM • BOSTON • CHICAGO • CINCINNATI • CLEVELAND • DALLAS • DENVER • DETROIT • ELMIRA • GARY
HOUSTON ' LOS ANGELES • MEMPHIS • MINNEAPOLIS • NEW YORK • ORANGE , TEXAS • PHILADELPHIA • PITTSBURGH • PORTLAND, ORE. • ROANOKE • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO • TRENTON

AMBRIDGi""'i ii'iL°"JOISTS
architectural FORUM / August 1956
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NEW BUILDINGS

A roundup of significant proposals announced last month

SAARINEN REVISES DESIGN FOR LONDON EMBASSY

Model of revised plan for US
Embassy in London by Eero
Saarinen (above and r.) incorporates new requirements of
State Department that caused
several changes from original
plan (AF, Apr. '56 ) . In new
plan, meeting demand for more
public 'Space and greater floor
area, first two floors are made
a full rectangle, inner-court U
shape is used only for upper
floors. New plan also slightly
recesses first two floors (originally they protruded) to differentiate public floors from
private, resets parapet to

match recessing, alters window
pattern. It also uses only a
singlematerial-Portland stone.
EARTHQUAKE-PROOF HOTEL FOR SAN SALVADOR

Architect William Tabler of
New York has designed this
seven-story res"Ort hotel for Intercontinental Hotels. Footings are being set on a cushion

of volcanic cinders; inside
rows of piers are turned 90°
for stability. Three guest floors
will be built first, three can be
added to total 204 rooms.

ADO LPH STUDLY

TOPSY-TURVY HOTEL FOR DOWNTOWN JACKSONVILLE

HILTON FOR KANSAS CITY

Proposed $18 million hotel for
Kansas City is part of ninecity expansion outlined by Hilton Hotels Corp. (p. 13). The
air - conditioned cross - shaped
hotel will have 14 stories, a
1,000-car garage (r), and a
circular Sky room. Architect
William S. Beckett prepared
plans in association with
Winslow & Johnson.
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SNOWFLAKES IN SQUAW VALLEY-1960 WINTER OLYMPICS

Visitors to the Winter Olympics at Squaw Valley, Calif.,
in 1960 will find five snowflake

structures like t he one below.
They were designed by Malone
& Hooper as warming huts.

The basement o.E this Florida
hotel by Architect Tabler is on
the third floor. Windowless
area in sketch shows where
hotel's mechanical, service and
laundry area will be. Louvers
on upper part are for mechanical ventilation intake.
This upsidedown arrangement
gives garage space for 150
cars in two basements. Guest
floors are concrete frame infilled with looal cast block. The
450-room hotel will be called
the Robert Meyer; cost will
rwi about $10,000 a room.

NEWS
HEDRICH·BLESSINC

LENS·ART

MIES DRAWS A CURVE FOR HOUSTON MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS

Exhibition ' space, 30' high, in
the new wing for Houston's
Museum of Fine Arts will be
spanned by a roof hung from
four plate girders, like Mies'

new architectural building at
Illinois Tech (p. 104). The
curved front wall will be of
brick and gray tinted glass in
steel frames.

ACCORDION PLEATS AND OPEN GRILLES: ALL CONCRETE

For a dramatic example of interesting uses of its products,
the American Concrete Institute commissioned Architect
Minoru Yamasaki to design a
new headquarters building in
Detroit. The result: a roof of
folded-plate reinforced concrete
cantilevered front and rear
from concrete interior corridor
walls. Perforated screens at
the ends will be formed by sections of colored concrete pipe.

DON BERG

NURSERY IN THE ROUND

In the open center of t his 100'
diameter
circular
nursery
school in Stamford, Conn.,
there will be a garden. Under
the roof will be four large
nursery rooms (each opening
directly to playground), a
kitchen and various staff
rooms. Materials for the structure have not been determined
yet. Architect: Lester C. Tichy.

HIGH MINNESOTA BANK

A 25-story addition to the skyline is planned by the First
National Bank of Minneapolis.
The bank will occupy the first
five floors; the rest will be
office space. A special feature
is the plaza with trees and a
reflecting pool. Drive-in banking facilities will be provided
under the plaza. The architects
are Thorshov & Cerny, Inc. of
Minneapolis and Holabird &
Root & Burgee of Chicago.

CURVED LUXURY APARTMENT

Quarter-circle, 24-story reinforced concrete apartment for
Chicago's Lake Shore Dr. designed by Architects Hausner
& Macsai for Builders John
Mack and Raymond Sher.
Horizontal spandrels of the
building will be blue.
AHCHITECTURAL PHOTOCRAPl:llNC CO.

CONVENTION CENTER

Mushroom overhang circular
building will be a $4 million
Convention Center, the first
unit of an ultimate $15 to $20
million civic center in Las
Yegas (above). Adrian Wilson
& Associates, Los Angeles
architects and engineers, designed convention building, for
which Clark County voters recently approved $4.5 million
bond issue. Reinforced concrete
building with thin-shelled dome
will be 440' in diameter, with
clear span interior hall 240' in
diameter. It will be fully air
conditioned.

HERDERT BllUCE

cno ss

KAISER

CENTER IN

OAKLAND

This new Oakland, Calif. home
for the affiliated Kaiser companies was designed by Welton
Becket & Assocides. It will
include 900,000 sq. ft. of office
space, parking on four levels,
two floors for shops, and possibly a hotel. Approximate
cost: $30 million.
for news about TRENDS-p. 29
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AN ELECTRl..CAL -FUTURE
FOR THE

"BUILDING OF TOMORROW"
56 Miles of General Electric Fiberduct
provide electrical efficiency for
world's largest stainless steel building
In planning the electrical system for this massive new
45-story "building of tomorrow," (the world's largest
completely air conditioned commercial office building)
the engineers and designers specified General Electric
Fiberduct underfloor wiring systems. This assures that
the building will meet initial electrical needs adequately
and, at the same time, provide the flexibility needed for
future electrical expansion. For example: the 14,000
outlets needed at present can he expanded to as many
as 150,000 without major alterations!
Because the efficient use of business and institutional
real estate is so important today-it will pay you to
investigate G-E Underfloor Wiring Systems. Call your
G-E Construction Materials district office, or write to
Section C68-84, Construction Materials Division, Gener al Electric Company, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.

lfogress Is Ovr Mosf lmporl11nf Protlvcf

G_ENERAL fj ELECTRIC

The gleaming stainless steel Socony Mobil Building occupies a full block
on 42nd Street near Grand Central Station, New York City.
Owner: Galbreath Corporation; John W. Galbreath, Peter 8. Ruffin
Associated Architects: Harrison and Abramovitz; John B. Peterkin
Electrical Consulting Engin eers: The Firm of Edward E. Ashley
Electrical Contractor: Fischbach and Moore, Incorporated
f":.,,,,,...,,r,..I r .... ,..,.,._,..,.,.. ... T,, ,.. ,..,.. .. ,.....,_.,.,_.,_ ... : __ "'- - - - -· ·

BYRNE
brings
EXPERIENCE

In the Manufacture, Erection and Maintenance of

AIRCRAFT and INDUSTRIAL DOORS
HE FIRST successful overhead canopy type

T

doors were developed by Byrne. One of
the early instal lations ( 1928) is illustrated
above. With it is an example of the Byrne
Canopy Doors being built today-still based
on the original principle but incorporating
every modern feature of automatic operation
and sound construction. In th is one t ype of door
is proof of research and engineering leadership-but it's only part of the Byrne story.
In recent years, such outstanding developments as the Byrnaperture have been introduced. This permits tight, automatic door
closure around the fuselages of large planes.
Byrne also has been responsible for such innovations as positive drive operation, wheel brakes
which halt movement of large doors within
three inches, and many other design features.

. , . provides full infor mo·
Byrne

Doors .

for your copy .

Write

Here's the type of company that offers full
value-in engineering cooperation and product quality-wherever aircraft and industrial
doors are needed. Isn't tha t the type of concern you want to work with? To make sure,
then, your most logical specificat ion is Byrne
Doors.

1603 I. 9 Mlle Road, Perndale, Detroit 20, Mich .

tion on the various types
of

What is behind this progressive record of the
past 28 yea rs? First, Byrne maintains one of
the door industry's largest research and design engineering staffs. In the field is another
large staff of engineers strategically located
throughout the country-door experts immediately available to provide solutions to
all construction or maintenance problems. In
addition, competent and thoroughly experienced erection crews are assigned to every
project.

101 Parle Ave., New Yorlr 17, N. Y.
Dept. 1• 17

Cafritz 81d9., Washington 6, D.C.

lyme Doors, Ud., 61 Avenue Road, Toronfo, Ont.

Built to Last. Aerial view of Veterans Admin istration Neuropsychiatric Hospital near Pittsburgh, Pa. All sixteen buildings have Monel nickel-copper alloy flashings and drainage

systems. Architects-Engineers: Prack & Prack, Alfred Hopkins & Associates, Bowers & Barbalat. Hospita l Contractor:
James McHugh Sons, Inc. Sheet Metal Work: M ill er & Meyer.

Why the big trend to light·gauge Monel
for so many of today's new buildings?
More and more architects are writing three little words into their specifications these days.
The words are "Monel Roofing
Sheet." And it's easy to explain why.
Monel'" nickel-copper alloy is
strong and tough. Stronger and tougher, in fact, than any other non-ferrous
roofing metal. It is highly resistant to
atmospheric corrosion.
Mone! alloy also resists wear and
abrasion. Has an average coefficient of
expansion, so is less likely to crack under extreme temperature changes.
Because of this combination of
properties, you can often specify lighter
gauges than are commonly used. And
with lighter gauges, of course, the cost

of roofing metal per square foot drops
measurably!
Another feature - Mone! alloy presents no fabrication or installation
problems to the experienced roofer.
The same tools and techniques employed with other roofing metals work
fine with Mone! alloy!
So write Monel into every job. For
schools ... hotels ... factories ... office
buildings ... hospitals and all other institutions. And don't hesitate to ask for
help or advice on a specific job. The
Mone! Roofing Sheet Distributor in
your city is listed under "Nickel" in
the "Yellow Pages" of your telephone
directory. Call him. Or write to us.
*Registered Trademark

The International Nickel Company, Inc.
67 Wall Street

New York 5, N. Y.

No Problems. Good workmanship is as
easy to achieve in corrosion-resisting Monel
alloy as it is in any other roofing m et al.
Neither fabrica tion nor installation of
Monel sheet metal roofing requires special
tools or techniques.

/A.
(tgQ,
NICKEL ALLOYS
1

Monel Roofing .. ."for the tife of th~ ·~~;;~ing"
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with labor reports poses real puzzle over actual volume
While the dollar volume was up, and by
government forecast was headed higher
( chart and table below ), a look at recent
data on construction employment and wages
(charts at right) focused att ention on
g reat discrepancies between these two
government barometers. Actually, there is
no basic comparability between these two
construction industry surveys, as Commerce and Labor officials explained in a
special report in their Construction Review
for March, 1955. Noting the immense disparity between these two surveys for the
first five months of 1956, however, a leading Washington construction expert said
part of the explanation was also the "glaring inadequacy" of the government's statistical services for this $60 billion a year
industry.
Less building? From January thr ough May

this year total construction expenditures
were $15.,808 million, an increase of $188
million over the same period in 1955, according to the government's reports. But
based on its estimates of total workers
employed in construction each month, and
their g r oss average weekly earnings (allowing for 4 weeks every month), construction workers were paid $1,016 million more
in the same period this year than a year
earlier. Largely accounting for this big
payroll jump were the reports showing an
average of 430,000 more workers actively
employed in construction over this five
months period. (For May, when total con-

EXPENDITURES BY BUILDING TYPES
(m illions of dollars)

First 6 months
June '56

1956

1955

%±

PRIVATE BUILDING
Residential (nonfarm) 1,354
Nonresidential
Industrial

• • • •• . •

.. .... .. ..

Commercial

• •• . • •••

752
257
289

7,029
4,067

7,650
3,429
1,414 1, 116
1,568 1,304

-8
19
27
20

Offices, lofts;
warehouses

.. . . • •

105

607

513

18

Stores; restau-

184
961
791
21
61
336
335
Educational
45
247
229
8
Hospitals; institutions 25
149
172 -1 3
Public utilities • . . . • . •
448 2,321 2, 105
10
* PRIVATE TOTAL 2,715 14,185 14,030
1

struction employment was reported as a
record 3,040,000, the increase over May,
1955, was 514,000, and the increase in
building contract construction-excluding
highway and other nonbuilding construction-was 491,000 workers.)
Superficially, at least, if the labor payroll was up $1,016 million, and wholesale
building material prices were also higher
than a year earlier (up 5.5% from May,
1955 to May, 1956), it would seem impossible that anywhere near the same amount
of construction was under way for an increased expenditure of only $188 million.
But if less construction was underway,
how to account for the 514,000 (20 % )
extra workers employed in May, compared
with May, 1955?
A partial explanation was the fact that
government's total construction employment report covers workers engaged on
maintenance and repair jobs-usually
about 400,000 workers-but its construction expenditure reports do not cover outlays for these purposes. Even so, it would
take more than a 100% increase in maintenance and repair work to boost employment by 514,000 jobs.
In the accompanying wage chart, the
$100.46 average weekly building earnings
in construction in May are $22.06 higher
than average earnings in all manufacturing which employs almost 25% of the entire labor force. Of added .significance for
construction, however, was the fact that
building workers' average weekly hours to
earn $100.46 were only 36.4 while manufacturing workers had to labor an average
of 40 hours to earn their $78.40.
CO'lllparable earnings on an hourly basis
were $2.76 for all building construction
workers, and $1.96 for all manufacturing
workers.
On the dollar scale,
Commerce and Labor officials estimated
that total new construction expenditures
for the first half of 1956 topped comparable 1955 spending- by $344 million, or 2% .
Six-month expenditures for private work

••

45

40 -+----+-t---+----+-+-~~--....,
_,_,
~\-+-

PUBLIC BUILDING
Residential •.... • .•.• .

19
353

115
1,888

134 -14
2,132 -1 1

33
220
27

198
1,214
140

456 -57
1,180
3
162 -1 4

122
545

579
2,000

558
1,735

4
15

115
TOTAL . • 1,278

577
5,725

510
5,526

13

Nonresident ial
Industrial

••.. • . •

........ ..

Educational

.• . . .. ..

Hospitals institutions
Military

... .. ... .. . ..

Highways

........... .

Sewer; wa t er ••.•.• • •
* PUBLIC

P

M

A

M

employed

N

D

other "non.building" workers,

specialty

trades

build in g

workers

reached a total of 1,463,700 i n May, and all
workers

employed

in

bu i lding

construction

reached the 2,504,000 mark.
DO LL A l~S

l4 0-j--+--+--t---1--+--+--+-~-I-

40+---+---+--1948

49

AVERAGE

+-----'l---4---l--

'50

51

WEEKLY

52

53

EARNINGS

ti 4

of

-+--

---1-

55

56

building

trades workers since 1948, as contrasted with
wages of wo r kers in manfacturing. According
to BLS, average manufacturing pay reached

$78.40 in May, average bu i lding workers' pay
$100.46. In the specialty trades, plumbing
and heating workers averaged $111.16, and
electrical workers (the top) $123.32.

3 5 +--+---!--+-L

+--+--+------+--;--t-~~~,,

were 1 % ahead of the first six months of
1955, and spending for public construction
4% ahead.
In spite of lagging- homebuilding, for
the second half of the year the government's construction experts and most industry observers expect a more vigorous
advance in the total building rate. Here
are the estimates from the midyear Commerce-Labor forecast for total 1956 construction, compared with actual 1955 outlays (the forecast a $500 million revision
upward since an initial forecast last
November):
1'

:·;r.: .
:~~l"'"

(millions of

dollars)

1955

195 6
%
Forecast change

PRIVATE
JN BILLION S OF DOL LAR.5
25-+---+-r---+----+~t---+---+-+--+---t--+

J

F M

A lVI J

I

A

P

0

N

D

Residential

(nonfarm) $16,595

Industrial

· ·· ·· ·· ··· ··
Comm e rcial ... ... .. ..
Religious ... .. ..... . ..
Educational ... . .. . ...

to the estimates of the Commerce and Labor

TOTAL PRIVATE

Depts. At $3,993 million they were 1% higher

TOTAL

than $3,936 mil lio n in June 1955.

GRAND

were only a shade under $4 billion, accord i ng

L ess than one per cent.

O

May, according to BLS st atistics. Excluding
highway and

2
*Minor components not shown , so total exceeds
O t;

S

WORKERS in construction soared to a record

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION expenditures in June

sum of p arts.

A

J

3,235,000 i n June, c<>mpared with 3,040,000 in

4

* GRAND TOTAL .. 3,993 19,910 19,556

~

Higher peaks ahead.

rants ; garages • . •

Religious .. .. • .. .. ..

J

Other

Private

. . . ....

.. ...
PUBLIC . . . . . .
TOTAL . .. ... .

2,399
3,043
734
492
6,365
30,572
12,419
42,991

15,500 -6.6
3,000 25.0
3,425
750
550

13.0
2.0
12.0

6,750
31,000
13,500
44,500

6.0
1.0
9.0
4.0

TRENDS continued on p. 32
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USN.S YUKON...:._ 640 foot .
Oil Tanker. Largest shij) ever
built on the Gulf of ~exico. · '

THE

INGA·LLS

· " Ingalls-·
. ·/
• -fabri·c ated steel ·
" ·
for Western Electric
· Merrimack Valley Plant .

COMPANIES .

Ingalls serves both industry and government,
in widely separate fields: Irigalls' KNOWLEDGE
of all these fields was ·earned through practical,
intense, hard-working years. Th is knowledge
is at your service today. · · ·
SHIPBUILDING: The Ingalls Shipbuilding

Corporation has built such outstanding ships
as the USS Glacier, plus many ty pes of tankers,
naval vessels, passenger liners, cargo vessels, ·
barges, rigs, towboats and yachts.
STEEL FABRICATION: The Ingalls Iron Works

Company is a major nation-wide fabricator of steel
for power houses, all types of buildings, bridges,
. and any special applications.

Power Co., Gorgas,
Alabama - fabricated
and erected, by Ingalls

VERSATILITY IS ·1NGALLS.' KEYNOTE!
.;

PLATE AND. TANK WORK: The Bir.mingham Tank

Company, an Ingalls subsidiary, furnishes oil storage
tanks, pressure vessels, bins, stacks, rotary kiln
· dryers, ducts, flues, and blast furnaces;
fabricates steel, aluminum, stainless steel,
other alloys.
·
STEEL. ERECTION:- The Ingalls St.eel
·constr.uction Company erects structural ·
framework for buildings, power houses, tanks,
bins and sta~ks. ·
.
·
invite you to· write for special li:terature on any .
or all of these s~bject.s .. ·

W.e

for fast delivery~
. · ~ to job-site if des.ireet · ;·

THE

IN GALLS

THE INGALLS SHIPBUILDING CORP.

THE INGALLS IRON WORKS COMPANY

COMPANIES

Shipyards: Pascagoula, Mississ ippi; Decatur, Alabama
Offices: New York, Philadelphia, Wash ington , Houston,
New Orleans.

Sales Offices: New York, Chicago, Pittsburgh, Houston ,
Atla nta, New Orleans.

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA

B.IRMINGHAM TANK COMPANY

THE INGALLS STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY

Sales Offices : New York , Chicago, Pittsburgh , Houston ,
Atlanta , New Orleans , Pascagoula .

Sales Offices: New York, Chicago , Pittsburgh , Houston•\
Atlanta, New Orleans .

TRENDS
BUILDING MATERIALS: With little prospect of early settlement,
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steel strike will have delayed effect on construction
Steel manufacturers and their workers
appeared to have just settled down for
a long summer's strike as FORUM went
to press. Initial efforts of federal mediators to rouse either side enough to accept a settlement t hat would start up the
mil1s again proved fruitless. At midmonth,
after two weeks of the shutdown, headlines still reported "no alarm" in Washington, with Commerce Secretary Weeks
describing the impact of the strike on the
economy up to then as "hardly noticeable."
With auto producers and other users
holding inventories large enough to last
well over a month, no one anticip'a ted the
real pinch of the shutdown until sometime
this month. With no bright prospects
of an early reconciliation and peace pact
in sight, Steelworker Chief David McDonald was said to be expecting the stoppage to continue at least six weeks, or
to mid-August at t he earliest.
l BO +--+--f---1----1--+--J--_j__~

Impact on building. Main effects of the
strike on construction would be delayed.
With most big •s teel orders placed as much
as six months to a year in advance, relatively few projects were held up immediately by the cutoff of mill production.
In ev·e nt of a prolonged strike, however,
the reduced output would soon begin to
cause costly, aggravating job delays. The
impact on prices would occur immediately,
.once the strike was settled, and by all
accounts would send up structural shapes
in the range of $9 to $15 a ton, or minimum of about 10%. Structural steel prices
are only a 2.2 % component of BLS's index of average wholesale building material
prices, but higher basic steel prices would
also go into this index indirectly, in higher
costs for the metal that would have to
be paid by t'he manufacturers of finished
building products made of steel. The slight
May and June decline in the BLS materials prices index would soon be cancelled
by new advances.

INCREASE EXPECTI:DWKEN
5 T R 1KE 15 SE:TTL E D
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STEEL COSTS, for s t ructural shapes, compared

w ith

costs for

"afl

commodities ,"

and

for

"all building mate r ials," on the basis of the
average wholesale price indices of the Depts.
of Commerce and Labor. Any strike settlement was expected to send structural prices
up 10 to 15% , to an index of at least 175.
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STRUCTURAL STEEL unfilled orders on June

had advanced to 2,895,660 tons , the highest
volume since the American Institute of Steel
Construction started tabulating orders on its
in

INDEX 1947-'49 •10 0
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BUILDING MATERIALS

tually

stationary in

PRICES

remained

June , declining

vir -

almost

imperceptibly from 130.8 to 130.6 on the BLS
index of average wholesale prices.
dropped

1.7% ,

and

lumber 0.4%,

Plywood
but

most

other items were unchanged from May.

BUILDING COSTS: Agencies
see further moderate rise
In typical government manner of speaking
(usually understatement), the announcement by Commerce and Labor Depts. of
their revised 1956 construction volume
forecast (p. 29) contained an official,
unelaborated nine-word building cost prediction: "Construction costs are expected
to continue to rise moderately."
From May to June, E . H. Boeckh's
index of nonresidential building costs
stopped its steep climb (see chart), registered an advance of only 0.3 % . Boeckh,
however, promised only a short pause. He
said new labor agreements were already
causing marked advances in later cost reports starting to come in for July, and the
upward march was regaining momentum.
For the first six months of 1956 the
Boeckh Index registered a 3.5 % increase
in building costs and for June was 5.5 %
above June 1955. For t he second quarter
of 1956, the Austin Co.'s index of industrial building costs advanced 2.4 % ; for
six months it was up 4.4%.

Big gains noted in capacity,
production of brick and tile

~-

current basis

Belgian steel in NY. As a result of the steel
industry's inability to meet the construction boom's pyramiding steel requirements
as fast as desirable even before the strike
New York Owner-Builder Samuel Fried~
enberg arranged to import the main steel
for a new 30-story office building in the
New York insurance district. His contract, arranged by Leon G. Rucquoi, New
York representative for producers in Belgium and Luxembourg, called for delivery
of 1,200 tons of fl.at-plate welded I beams
from a Belgian mill between October and
January. This would be used for the main
columns of the building, according to Consulting Engineer Charles Mayer. American bar steel would •b e used for the structure's reinforced concrete floors. The principals all declined to reveal prices, or even
say whether the delivered Belgian steel
would cost more or less than domestic
steel. The main factor, all insisted, was
the assurance of early delivery.

u o-+---t-+--+---l-+--t---t-+--t---i--t-

1951 . The previous

record

was 2,771,264 tons , in June 1951 . Of t he June
1 backlog , 1,224,371 tons were sche d uled for
fabrication by Sept. 30, but performance became only a 1matter of conjecture after the
steel strike began on July 1.

Brick and structural tile manufacturers
increased their production 14% last year
-the .g reatest increase of any major
structural building material-and this year
expect a further 9% increase to a postwar
high of 9.8 billion brick equivalents, according to a survey for Structural Clay Products Institute by Robinson Newcomb Associates. Lumber production increased 4.7 %
last year, and cement 9.4 % , this survey
showed.
The structural clay products industr y
also has expanded its capacity more in the
last two years than producers of any other
major materials, according to the Newcomb
survey. For example, brick capacity rose
9.9% in 1955, cement 7.4 % , .s teel 2.1 % .
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COSTS

rose a

ASOND
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little less steeply in

June

than during earlier months of the yea r on the
index compiled
The

increase

by E.
(to an

H . Boeckh &
index figure

Assoc.

of 276.9)

was only 0.3%, compared with an 0.8% rise
in May.
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Aggregate Tra n~-Fer
ADDS

BEAUTY AND

COLOR

TO ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE

The Cuming County Courthouse in West Point, Neb. is an example
of the warmth and color that can be imparted to architectural concrete
structures by using the aggregate transfer method.
The red bands around the courthouse constitute the aggregate _
transfer area- a total of 1720 sq. ft. The color was achieved
by a mixture of 65% dark cedar gray marble aggregate and 35% alpine
red marble chips. The resulting blend contrasts pleasantly
with the surrounding area of exposed, grout-cleaned concrete walls.
Aggregate transfer is an economical method developed to obtain color
in architectural concrete walls. It is economical because
the special aggregate needed is limited to a thin layer at the surface.
You attach colored aggregate to a thin form liner of plywood
or other material by means of a special adhesive. Erect the reinforcing
and back form in usual way and fill with concrete. Strip forms
and treat the colored surface to expose the special facing aggregate.
Architects are invited to write for free, illustrated literature,
distributed only in th e U.S. and Canada, on the aggregate transfer method.
Photograph (appro ximate ly 1/2 size )
o f an aggreg at e transfer area of the Cuming
County Courtho use in West Point , Neb.
Backlund & Jackson is the architect-engin eer.
Parsons Construction Co. is th e contra cto r.
Both firms are located in Omaha , Neb.

PORTLAND

CEMENT ASSOCIATION

Dept. 8-7, 33 West Grand Avenue, Chicago 10, Illinois
A national organi zation to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete

... through scientific research and e ngineering field work

floors that look like cork ..
cost like asphalt tile
Cork Terrazzo Tones come in the two most popular shades
of actual cork flooring, light and medium. Installed separately or in
pattern with each other, these two shades make possible warm,
beautiful floors in authentic cork tones.
This luxurious -looking asphalt tile can be quickly and safely
installed on concrete slabs on or below grade. Easy cleaning, rugged
durability and low cost make Cork Terrazzo Tones a natural
choice for many rooms in the modern hom e. If you like the rich
beauty of cork, take a look at Azrock Cork Terrazzo Tones
. . . write for color chart and product data.
Pattern shown: Light Cork
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AZROCK PRODUCTS DIVISION
554 Frost Bonk Building

•

Son Antonio, Texas

•

UVALDE ROCK ASPHALT CO.
Makers of Vino-Lvx • Azrock • Dvroco • Azphlex

When design and quality are so apparent,
words are superfluous ... Look and see!
Your Day-Brite representative will gladly help. Literature available. Day-Brite Lighting, Inc., 5471 Bulwer Ave., St. Louis 7, Missouri.

Nation's Largest Manufacturer of Commercial and Industrial Lighti ng Eq uipment
61143
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Now the world's finest air conditioning system - the Carrier
Weathermaster* System - offers a new modular under-the-w indow unit as little as one foot high! For modern all-glass buildings, it gives new freedom in design never before possible with a
perimeter air conditioning system!

If you want large windows that extend almost to the floor , now

New CARRIER Modular Units
for office building

you can have them-WITH WEATHERMASTER AIR CONDITIONING!
New Carrier Modular Units hug the floo r - look like a decorative
ledge only one foot high, ten inches deep.

If you want an air conditioning system that fits the building you
design instead of having to design a building to fit the air conditioning, now you can have it-WITH WEATHERMASTER AIR CONDITIONING ! Small, compact units are designed to fit modern
building modules-with trim enclosures that can extend from
column to column or wall to wall.

air conditioning-as little
.'

as one foot high!

If you want to save space and materials without sacrificing air
conditioning performance, now you can do it-WITH WEATHERMASTER AIR CONDITIONING ! Carrier Modular Units save on ductwork. Fewer vertical risers are needed. The air supply can be
extended through handsome enclosures to units in series. Air and
water connections can be made at the bottom or ei ther side.
Find out more about the new Carrier Modular Weathermaster
Units. And find out more about the famous Weathermaster S ystem
that lets you control the climate you prefer in every room- quietly,
quickly, automatically. Call the Carrier office listed in your telephone directory, or write fo r Catalog 36N-64. Carrier Corporation ,
Syracuse, New York.
* Reg. u.s. Pat. off.

air conditioning • refrigeration • industrial heating
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PEOPLE
Cyrus Silling directs AIA study of "package services";
Austin J. Paddock heads US Steel's American B r idge D ivision

RILLING

P.:lCKAGE DEALER STUDY
Objectivity rather than specrl
was in prospect from the ne11·
AIA committee to study th·~
"package services" probl em ap·
pointed after the close of the
Los Angeles convention.
Chairman Cyrus E. Si!ling, of
Charleston, W. Va., suggested
that committee members should
l'ecognize
the
"competitivn
spil'it in the .Amel'ican econ·
omy" that has contributed to
the growth of package dealers
("if thel'e's a vacuum into
w hich they have stepped, then
we're pl'obably responsible for
it"), but pending a "very care·
ful objective survey" he was
unwilling
to
express
any
further opinions on the prob·
!em or its solution. He did add,
however, that the committee's
study is so premature "we're
still looking for a good defini·
tion for package services." .And
despite an ,AI.A newsl etter re·
port that the committ ee is to
mak e recommendations to the
fa ll directors' meeting, Sillin?·
said the group w ill not meet
before fall .
Other committee m emb ers are
Walter C. Bogner, Herbert C.
Mi!lkey, Henry L . Wright,
Frank G. Lopez, Aaron N. Kiff,
L. Morgan Yost, Alonzo J. Harriman, Vincent G. Kling, John
W. Root, Robert H. Wohleb
a ncl B. Sumner Gruzen.

AWARDS AND HONORS
Winner of the Grand .Architec·
tural Award of the 1956 Boston
Arts Festival: the M.I.T. chap el
designed by Eero Saarinen; a
special commendation and com·
men clation, respectively, were
awarde d the Coletti Brothers,
of Boston, for their Beach
Pavilion in Salisbury, Mass.,
and The Architects' Collaborntive, for their Northeast Elc·
mentary School, Waltham, Mass.
Belatecl tribute from fe llow
architects was accorded Paul
Chalfin, 82, a month ago, when
AIA's Florida South chapter
made him an honorary member
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ancl gave him a special citation
for designing Villa Vizcaya,
originally the $15 million-estate
of the late James Deering,
threshing machin e magnate, but
now the Dade County Art Mu·
~et11n. Said the citation: "This
stately house (ancl formal gar·
cl ens) bren th es th e spirit of thr
Renaissance, through tlie heer
splendor of its architecture has
invoked the pride of a commu·
n i t~· and the determination that
it be forever preserved."
R.ecipients of the 1956 Awanl
of the Concrnte R.einforcing
Steel Institute, for their exten·
si,·e studies since 1936, inciud·
ing concrete floor slabs for
buildings and bridges, dynamic
behavior of beams and slabR:
Drs. N. M. Newmark and C. P.
Siess, of the Talb ot Laboratory,
L: 11i1·ersity of Illinois.

CUTLER

----.§
8
~

!::

z

~

PADDOCK

EXECUTIVE SHIFTS
Engineer Austin J . P a ddock,
previo usly vice president in
charge of manufacturing opera·
tions, and since 1954 in charge
of contracting, was appo inted
president of the American
Bridge division of US Steel
Corp., succeeding Norman B .
Obbard, transferred to an op·
erations executive position in
the parent organization. Maxwell D. Millard, director of dis·
tribntion and availab ility, was
appoint.eel general manager of
sales for
the corporation's
A merican Steel & Wire division,
succeeding John Graham, re·
tired.
Boston's Aberthaw Constr ue·
tio n Co. elect.eel as president
engineer Ambrose Burton, wh o
will also cont inue to holcl his
post as vice president for en·
g-ineering with Cabot, Cabot &
Forbes, which purchased contrnl
of Aberthaw Inst y ear.

AJA CHAPTER CHIEFS
Ke\\· president of t h e New
York City A I A chapte1-, larg·
est in the nation (at 1,000,
its membership is abo ut 9% of
AIA's 11,000 total) is Robert
W. Cutler, partner of Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill and a gov·
ernor of the Building R.esearch
Institute and the N. Y. Build·
ing Congress.
More than 300 members at·
tending the Minnesota Society
of Architects convention in
Minneapolis in J une elect.Pel
Victor Gilbertson, of Hills,
Gilb e1·tson & Hayes, Minneapo·
!is, as president, su cceeding
Glynne W . Shifflet, of Minneapolis.
Formation of .AI.A's newest
chapter, Northwest Florida, was
app roved by directors during
Los Angeles convention ses·
sions. At its first official meet·
ing a few weeks later the
r ha pter elected as first presi·
dent Hugh J . Leitch, of Pensn ·
cola, which will be its head·
quarters city. Leitch said the
principal architect w ho sparked
formation of the group was
P ensacolan Roger G. WeekR,
" ·ho was elected secretary.

CAMPUS CHANGES
Yale University appointed a
prnfessor of architecture start·
i11g with th e fall term Architect
and City Planner Louis I . Kahn,
of Philadelphia, w ho has frequently been a visit ing design·
criti c at the university and was
also one of the architects for
its art gallery and design cent.or
completed in 1953.
To h ead its new department
of architecture, which will
begin offering a five-year course
in archit ecture sta1·ting next
month, Kent State University,
Kent, Ohio, named Professor
Joseph F . Morbito, who previously h as taught at Penn
State an d Western Reserve U ni·
Yersities.
E lected emeritus professor of
ar chitecture, and to retirn next
month from t h e University of
Pennsylvania's School of Fine
Arts: Professor Arthur F . Deam,
on the Penn faculty since 1945,
architecture chairman since '50.

ELECT ED: Carlyle M . Ashley.
chief staff engineer of Carrier

Corp., holder of more t han 40
patents ;in the field, as presi·
dent of the American Society
of R.efrigerating Engineera;
William F . Ryan, senior con·
su iting engineer of Stone &
Webster,
nominated
(tanta.·
rnonnt to el ection) as president
of American Society of Mech·
anical Engiueern, to be installed
at its annual convention in
N. Y. in November; Architects
Norman Hunter, of Los An·
gel es, ancl J . Stewart Stein, of
Chicago, as the new president
and vice president of the young,
vigorous Con truction Specification Institute, which has grown
to ten chapters with almost
1,000 members since 1949 aml
expects early formation of an·
other six chapters and a total
membership- close to 2,000; J.
Ashton Gray, of Leesburg, Fla.,
as president of the Prestressed
Concrete Institute, succeeding
George W. Ford, of Ft. Lauderdale; Robert S. Curtiss, director
of realty for the Port of New
York 'A uthority, as president of
the Real Estate Board of New
York.

DIED: W . L. (Win) Cooper, 58,
former president of the Michi·
gan Real Estate Assn. and Na.tional Institute of Heal Estate
Brokers, May 27 in Port Huron ,
Mi ch. ; Jesse H . Jones, 82,
builder-owner of 33 of Rous·
ton's largest buildings, as well
as others in N ew York, Dallas,
Ft. Worth and Memphis, al·
though best k nown as chairman
of the R.FC, June 1 in Houston ;
Charles Loridans, 78, engineer
and builder of many large Geor·
gia, Florida, Alabama and Tennessee edu cational and commercial stru ctur es, J nne 9 in At·
!ant.a; Sir Frank Brangwyn, 89,
whose murals in the US include
works in the R.CA Building
main lobby in N.Y., the Cleve·
land Court House and Missouri
State Capitol, Jun e 11, in Dit·
ch ling, England; Emanuel M.
(Manny) Spi egel, 50, secretary
of ACTION and former presi·
dent of NAHB, June 16 in En·
glewood, N.J., after a heart at·
tack; Lafayette Anthony Gold ·
stone, 80, architect for both
luxury and public housing
a partments in N.Y.C., winner
of the 1914 Go ld Medal of the
A.IA chapter there (fath er of
N.Y . .Architect Harmon H. Goldstone ), June 22 in N .Y.
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MOOfRN BUllOINGS
call for
modern elevators

REDDING -MILLER BUILDING,

Denver, Colorado
ARCHITECT:

T.

J.

Moore,

Jr.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR:

N. G. Petry Construction Co.
Rotary Oildraulic Passenger Elevator
sold and installed by
William Colin Kirk & Associates
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IRWIN UNION BANK AND TRUST CO.,

Columbus, Indiana
ARCHITECTS:

Eero Saarinen & Associates
GENERAL CONTRACTORS:

J. L. Simmons Company, Inc.
Rotary Oildraulic Passenger Elevator sold
and installed by Service Elevator Co., Inc.

Enjoy greater freedom of design with
Rotary Oildraulic Elevators
Refreshing originality in today's architecture is facilitated by
the modern Rotary Oildraulic Elevator. Because it requires no
penthouse, this highly-efficient elevator permits bold innovations
and distinctive modern design. The two buildings shown here
are good examples.
Construction economies

·1

The Rotary Oildraulic Elevator is moved, supported and controlled by a powerful oil-hydraulic jack. There is no overhead
machinery ... hence no penthouse. And there is no weight on the
building structure, permitting a substantially lighter hoistway
and saving on consh·uction costs.
Consistently smooth operation is assured by the Rotary Oildraulic Conh-oller, an exclusive Rotary feature combining the
functions of eight separate hydraulic control valves. Elevator
starts and stops are always velvet-smooth. Automatic floor leveling with )~" accuracy is guaranteed.
Automatic control systems

Any type of control is available, from simple push button to the
most advanced selective-collective or similar automatic system.
Operation may be with or without attendant.
The dependable, economical Rota-Flow power unit may be
placed in an area with other mechanical equipment for convenience in servicing and to save valuable space.
Rotary Oildraulic Elevators are sold, installed and serviced by
factory-trained personnel in a national distributor organization.
For assistance on plans and speci£cations, look for "Rotary
Oildraulic" under "Elevators" in your phone book.

th [

i

l_______,,_ - ~ v-

See our catalog in Sweet's

ELEVATORS
Engineered and built by ROTARY LIFT COMPANY, 1110 Kentucky, Memphis 2, Tennessee
Division of Dover Corporation
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ONE WHOLE WALL OF
A

PICTURE WINDOW

ALUMINUM

WINDOW

EVERY

BY

ROOM

COMBINING

DOUBLE•HUNG

AND

IS

MADE

INTO

CECO-STERLING

FIXED

WINDOWS • . •

The therapeutic value of sunshine and view had much to do in guiding
Pereira & Luckman, planners, architects and engineers of Los Angeles
and New York City, in designing the Grossmont District Hospital. To give

TREATMENT IN

patients a better outlook they made the whole side of each room into a
wall of glass-a picture window bringing in sunshine and acres of view.

A HOSPITAL

Ceco-Sterling Aluminum Double-Hung and Fixed Windows accomplished
th e desired effect. Maximum glass was possible because of slender sleeving
mullions and narrow sash sections. And important, too, was the tight

... BUILDS PATIENT MORALE

weather-seal provided by Ceco Windows. On your next building project,
consult Ceco Engineers. They will help you make effective use of metal
building products.
CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Offices, wa rehouses and fabricatin g plants in principal cities
Gene ral Offices: 5601 West 26th Street, Chicago 50, Illinoi s
IN CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS CECO ENGINEERING MAKES THE BIG OIFFERENCE
Windows. Sc<eens and Coors / Ceco-Meyer Steel lorms / Concrete Reinlorcino / Ste el Joists / Metal Roof Deck / Melal lath
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L ---There's minimum air in filtration with the use of
Ceco-Sterling
DoubleHung Monumental and
Commercial Windows,
Series 200-B. That's because the sash float on
stain less stee l weat her
stripping, assuring tight,
freely operating, ve rtical
slidin g windows. They
ope rate silently, so necessary in hospital windows.

Front elevation of Grossmont District Hospita l, San Diego, California presents
interesting pattern of I ight and shade, with Ceco-Sterling Aluminum Double-Hung
and Fi xed Windows and Screens providing echo accents for the main motif.
Pereira & Luckman, planners, architects and engineers.

..

STAINLESS
STEEL
WEATHER -

,

STRIPPING

.....

The sweep and pattern of the window
t reatment lend stately drama to Grossmont. Visors over the windows and rightangle fins control gla re while admitting
abundant li ght.

t
Note the heavy extruded box sections for rugg ed pe rtormance, and th e double-contact stainl ess stee l weather stri pping
for tightn ess. Simila r weather strip at jambs provides a spring
cus hion contact, ho ld s sash clear of frame for easy sliding.
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DATES

me Philben

"Twenty Years of Photography by Gottscho-Schleisner," architectural collection,
thrnug·h summer, Museum of the City of
New York, N. Y.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
special summer programs: "Structural
Design for Dynamic Loads," begins Aug.
6; "The Artist, Materials, and Technology," begins Aug. 13; "City and Regional
Planning," begins Aug. 20, at M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Mass.
National Shade Tree Conference, annual
convention, Aug. 20-24, Royal York Hotel,
Toronto, Canada
Lutheran Church Building Convention,
Sept. 20-24, Karlsruhe, Germany
Associated General Contractors, midyear
board meeting, Sept. 17-19, Schroeder
Hotel, Milwaukee, Wis.
Building Research Institute, conference
on Modern Masonry Construction, at the
institute, Sept. 19-20, Washington, D.C.
Institute of Traffic Engineers, annual
convention, Sept. 25-28, Mark Hopkins
Hotel ; San Francisco

free McPhilben quality! Who else but McPhilben packs so much in so versatile a
line of lighting fixtures? Who else but
McPhilben offe rs the smart simplic ity of
years-a head styling, the inherent permanence of anod ized cast aluminum construction .. . the fine attention to engineer ing
detail, the range of applications . • . tlJe
superiority of performance?
If you've a lighting problem ... for hotels,

AIA Regional meetings : Nor th Central,
Sep. 28-29, Pfister Hotel, Milwaukee;
Gulf States, Oct. 7-9, Chattanooga, Tenn.;
Calif. Council of .Al:chitects, Oct. 10-13,
Yosemite Lodge, Yosemite Natl. Park;
Western Mountain region, Oct. 19-20,
Hotel Utah, Salt Lake City; New York
State, Oct. 24-27, Lake Placid Club, Lake
Placid; Tex., Oct. 31-Nov. 2, Corpus
Christi; Mid-Atlantic and Penna. Society
of Architects, Nov. 14~16, Hershey Hotel,
Hershey, Penn.
Mortgage Bankers Assn., annual convention, Oct. 8-11, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.

schools, hospitals, industr~, housing, prisons, public or office build ings , .. write us
today. Our field-trained representative will
be glad to discuss your needs and app licat ions. Consult, and specify McPhilben .••
pioneer and pacemaker in cast aluminum
fixtures and institutional lighting for over
41 years.

American Title Assn., annual convention,
Oct. 17-20, Fontainbleau Hotel, Miami
Beach.
National Assn. of Housing & Development Officials, annual convention, Oct. 2124, Statler Hotel, New York City.
National Assn. of Real Estate Boards,
annual convention, Nov. 11-16, Jefferson
Hotel, St. Louis

1339 Willoughby Avenue, Brooklyn 37, N. Y.

19th Ceramic National Exhibition, Nov. 4Dec. 2, Syracuse Museum of Fine Arts,
Syracuse, New York.
Structural Clay Products Institute, annual convention, Nov. 12-14, Boca Raton,
Fla.
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In Building, THIS*

*FIRST COST can be the LEAST COST
if it,s the LAST COST
"INFO" for Architects
and Builders
"AL Stainless Steels for
Building"-12 pages on
stainless grades, properties,
forms, finishes, standard
"specs," uses and advantages.

1

" Stainless Steels for
Store Fronts and Building Entrances"-40 pages
of valuable data oh examples and details . AIA File
No. 26D.

2

" Stainless Steel Curtain
3progress
Walls"-A 24-page
report on methods . AIA File No. 15-H-1.

Address Dept.

B-80

Take the lobbies of big buildings as an
example, so many of them all agleam with
stainless steel on walls, columns, elevator
enclosures, etc.
They weren't built that way just to
spend money. Stainless was used to SAVE
money, because of all modern surfacing
materials, nothing else is at one and the
same time as hard, strong and lastingly
beautiful-as resistant to heat, wear and
corrosion-as easy to clean and keep clean
as stainless steel. Nothing else lasts as long
and costs as little in the lonf!, run!

ation, Oliver Building, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Make it BETTER-and LONGER LASTING-with

AL ~tainle11 ~teel
W6D 5732A
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Lobby interiors are only a case in point.
The same advantage of long-term economy
holds good for stainless steel curtain wall
panels on building exteriors. Or stainless
store fronts, marquees and entrances. O r
stainless windows and doors, railings, grilles,
roofs, drainage systems, etc.
• Wherever a surface or a product has
to take a beating and last, AL Stainless can
save you money. Let us give you any information or technical assistance you may
need. Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corpor-

Warehouse stocks carried by all Ryerson Steel plants
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HERCULITE ®

The entrance to the Bank of Terrebonne &

undergoes a special tempering process which makes it fou

Trust Company, Houma, Louisiana, utilizes Pittsburgh Ilercu-

times stronger than ordinary glass of the same thickness

lite Doors to give the front an open, inviting appearance, so

Notice that the doors here are equipped with the Pittco mati•

necessary to banking operations . For people like to do business

-"the nation's finest automatic door opener." A light toucl

with a bank that is modern and progressive looking. Hercu-

and the Herculite Doors open as if by magic! Architect: H. T

lite is made from Pittsburgh Polished Plate Glass. This glass

Und erwood, New Orleans, La.

For dependable, long-lived and
architecturally flexible doors ...
specify PITTSBURGH
Architects and building owners all over the
country overwhelmingly prefer Pittsburgh Herculite and Tubelite Doors. They know that these
doors are noteworthy for their handsome appearance, architectural adaptability, long life and
dependable operation. The many thousands of
installations of Herculite and Tubelite Doors

from coast to coast are proof of their widespreac
acceptance. Regardless of your entrance re
quirements- whether you need one door or :
multi-unit installation - you can depend up01
Pittsburgh Herculite and Tubelite Doors to offe
you the best possible value and satisfaction. Yol
will be wise to insist upon them.

TUB ELITE "

In this new building of Sears, Roebuck &

tectural scheme. These doors mark an exceptional advanc.:e in

Company, Denver, Colorado, Pittsburgh Tubelite Doors were

hollow metal entrance design. Their uniqu e interlocking fea -

used. The result is one of compelbng attraction, through the

ture makes them extremely rigid, holds th eir tru e shape

clean, distinctive, simple lines of these doors. Tubelite Doors

through long and continued use. Quickly glazed and installed,

and Frames are greatly preferred because th eir design charac-

Tubelite Doors offer the best possible value at moderate cost.

teristics make them completely adaptable to almost any archi-

Architects : T. H. Buell & Co., Denver, Colorado.

The PITTC OMATIC ®
opens doors at a touch!
HOW THE PITTCOMATIC OPERATES: Smooth, hydraulic power is supplied by the power unit, through ~8" copper lines, to the hinge
under the door. In the handle-or mat- there is a 10-volt circuit
which passes through the control box and activates th e power unit.
Ad justments provided in the control box and the hinge regulate
the action of the door. The Pittcomatic is the safest automatic door
opener to operate. I t is th e easiest to install an d mainta in.

TYPICAL PITTCOMA TIC INSTALLATION

FOR DETAILED INFORMATION 011 Pittsburgh Doors, see Sweet's Architectural File ... Sections 16a and 16d . ..
or write direct to Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Room 6305, 632 Fort D11qu esne Blv d., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

11

PAINTS

·

GLASS

·

PITTSBURGH

CHEMICALS

•

BRUSHES

PLATE

·

PLASTICS

GLASS

•

FIBER GLASS

COMPANY

IN CANADA: CANADIAN PITTSBURGH INDUSTRIES LIMITED
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ARCHI TECT and ENGINEER:

Charles M. and Edward Stotz
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
GENERAL CONTRACTORS :

Navarro Corporation
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Ragner Benson, Incorporated
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

View of stainless steel spandrel con·
struction and window framing treatment
crafted and erected by Overly on United
States Steel's new Research Center.

Walls of Stainless Steel
on new USS Research Center.
crafted by

Above, giant U. S. Steel trademark crafted by Overly.
Above right , unique fluted spandrel design. crafted
by Overl y, has no visible joints. Its No. 2D Special
fini sh creates a pleasing contrast with the No. 4
fini sh used on all other exterior stainless work.

Above right , Building D-Edgar C. Bain
Laboratory for Fundamental Research.
Bottom , view of Building A- main lab·
oratory in the Applied Research section .

I

•

Entrance to Applied Research Laboratory-spandrels, cornice, pylo ns and
insignia were crafted and erected by
Overly in enduring stainless steel.

Fundamental Research Building' s entrance
features a striking winged sculpture on tur·
quoise blue background crafted by Overly.
Application of flame to the iron atom symbolizes the steel making process. Wings represent the freedom of thought in research.

1
'

I:
I

,,

!1:
I

,,

,,

,,

Ii

I:
, I:

In Monroeville, Pennsylvania-just 30 minutes due east of Pittsburgh's
Golden Triangle-the United States Steel Corporation has recently com·
pleted one of the most advanced, fully equipped research centers in the
world. Its new facilities will permit U. S. Steel to intensify, coordinate
and broaden its already vast research and development activities
covering every aspect of the steel making process.
Overly is proud to have played a maj or role in bringing this brilliantly
designed research center to completion by fabricating and erecting all
exterior stainless steel work on two main buildings-the Edgar C. Bain
Laboratory for Fundamental Research and the Applied Research Laboratory. Overly stainless work includes: fluted spandrels; window
framing units; and all cornice and coping. Entrance construction too,
including winged sculpture, "USS" insignia, marquee, cornice and
pylons were crafted and erected by Overly.
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Ove.tv
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Greensburg, Pennsylvania

Los Angeles 39, California
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"Reznor is the one
name in gas heating
equipment my clients
recognize and accept"

"It's pretty discouraging to write careful equipment
specifications and then have them rejected by a client
because he just doesn't know the make. But that never
happens when we specify Reznor gas heating equipment.
Reznor is the one make all our clients know and
accept. It's not hard to understand why. Reznor sells nearly one
out of two gas unit heaters, so Reznor is the unit heater our customers
are used to seeing wherever they go. And Reznor is the brand they
see advertised in the national magazines they read.
"Client acceptance is only one of the reasons we specify Reznor
equipment. We know from experience that Reznor stands for
quality of construction and performance. High operating
efficiency ... long life ... dependable service.
"We like to work with Reznor because it gives us one source
for all our gas heating equipment needs . . . suspended gas unit
heaters for all industrial and commercial heating requirem~nt s
... gas-fired duct furnaces which let us custom engineer heating
and beating-cooling systems to meet exact job requirements.
"We appreciate Reznor availability, too. There's a stocking
Reznor distributor in every major city. We know we can specify
Reznor equipment with complete assurance that the units we
specify will be available when and where they're needed ."

(BRICKS OUT OF LAW)
Word comes from Washington that legally
you can no longer call any kind of brick
simply a brick, unless it really simply is
a brick. The new Federal Trade Commission's Trade Practice Rules have postulated, effective July 5, '56, that the only
product which may be sold or advertised
as brick or structural tile must be 1)
made primarily of clay or shale or a mixture of the two, and 2) must be "fused
together as a result of the application of
heat" or, as the industry expresses it,
hard-burned in a kiln.
And what of gold bricks, brick ice cream,
and other such brickery? Well, it's all r ight
if you don't simply call them brick. Concrete brick, coral brick, plaster brick, sandlirne brick, etc. are qualified, disclosing the
fact they are not ceramic, so they are legal.
Roman brick is not made of Romans, so it
is doubtful. A decision is awaited.
This serves to remind us of a poem
composed back in architecture school during a long, long, warm, warm materials
lecture on the subject of the proper mortar
mix for laying up durable brick walls. The
lecturing professor had a pronounced
Illinois twang. The illustration is also an
old one--old materials notebooks never die.

Yes, Reznor is the preferred line of gas heating equipment ...
preferred by clients, by architects, engineers and heating contractors. If you don't know Reznor, it's time you got acquainted.
Write today for free catalog or give your nearby Reznor distributor a call. You'll find him listed under "Heaters-Unit" in
the yellow pages of your telephone directory.

Chant for a Mason

water in the mortar
warter in the motar
wortar, marter
malor, worter
set set set, my pretty bricks
Yes, those were the poetic days.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST-SELLING
GAS UNIT

HIATIRS

REZNOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY
40 Union Street, Mercer, Pa.
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(ON

LOCATION)

A number of our most important new
buildings stand amid dreary city slums,
and none more definiteiy than those on the
campus of Illinois Institute of Technology
in Chicago's South Side. On one side of
the campus is the elevated railroad line of
the N.Y.Central, aloofly carrying prosper-

)

PARENTHESES
ous travelers to and from the East Coast
past the beautiful, begrimed campus buildings . On the other side, less aloof, is the
local elevated, carrying· dwellers of the
depressed South Side to and from their
labors in the Loop. All around UT (and
penetrating its campus) are the t umbledown brick structur es typical of this
world's biggest slum, where grit seems
sometimes to have replaced mortar as a
binder .
Out there in that neighborhood last
month to help point the camera at Mies's
latest masterpiece, the new Crown Hall of
UT, we were standing with a small group,
Photographer Bill Engdahl of HedrichBlessing, his assistant, Fred Dutch, David
Haid of the Mies office, and a couple of
UT students who were running su rvey
practice. Setting up a picture, we were
planning to use the students and their
transit as scale figures. Shortly we became
aware that our group had been joined
by a couple of anonymous looking gents
wearing sunglasses and sport shirts, with
shirttails rampant, who kept staring over
our shoulders as if Marilyn Monroe Miller
(M-M-M) were standing across the street.
Then one of the pair muttered, cornerof-the-mouth: " Narcotics Squad . . . just
don't pay any attention to us. . . we're
working on that corner."
And workmg they were. It turned out
there were detectives all over the place,
studying the casual comings and goings

tempted: a passing young resident of the
South Side-a little girl running across the

pleasant green island of the campus; some
artists at maintenance (with a tremendous

scope for their talent) ; and Mies en scene.
For others, including Raid's Au stin-Healy,

"While Miss Russell captivated the nation, and 'a bicycle built f or two' dramatized the f act that millions of wirewheeled bicycles were r olling the by-ways,
Judge Elb ert Gary in 1901 drew up plans

La.cc Co\·ered

Braided \Vire Bustle
•\'ery light. Beautiful
PHOTO S (ABOVE & LEFT) : W, M CQ .

in $hap~ and dur.iblc
Made of Plated Steel Wire
E~ fin e trimming.

a nd t he surveyors, see story beginning p.
104.
(STRUCTURAL SHAPES)

on the opposite sidewalk. All the detectives
wore sports shirts and sun glasses, all
blended almost perfectly with the Miesian
background. At one point we decided to
try to use them as scale figures, but that
didn't really seem wise. Besides,. they kept
disappearing behind corners of buildings,
sliding behind Venetian blinds, etc.
At one point, we volunteered a telephoto
lens to them for a closer view of their
quarry, and g~ot a hard look in reply, although one of the detectives did make use
of t he telescope on the transit. What did
we get in return? Engdahl's car was
ticketed both days we were there.
Here are some other scale figures at-
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The US Steel Corp. has sent over some entertaining historical documents in honor of
their 125th birthday. US Steel was begun
in 1830 when a New England blacksmith
developed the first wire-drawing equipment. Another major growth stage came
later, when John "Bet-a-million" Gates
recognized the repulsive virtues of barbed
wire and helped sell enough of it to form
the big American Steel & Wire Co. with
Judge Elbert Gary.
"And then across the wire industry f ell
the ch(]Jrm of actress Lillian Russell,'' says
US Steel. "Her fame and figure in the
'eighties' and 'gay nineties' created a
fashion rage featuring wire brassieres,
flourishing Gainsboro hats and hatpins,
mountainous bustles and sweeping skirts
and parasols- all made of wire. Wire orders jumped along with the nation's heart.

75 Cts.

for the organization of US Steel Corp.
which included American Ste el and Wire."

*

*

Ten years ago next month it was our
privilege t o interview Miss Mae West in
Ithaca, N. Y. for the Cornell Widow ,
backstage at a local theater where this famous actress was playing a one-night
stand. Outside her dressing room all was
tumult and shouting. A delegation of boys
from up the hill were waiting to proclaim
Mae the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi. Inside
the dressing room was a pleasant, languorous calm. Our photographer was
busy taking pictures. (He had forgotten
to load his camera, it t urned out later.)
Miss West, chatting, picked up a local
newspaper and her eye fell on the advertisement of a local women's store: "Well,
boys," she ·muttered t hroatily, "Look at
this. Wired brassieres, it says . . Tell me,
boys, wired for what?"
Miss West, meet U S Steel.
- W. McQ.
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Advertisement

PRODUCT NEWS
Leviton Expands
Ouickwire Series

#5219
Sw Itch rating
10A-125V-T;
5A - 250V.

Outlet rating
15A-125V.

T -slotted duplex receptacles, and
single and duplex receptacles on
covers are now a part of the growing line of QUICKWIRE devices.
These "spring type", screwless
terminal receptacles and switches
make installation quick and easy.
No screws to loosen and tighten,
wire is stripped and inserted into
hole. Permanent contact is assured
by the exclusive Leviton coil spring
connector. All QUICKWIRE items
meet U. L. and C. S. A. specifications.

LEV-0-LOCK Devices Assure
Power Flow Without Interruption

Your key to economy and dependability

LEVITON
U-GROUND
DEVICES
Yes, Leviton is your key to cost-economy because Leviton has the
know-how of mass producing Wiring Devices - gained over
almost half a century of manufacturing experience. Leviton
knows how to keep quality at the top, and prices at the bottom.
There's no need to sacrifice quality for the sake of economy,
either. Leviton has absolute quality control - from selected raw
materials to completed product. That's your key to dependability.

Connections that cannot shake loose
when subjected to jarring mot ion
or vibration are possible with
LEV-0-LOCK devices. A simple
turn of the cap locks cap and connector or receptacle quickly - and
tightly. Sturdy construction features assure long life and latest
design makes w i ring fast and
simple. Interchangeable with other
standard interlocking devices,
LEV-0-LOCK devices are listed by
the Underwriters' Laboratories, of
course. Available in 2, 3 and 4 wire
10 and 20 Amp . Caps, Connectors
and Receptacles.
For complete information write
Leviton Manufacturing Company,
Brooklyn 22, N. Y.

Now available: a new combination
switch and U-ground outlet; a complete line of 3-wire U -ground caps
and connectors; single and duplex
receptacles, receptacles on covers all in either tandem or parallel
types. Duplex receptacles are also
available with grounding terminals
for individual outlets.
Follow the leaders! Specify LEVITON
U-GROUND WIRING DEVICES.

rated 15A - 125V

·-·

rated 15A - 250V

FOR FULL INFORMATION WRITE :
LEVITON MANUFACTURING COMPANY • BROOKLYN 22, N. Y.
Ch icago • Lo s Angeles• Le vit on <Canada) Limited. Montreal
For building w ire and cab1P. contact our subsidiary: AMERICAN INS U LATED WIRE CORPORATION
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~~When

you can get a P..remium glass
at no premium in price . .. "

~~sure,

why not use itand that means AMEg(CAN.I"

v

·- ..-· -· · ·--·- -·- -·- -·-·--·-1

AMERICAN PRODUCT LINE

American manufactures sheet glass
with the least distortion and the
greatest clarity, whiteness and luster.

!

j

LUSTRAGLASS-single and double
strength for ordinary glazing.

I

LUSTRACRYS'l'.AL- economical heavy
sheet glass for larger openings and
special applications.

• Prove it for yourself on your next job. Ask your American distributor how LUSTRAGLASS can give your client the benefit of
more light transmission, and afford the least amount of distortion
over large areas . . . how LUSTRACR YST AL can save you as
much as 3 5 % in many applications. Look in your Phone Directory for
the name of the American distributor in your territory.

LUSTRAWHl'l'.E- a piccu.re glass of exceptional clarity and :flatness.
LUSTRAGRAY-for better television
viewing.
BULB EDGE GLASS-for use as counter
dividers, wind deflectors and
shelves.
I

I
l!
i

f&,,, -fk ~ ~ ~

THIN GLASS___:_for mi~roscope slides
and covers. Extremely flat and true
to tolerance.

.

.

SUPRATEST- a lamrnated

saf~ty

glass.

PANAL- a fiberglass-reinforced plasstructural panel.

L:

A TCH OUR PRODUCT FAMILY GROW
----·-···-n·•

l

. I

---·•..- _,n,.n •••·•·_...______,_,_,._, _____ _
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The man-with-the-pipe is right! The more glassed-in areas there are
on your projects, the more important it becomes to use the whitest,
clearest, most lustrous glass you can find. And that does mean
American LUSTRAGLASS or LUSTRACRYSTAL-for top quality
at no extra cost.

WSW 6049

MODERN GLASS

u~B american ED
Made by the AMERICAN WINDOW GLASS CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

Plants at: . ArnoJd, Pa. • Ellwood City, Pa . • Jeannette, Pa. • Okmulgee, Okla.
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Find out for yourself
FANTASTIC ARCHITECTURE

Forum:
It is articles like "Fantastic Architecture" (AF, April '56) that distinguish
FORUM from other magazines. Congratulations.
In this article you presented two photographs of one house by 'Capt. Doullut, a
river pilot, and you state "no sane person
would dream of copying them." Not only
was the dreaming done, but a duplicate
house was erected about 200' behind t he
first and both are standing today. I will
not argue the degree of sanity, as that was
your statement.
As for the 1880-82 rebuilding of the .old
Louisiana State Capitol that was burned

Discover Lexsuco Fire-Retardant
Roof Vapor Barrier and Securement Constructions TODAY. Contact your local
representative or write or call direct.

DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVES
Los Angeles, California
L. G. Prenderga.st & Associates
P. 0 . Box 8582
Crenshaw Station
Los Angeles 8, California
Axminister 3-3 158

Denver, Colorado
Charles L. Binna
P.0.Box211
Littleton, Colorado
Pyramid 4-1239

Hartford, Connecticut
Frederic A. Atherton Co., Inc.
343 New London Turnpike
Glastonbury, Connecticut
Medford 3-9491
Washington, D. C.
F . C. McGrady Co.
7848 Wisconsin A venue
Washington 14, D. C.
Oliver 4-6631

Jacksonville, Florida
John G. Kearney
2720 Bayview Avenue
Jacksonv ille 10, Florida
Evergreen 7-1337

Here's why

WROUGHT IRON PIPE
serves
longer for less
Wrought iron pipe sets up a unique
defense against corrosion . . . thousands of tiny fibers of glass-like iron
silicate, threaded throughout highpurity iron, halt and disperse corrosive attacks . . . discourage pitting
and rapid penetration.
This built-in protection, present in
no other material , assures uninterrupted service with no costly replacements or repairs. Case-histories prove
reliable wrought iron returns the
biggest dividends per piping dollar_
Write for booklet, Piping for Permanence. A . M. Byers Company, Clar k
Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Available in Canada and
throughout the world_

WILLIAM J. BERG, architect
M etairie, La .

TECHNICOLOR ON COLOR

WROUGHT
IRON
PIPE
56

Forum:
In your description of the Beverly Hilton
Hotel (AF, April '56) you used the phrase:
"Glass walls slide open to technicolor balconies" and said that the opening pomp
included "girls on technicolor elephants."
While we appreciate the possibly intended
compliment, we wish to call to your attencontinued on p. 62

Roc hester, New York
George Mi ller Brick Co.
734 Ridgeway Avenue
Rochester 13, New York
Glen wood 6500

Charlotte, North Carolina
R. G. Ross & Co .. Inc.
2333 Lucena Avenue
Charlotte, North Carolina
Edison 4-7294
Cleveland, Ohio
Lexsuco, Inc.
4815 Lexington A venue
Cle veland 3, Ohio
Express 1-3888
Columbus, Ohio
T . 0. Lawler
2265 Arlington Avenue
Columbus 21, Ohio
Hudson 8-7427

Atlanta, Georgia
H ill R. Huffman, Inc.
696 Anton Street, N. W.
Atlanta, Georgia
Trinity 4-3804

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
D. A. Puckett
P. 0. Box 3734
Oklahoma City 6, Oklahoma
Forest 5-6833

Chicago, Illinois
George IV . Case
505 Ferdinand Avenue
Forest Park, Illinois
Forest 6-5770

Pittsburgh, Pennsylva nia

Norman S. Gottlob
1119 Lincoln Highway
East McKeesport, Penna.
Valley 3-6010

Leslie Bros. Co., Inc .
1101 Ea.st 46th Street
Indianapolis 5, Indiana
Broadway 4948

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Forsythe & Stilwell
1737 Chestnu t Street
Philadelph ia 3, Pennsylvania
Locust 8-1083

Boston, Massachusetts
Clark Engineered Products
108 Massachusetts A venue
Boston 15, Massachusetts
Kenmore 6-5290

Nashv ill e, Tennessee
John E. Jo hnson
P. 0. Box 751
Nashville 2, Tennessee
Cyp ress 2-5833

Detroit, Michigan
Bunter and Company
21329 \Voodward Avenue
Ferndale 20. Mich igan
Lincoln 5-1 733

Houston, Texas
Willis L. Barnes Co.
2501 Hazard A venue
Houston 19, Texas
Jackson 3-5885

Minneapolis, Minnesota
James C. Nystrom
1087 Northwestern Bank Bldg
Minneapo lis 2, Minnesota
Federal 8-1528

Seattle, Washington
Don King
5048 Ivanhoe Place, N. E .
Seattle 5, Washington
P laza 7936

Kansas City, Missouri
A. C. Terrell Co .. Inc.
212 Produce Exchange Bldg.
Kansas City, Missouri
Harrison 1- 1776

IN CANADA

I ndianapolis, Indiana

in the Civil War, I would like to quote t he
following statement: "It is pathetic enough
that a whitewashed castle, with turrets and
things-materials all ungenuine within and
without, pretending to be what they are
not-should ever have been built in this
otherwise honorable place; but it is much
more pathetic to see this architectural
falsehood undergoing restoration and perpetuation in our day, when it would have
been so easy to let dynamite finish what a
charitable fire began, and then devote this
restoration money to the building of something genuine.
"Baton Rouge has no patent on imitation
castles, however, and no monopoly of
them."
This was the opinion of Samuel L. Clemens in Life on the Mississippi, copyrighted
1874.

New York, New York
Squires & Cole
501 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, New York
Murray Hi ll 7-3836

St. Louis, Missouri
Carti n Company
615 Woodward Drive
Kirkwood, Missouri
Yorktown 5-7236

Alexander Murray & Co. Ltd.
1661 Sun Life Bldg.
Montreal, P. Q.
Unive rsity 6-944\

Omaha, Nebraska

Bishop Asphalt Papers Ltd.
Lakeshore Road
Toronto 14, Ontar io
Cli fford 9-3268

Engineered Products Co.
317 South 20th Street
Omaha 2, Nebraska
Atlantic 1776

Building Products Ltd.
P . 0. Box 6063
Montreal. P. Q.
Waln ut 7761

4815 Lexington Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio
Telephone EX-1-3888

-

I.

Lexsuco roof construction with Koroseal vapor
barrier gives buildings assured fire protection
l " VEGETABLE

ACTORY MUTUAL, after a series of tests, classifies
the Lexsuco roof with Koroseal flexible material vapor
barrier and securement constructions fire retardant with a
Class 1 rating. Here is what Factory Mutual says in their
report:

F

"It is concluded that the Lexsuco Vapor Barrier-Adhesive Combination tested makes no contribution to the
spread of fire within a building."

LEXSUCO ADHES IV E
R • 9077

VAPOR BARRIER
STEELDECK

®

FLEX IBLE MATERIAL BY

B.F.Goodrich
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS CO.
MARIETTA, OHIO
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This is in sharp contrast to the old-fashioned vapor
barrier method that " ... contributed considerably to the
interior fire and buildi ng damage." When you plan or
design a new building, keep Lexsuco system with Koroseal vapor barrier in mind. Even without automatic sprinklers, the Lexsuco roof gives positive protection against
the spread of fire on the underside of the roof deck . And
the possible savings in lives, production and equipment
are immeasurable.
Applied quickly and inexpensively by hand or a simple
mechanical applicator, Lexsuco constructions employing
Koroseal vapor barrier give you a fire retardant roof at a
minimum of cost. Koroseal vapor barrier is a specially
compounded, fire retardant flexible material made by
B. F. Goodrich. For complete information, write Lexsuco,
Inc., Dept. K-80, 4815 Lexington Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
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Coolite Installed in Top Hinged
Windows Floods Factory with
Conditioned Day I ight

LIGHT

Excellent ventilation and plentiful, eye-easy, natural illumination promote employee efficiency and morale in this United
States Electric Motor Plant, Anaheim, California. The hinged
windows are glazed with Coolite, Heat Absorbing, Glare Reducing Glass to provide the finest, low-cost daylighting.

and

AIR

Coolite diffuses better light deep
contrasts that cause costly visual
up to 503 of unwanted solo r
work areas cooler. Employees see
better, under "Cooliting."

wi'lhou'I

HEAT

into interiors, eliminates
errors. Coolite absorbs
heat rays, helps keep
better, feel better, work

This outstanding plant also uses diffusing Wire Glass for excellent daylighting plus protection against breakage and fire
in vulnerable areas. Installed in doors, windows, skylights,
Mississippi Wire Glass (Approved Fire Retardant No. 32)
helps to bottle up small fires .. . keep them from roaring into
costly conflagrations.

and

GLARE

Architects: Smith, Powell & Morgridge. Three Mississippi patterns were employed
in this plant: Coolite, Heat Absorbing, Glore Reducing Gloss, 19 ,212 sq. ft .; Smooth
Rough, 5,256 square fee t; Coolite Wire, Glore Reduced, 5,377 sq. ft .

Let Coolite brighten your production
picture with better daylighting. Specify
glass by Mississippi. Available in a
wide range of patterns and surface
finishes through leading distributors.
W rile today for free literature.
Address Dept. 6 .

MISSISSIPPI

."%•''",. .
-

-
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LARGEST

COMPANY

GLASS

4

>:

MANUFACTURER

8 8 Ange Ii ca St. • St. Louis 7, Missouri
NEW

0 F

YORK•

CHICAGO

ROLLED,

•

FULLERTON,

FIGURED

AND

CALIFORNIA

WIRED

GLASS

Con.sumer appeal by .Toh:n.s-Ma:n.ville Terra:flex Tile

In chis living ar ea, th e bright, cheerful T errallex Spatter lloor is accented with a marbl eized color. A contrasting Sparcer color is used as a distinctive wall tile by th e stove.

Gay, new Spatter colors add sales-appealing
beauty to floors and walls
BEAUTY and cheer of
Terraflex® Vinyl Asbestos Tile in 7 new,
rich-looking Spatter and 3 Cork-type
colors, helps "sell" today' s harder-toplease prospects on your home. They
know, too, that carefree, no- scr ub Terraflex stays spick-and-span with minimum
effort. You save on construction costs be-

THE INVITING

cause exclusive J-M Terraflex brush-on
Adhesive makes it easier than ever to
install Terraflex Tile.
For full information about new Terraflex
Spatter and Cork-type colors .. . and 1 7
attractive Terraflex marbleized colors .. .
write to Johns-Manville, Box 158, New
York 16, New York.

See "MEET THE PRESS " on NBC-TV, sponsc:::red on alternate Sundays by Johns-Manville

111

Johns-Manville

PR. O DUCT S
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In tile Pig. 1 dliW1 cleat. for a batten seam
roof are placed acroaa the top of the batten
and aecured with one nan.
In Fic. 2 detail eleats are placed on the aicle
of each batten and each cleat is aecured by
two nails.
While the method shown in Fig. 1 might, at
first, seem easier and quicker, it must be remembered that the wind blowinc over a roof
causes a suction or up-lift on the 100ftng pans.

With the naU placed on top el the bat.ten, the
nail is a1ibjeetecl to a atratsbt upwar4 1"dl,
whereas with the nail placed on the side ol" the
battea, the nail ia subjected to a aheatlu
action that doea not tend to loosen the nal[
It ia always advisable to uae two nails as a
single nail never provides a good faateninc.
NOTE: The job of attaching the cleata to the
side of the battens is made easier if this ia
done when battens are on the ~nd.

We do not wish to presume to tell you how to design your structures or
dictate their construction . For there are many satisfactory methods of installing gutters, leaders, roofs, flashing, cop ing covers, etc., which, of necessity,
change with the design and type of construction and materials used. The
purpose of this advertisement is to po int out the methods of installation
that have been proved by many years of use, and backed by more than a
century and a half of experience in working with copper, to be the most
satisfactory techniques. You will find these methods in Revere's 110 page
brochure, "COPPER AND COMMON SENSE." Send for a copy today. And
remember: Revere has a staff of specialists known as Technical Advisors,
whose experience qualifies them to render valuable senice and advice
regarding the use of metals in the building field. Feel free to consult with
them at all times regarding the use of Revere Copper; you incur no obligation . Revere Technical Advisors may be contacted through the Revere
Office nearest you.
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REVERE COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED
Fo 1111ded by Paul Revere in 1801

230 Park Avenue , New York 17, N. Y .
i'vfi/ls : Baltimo re. JI.Id.; Broo klyn, N. Y. ; Chicago, Clint on
and Joliet , Ill .; Detroit , M i ch .; Los Angel es and Riverside,
Calif .; N ew Bedfo rd, M aJI .; N ewp ort, Ark. ; R ome , N . Y .
Salei O ffice1 in Pnncipal Cities, D iJ1rib11tor1 Everywhere.
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Here is "LIGHTING ENGINEER'S LIGHTING"Featuring Quality, Design Simplicity and Fast Installation
You're looking at an office of United States G ypsum Company
in Philadelphia -

illuminated by Litecontrol fixtures. It 's easy

LIGHTING ENGINEER ,
A. V. Scha fer, Philo. Electric Co.

to see that this office is a pleasant place in which to work. Yes,

CEILING HEIGHT, 12 ' O".

and the simplicity of the fixture , consisting of only three com-

FIXTURES ,
litecontrol No. 5448, wired with two center rows

ponents (housing, reflector and louver) makes it easy to install
and maintain.

of lamps on one circuit, two outside rows on another.

INTENSITIES,
92 Footcandles overage in service , all lamps On . 47

Litecontrol louvered No. 5448 fixture in rows casts the proper

Footcondles overage in se rvice, t wo center rows of

lamps on.

amount of the correct type of light just where it's needed. The
two center lamps may be used alone, or all four lamps may be
operated together, for variation in light intensity as outside conditions require.
On your next installation for office, store or public building
check with us for standard fixtures of the highest quality that
will save you time and money.

KEEP UPKEEP DOWN

LI TECONTROL

CORPORATION

S6 PLEASANT STREET. WATERTOWN

DESIGNERS,

ENGINEERS

AND

MANUFACTURERS
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OF

FLUORESCENT

LIGHTING

EQUIPMENT

DISTRIBUTED

ONLY

THROUGH

72,

MASSACHUSETTS
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Sliding Glass Door
Designed Especially for Northern Weather

cont'd.

tion that the word Technicolor is an arbitrary, coined word and the registered trademark and trade name of Technicolor Corp.
Elephants are not included in our goods
or services.
VOLNEY F . MORIN, resident counsel
Technicolor Cor p .
Holl ywood, Calif .

HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDS

Forum:
I agree with Professor Willard Oberdick's favorable comment (AF, March '56,
Letters) about your Nov. '55 article on
hyperbolic paraboloids and with his suggestion that "articles of this nature are
necessary if US architects are to master
the geometry of building rather than be
mastered by it."
About 15 years ago, Victor di Suvero
and I applied for a patent pertaining to
many structural types of space buildings,

l l l l l r FIXED

OM

INTERLOCK

rr1t__

1
SCREEN-1L_j

SLIDING

~"''~'
PLAN VIEW

Double

SCREEN

Now you can specify Fleeclice Sliding Glass Doors or attractive Picture
Walls chat block winter winds a nd western dust storms yet bring
outdoor beauty into any room. Your clients will appreciate the extra
benefits of chis quality engineered trouble-free construction.
Doors slide silently and easily on overhead ball bearings. Screens glide
on nylon rollers. Doors interlock w ith double mohair weather stripping
on all four sides. Specially designed aluminum extrusions provide rigidity and maintain alignment. You can specify place glass or insulating
glass up co one inch thick.

rn

Double Horiz ontal Sl iding
Windows lift out for easy
cleaning. Mohair weatherstripped.

Fl Fl

Picture window comb in ation
with do ubl e, doub l e· hung
flanking windows.

-

Jalousie Wi ndows and Doors
protect in any climate. In side
screens r eplaceab l e with
storm sash.

Achieve design harmony with matching
Flee el ite double hung and sliding
windows.

.-----------------,
Please send literature on:

D
0
D
0

Sliding Glass Doors
Horizontal Sliding Windows
Double - Hung Windows
Jalousie Windows and Doors

Name .... ......... .... .
Address ..... .......... ..... .
City ..

. .... Scace

FLEET OF AMERICA, INC., 2027 Walden Avenue, Buffalo 25, N. Y.
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including the "big, cheap and column-free
hyperbolic paraboloid" and "hung roofs,"
one of which is illustrated in the accompanying drawings from the original patent application. Some of the basic characteristics of these space structures, as
described in the patent application, also
pertain to the shapes discussed in your
article: "This invention relates to structures, structural members and other bodies
having three-dimensional [space] surfaces
ruled by substantially straight lines or
having a shape of certain conoids. . . . If
straight structural members of any material are substituted for the generating
lines and are adequately spaced apart and
connected at intersections, a very strong
and light str uctural network is obtained,
efficiently resisting forces acting in any
direction. . . . The advantages of these
structural schemes are evident. For example, it is known that a shorter, straight
structural member resists greater axial
continu~d on p. 70

The Westinghouse Type M- only fully rated
BOO-ampere, molded-case circuit breaker . .•

Saves 3/4 cost of larger devices
Over a year of customer use, as an alternative to
larger 800-ampere protective devices, has
proved the economical advantage of the Westinghouse Type M AB De-ion® circuit breaker.
Whether you use it singly enclosed or in a
switchboard, you'll find it can save % the cost
of a larger air circuit breaker. Space or mounting
economies may run the savings even high ersuch as the use of this design in building compact distribution panelboards.
Though the smallest device of its rating, the
new model will carry its full current rating in

normal ambients even when enclosed-something other thermal devices cannot do. This
feature of ambient compensation is useful in
applications where standard units might unduly
penalize system capacities. Both the Westinghouse true BOO-ampere alternate and the standard
thermal magnetic trip types are U.L. listed.
You owe it to yourself to get all the facts on
the Westinghouse Type M circuit breaker. Get
'em today from your local Westinghouse sales
office-or write direct to Westinghouse Electric
Corporation, P. 0. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
J-302 14

WATCH WESTINGHOUSE!
WHERE BIO THINGS ARE HAPPENING FOR YOU
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Save Space
and Money with
MENGEL Closet Walls!
Mengel Closet Walls are factory-built modular l.mits,
shipped K.D. in individual cartons, in 2', 3', 4', 5' and
6' wj.dths. They are all 91V:!" high, to permit tilt-up
installation with 8' ceilings.
They are easily installed in almost any combination
in place of conventional walls, thereby saving floor
space and money. They are also widely used as extra
closets in existing buildings.
II.. Provide more living space with,.. out loss of closet space!

II.. Cost

less than conventional
,.. plaster or dry wall closets!

Interiors equipped with rods,
II.. divider partitions, shelves and
,.-drawers, as desired.
Bu ilt-in
chest and desk units available
on quantity orders!

Mengel's exclusive roller hanger
• is easily and quic kly adjusted
with one screw!
Ha rdwood frames with Gum,
• Birch or Mahogany plywood
exteriors!
Fie ld-proved

in

thousands of

~institutions, apartments and
homes!

MAIL THIS COUPON !

new 12" x 16"
ceramic tile offers
vast design
possibilities . ..
exterior, interior!
residential,
commercial!
15 colors!

Stylon Magna-Tile
New Stylon MAGNA-TILE matt-glazed 12"
x 16" wall panels open up for architects af)d
builders an entirely new range in wall design,
both interior and exterior. In addition,
Magna-Tile meets the demand for handling
ease and economy in larger surface units and
easily handled modules.
MAGNA-TILE is frostproof. The large rectangular shape means fewer joints, less grouting, and lower cost per square foot of coverage.
Either cement or mastic application can be
used. Magna-Tile is available in fifteen magnificent solid and decorative finishes.
Stylon MAGNA-TILE is formed by applying
an impervious matt surface glaze to an extremely tough body compounded of refined
ceramic materials and fused at high kiln temperatures. These massive high-alumina bodies
are acid-resistant, extremely durable, and will
withstand sharp temperature variations.
Suggested applications for Magna-Tile include :
Residences
Store Fronts
Schools
Recepti on Rooms
Hospitals
Lobbies
Hotels
Foyers
Food Markets
Corridors
Breweries
Washrooms
Freezing Lockers
Kitchens
Service Stations
Bathrooms
Building Entrances
Dairy Processing Rooms

••••
MEMBER,
TILE COUNCIL
OF AMERICA

The Mengel Company
P. 0 . Box 4106
Winston-Sal em, N. C.
Gentlemen: Please rush
Mengel Closet Walls.

me

fu ll

d etails

about

Nam e

Street
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State._ _ __

Please send me folder on MAGNA-TILE.
I should also like your most recent Stylon Ceramic Tile catalog.

Name .••••• . • ••..... .• . •. •• •• . . • ...•... •••• ........•. . . .. •
Firm Name •. . ••• .• •.• . •. _. •• _.•.•••...••••• _•..•. _. . .. .. . .
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Address ••••••• • •.•••.••• •• ••• ••••••••..• • •• • - •••••• - .•. .• •
City •••• . ••••••.•. •• •..•. ..••• .• State . _. •• • •• • _.•.•.•...•. •

. NEW
'·-· __,
· CERAMIC TILE
SIZE: 12"x 16"
FROSTPROOF
·MAGNA-TILE . · ·
I

.

TOMORROW 15 HERE TODAYwHENvou
MOVE PEOPLE EN MASSE WITH

SPEEDWALKS!

. . ... no dream-not just in the development stage, the truly practical "moving sidewalk" is a workin g reality. It has been engineered out·
of the dream into a smoothly functioning, safe, swift method of transporting large numbers of peo ple over inclined or horizontal planes .
This is the SPEED WALK, and it's here today , ready to convey human ..
traffic on endless belts with an operational and installation economy
heretofore thought impossible. This new concept in mass transpor- tation will soon be operating in dep.artment stores, railroad terminals .
airports , shopping centers , and many other heavy traffic locations.

HUDSON AND MANHATTAN RAILROAD SPEEDWALK
CONVEYOR
227 ft. long, it carries N. Y. commuters from Hudson and Man·
hattan tube trai ns to Erie R . R. Terminal. Hand l es up to 11,000
passengers per hour.

FOR SHOPPING CENTERS

From bulk materials conveyors to "people conveyors" was a natural'
product evolution for the designers of SPEEDWALK. The
STEPHENS-ADAMSON Company for over fifty years has been
engineering and manufactu ri ng conveying systems for a multi-plicity of purposes.
Often in the architect' s planni ng, traffic flow is a vital consideration .
You can help America get a move on with SPEED WALK by examining it s boundless possibilities . We invite your inquiries .

.,-OR AIR TERMINALS

FOR DEPARTMENT STORES

STEPHENS-ADAMSON MFG. CO.
SEND FOR
YOUR FREE
BULLETIN ON
SPEEDWALK

\&Jl(jjlliil_.
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SYSTEMS

27 Ridgeway Ave., Aurora, 111. -Los Angeles, Calif.-Belleville, Ontari o •.

Jllit~~I
~~~Y~

Here's the office of Mr. R. S. Withers, Building
Manager. Like all offices in t he building, the floor
is surfaced with eye-appealing Flexachrome. The
tile not only looks wonderful, but it can help
make management look good too.

The Milner Building, Jackson, Miss.
10 Story Office Building
Architects: E. L. Malvaney & Associates

140,000 square feet of
Colorful Flexachrome
chosen for floors of new Mississippi building
"Flexachrome colors stay fast and fresh .. .
Cleaning is easy ... Maintenance costs low ... "
Manager of modern building reports
Every office .. ~. every corridor ... of the Milner office building
is floored with colorful, durable Flexachrome.
· The color of the flooring varies ... for every tenant selected his
own color scheme. And each tenant made his choice from the wide
range of beautiful Flexachrome colors.
"However, all colors have proved to be fast. All the tile is
equally easy to clean and maintain," writes Mr. R. S. Withers,
Building Manager.
"We are well pleased, in every way, with Flexachrome," he
continues. "And from all indications, our flooring maintenance
costs over the years will be exceptionally low."
Specify Flexachrome floors for your clients!
In fact, this vinyl-asbestos tile is rugged enough to be installed
almost anywhere. Flexachrome is greaseproof and resists acids,
alkalis, scuffs, stains, fire and moisture. Use it over wood subfloors, in basements or over concrete slabs.
· your Tile-Tex Contractor is listed in the classified
pages of your telephone directory. He'll give you S Sweet's
expert help in selecting and planning the best kind
of floors for your clients. Or write:

Here's the finest all-purpose floor covering ever
developed ... Flexachrome Vinyl-Asbestos Tile.
So easy and economical to keep clean. No wonder
the Morrison's Cafeteria, on the main floor of the
building, also uses Flexachrome flooring throughout.

m

T I LE- T EX ... Floors

THE TILE-TEX DIVISION, THE FLINTKOTE COMPANY

1234 McKinley Avenue, Chicago Heights, Illinois.

In the 11 Western states: Pioneer Division, The
Flintkote Company, P. 0. Box 2218, Terminal
Annex, Los Angeles, Calif.

In Canada: T he Flintkote Company of Canada,
Ltd., 30th Street, Long Branch, Toronto.

of Lasting Beauty

Manufacturers of Flexachrome* ... Tile-Tex* ... Tuff-Tex *... Vitachrome* ... Holiday* ... Mura-Tex*
•.. Holiday Flexachrome ... Korkolort ... and Modnar*, the plank-shaped asphalt tile.
•Reg . U.S. Pat. Off.
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This ultra-modem, almost windowless, single-story W-K-M
plant occupies 12 acres in a 75-acre site at Missouri City, Texas
-20 miles from downtown Houston. The 2,250-ton TRANE air ·
conditioning system uses chilled water in summer, hot water in
winter-circulated through the same piping system-to provide
ideal working conditions the year around. System was designed
and engineered by the Dell Corporation of Morton Grove, Ill.,
using TRANE equipment throughout. Installation was made by
Charles G. Heyne & Company of Houston, Texas. J. Emil
Anderson & Son, Inc. of Houston and Chicago, were the designers, engineers and builders of the plant.

-

Nevv 500,000 square
•
co1nfort a1r
T /tree Trane Cen Tra Va cs like this provide the chilled water
for W-K-M's factory air conditioning system. These hermetically sealed compressors have a combined cooling capacity
of 2,250 tons ... chill 324,000 gallons of water per day.
TRANE CenTraVacs were chosen for this important cooling
job because of their ability to meet the wide variations in
cooling demand. One, two or three units may be operated as
the load fluctuates. Regulated entirely by automatic controls,
they require no attendant.

For heating, cooling, ventilating . . .
For any air condition, turn to

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS

foot fact ory gets
conditioning by Trane
Year-around peak efficiency conditions for 1,100
employees in W-K-M's* ultra-modern Houston plant!
trative offices. Engineering offices are cooled by a #50 CT
TRANE Condensing unit, with a TRANE Multi-Zone Climate
Changer. Roof-mounted, the equipment transmits no noise
into the building to disturb occupants.
Each year, more and more manufacturing plants are turning
to TRANE for year around air conditioning because they have
found that- in their plants or industries- modern air conditioning could more than pay its way by increasing production, boosting efficiency and reducing wasteful employee
turnover.
For information on comfort or process air conditioningfor a new or existing plant- just call your nearby TRANE
Sales Office. Or write T RANE, La Crosse, Wis.

Perfect working conditions the year around are assured for
the 1,100 workers in W-K-M 's new plant near Houston, Texas.
The 500,000 square foot factory building is completely air
conditioned by TRANE equipment that cools in summer, heats
in winter . .. provides built-in "ideal weather" all year long!
The factory air conditioning system, with an air handling
capacity of 585,000 cfm, consists of fourteen electronically
controlled zones. High pressure design, with smaller ducts,
saves manufacturing space . . . permits light ing equipment
that is only 15 feet above floor level.
Three TRANE CenTra Vacs- hermeticall y sealed centrifugal
compressors-supply chilled water for the factory system. A
fo urth CenTraVac handles the requirements of the adminis-

*W-K-M M anufacturin![ Company, I nc. is a subsidiary of ACF I ndustries, I nc., specializing
in the manufacture of values and fi.ttings for use in petroleum, gas, chem ical and other process plants.
THE TRANE COMPANY, LA CROSSE,

Wis. •

EASTERN

MFG. Div.,

SCRANTON. PA

•

TRANE COMPANY OF CANADA, L T D ., TORONTO

•

90 U . S . AN D 19 CANADIAN O FFI CES
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stresses than a longer one with a curved
axis. . . . The generating lines can also
have slight or even great curvature and
can intersect not only in triangles but also
in quadrangles or in any other shape and
still have high bearing capacity. . . . Flat
intersecting members can also be used
(plywood, sheet metal, etc.) . . . . Better
distribution of internal stresses is
achieved. . .. These structures are highly
resistant to any type of loading in any
direction to both external and internal
forces, impact, shock, earthquake and
vibration .... Torsional moments are carried over mostly by direct stresses for
which the structural materials have the
highest efficiency.... Similar characteristics and advantages are valid when tension
members (rods, ropes, cables, etc.) in both
directions, and with small or larger curvature are used (hung roofs).
Here ai·e some of the applications that
were suggested at the time the patent was
applied for: hangars, assembly halls,
plane factories, swimming pools, gymnasiums theaters, skating rinks and garages; high columns, members of large
bents and frames, skeletons of towers and
skyscrapers; the skeleton and fuselage of
airplanes, boats, submarines and dirigibles; vaults, domes and shell structures;
and arched members, bridges and dams.

cast iron pipe
will outlast the
building itself!

l.P.S.*

State Office Building, Springfield, Illinois
Director Dept . Public Work s and Building: E. A. Rosenstone
Supervising Architect: Lo uis H. Gerdi ng
Associate Architect: Lankton and Ziegele
General Contractor: W. E. O'Neil Construction Company, Chicago, Ill.
Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning Contractor:
Economy Plumbing and Heating Company, Chicago, Ill.

J. J. POLIVKA. engineer and architect
B erkeley, Calif.

9'-14"

READ ~HY
it was specified:

Forum:
I once had a sweet old lady client who
sent me the width of a hall that she liked,
which, according to her, was 6'-15".
In her case I felt this system of measurement possessed a certain becomingly
lay charm-but I am not so sure that I
appr.ove of FORUM adopting it as seems to
be the case on p. 155 of the April issue.
At least you ought to be consistent: why
should public rooms at Tulane be 12'-3"
high and all others 9' -14" f

The new Illinois State Office Building in
Springfield was constructed in "H" type design at a
cost of about $11,500,000. It has a combined area
(all floor space) of about 10 acres ... eight floors plus a
basement. A branch post office and a cafeteria are included.
Entire building is air conditioned.
Downspouts, drains and waste lines are all Clow I. P. S.
(threaded) Cast Iron Pipe-which is corrosion-proof,
requires no replacement, no upkeep. Installation is
fast, economical, permanent. Clow I. P. S. Cast Iron Pipe
has same O.D. as steel pipe ... plain or threaded
ends ... 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10" sizes in 18' random
lengths. NEW SIZES 1 J,1" in 8-10' lengths; 2" in
10-13' lengths. Also available with
integral calking hub on one end (other end
plain) in 18' random lengths 3, 4, 5, 6 , 8 and 10" size~
Clow Cast Iron Pipe can be . . .

*Iron Pipe Size 0. D.

WILLIAM R. JOHNSON, architect
Wyeth, King & Johnson
Palm Beach, Fla.
• FORUM'S red-faced 4'-18" proofreader overlooked
the extra 10" inadvertently added to the height of
the "other rooms" in Tulane's new dormitory.-En.

IT ISN'T THE HEAT

~ ~

~

_

'

~Ffri

.IAMES B. CLOW & SONS, Inc.

on the job , with ordinary
tools of the piping trade.

Manufacturers of Cast Iron Pipe
201-299 North Talman Avenue
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Chicago 80, Illinois

cont'd.

Wholesalers of Plumbing
and Heating Supplies

Forum :
Henry Wright's article (AF, May '56) is
commendable, readable defense of fresh air
addicts, with clear exposition of some control problems, and free of engineering
jargon.
But one very important criterion of
comfort, radiant temperature, was omitted
from the discussion of the technics of the
post-Diogenes era.
In an earlier article (AF, Nov. '50),
continued on p. 76

kno·draft

"ROUNDS" AND "SQUARES"

I

Engineers : Jaros, Baum and Bolles
Mechanical Contractors : Alvord and Swift

Conditioned a1r 1s delivered to all offices and public
rooms of the ne w, modern Sta tler Hotel in Hartford,
Connecticut, through Kno-Draft Adjustable Air Diffusers.
Both round and square units are used- and a few of the
new slot-type Kno-Drafts ( not shown).
Primary reason for selection of Kno-Draft was the
greater comfort assured by draftless air movement, uniform
temperature, and the easy and accurate control of both air
volume and flow pattern.
And notice how neatly the Kno-Draft squares fit into
acoustical ceilings and how - square or round- the handsome Kno-Draft units blend unobtrusively with the architectural scheme of things.
For complete specifications, engineering and installation
information on Kno-Draft round, square and slot-type
diffuse rs , simply w rite on yo ur letterhead

to

Connor

Engineering Corporation, D ept. D-86, Danbury, Conn.

ENGINEERING

CORPORATION

kno·draft®·
adjustable air diffusers
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a unit wall with
all the features you need
for contemporary
construction
Kawneer announces another new creative tool for the architect
... the KA WNEER UNIT WALL. This versatile exterior wall
system is composed of standard components that provide complete flexibility of design. There is a wide selection of modular
components, window units, both operable and fixed, solid
panels with colored porcelain and insulation, and a complete
variety of flush or glazed doors available in many types and
sizes. There is a choice of proportions within the units themselves. All parts are readily available because of the standardized program.
Standard units are factory assembled and shipped complete
with insulated panel, sash and doors. Now you have complete
design flexibility with attractive window, wall and door panels.
MODULAR COMPONENTS. Standard units are provided in modular sizes.
Special filler widths are· avai lable where required.
SPLIT MULLION DESIGN. Interlocking mullions provide for horizontal expansion
and contraction.
CLEAN SIGHT LINES. Glazing beads for fixed sash are recessed t o be flush with
the mullion, providing clean sight lines and unobstructed vision.
PUTTYLESS GLAZING. Vinyl weatherstripping throughout, reduces glazing
time and provides a clean permanent and easily replaceable glazing system.
NO EXPOSED FASTENERS. Units are assembled with concealed fasteners and
glazing beads are installed by a positive toe-heel interlock.
FLUSH INTERIOR DESIGN. Interior face of mullion and muntin bars lie in the
same plane, facilitating t he installation of interior furnishings.
STANDARD DOOR UNITS. Factory assembled door units are offered as an
integral part of the program and are intercha ngeable wit h wall units.
QUALITY SASH. Specially designed operable sash is provided with double vinyl
weather seal and rugged lifetime hardware.
COMPETENT WORKMANSHIP. Closely controlled fabr ication and assembly in
t he factory result in tight, accurately fitted joints and a high quality uniform finish.
RAPID INSTALLATION. A minimum number of parts handled on the job site
and adequate provision for building tolerance insure simple accurate installation.

--~--~~-

~~-~--
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SIGMA

The Executive Suite of the new Wakefield office building in Vermilion, Ohio, is typical of the design of the entire sing le -story, 42 ' x 1 25 ', steel, concrete, ton brick and gloss building . The build ing, designed by Outcalt, Guenther and Associates, serves a threefold purpose: it is a graphic
exhibit of the compa ny's products; it is a continuing research and methods project; a nd it provides
a fine working environment for the Wakefield office people. The multi-function suspended ceiling
known as the Wakefie ld Sigma extends through the whole building and provides on illumination
level o f 100 footcondles. It incorporates sprinkler heads . It distributes conditioned ai r through perforated acoustical baffles that reduce office noise. It gives remarkable space fle x ibility by the
meshing of receiving channels with the tops of steel and steel-gloss movable partitions on a 4 '
module. Perhaps th e most significant feature is the application of the new Wakefield High Frequency
lighting System delive ri ng 400 volts at 840 cycles. Using pygmy-sized capacitors instead of ballasts
and operating from a Wakefie ld designed frequen cy conversion unit, this new system introduces
direct and indirect economies which architects and engineers will wont to know mo re about. One
example: it was possible to install a 20-ton capacity air conditioning system rathe r than the 25ton sy stem that would hove been necessary with large ballasts generating more heat. Write to
The Wakefield Company, Vermilion, Ohio. In Canada: Wakefield Lighting Limited, London, Ontario.

AKEFIELD

SIGMA

WAKEFIELD
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New cartridge-powered tool sets both ~"
and 3/a" diameter studs in steel or concrete
With the Remington Stud Driver you can take
on every stud-fastening job-light, medium and
heavy-duty-and save time and money on each of
them! Compact tool sets up to 6 studs per minute. Handles both %" and %" diameter studs,
needs no outside power source. Shown below are
three of many Stud Driver applications.

Fastening wood to concrete
Place wood runners on chalk lines.
Using standard guard or Remington
GS-21, fasten 2 x 4 runners to the concrete floor or ceiling with Remington S-27 standard head studs.

CONCRETE

WINDOW OPENING

/
Fastening door bucks to
concrete floors and ceilings
Set door buck in
place, plumbed and
shimmed. Use Stud
Driver with special
guard to set floor anchor clips with RemingtonS-21 standardhead studs. Bend
ceiling struts into
position and secure
with S-21 studs.

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION

~minf!toa

~
76

..,..,,
REMINGTON
STANDARD
HE"O
STU OS

~

-'

Installing cellar window wells
After the concrete forms are removed,
position the steel window well and
anchor it with the cartridge-powered
Remington Stud Driver. Use four Remington S-21 standard-head studs. Compact Stud Driver easily fits into confined places and can be operated with
one hand if necessary.

1-;.:;;.:;,;:;1;;;;: rn::.:-;,••;-Ae • -- -

-1-

I

I Remington Arms Company, Bridgeport 2, Conn. "
I
Please send me my free copy of the booklet "How to Use I
I t he Remington Stud Driver Fastening Method."
II Name ......
.Position. . .... .... . .. II
I Firm ..
... . .. .. .. .. .. ....
. ... .... .. ... I
I Address.
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
............. I
I City .. ..... .. . ..... . . ....... . . ... State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
~---------------------~

cont'd.

FORUM said: "And with proper radiation
conditions, the air circulating in the room
might not have to be heated at all, but
could be drawn directly from outside and
used at outdoor temperature. Much the
same would be true about air temperature
in summer, scientists knew. Summer air
temperature would not have to be lowered
greatly for comfort if the human body's
excess heat could be radiated away constantly."
This was part of the preface to an article on the house of Dr. Clarence A. Mills,
and that house, with others later completed for clients, has borne out the prediction of the FORUM editor, that the system "may be the seed for a great change in
today's heating, and cooling methods."
Early radiant heating systems in England used a control .sensitive to both radiant and convention losses from a miniature
"body" powered by a small electrical coil
(rather than by meat and potatoes). This
eupatheostat fascinated me, and I equipped
one with a suit of knitted undies, on which
water dripped, to reflect its "awareness"
of humidity conditions in the control of my
heating system. Its value in cooling might
have been greater, but I had the Atlantic
Ocean at my door during the summer.
We go along whole-hog with Wright's
suggestion to add fresh air, by all means.
Large volumes of it put a price on the
economy of conventional systems. Purists
in comfort control theory feel that "mean
radiant temperature" takes priority over
dry- and wet-bulb temperature as a comfort criterion, over a wider range of tolerances than those allowable when temperature and humidity alone are considered. I
shall refrain from mentioning the classic
skier, half-nude, sun-warm and happy,
while his credit is frozen in the hotel below. But "the classroom under the tree" is
comfortable not only for the obvious p.sy-chological r easons, but because it provides
a non-reflective environment. The leaves
and the grass are at a lower temperature
than the comfortable skin and the sky is
capable of considerable absorption of heat,
whereas the walls of the schoolhouse are,
as you know, red. Even air motion, which
I find as tiresome in summer as it is unbearable in winter, may be compensat ed for
by rather minor changes in the radiant environment, as when the sun comes from
behind a cloud in March.
Mr. Wright's recommendation to "supplement the ordinary thermostat with a
combined temperature-humidity device"
needs amplification. First, to satisfy his
first need for fresh air, we need an outdoor
thermostat to tell the system when to stop
heating or cooling and to start sucking in
the spring air. Next, we need a system
that gives up part of its heat by radiation
in winter, and takes a considerable heat in
summer by radiation (of the body's heat
to a large and rather cool area). I think
continued on p . 82

Ro ing Steel Doors
for Craneway Openings ancl Dividing Walls in Sch ol Gymnasiums
Rolling Steel Doors have proved over many years
to be the most practical means of closing overhead
craneway openings. This is true regardless of
whether the closure be an exterior opening, for
an extension of the craneway outside of the
building, or a dividing wall inside the building as
shown below. In this installation, three separate
Mahon power operated rolling steel doors are
employed with two swing-up mullions between,
and two swing-up closure plates at each end
over the crane track-beams-all are power
operated and push-button controlled.
The full length door in the center is a railroad
opening- the track enters the building through
anothe r Mahon power operated rolling steel door
at the far end of the building. This center door can
be opened independent of the other two for passage of railroad cars. The two rolling steel doors

on either side, above the curb wall, are opened
only for passage of the overhe a d crane.
Similar installations have proved most practical
in school gymnasiums where it is desirable to
divide the gym Aoor for certain activities. In these
installations, aluminum or stainless steel doors are
employed with sliding mullions which are moved
to either side clear of the gym Aoor when the
dividing wall is rolled up. The operation is
accomplished electrically in a matter of minutes.
M::ihon experience in this type of installation is
extensive. Mahon engineers will cooperate fully
in working out details of rolling steel doors for
craneway closures or quick-acting, roll-up dividing
walls to meet virtually any requ irement.
THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY• Detroit 34, Michigan
Sales-Engineering Offices in Detroit, New York and Chicago

Representatives in all Principal Citi es

Doors rolled up, Dividing Mullions and
Closure Plates at right and left swung
up clear for passage of Overhead
Crone through dividing wall of Rolling

Steel Doors in a modern plant.

Three Mahon Power Operated Rolling
Steel Doors fo rm Dividing

Wa ll which

permits passage of a 15-ton Overhead
Cran e in on BO-foot Crone woy in the

Verson Allsteel Press Company's new plant,
Chicago, Illin ois.
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JUBILEE TILE FLOORING
AND THE MODERN HOME

More and more, architects are leaning to this sparkling dots-of·
color design to provide new interest for floors.
The reason: here is something eye-catching, different .. . yet is a
fit companion to every style of architecture, every kind of decor.
It's not surprising, then, to note Jubilee in the specifications for
virtually every room in the house . . . play, utility, living. *
Of particular importance is the fact that Jubilee wears as well as
traditional asphalt tile. So here, too, is real economy . .. both in
initial cost. installation and maintenance.
We would be happy to send you complete data.
•Nor, may we add, is it surprising to find Moultile Jub ilee in virtually eve ry type
of installation.

M""IR-&
PRODUCTS
SINCE 1929

MOULTILE INCORPORATED
Houston, Tex. • Joliet, Ill. • Long Beach, Calif. • Newburgh, N . Y .
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Can this
free you of this

7•

It has for the hundreds of architects
who have used Modernfold Doors
to obtain greater freedom of design
No longer is the wavy line a stranger-it's
a familiar friend to archit ects using it to
free them of the artificial design limitations imposed by door-swing. For with
MoDERNFOLD, there is n o door-swing.
You command open, unobstructed spaces!
These folding doors have been successfully employed in countless residential,
commercial and institutional installations.
Besides being efficient, highly flexible space
dividers, MoDERNFOLDS are styled to blend
with a wide variety of sett ings.
Sturdy MoDERNFOLDS are literally built
to last the lifetime of the building, with far
less maintenance than old-fashioned hinged
doors. When your MoDERNFOLD distributor shows you their many quality features, your imagination will be stimulated
to find new applications for them.

modernfold doors have no equal

Superior construction features account for MODERNFOLD'S leadership. Twice as many MODERNFOLDS are in use as all ot her makes of
folding doors combined I

r-----------------------1I

I New Castle Products, Inc., Dept. H32
I New Castle, Indiana
I
(In Canada: N ew Castle Products, Ltd., Montreal 6)
I Please send me full information on MODERNFOLD
I D~.
I
®I
NAM
BUSINESS AOORESS, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MODERNFOLD distributors are listed

under "Doors" in city classified
telephone directories.

CITY

ONE-STATE

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
II

---------------------J
0 1956, NEW CASTLE PRODUCTS. INC.
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B·& GUNIVERSAL PUMPS

** *

*

DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR QUIET OPERATION
IN LIQUID HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEMS
The circulating pump in a hot water heating or chilled water
cooling system is the connecting link between the mechanical
equipment in the boiler room and the structure itself. Silent,

THE MOTOR
1. Extra quiet. The Universal Pump motor is specially constructed, tested and hand-picked for extra-quiet operation;

2.

6.

7.
8.

9.

80

Mechanical seal. Positively prevents water leakage up

to full design pressures. The seal is self-lubricating and
features a floating sear of diamond-hard "Remite"-a
B&G development.

THE PUMP
4. Coupler. Self-aligning,

10.

Hydrau lically balanced impeller. Balancing chamber

and thrust pressure relief holes
thrust to a minim um.

Shaft. Big-oversized-affording large bearing surfaces.

Made of special alloy steel, polished to mirror finish.
Heat-treated integral thrust collar absorbs end-thrust. .•
lengthens seal and motor bearing life.

Removable bearing frame for easy servicing. The fin-

tire bearing frame assembly with impeller is easily removed from volute. No pipe connections to break or
motor to remove ... all the advantages of split case
design. All bearing frame assemblies are interchangeable.

ring-type mounted and completely suspended in noisedampening rubber. All motors are drip-proof.

5.

Sleeve bearings. An essential for quiet, vibrarionJess

operation and long life of both pump and motor. An
outstanding Universal feature.

Mounting. Universal motors, through 5 HP, are NEMA

spring-type ... another warranty
of silent operation, plus excellent pump and motor protection agains t the stresses of starting torque.

Lubrication. Genuine oil circulating. No grease to chan-

nel or harden . Oil level indicator permits visual check.

Sleeve bearings. Motors are equipped with oil lubri-

cated bronze sleeve bearings-essential to silent opera·
tion and long life.

3.

vibrationless operatio n is therefore the prime requirement in a
pump for rh is rype of service. The features starred above are
the reasons why rhe B&G Universal Pump fully meets this need.

11.

in

the impeller reduce

Solid volute. Support feet directly below vol ute absorb
piping strains without distorting pump alignment.

MEET THE TOUGHEST TEST ••• QU/ET

Th1·ee B&G Universal P11111ps cirwlate hot water
to a split plen/1111 coil system in central fan rooms
on the first, second and third floors of the bNilding. The S)'Stem is also eqNipped with B&G FloControl Valves and Relief Valves .

O'PE'RATION!

BELL & GOSSETT
c
Dep~.

0

M

p

A

N

y

EL-62, Morton Grove, Illinois

C11w1di'(J,.r1 Lice1t.H' e: S . .4. Armstrong Lrd., !400 o·connrJT Drive , ff ". Turonto
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LETTERS

A phone call
from YOU to h i m~~~~
{your nearest U. P. representative}
...

and

fr~ him
to us

-INDUSTRIAL

DEVElDPMENT

can obtain

DEPARTMENT

#!

for you factual
information on
western
industrial
sites

or contact:
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT DEPT.
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
Room 4 18 , Omaha 2, Nebraska

.UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
82

cont'd.

we have all the apparatus and knowledge
now. What we lack are clients wealthy
enough to afford the luxury of "Spring all
year 'round," but silly enough to remain in
New England, despite wealt h, to see if the
system works.
JOHN W. LINCOLN
Lincoln. Mas s.
• Author Wright's rebutta l follows.-ED.

Forum:
Mention of rad iant tempera t ure was
omitted from my discussion of t hermal comfort fo r two reasons: 1) to help t o simplify an enormously complicated subject, and
2) because, even where "radiant" heating
and cooling equipment is employed, indoor
differences between t he radiant temperature and the ambient temperature are not
very significant. Act ually, the word "temperature" as used in the article should be
read to mean "result ant temperature"
rather than "air temperature" The resultant temperature is the temperature which
some solid object, such as a hollow globe
about 6" in diameter, will assume in a given
environment, and is affected by the air
temperature, the radiant temperature, and
(this also is very important ) the rate of
air movement in the space. If this is understood, there is no inconsistency between
anything I have ,s aid and the theories of
the most rabid proponents of radiant heating and cooling; it is merely a good deal
more inclusive.
Under summer conditions, the indoor resultant temperature is freque ntly raised
quite considerably by radiation from electric lights, especially in modern office space,
and this has an important influence on the
comfortable air temperature iu such spaces.
Fortunately, most thermostats are affected
by radiation to almost the same extent as
t he human body-as I have shown by some
rather elaborate field research; it would be
better, perhaps, if they were more so.
Dr. Mills's cur rent radiant cooling installations are equipped wit h dehumidifying
coils to dry the outdoor air admitted for
ventilation, and such a coil-alonig with an
electrostatic precipitator-has been added
to the system in his own house. Thus, while
these systems constitute, in my opinion, an
excellent means for maintaining thermal
comfort, summer and winter, they are a
far cry from the t heoretical "ideal" of admitting unmodified outdoor air in hot and
cold weather originally propounded. In
fact, they suffer from t he common defect
of most air-conditioning systems that insufficient outdoor air is admitted in intermediate weather.
If Gadgeteer Lincoln act ually put a
"sock" on a British eupatheostat, I'll bet he
didn't succeed in cont r olling a heating syst em with it to the satisfaction of anyone
but himself. Having played with such devices, I know how hard it is to make them
really work.
HENRY WRIGHT
Rye, N.Y.

MECH A NIC A L CONS U LTAN T : KARSUNSKY , WELLER&: GOOCH CO .

Holy Redeemer School Installs and Insulates 115-Foot
Steam Line with Gilsulate® in 24 Man-Hours
LOW-COST INSTALLATION HAS LIFETIME PROTECTION AGAINST HEAT LOSS AND CORROSION

Here's more proof that GILSULATE
can save money for ;1ou-even on
small as well as large jobs.
The Holy Redeemer School, Washington, D. C., recently installed 115
feet of 5-inch and 1114 -inch pipe for
steam lines and return into their new
16-classroom building. Only 3 men
were employed on the job. The instal-

lation was made in a trench 6 feet
deep. The GILSULA TE, after being
wheeled to the top of the ditch, was
skidded down and poured into forms
around the pipes.
Total time for the complete jobincluding form construction, pouring
6Y2 tons of GILSULATE, and backfilling-was 24 man-hours. No other

method for insulating and protecting
hot underground pipes can match this
performance -Triple-Zone GILSULATE shows the lowest installed cost
providing efficiency and permanence.
Investigate the value of this easily
installed, low-cost GILSULATE. Use
the coupon below for complete information, or see your local GILSULATE
distributor.

Facts about Gilsulate
1. Easy to use-just pour, tamp and backfill . .. pipe heat does the rest.
2. Forms 3 zones of protection against
heat loss and all hazards commonly
encountered by hot buried pipes.
3. Needs no housing or mechanical sheaths:
no mixing, special handling or equipment.
4. Only needs normal pipe spacing: for
multiple pipe or cramped conditions.
5. Three types available:
Type A for 220°-310° F. temp. range
Type B for 300°-385 ° F. temp. range
Type C for 385 °-520° F. temp. range
THE TRIPLE-ZONE INSULATION FOR LIFETIME
PROTECTION OF HOT UNDERGROUND PIPES

r----------------------------American Gilsonite Co.

134J, West Broadw~v
Salt Lake City 1, Utah

or

1145 East Jersey SL
Elizabeth, N. J.

Send me more information on GllSULATE Insulation
NAME .. . .. . .
TITLE... ....

AMERICAN GILSONITE COMPANY, SALT LAKE CITY I , UTAH

COMPANY .... .

Affiliate of Barber Oil Corp. & Standard Oil Co . of Californio

ADDRESS ............ .. ....... ..

AF
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Out-of-sight dampproofing is "out-of-mind" toowhen the barrier is

"Electro-Sheet" coated with asphaltic
compound provides nonrusting, watertight, one-piece shower pan installed
below the finish floor tiling.

bonclecl "Electro-Sheet" copper

Door and window flashings of "ElectroSheet" bonded to building papers seal
against air infiltration and moisture
penetration.

OPPER has proved itself a lasting barrier to
water and water vapor over many, many
years. It doesn't rust and it resists most forms of
deterioration which impair the protective value
of other materials.
Therefore it is an ideal material for flashing
and dampproofing which must be built into a
structure or buried - concealed flashing that
should last the life of the building.

C

Anaconda's
development of "Electro-Sheet" made the use of
copper in these hidden places practical and
economical in all types of building. "ElectroSheet" is pure thin copper produced in long,
wide rolls by electrodeposition in weights of 1 to
7 ounces per square foot. It is furnished to manufacturers who bond it to high-grade building
papers and fabrics, or coat it wi th asphaltic compounds.

Making a little copper go a long way_

As a foundation damp course and
wea t he rproofing behind masonr y
veneer, "E lectro-Sheet" bonded materials protect framing.

These flashing products
incorporating "Electro-Sheet" are extremely flexible, easy to handle and are furnished in rolls up
to 60" wide. They are available through building
supply dealers throughout the United States and
Canada.
Easy to handle and apply_

For more information _ If

you wish more information about ANACONDA "Electro-Sheet," or want a
list of manufachu-ers using it in their products,
write: The American Brass Company, \Vaterbury 20, Conn. In Canada: Anaconda American
Brass Ltd., New Toronto, Ont.
'""

''Electro-Sheet"

ANACONDK
COPPER

"ELECTRO-SHEET" Is Bonded To Various Materials
High-grade building papers. one or
both sides.
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Asp halt·saturatecl fabrics, " ·ith du ctile
mas ti c bond.

Toug h, "rubber y" asp haltic: compounds.

WHEREVER A V-LOK STEEL FRAME IS USED,
A SCHOOL BOARD AND LOCAL TAX PAYERS
SAVE MONEY AND THE SCHOOL
IS IN USE MONTHS EARLIER

~HI8

JAX IATEIS

f§~

,,. ••at.t

Iv~

tF LtWIREI
lllHL•U

Schools all across the country are being erected at tremendous
savings - per square foot - due to the speed of interlocking
structural members. Large rambling elementary and secondary
schools are erected and under roof in a few days when Architects desig:Q. with V·LOK. This is just the reverse of the ancient
practice of eventually putting a roof over a school when the
walls are completed.
This fundamental difference speeds up every other operation
and non-bearing walls and partitions provide greater flexibility
for future needs. Send for this booklet. It sells the whole idea
of V-LOK savings to your Board and Building Committee.

STANDARDIZED

STEEL

BUILDING

PRODUCTS

HAI LAB LE
STEEL JOISTS

•

LONGSPANS

MACOMBER INCORPORArED
CANTON
•ENGINEERING• FABRICATING

1,

0 HI 0

AND

ERECTING•

•

BOWSTRING
ROOF TRUSSES

•
•

METAL DECK
V·LOK STEEL
FRAMING

•

STRUCTURALS
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EXCERPTS

Opinions expressed in these excerpts
are not necessarily those of FORUM'S editors

US architectural heritage
Excerpts from an article by Kenneth W. Sau•yer in the Baltimore
Sunday Sun
The .orthodox opinion these days is that
Louis Henry Sullivan (1856-1924) is the
founder of contemporary American architecture. This is probably a just estimate
of the man who, ,t o all practical purposes,
developed the skyscraper as we know it
today, who resolved the subsequent halfcentury's direction with his injunction
that form be determined by function, that
integrity of material be preserved and
that structure be forthright expression of
its purpose and time.
·
It would be comforting to assert that
his contributions effected an immediate
change in America's conception of building, that architecture accepted at once the
challenge of the times. Alas, this is far
from the case. In Sullivan's wake was to
come a period of dreary electicism, a froth
of confections-many still standing-that
will surely rank among the world's absurdities; Gothic bungalows and Classic
skyscrapers, Medieval cinemas and Old
Dynasty dance palaces.

We are still born in Romanesque basilicas, educated in Tudor manor houses,
married in Theban thesauri; we set up
housekeeping in Norman cathedrals, do
business in Venetian campaniles, board
trains in Roman baths, attend theater in
T'ang pagodas, join fraternal organizations housed in Chaldean Ziggurats, hoard
our savings in Florentine palazze and
retire, if we are lucky, to Athenian temples. Such is our architectural heritage.

A visit to Moscow
Excerpts from a first-hand account
by the editor of I. F. Stone's Weekly
The city of Moscow is strange and immense, endlessly fascinating as are the
people, but unlike them more than slightly
repellant. It is not Europe, it is not Asia,
it is Russia as America is America;
Europe and Asia have affected both but
the product is new, sui generis. And it is
easy to understand why Peter abandoned
it in disgust to build himself a new capital
as a window on the West, and why the
Panslavist reactionaries of the 19th century dreamed of making it Russia's center
again. For despite that marble subway
and the new skyscrapers-the overlay of

Communist Babbitry engaged in making
Moscow the best, biggest and Bolshoi-est
of all cities, just like America only better
is their dream- the old Holy Moscow lies
heavy and inescapable on the new world
center of atheist communism. No city
could be more incongruous, jumbled, conglomerate; so bedraggled with the past as
it struggles toward the future. The Czars
and Commissars alike built to strike the
visitor with awe at its immensity; everything at first sight seems huge, even
monstrous, almost Egyptian. Then as one
looks closer one sees a general slovenliness like that of a peasant giant with his
shirt tails out of his pants. Elderly crones
like caricatures of womanhood endlessly
dibble dabble at the dirt of the streets with
wisplike brooms. The buildings are flaked,
poorly painted, in need of repair. Between new apartment houses and skyscrapers one sees the old-fashioned Russian log houses like the quaint illustrations
in old editions of Pushkin, and in the
courtyards behind them are glimpses of
slums ,squalid beyond conception.
The Czars like size, and so did their
successors. The old yellow walled palaces
impress with strangeness rather than
beauty, and the new skyscrapers and
apartment houses are overlaid by doo-dads

The Architect or Engineer
specifying Air Conditioning
Equipment is looking for efficient trouble-free performance
-quietness and long lifeAND THAT'S WHAT YOU
OUR 102nd YEAR

....,...--~-·-----..,.--.,..--..._-_, CURTIS-Investigate
GET when you specify
CURTIS
-you will find CURTIS
Equipment enjoys an enviable
reputation with people who
know.
See the CURTIS catalog in
Sweets Architectural File,
or write for free Architects'
Manual.

for
AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

of every description

CM-9

PACKAGED
LIQUID CHILLERS

7Y2 to 100 tons-with
room console units to provide controlled cooling
and heating without duct
work.
CURTIS
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MANUFACTURING

In
multi-color
combinations
3
through
50 tons.

CONDENSING UNITS

Up to 100 tons. F-12 or
F-22.
Air Handling Units .. .
Cooling Towers and
Evaporative Condensers
to match.
CO.

PACKAGED
AIR COOLED, AIR
CONDITIONING UNITS

2 through 7 Y2 tons. Residential and Commercial
applications.

REFRIGERAT ION

DIV.

1914

PACKAGED
AIR CONDITIONING
UNITS

KIENLEN

ST.

LOUIS

20

and petty ornament and pretty pastel bits
of color. The new university is a kind of
Soviet Empire State Building, impressive
and striking but a little boring. "Socialist
realism" in architecture is about as vulgar
and ostentatious as Miami and just about
as socialist; the opulent new Moskva
hotel would fit perfectly into the Florida
resort if it were not built in such a heavy,
old-fashioned dark kind of way. The taste
is the taste of the nouveaux riches. In
architecture, painting and sculpture, this
revolutionary society is utterly nonrevolutionary, sterile and tasteless. The visual
climax are those neoclassic statues of
athletes with-not just loincloths-but full
underdrawers of stone on them, and the
bits of cloth so prudishly carved across
the navels of the Graces. In this, too, Moscow is the most mid-Victorian of capitals.

neighborhoods with all the basic elements
of neighborhood life--housing plus shopping, education, recreation, and the opportunity to help solve the city's traffic jam
at a profit to themselves. For there is money
to be made from properly planned and built
neighborhood shopping centers and offstreet parking facilities.
Private builders interested in apartment
houses have not fully grasped the economic
possibilities of built-in shopping and parking; public housing experts with complex
housing problems to face forget that neighborhood life needs something more than
just good housing. Both are inclined toward
little plans for little programs not in scale
with the large-scale needs of the whole city.
In every housing project, an economic
analysis which scientifically determines the
type of housing and the number and type
of .s hops and stores which that housing
needs and could support should be incorporated in the building program. This survey should also include a thorough investigation of the size of off-street parking areas
that could be used by both the project residents and a profitable proportion of off.street transient traffic. The necessary truck
terminals within the project would be a
minor problem if incorporaed in the program at this time.

Rebuilding better cities
Excerpts fr·om a talk by Architect
Morris Ketchum before a forum
sponsored by Cooper Union
Both private builders and public housing
agencies have missed two great opportunities: the opportunity to create complete

This approach to planning is followed
every day in suburban shopping centers.
Without it, they would r un the risk of financial failure. There is no reason why
urban projects should not be as financially
sound as suburban projects. The revenue
from commercial rentals often creates the
margin of profit in any large-scale private
development and, •a t least, could help to
make public housing self-supporting.
With the right program and the r ight
site, each redevelopment project could be
physically organized both as an ideal neighborhood unit and as an aid to the city's
traffic problem.
Armed with the power of land condemnation to close and abandon .streets within
the project site, as is commonly done in
large public housing projects, each rebuilt
neighborhood could be organized as a quiet
pedestrian island surrounded by motor traffic. All its everyday needs- shops, services,
restaurants, gardens, playgrounds, schools
-could be located at ground level at the
center of the project. The residential
apartments, which usually occupy less than
30% of the site, could be distributed along
the perimeter. The basement level under
the entire site could be used for mechanical
services, storage, truck docks and a huge
pool for parking.
continued on p. 97

Your client gets
HIGHER OPERATING EFFICIENCY
LOWER INSTALLATION COST

when you specify

the New
Air Cooled
Air Compressor
Single or Two-Stage
With the use of Air operated devices in modern buildings and
industry rapidly on the increase-Air Compressors loom more
importantly in building specifications and design. When you consider that more air per minute per kilowatt hour of electrical
energy consumed is delivered by the Curtis Model "CV" you'll
want to consider it seriously in your plans and specifications.

AIR CYLINDERS

INDUSTRIAL
AIR COMPRESSORS
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FOAMGIAS.
the cellular, stay-dry insulation
....... --------·-,

·-

·--

...

Swimming pool walls (first f loor) and gymnasium roof (second floo r) are insu lated with FOAMG LAS to prevent condensation in these humid areas . A wall of PC Glass Blocks (fi r st floor) insures privacy within the
poo l area whi le adm itting ample natural light. Arch itects were Raymond & Rado, New York, N. Y.

FOAMGLAS root and wall insulation stays dry to
solve condensation problems at Port Chester 'Y'
FOAMGLAS roof and wall insulation
was used to eliminate condensation
problems in this striking new YMCA
Building at Port Chester, New York.
A constant high humidity condition in
gymnasium and swimming pool areas
called for an insulation with positive
moisture resistance ... to provide constant insulating efficiency and thus prevent condensation. FOAMGLAS

solved the problem because it stays dry!
FOAMGLAS is the ideal insulation
wherever constant high humidity exists.
Its structure of sealed glass cells prevents
the moisture pick-up that can ruin insulating efficiency. That, plus its high
structural strength, made it the natural
choice for insulating gymnasium roof
and swimming pool wall areas at the
Port Chester 'Y.'

FOAMGLAS is fireproof, too. Inorganic, it can't rot or deteriorate . . .
offers no food or nesting materials for
vermin. Lightweight, yet strong and
rigid, it is quickly and economically
applied for long, trouble-free service on
roofs, ceilings, walls, floors, low-temperature spaces or piping.
See for yourself how you and your
clients can get all these benefits with
FOAMGLAS, the unique, cellular glass
insulation. Send today for a free sample
and directions for six simple tests to
prove it's the ideal insulation for your
needs. Write ...

Pittsburgh Corning
Corporation
Dept. D-86, One Gateway Center
Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania
In Canada: 57 Bloor St . W., Toronto, Ontario

The combination of li ght we ight a nd rigidity makes FOAMGLAS easy to lay quickly and economically. What's more, its h igh compressive stre ngth provides a firm base for built-up roofing.
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also manufacturers
of PC Glass Blocks

Everybody appreciates Foldoor's slimmer lines
The principal function of folding doors is to save space,
and thus conserve costs. FoLDOOR actually saves more
space- two ways. First, FoLDOOR stacks in less space.
For each foot of door opening, FoLDOOR requires a maximum 1 Yz" of stack room, plus 2 Yz" for lead post and
jamb. Particularly in close quar ters, this narrower stack
often makes the difference that makes a folding door
practical! In addition, FoLDOOR has the narrowest "profile" in the business. Every door is only 5 Yz" wide when
stacked. Aside from saving valuable inches of usable
space, this important difference makes "wall pocket" installations possible and much more economical. Your
FoLDOOR Distributor can give you full and valuable details on this and other advantages of FoLnooRs. Look
him up under "Doors" in the yellow pages.
HOLCOMB

& HOKE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
1545 Van Buren Street, Indianapolis

In Canada: FOLDOOR OF CANADA, Montreal 26, Quebec
Installing Distributors in All Principal Cities
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ONLY FOLDOOR IS DIFFERENT
AND BETTER THESE SIX WAYS
1. Easier operating 2. Neater installation 3. Better
appearance 4. Greater space-saving 5. Structural
durability 6. Long life in actual service.

®
F

Gentlemen:

Please send free copy of new 1956 A.I.A.
FOLDOOR Catalog

INC.
CIT Y _ __ __

_

_

_

_ STATE _

_

_
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BELLE RYAN GRADE SCHOOL

Truscon Intermediate Classroom Windows
lea A. Daly Ca., architects.
W. Boyd Janes, contractor.

TRUSCON STEEL
Capture sun and sky for these
The City of Omaha, Nebraska, is investing in
school "futures." Erecting substantial, well-designed
buildings that will serve for many years. Insuring
against premature obsolescence and future classroom shortages.
As an example of foresighted design, Truscon®
Intermediate Classroom, Intermediate Projected, and
Donovan® Steel Windows are daylighting these six
recently erected Omaha schools.
Truscon Steel Windows are light, bright, weathertight. Being steel, they offer the inherent structural
strength necessary for use in large unsupported
glassed areas. They won't warp, swell, shrink or rot.
They are designed specifically for school daylighting and ventilation.
Truscon offers window types and sizes for every

elementary school, secondary school and college
need, including classrooms, gymnasiums, auditoriums, cafeterias, dormitories, laboratories, power
plants and offices. All are engineered to the application.
Sweet's File, section 1 7b/Tr, has more facts, specifications and details. Or, send coupon for your
personal Truscon Window and Door catalog (A.I.A.
File No. 16-E).
More Rep11blic Steel Products for better school construction include Steel Lockers, Wardrobes, Shelving
and Office Furniture made by Berger Division; TrllScon
Steel Joists, Ferrobord® Roofdeck, Metal Lath and
Reinforcing Products; Republic ELECTRUNITE® "InchMarked"® E.M. T. Rigid Steel Conduit; Republic
ENDURO® Stainless Steel. Send coupon.

SHERMAN SCHOOL

ADAMS SCHOOL

Truscon Intermediate Projected Steel Windows
Steele, Sandham and Steele, architects.
H. W. Stitt Construction Co., contractors.

Truscon Intermediate Projected Steel Windows
Noel S. Wallace, architect.
A. Borchman Sons, contractors.

REPUBLIC
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JEFFERSON SCHOOL
Truscon Intermediate Projected Steel Windows
Steele, Sandham and Steele, architects.
Parsons Construction Co., contrac tors.

WINDOWS
·omaha schools

WESTERN HILLS GRADE SCHOOL
Truscon Intermediate Classroom Windows
Noel S. Wallace, architect.
Shelton and Sons, contractors.

STEEL

FONTENELLE GRADE SCHOOL
Truscon Donovan® Steel Windows, mechanically o perated
Wallace and Burrill, Inc., architects.
Parsons Construction Co., contractors.

r--------------------------,
REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
1
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

Dept. C-1708
3108 East 45th Street, Cleveland 27, Ohio
Please send me more
facts on
Name
D Truscon Steel Windows
Title
D Truscon flrrobord Steeldeck
- - ----------D "Inch-Marked" E.M. T.
Firm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Truscon Steel Joists
Address
D Republic Steel Lockers
.
·
D Republic Stainless Steel
City
Zone_ State _ __

I
I
I
I
1

I
I
1

L--------------------------J
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Now You Can Specify Maximum

''SL/ P-l<ESISTANCE''
without sacrificing Beauty and Wear

Beautiful, fast -play gymnasium flo or in Oakwood
J un ior High. Kalamazoo.
Mich. (Arch i tect : M. C. J .
Bill ingham.)

Climaxing years of research in Hillyard laboratories, this new 11 test tube" finish
Is formulated for asphalt tile, yet safe for
all floors
Will not soften, fade, darken or discolor
any resilient flooring material.
Gives complete surface protection
Forms a hard, smooth, unbroken surface
that repels dirt and grease, keeping them
from grinding in. Protects floor against
food fats, that otherwise would create an
unsightly, slippery condition. No water
spotting.
Makes maintenance easy
The hard, smooth surface makes sweeping
fast and simple. Although non-slip, it is
not tacky, will not catch and build up dirt.

Provides extra economy
The finish stays. After repeated washings,
the rich velvety lustre buffs back easily.
Eliminates frequent stripping and refinish·
·
mg.
The perfect solution for special problems of
multi-purpose rooms • . . one product which
fulfills your requirements for safety, appear·
ance and economy on every floor you plan.
Meets requirements for "slip-resistance" in
basketball and recreational areas. Ideal for
corridors and offices where appearance as
well as extra measure of safety underfoot is
necessary.

----------------,- - --- - ·- - -- - -- -·-·-·- - - - - -·- ·-·-·- -- ·- · - · -·- ·---- ---,
HILLYARD, St. Joseph, Mo.
Jn our 49th Year of Ser11ice
Please give me cotnplete details and specifications suggested
for the Super Hiko-Lustre treatment of Resilient floors.

The Hillyard Maz'ntaineer ® nearest your job will
follow through with " job Captain" service to in·
sure proper application and finish
beauty. The Hillyard M az'ntaineer is
" On Your Staff, Not Your Payroll"

Name ............. :..,.................... :..........·...... :...........,...........,................
j

cL·

:

F1rm ................'......................':.'.:.,.:. ............:.. ~:. . .................... :...~---'·-

1

Address ......:........:.......... ,......... ,...........................·-·······'···········:····

:.
:
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, .4•

..;,.""-', _. ·.-...

·

.:... ...,..~ .

,

.;>I
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.

L~.5'.~!r. ::~:::::.: :-.·.'. ·.: '. ·,:;::~::.:.::::::.:.:::.:.:.:.:.:.::::::::.:::..;.:.::::.:::::.;::,,~!'.l:.~:•.::,: :.:.::~:=:::.:=:-~ ...
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NEPCODUCT adds electrical efficiency to lift slab

construction of Ford Motor Company office building
In construction of their modern Rouge
Office Building, Ford Motor Company is
installing quality products that will assure
efficient economical operation.
National Electric Nepcoduct was
selected as the underfloor electrical raceway system because it could be easily
and economically adapted to the structure's lift slab construction.
Nepcoduct can be used as a single,
double or triple duct system for power or
light, inter-communication and telephone.
It provides low cost distribution in any
type of concrete floor construction . . .
makes available as many outlets as needed
by the owner. The cost of electrical extensions and maintenance is reduced through
easy accessibility of all electric services in
one junction box through a common
hand-hole opening.
Listed by Underwriters'
Laboratories, Inc.

Architect and Engineer:
Eberle M. Smith, Detroit, Mich.
Electrical Contractor:
Harlan Electric Company, Detroit, Mich.

By specifying Nepcoduct, you provide
a built-in distribution system that anticipates changing electrical needs and eliminates costly alterations later. There is no
need for the expense of routing concrete
or cutting building structure-no need to
interrupt business routine while changes
are being made.
National Electric's new service fittings
add to Nepcoduct convenience and
economy. Installation time is cut with a
simplified one-piece housing. Fittings are
especially designed for installation where
modern desks and free-standing equipment restrict the height of service fittings .
Be sure to specify Nepcoduct. It's the
modern way to provide for efficient electrical distribution now and to assure low
cost alterations in the future. Write for
more information today.

Ucitioncil Electric Products
3 Plants •
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PITTSBURGH, PA.
10 Warehouses • 36 Sales Offices
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at the famous Beverly Hi I ton
the glass is

PARALLEL• 0 •PLATE®
for freedom
from distortion
You have only to look closely at the sliding door shown
here, to see why Parallel-0-Plate Glass was used. Even at
the extreme angle, there's not a wiggle or waver in the
balusters outside. That's a tough test.
L ·O ·F Parallel-0-Plate G lass is the most distortionfree (the onlJ1 twin-ground) plate glass made in America.
Yet, in most localities, it costs no more than ordinary
plate glass. Wouldn't it pay to specify it for all plate
glass installations?
Read the column at the right for more of the "why
and how" of Parallel-0-Plate.

Beverly Hilton Hotel in Los Angeles.
Architect: Welton Becket & Associates, Los Angeles.

PARALLEL-0-PLATE

GLASS

fin&u /J~ 9/aM ~ m~-·· onlif 61f LIBBEY· OWENS· FORD
a
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EXCERPTS

cont'd.

PARALLEL• 0 •PLATE

FACTS

COMPARE the reflections of the upsidedown signs in the mirror of conventional plate glass (top) and the mirror
of Parallel-0 -Plate (bottom).

Parallel-0-Plate Glass is more distortion-free than ordinary plate glass
because its surfaces are more parallel.
This great degree of parallelism is
the result of a special kind of grinding
called twin-grinding.
The ordinary method is to cut off a
section of glass, grind one side, turn it
over and grind the other side.

In the twin-grinding process, the glass
moves from the furnace through the
new annealing lehr and into the twingrinding process where both sides are
ground simultaneously in a continuous
ribbon 975 feet long. It's precision made
all the way.
For further information, call your
Libbey· Owens· Ford Distributor or
Dealer (listed under "Glass" in the
yellow pages) . Or write Dept. 7 596,
Libbey· Owens· Ford Glass Company,
608 Madison Avenue, Toledo 3, Ohio.

LIBBEY
OWENS

FORD
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The new neighborhood unit would t hen
be completely self-sufficient_ Its community
life would focus on its own central shopping area, its parks and its playgrounds.
None of its residents, on their daily errands, would have to cross streets congested with motor traffic. Off-street bus
stations, subway entrances and taxi stops
would be available for trips to and from
work or trips to major shopping, cultural
or amusement districts_ The inhabitants of
such neighborhood units would have all the
advantages and very few of the usual disadvantages of city life.
By stacking parking, community activities and living space on successive levels
foot traffic is separated from motor traffic,
community life from private life and the
neighborhood unit itself from the surrounding city. At the same time, neighborhood
residents are not prisoners within their own
neighborhood. Public and private transportation are easily available; access to the
rest of the city and to parkways, suburbs
and regional recreation areas is right at
hand.
The parking pool under each neighborhood project would be of great value in
solving the city's traffic problem. In Manhattan the logical locations for such redeveloped neighborhoods are on blighted land
around the edge of the island, at or near
its encircling belt highway. The majority
of our existing housing projects are so located but there is room for more neighborhood units. There are also sites close to
the spine of the island and its major business, industry, shopping and amusements.
All these neighborhood sites could be tied
in with the belt highway and the interior
traffic pattern on the island. Suburbanites
driving into the city would be able to reach
t hem readily and to park their cars in the
underground parking areas for a reasonable fee_ They could then use public transportation of one kind or another to and
from their destination, pick up their cars
again and drive home.
This would accomplish several things.
F irst, it would provide adequate and accessible off-street parking in contact with the
regional traffic arteries; second, it would
keep a large percentage of private cars off
the streets; third, it would make life safer
for pedestrians; fourth, it would make it
possible for more and more suburbanites
to enjoy all of the city's shopping, amusements and cultural life and, fifth, it woul d
eliminate some of the immense cost of living and doing business in the city.

The loftiest and most difficult problems
arise in architecture from the necessity of
realizing a synthesis between opposing sets
of factors : the harmony of form and the
requirements of technology, the he.at of inspiration and the coolness of scientific
reason, the freedom of imagination and the
iron laws of economy.-Pier Luigi Nervi.

Specify the

0"1.e

Power Roof
Exhauster
with these
vital features I
Gallaher Has Them All!
Inconspicuous Appearance
Low Installed Silhouette
Corrosion Resistant Finish
Sound Structural Design
Shipped Completely Assembled
Quiet Operating
Certified Ratings
Scroll Design
Weatherproof
Safe Fume Handling System
Meaningful Guarantee
Standard Motors

All 12 features are vital to years of
service and efficient performance,
and Gallaher Air-Vans have them
all. Architect and engineer achieve
function and appearance. Owners
save money over the years.
For full information, contact:

The

GALLAHER Company

4108 Dodge St.

Omaha, Nebraska

Export Office : 306 Paul Building, N.Y.
Cable: Keiserquip
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Architect: Frank Ehrenthral, Son Francisco

Before they know it
they're on the sales floorl
Selling starts right here on the sidewalk.
The open front puts no visual barriers between the prospect and the
merchandise. It looks easy to enter . . . so more people do.
It's good design for selling. A key element is the pair of Tuf-flex®
Doors which carry out the open, visual effect. No center posts. No
frames to block the view.
Tuf-flex Doors are as rugged as they are beautiful. Made of tempered
glass, they are 3 to 5 times stronger than regular plate glass of the same
thickness. They' re now available in good supply.
For further information, read the column at th e right. To order call
your L·O ·F Glass Distributor or Dealer (listed under "Glass" in the
yellow pages).

TUF • FLEX DOORS
LIBBEY• OWENS. FORD
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Ann Wilson

L·O·F Tuf-ffex Glass Doors are made
in 16 types, of Yz" and %" tempered plate glass, to finished sizes.
Bronze or Alumilited Aluminum fittings are applied at the factory.
Furnished with continuous channel
or corner fittings at the top and bottom, as desired . C ustom fittings furnished by others will be applied by
L·O ·F, provided they are approved .
Concealed door holders can be applied only where continuous top
channels are used. Tuf-jlex Doors
are ideal for operation by photoelectric control.
Doors are furnished complete with
fittings only, which are designed to
receive pivot hinges and other
builders' hardware. Installed like
any pivot-hinged door. Frames or
jambs of aluminum, bronze, stainless steel or other metal are preferable.

ART STAFF: Ray Kamai, associate director;
Martha Blake, Charlotte Winter
CONSULTANTS : Miles L. Colean, F AIA,
Carl Feiss, AIA, Harold R. Sleeper,
FAIA
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35-13/16" x 83-11/16"

c.

Bippart

SUBSCRIPTION DATA: Sold to architects, engineers
and other individuals or firms engaged in building

"Call it stubbomess," says R. W., architect
without peer. "But I've been known to sit for
days at my board without so much as touch·
ing a pencil if Loma Loom wasn't included
in the plans.

-design, construction, finance, realty; material
distribution, production or manufacture ; government agencies and supervisory employees; commercial and industrial orga.nizations with a building
program and their executives; teachers and students of architecture and engineering; libraries,
professional clubs, society and trade associations

connected with the building industry; advertisers
«nd publishers: US, possessions and Canada, $5.50;
elsewhere, $10.00. Single copies, if available, $1.

29-13/ 16" x 83-3/16"
I

35-13/lS" x 83-3/16"

42" ;;;~-141-13/16" x 83-11/16" 41-13/16" x 83-3/16"

label from a recent wrapper envelope, or state
exactly how the magazine is addressed. Both the
old and the new address are required. Allow four
weeks for the char.ge.
EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE should be addressed to
ARCHITECTURAL FORUM, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York 20, N.Y. FORUM will not be responsible for
unsolicited manuscripts or illustrations submitted,
and it will not return such material unless accom-

panied by postage.

For complete information,
moil this coupon

r---------------Dept. 3486
L ib bey ·Owens·Ford Glass Company
608 Madison Avenue, Toledo 3, Ohio
·Send me Tuf-jlex Door Booklet-TF-1.
Name--- - -- - - -- -,-- - - - - -

City_________ __ Stat."----- ·
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THE ORIGINAL CARPET WITH

SPONGE RUBBER CUSHION

please name the magazine and furnish an address

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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ARCHITECTURAL FORUM is published monthly by
TIME I NC., Time & Life building, 9 Rockefeller
P laza, New York 20, N.Y.

SUBSCRIPTION CORRESPONDENCE should be addressed
to ARCHITECTURAL FORUM, 540 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chioago lL Ill. When ordering change of address,

( PLEASE PRINT)

Some of the most
distinguished
architects in town
won't draw a line
without

THE BUILT-IN

Standard sizes:

36" x 84"

Hazen Jr.

ART DIRECTOR: Paul Grotz

DOOR

~~1~3/16" x 83-11/16"

c.

"Here are some of the reasons why:
Loma Loom Carpet can be laid directly
over cement, plywood, tile or subflooring.
Loma Loom conducts radiant heat ••. is
sound-proof .•. shock-proof •• ; can be
custom-dyed to any color.
Damaged areas can be replaced instantly
with new section.
Easy and economical to maintain."
Be stubborn. Don't you draw a line without
Loma Loom. Contact our selling agent today
for samples and prices.

ADVERTISING CORRESPONDENCE should be addressed
to the advertising director,

ARCHITECTURAL

9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

FORUM,

TIME INC. also publishes TIME, LIFE, FORTUNE,
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED and HOUSE & Ho~rn . Chairman,
Maurice T. Moore ; President. Roy E. Larsen;
Executive Vice President for Publishing, Howard
Black; Executive Vice President and Treasurer,
Charles L. Stillman; Vice President and Secretary, D. W. Brumbaugh ; Vice Presidents, Bernard
Barnes. Allen Grover, Andrew Heiskell, C. D.
Jackson J. Edward King, James A. Linen, Ralph
Delahay~ Paine Jr., P . I. Prentice: Comptroller
and Assistant Secretary, Arnold W. Carlson.

Selling Agent:

WEIL BROS. TEXTILES, INC.
One Park Avenue, New York 16, New York

LOMA LOOM the carpet with the_
built-in sponge rubber cushion, is
now available in three grades :

FUTURA

NUTREND

SUPER
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Salt Lake City's First Security Bank building shows how

Honeywell can help assure

FirJt Security Bank building, Salt Lake City, Utah. DeJigned by Bank Building Corporation of America.
AJJociate architect: Slack W. Winburn . Mechanical and electrical engineer: FerriJ & Hamig.
General contractor: Utah Comtruction Company. Mechanical contractor: LarJen & Company.
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ideal indoor weather for your clients
Honeywell Customized Temperature
Control compensates for exposu re, weather
changes and office layout
best modem construction, indoor weather is
planned with as much care as the building itself.
When this happens - and it happens often-you're
likely to find the building has a Honeywell Customized Temperature Control installation.
That's the case in the new quarters of Salt Lake
City's First Security Bank. Here, Honeywell provides
flexible temperature control to meet the needs of
owners and upper-floor office tenants . At the same
time the ground-floor banking area is supplied with
indoor weather that's ideal for clients, customers
and employees. Efficient working cond itions are
maintained throughout the air-conditioned building.
That's what "customized" means-a control installation fitted to the needs of the building and its occupants, in heating, cooling, ventilating and hum idity
control.
True customized control can best be provided by
Honeywell. Because only Honeywell manufactures
all three types of controls-pneumatic, elecrric and
electronic-which permits Honeywell to make truly
objective recommendations.
Whether it's an office building, factory, bank or
store-any building of any size, new or existingHoneywell Customized Temperature Control can help
solve your client's problems of heating, ventilating,
air conditioning and industrial control.
For full details on Honeywell Customized Temperature Control, and the economical Periodic Maintenance Plan , call your local Honeywell office. O r write
Honeywell, Dept. MB-8-90, Minneapolis 8, Minn:

I
Exposure is no problem with a H oneywell Customized Temperature control installation. Accu racy and qui ck response of
Honeyw ell rhermosrars keep comfort co nstant despite changing
conditions of wind and sun-even in offices like this, where
glass is used freely.

Use of space helps determine co ntrol needs.

Number of
people in the bank varies at different rimes; so does the type of
work done. Strategically placed Hon eywell thermostats call for
exact amounts of hearing, cooling or ventilating needed under
all conditio ns .

oo

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0 THERMOSTAT
Thermostats are placed ro gi ve ind ividual control to exterior

N THE

noneywe11
Cus.tomized Temperature Control
112 offices
across the nation

office s that will be partitioned accordi ng to tenants needs. Interior
o ffice spaces will be co ntrolled by sep arate zone thermo stats.
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Breathtaking isn't too strong aword...

for this 83-ft.-high, 310-ft.-diameter concrete stadium,
with 4-in.-thick wall and 850-ton suspended prestressed roof • • •

4"-thick wall was concreted with 'l ncor' , forms lifted daily. Roof is supported by cables
extending from concrete ring atop wall to steel ring at roof' s center.

Roof consists of 9000 concrete slabs 2" thick, hooked to cables; prestressed
by overloading with brick, then concreting joints, later removing overload .

Central part of roof is covered
with glass. Roof drainage is
simply handled .

e Montevideo's cylindrical concrete stadium, to seat
20,000, is a masterpiece of simplicity and economy.
Wall was built by lift-form method, using ' lncor'*
24-Hour Cement, produced by Lone Star's Uruguayan subsidiary, for speed, economy, quality.
Roof, built without forms or falsework, is supported
on 256 seven-strand cables, strung between a ring
6 ft. 6 in. wide and 1 ft. 5 % in. thick, concreted
around top of wall, and an 18-ft.-diameter steel ring
at roof's center.
Working out from center, 9,000 precast concrete
slabs, 2 in. thick, with reinforcing rods projecting
laterally and shaped into hooks, were fastened to the
cables. Roof was then prestressed by overloading
503, placing concrete in slab joints, and removing
overload after concrete had hardened.
Central part ofroof (65 ft. diameter) was left open
and covered with glass, as was a strip next to wall,
to provide light and ventilation and to minimize
wind suction.
Talk about simplicity! Clearly, the designers
solved their problems by taking fullest advantage
of concrete's great flexibility and "doing what comes
naturally".
*Reg. u. s. Pat. Off.
STADIUM, MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY
Designed and built by:
MONDINO Y VIERA, LTOA.
Consultants:

ALBERTO S. MILLER, C.E.
and
LUCAS RIOS
Architect
C onsulting Engineers, Roof Design :

THE PRELOAD COMPANY , INC
New York.

LONE STAR CEMENT
CORPORATION
Offices:
ABILENE , TEX .
ALBANY, N. Y.
BETHLEHEM, PA ;
BIRMINGHAM
• BOSTON
• CHICAGO
•
DALLAS
• HOUSTON
INDIANAPOLIS • KANSAS CITY, MO. • NEW ORLEANS • NEW YORK
NORFOLK • RICHMON D • WASHINGTON , D. C:
LONE STAR CEMENTS COYER
THE ENTIRE CONSTRUCTION FIELD
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LONE STAR CEMENT, WITH ITS SUBSIDIAR IES, IS ONE OFTHE WORLD'S LARGEST
CEMENT PRODUCERS : 18 MODERN MILLS. 38,000,000 BARRELS ANNUAL CAPACITY
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Reports on different groups
of buildings will be found
bunched in this issue in .a number of different places. This is
because buildings can give you
so many different kinds of
things to learn or think about.
For example, up in the News
section there are to be found
New Buildings that command
attention for their size, their
location, their economics, their
clients or promoters or architects, or their unusual features.
They keep you up with the
procession.
Then there is the sort of
recent building on which you
might like a more detailed
story-and again for any number of possible reasons. The
product may be a motel whose
owner had the luck or foresight to settle where two of
those new country factories
turn his patronage from a summer to a full-year patronage
and enlarge his profits accordingly (p. 123). Many a reader
may wish to tuck into his
memory the underlying fact
t hat countryside factories create other new countryside
building opportunities as well.
- Or again the story may even
concern a well known existing
structurewhich FORUMpictured
extensively when it was first
built. Question: how is it doing
now? Such is the story of the
Terrace Plaza Hotel-now the
Hilton Plaza (p. 131). Or the

subject may be smaller establishments like our group of
stores. The owner may have
been an optician whose designer gave him a complete
layout in the space of a twocar garage and at not too
much greater cost. The experiences reported may be business
or design or technological experiences--or other kinds.
Ther e is yet another reason
for showing buildings in
groups: they may reflect a
st rong light on one another.
This month FORUM is showing
you three college buildings,
which together make u p a
chapter called "Architecture
t urns a corner." One, the new
architecture building at Illinois Institute of Technology
(p. 104), is a masterpiece by
one of the world's great
established masters, Mies van
der Rohe. His architecture is so
pure, so restrained and glassily
transp·a rent in its character
that he could be said to have
perfected here t he modern
Doric Order of Steel. The
other two (p. 112) are by
younger masters in the maturing generation, both great admirers of Mies: Eero Saarinen
and Minoru Yamasaki. What
they have done- still working
out of Mies' book- can be seen
by comparing all three buildings. To show what the coming
generation is thinking about,
such demonstrations are worth

volumes of essays.
Of course no neat pigeonholing system could contain the
wonderful world of architecture. Any reader who thrills to
fine building will be as happy
with the Hillside School (p.
134) and the magnificent shell
structure shown on the cover.
Technology was our particular
pigeonhole for the shell restaurant, simply because pure
mathematics and straight concrete technology were the
parents of its bird-wing
beauty; without these it could
not h ave been. You might even
like t o turn back and contrast
this
characteristic
fl.owing
beauty of well used concrete
with Mies' superb expression
in rectangular steel- both of
these basic materials are in
FORUM this month at top
intensity.
The editors hope, of course,
t hat real estate men will take
t he time to study these architectural developments. The text
is written so they can follow
it without T-squares or formulas. Meanwhile we hope that
our architect readers will read
with special care the story on
real estate men and their influence on architecture. There
may be a contribution here
to better understanding and
t herefore better collaboration,
better and still more profitable
building.
-THE EDITORS
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Crown Hall, on the campus at Illinois Institute of Technology, is the summation
of a century of steel and glass buildings

MIES' ENORMOUS ROOM
The main floor of Crown Hall is one room, 220' long,
120' wide, 19V:!' high, walled with panels of obscure and
clear glass framed in steel. Within this immense room
there is not one structural column , and even the partitions are more inference than actuality-low fencelike
planes which define exhibition space and offices in the
center and two large student drafting rooms at the ends.
At any point in the big room you can see the top part
of all four sides of it. Out front is a wide steel-framed
porch with steps for sitting between classes, and downstairs are classrooms and shops with high windows.
The structural clarity of IIT's newest building is
unlikely ever to be surpassed in steel. "I think this is
the clearest structure we have done, the best to express
our philosophy," says Architect Ludwig Mies van der
Rohe, and it is difficult to see how the next century can
contradict this builder, or how he himself can.
This is the first building Mies has completed with his
long-sketched plan of suspending the roof from plate
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girders, getting the girders up out of the building, as
an exterior skeleton. It is also his widest span structure, and because it qualifies under the local code as a
single story building, the steel framework did not have
to be fattened with concrete fireproofing. The steel
stands there in the reality of its slim strength.
Beyond this, architecturally, Crown Hall is also the
most universal of Mies buildings. This great room would
with facility house a factory, a sound stage, a newspaper
plant, an insurance company-almost anything. It is a
room under an oversheltering istructure, a free space
to be shaped to its use. And it is very cheap space:
$13.71 per sq. ft., 78¢ per cu. ft. , a total of $746,850.
It needs another expenditure, for summer air conditioning; but this had been anticipated-ductwork and
diffusers are in.
So far the building may seem adroit. But behind the
facts in all great buildings are the feelings in them;
and in this building Mies again shows his ability to
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Porch detail. Travertine floor
is set in cantilevered steel
frame. Lower panels in wall
are translucent glass, except
in center of building where all
are transparent. Bay is 10'.

build a remarkable architectural atmosphere. His
enormous, beautifully proportioned room is a very
serene place to be. In some intricate way the space is
balanced against the assertion of the construction to
result in a large calm place for working. It is a good
place in which to be alone in a crowd.
Another demonstration by this building: the powerful
Mies idiom, under perfect control, does not depend on
elegant execution or perfect material. His idiom can
indeed reach a point of frailty, or emptiness, if it is too
delicately or perfectly rendered. Crown Hall is welded
neatly, nothing more, and derives a part of its great
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vigor from this kind of simplicity. Like the best poets,
Mies uses a simple language.
"What is our philosophy? It is honesty. Years ago
when I was designing the German Pavilion for the Fair
in Barcelona, my client was an official in the German
government at that time, and I wanted him to understand what I wanted to do in this simple building so I
explained.
"'Honesty?' he said, 'Yes I know, my grandmother
told me always to be honest. Yes, I know all about that!'
"So I told him, 'Yes, and that's the way you should
build.' "

Crown Hall in the Campus.

New building houses Dept. of
Architecture, Institute of Design and Planning Dept. Also
visible are other IIT buildings,
emerging from Chicago's stirring slum, the South Side.

Chicago, III.
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
ASSOCIATE ARCHITECTS: Pace Associates
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: Frank J. Kornacker & Associates

CROWN HALL, ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,
ARCHITECT:

PHOTOS: (BELOW) RICHARD PYTL1K; (OTH ERS) HEDRICH-BLESSING

In construction: photo shows

two of four immense exposed
plate girders in place and
framing at one end of the
building complete. Ceiling hung
from frame leaves a vertical
slot around the periphery.

~

Entrance has classical charac-

ter, without historical debris.
Porch is an eminent gathering
place, observation platform
and reviewing stand for students between classes. Low
penthouse is for mechanical
equipment.

LONGITUDINAL SECTION

Facade of Crown Hall stands
in landscaped symmetry directly across from an earlier
Mies building on the campus.

1»»-->Twin stairways lead to lower
floor of classrooms and shops.
PHOTOS: H EDRI CH · BLESSINC

Girders were shop-fabricated,
each delivered to site in two
60' sections, spliced and lifted
into place with cranes. Purlins
are hung through roofing. Ceiling-high enclosure in photo,
left, is not structural, but a
box for vertical ducts and
wiring.

View out entrance wall over
porch.
Ceiling consolidates
lighting, acoustical absorption,
and air diffusion. Although
building is in use, furnishing
is not yet nearly complete.
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Steelwork in Crown Hall
weighs 285. tons and is all
welded. Steel cost was $76,000
for fabrication and erection,
a total of only about $267
per ton.

Plan of lower floor shows
second exhibition hall between
pair of stairs.
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A Gothic cut: Saarinen's law library for the University of Chicago

TWO SPARKLING STONES
Two leading architects, working independently, design
comparable buildings for entirely different college campuses.
~-

'/

'

....

...

Behind their many-faceted brilliance lies a
return to richness in modern architecture
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2.

A Classic cut: Yamasaki's conference building for Wayne University

IN DIFFERENT SETTINGS
When two talented architects start mulling over similar
college building problems, the results promise to be
interesting, but when they come up with strikingly
similar proposals, it is real news.
In their latest projects, which happened to come to
FORUM's attention on the same day, Eero Saarinen and
Minoru Yamasaki use many quite similar ideas in different ways. Saarinen's great pleated fa~ades give a
soaring Gothic quality to a law library he is designing
for Chicago University's Gothic campus; shown (left)
is an early study which has undergone further development. Yet it is a root concept clearly enough stated
to be shown in context with Yamasaki's scheme for a
memorial conference building at Detr oit's Wayne University (right). The latter, now in working drawings,
also uses big folded planes, but as triangular floor
frames which emerge in a templelike colonnade of many
facets. Both designers have set their roofs in motion
too, Saarinen with an abstractly Gothic pattern of
pyramid vaults, Yamasaki with a lively crystalline sky-
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light. Both men serve up the richer visual fare found
in older architectures but missing in sleek, hard
"modern": a play of 1:1unlight and shadow on depths
and angles, and a patterned movement of lines against
the ground and sky. Basically the idea is the same as
Mies van der Rohe has been teaching (see preceding
pages) : the "decorative use of the structl:re itself."
But Yamasaki and Saarinen carry it a step further in
practice. Miesian buildings have a linear frame (usually
steel) and walls that are big flat-looking curtains, producing cubical-looking buildings. Yamasaki'::; hollow roof
trusses are prismatic, not linear, and Saarinen's curtain
wall is pleated, producing faceted buildings.
It is significant that heither building is to be plunked
down on campus and left to fight it out with other
buildings and open spaces. In its immediate setting,
each is raised boldly on a platform, joined to its neighbors by low wings to form a group embracing a broad
reflecting pool accented with sculpture. How they fit
broader settings is shown on the following pages.
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TWO COLLEGE BUILDINGS

Gothic verticals predominate on University of Chicago campus

1.

Vertical lines and roof shapes of new law

Saarinen's library: a good neighbor for Gothic

Chicago University's pseudo-Gothic campus
(above left) poses an old problem: should
new buildings break clean and be themselves, or ape the past? Says Saarinen:
"Each building must have its own look,
and be a good neighbor as well."
South of the main campus (photo
right), Saarinen places his new law
school next to a big Gothic dormitory for
law students, carefully relating buildings
an~ open spaces. At the back of the
raised central court stands the proposed
seven-story law library and office building,
which with the two vaulted entrance
arches in front recall the older Gothic
forms. To the right of the pool a small
court of trees screens the side of the
dormitory and eases the transition to the
newer shapes. On the other side of the
pool is a cloisterlike colonnade leading to
seminars and classrooms on two levels.
Attached to this is a hexagonal auditorium building that is still faintly Gothic
but is also sympathetic to another neigh-

bor, a plain modern building housing the
American Bar Assn.
The sketc.;h (below) shows one way the
zigzag walls might shield offices around
the library stacks, with opaque ventpanels toward the worst sun, glass toward
the view.

I
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school ec'ho big Gothic dormitory at right
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Y amasaki's memorial: a good contrast with Modern

This templelike building, striking yet
serene, will contain meeting rooms for
Wayne University and Detroit community
groups, a memorial to the late Philanthropist Tracy McGregor. The site (see
photo above) was bordered on two sides
by streets, on the others by arts buildings
and auditoria of brick, porcelain enamel
and glass typical of Wayne's new campus.
Since the building ig a memorial, Yamasaki set it apart from and above its more
functional neighbors, gave it the squarish
shape of two temples connected by a glass
hall, and carried out the feeling with
white marble columns and a traditional
stylobate of steps around its base. The
slender
columns,
clearly
expressing
m arble-clad steel rather than bulky solid
stone, lend some of the light character of
a Japanese pavilion; between them hang

Current campus style is shown in auditorium (abow), arts building flanking site.

decorative aluminum grilles that shade,
Japanese-style, the gray glass of the
window walls behind. Where each column
meets the edge of the great corrugated
concrete floor frames, 40' long and 10'
apart, Yamasaki has sealed them with a
triangular "capital" that accommodates
ventilation ductwork and gives the building its lively facets and zigzag silhouette.
This triangular motif is echoed in an ornamental glass skylight over the great
center hall and again in the paving.
Where Saarinen used a rectangular
pool and a single sculptu r e, both as focal
devices, Yamasaki has used an L-shaped
pool that separates his building from
existing ones yet helps unite them as an
arts group. Islands linked by stone
bridges make attractive walks dotted with
sculpture exhibits.
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Two-story gallery between meeting rooms
makes entrance and corridor space as
dramatic as an ancient hypostyle hall-ofcolumns, with a new twist in skylighting.
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ARC HITECTURE IN AME RICA PART X

Last in a series of articles
exploring where architecture stands and
what is happening to change its future

I

THE REAL ESTATE OPERATOR
More than any other man in the industry, he has
set the pattern of our cities and our suburbs.
And, his ideas about building appearance and
function exert a positive influence on architecture

By FRANK FOGARTY

Mr. Bigler's plan this time, about which he talked loudly ...
was the building of the Tunkhannock, Rattlesnake and
Youngwomenstown railroad, which would not only be a
great highway to the west, but would open to the market
inexhaustible coal fields and untold millions of lumber. The
plan of operations was very simple.
"We'll buy the lands," explained he, "on long time, backed
by the notes of good men; and then mortgage them for
money enough to get the road well on. ... We can then sell
the rest of the stock on the prospect of the business of the
road ... and sell the lands at a big advance."
Mark Twain and Charles Dudley Warner,
The Gilded Age, a Tale of Today, Harper & Bros., N .Y.C.

To any cataloguer of American business types, Mr.
Bigler is today a prize exhibit. No railroader at all,
he is a perfect specimen from the middle, or iron-age,
period of a tribe of operators that has been shrewdly
carving up the US for years and living off its land since
the days of the colonies.
This tribe-known variously as land speculators, t own
jobbers, and just plain real estate men-has shown great
daring and imagination, though there has often been
serious question as to its exact degree of civilization.
Nevertheless, by seizing the initiative, it has prospered,
and its view of America as one great tract of real estate
to be bought and sold has been firmly implanted in the
public mind. While others have waited, it has acted.
And the upshot has been that it has left its tracks all
over the map of the US.
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BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA-SCENE IN A REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE-drnwn by John Durkin

For years, the school-bookish approach to urban development, with its emphasis on the grand play of
economic and geographlc forces, has all but overlooked
the real estate operator and the role he has played in
shaping the city and its architecture. The oversight
could hardly be more glaring. For the truth is the
American city-thei beauty marks on its face, its sores,
its character lines-is overwhelmingly the work of the
real estate man, perhaps more so than even he himself
realizes.
Ernest M. Fisher, professor of urban land economics
at Columbia University and a man who probably knows
as much about land and buildings as anyone living
today, has said that "more facts are known about a
single agricultural product like peanuts than about
urban real estate." Fisher had in mind the lack of
economic data-that no adequate census of real estate
exists; that there are only crude estimates about the
changes in inventory and the total number of transactions that take place each year; that there are no
nation-wide figures about the life of buildings or the
intensity of their use. But the same poverty of information exists about the real estate man himself, who he is,
what his aims and motivations are, how and why he has
influenced American architecture.
There is, for instance, not even an accurate head eount
of how many people actually qualify as real estate men
today. The best figure is th_e estimate of the National
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Assn. of Real Estate Boards that there are about 400,000
brokers in the 44 states and the District of Columbia
that require licensing. But brokers, though they are by
far the most numerou~ part of the tribe, are by no means
all of it. The rest are not only uncounted, but to a great
extent undefined as w~ll, at least in the public mind.
In an over-all sense, a real estate man today can be
anybody with a skill in the use and development of land
and air space, provided he puts that skill to work as a
major source of pro~t. He can be an owner-builder,
say, a Robert Dowling, a William Zeckendorf, or a
Norman Tishman, in which case he combines his skill
with an equity position; he can be a broker or manager
-an Alexander SumJer or a John Elsbach- whose role
is mainly t hat of an intermediary for others who supply
the equity; or he can be a combination of all three,
acting sometimes as a principal, sometimes as a broker
as New York's Charles F. Noyes, New Orleans' Harry
Latter, Columbus' Johr. Galbreath, and the bulk of other
big real estate operators do today.
But beyond this, a rhan can be a real estate man even
though he assumes rnme of these roles. The executive
in charge of real estljl.te for an industrial corporation,
such as Frederick G. Tykle, of General Motors' Argonaut Division, qualifies for the title. So does the consultant, a relatively new brand of specialist who offers
only advice for his fee, and the man who does nothing
but appraise property values. The real estate clubhouse
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certainly has no shortage of rooms.
A real estate man is, of course, not a lender, a builder
or a designer. But, at times, '.he may absorb these
functions and so erase lines that would otherwise circumscribe him neatly. Further, in the course of his
business and depending on how wide a swath he chooses
to cut, he may buy, develop, plan, assemble, lease, manage and sell all kinds of land and buildings, either for
himself or his clients. His activities are not only increasingly complex, but far-reaching. Yet a common
denominator does exist in all this, and it not only sets
the real estate man apart from the rest of the economy,
but it goes far toward explaini!ng the nature of his
influence on American architectqre.
To a real estate man, land and buildings are a commodity. They are things to buy and sell, to speculate in
for a short time, or to invest in, longer range. Whatever
functions these physical unit s may perform, there is only
one that really matters to the rea~ estate man: that they
return a profit.
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Christopher Tunnard and Henty Hope Reed in their
book, American Skyline, point out that in America land
has always been looked at differfntly from the way it
has been in Europe. In France and Italy, the aim has
been to own and hold; in the US, it has been to own
and speculate.
This distinction is important. For in the US, it led
directly to the gridiron pattern, which, borrowed from
antiquity, was used by city "plans" and homestead acts
to rule off the whole country into a series of rectangles
that forever conditioned its development. The gridiron
plan may not have much for hol!iing. But it was just
dandy for speculating.
Although the effect of the griqiron has been treated
again and again, Lewis Mumford has probably done the
neatest summing up in The Culture of Cities. What the
grid did, Mumford says, was to ~ake each lot, being of
uniform shape, "a unit, like a Qoin, capable of ready
appraisal and exchange. It permitted 'plans' to be made
for unlimited future development, without foresight or
responsibility. Indeed to permit the progressive intensification of land use, with a corresponding rise in
rent and realty values, was the prime virtue, from the
capitalist standpoint, of this inorganic type of plan."
Whether the real estate operator actually drew these
plans, there is no doubt that his interests were uppermost in the minds of the men who did. In the end,
though there were other systems to choose from-the
linear of Germantown, the Baroque of Williamsburg and
Savannah, the combination radial-grid of L'Enfant's
Washington-practically every city wound up with the
grid. Not until the City Beautiful movement of the
1890s was the stranglehold broken. In the meantime,
the US urban center grew into a box of 25' fronts and
rectangular buildings that pushed their way back with
sunless interiors to the depths of their 125' plots.
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Once having found the formula in the older cities,
the real estate operator lost no time in applying it to
new ones. In the feverish western expansion that began
about 1820 and lasted through most of the century, he
created thousands of towns in the image of the grid,
which, on his maps at least, assumed the proportions
of a metropolis. The railroads alone added a whole new
edition to the gazette. Land speculation and town-jobbing
reached frenetic proportions, and real estate-not transportation-was the lure of the railroad promoter.
Though many of these real-estate-made towns were
short-lived, and others still-born, many survived:
Toledo, Ohio; Topeka and Lawrence, Kan.; Tacoma,
Wash., and scores of others. The real estate man may
have left them little, physically-his aim in those days
was not to develop, but to move in and out, quickly
taking the unearned increment that came with growth.
But he chose their site and stamped them with his plan.
If much of the US seems dismal and carbon-copied
today, you have only to look at its beginnings to see
why.
With the age of the automobile, the emphasis changed.
The real estate man no longer fed upon the unearned
increment, but sought to create value by building on
unimproved land, by improving existing buildings, or by
merely improving the earnings possibilities without
changing the building itself. But his role remained the
same; as before, he was the initiator, the risk-taker,
the shaper.
The elaborate suburban ~evelopment that began with

the twenties and that in time produced a repetition of
the city made worse by its lack of services is largely his
handwork. The Florida Boom, the Van Sweringen's
Shaker Heights, J. C. Nichol's Kansas City Country Club
District, Hugh Potter's fabulous River Oaks in Houston,
Douglas Elliman's sortie into Park Ave. that transformed it into one of the highest-br acket residential
districts in the country, the development of Chicago's
near North Side- all were conceptions, good and bad,
of real estate men. Today John Galbreath transforms
a block of mid-Manhattan miscellany, held by the Goelet
Estate, into a Socony-Mobil Building ; a Cabot, Cabot &
Forbes turns farmland along Boston's circumferential highway, Route 128, into a collection of industrial
centers; an Alexander Summer, working as a broker,
takes four years to find a client-Allied Stores-to
develop what will be the biggest regional shopping
center in the US in northern New Jersey. To ask the
question, what has been the real estate man's influence,
broker and principal alike, is simply to beg the answer:
"Look about you. The results are everywhere."
Yet this is not all of it. For the important thing
today in assessing the real estate man's influence is to
look at it in terms of what is ahead. How far has
enlightenment penetrated? How much does the r eal
estate man care now about good design and good
America?
Between broker and principal in real estate, there is
naturally a great common tie. Actually, it is impossible
to separate the two since their functions so often overlap. Yet in assessing their influence a distinction does
have to be made. The broker may conceive a plan, propose the eventual land use, perhaps advise on the design
of the building itself. But his ideas ar e always subject
to the say-so of others. With the real estate man who is
also a principal, the say-so is his-subject, of course,
to a lender's approval.
With this in mind, certain generalizations are reasonable:

The real estate man's influence on architecture,
unlike the lender's, remains· decidedly positive.
The real estate man not only possesses strong ideas
about what a building should look like and how much
land it should take up, he is apt to regard these ideas as
superior to those of the architect, whom he may consider
a mere technician, and not a very practical one at that.
The creation of income-producing property, as FORUM
has said before (AF, April '55) remains a highly speculative operation. It is a business whose economics revolve around tax angles-the sale-leaseback deal is
mainly tax-inspired-and one that still operates on
margin. Real estate must compete for its money with
other forms of risk venture, and it& investors want a
quick return of earnings-generally within five years.
The dangers of miscalculation are gTeat, and it is for
this reason, primarily, that the real estate operator will
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ride with his own judJnent of how best to make a project pay off.
Sometimes his fait~ is so great that he thinks he
requires no architect at all.
1

Generally, though, the real estate man callS' on an
architect to executJ his idJeas. Yet he looks for
translation, not inripvation.
Most of the time, ~he realty operator picks as his
architect either 1) a :wecialist in a particular market
who has done similar buildings and "who has an instinctive judgment in econobics," as one Midwest real estate
man puts it; or 2) someone he feels he can dictate to.
Only rarely will he pu~ up with a designer who is likely
to burden him with Iconsiderations not immediately
profitable commerciall~.

Stubborn as he is, tke real estate man is not necessarily

unenlighte~ed
I

in his approach to design.

He is, however, limited.
I

No one can say that real estate men are unaware of
the values-in dollars ,rnd cents-that a new approach
or a new beauty can cleate. "Keeping up the neighborhood," and "keeping lliP values," are themes they have
sounded for years. Today, in the buildings they are
creating-particularly in the lobbies and in the care
given to tenant facilities-there is ample evidence of
concern for the earni~g power of amenities and open
space. Why, then, aren't their buildings as a whole
better than they are?
The real estate maj's main shortcoming is that he
sees architecture for its pieces rather than for the
whole, and as a handlilng of appearances rather than a
philosophy of building embracing every act.
An illuminating example of this lack of context is
provided in Pittsburg~'s Gateway Center, where it was
obviously the purpose of all concerned to create something mighty fine. Robert W. Dowling, the head of City
Investing Co. says that he sketched out the plans
(Dowling was consu~~ant to Equitable Life on the
project) on the long table that takes up one end of his
office. No architect wts even present, nor did Dowling
see the need for one. He admits that an architect can
be "quite valuable" in creating a good-looking skin for
a building and a handsome lobby-"after all, most
people never look higher than the ground floor "-but
he sees no real reason to seek him out while a project is
being shaped. (Dowli~g makes the point that no architect ever sought him1 out with a profitable idea for
initiating a development.)
Now an interesting part of this story is Dowling's
pride in the key idea of his scheme-setting down the
office buildings in a park instead of setting th em on
1

1
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streets. Yet this idea, "putting cities into parks instead
of putting parks into cities," ha~ been in wide-spread
circulation among the architect~ral fraternity for at
least a full 30 years. Le Corbusieri the great internationally famous pioneer, published it fully and persuasively
in 1922. Applied by "Corbu," first to Paris, it had long
since spread. It was the common language of new, largescale planning in Europe and the US. There was no
architect who came out of school later than 1930 who
could have possibly been ignorant of it.
The really serious consequence of not knowing about
Architect Le Corbusier and his early promotion of the
"city in a park" was the consequence that the community did not get the benefit of all the rest of his careful
and massive thinking on the subject. For the fact is
that this architect not only worked out the idea of putting towers in parks, but he had important guiding
ideas about the way the shapes and arrangements
should be handled in detail to ma~e them really pleasant
and permanently useful. Some of these he got out of
sculpture, which is the systeIT}atic investigation of
shapes, standing in the light, and of painting, which
systematically investigates color in the light. It was in
this way that he helped inaugurate a new architectural
age-of which nothing but shreds and patches could
drift into the building of those who did not know what
the complete model was whose individual fragments
they were belatedly trying to appropriate.
Of cours.e, Dowling was very far from being alone in
not knowing fully the true origin or the full force of the
broad building concepts he was beginning-and wisely
beginning-to deal in.
For example there is the mass developer who scatters
picture windows promiscuously throughout the country
today. By itself the large glass window was a mere
detail in a system of thinking and building which men
of genius like Frank Lloyd Wright had put together
with much suffering and labor. They had been thinking
about a new more open way of lifEl, with greater freedom
of movement, a finer spaciousness, a closer tie with the
beauties of Nature-lost completely when reduced to
one large pane which looks out afross a cluttered backyard or a busy street to another.

A few real estate men do see beyond the trees to
the woods·, and their number fs slowly increasing.
Herbert Greenwald, who has proptably promoted many
of Mies van der 1Rohe's architectural designs, is one of
these. He believes that "people are bright enough and
intelligent enough to want to live in buildings built on
modern-day technology, rather than latter-day dogmas."
Webb & Knapp, which has done most of its important
postwar buildings from I. M. Pei designs, is another.
If the list of real estate men using the best architecture is short, the architect [s to blame, at least
in part. If the real estate man has not listened
I
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to the architect, neither has the architect always tried
very hard to know the economic pr<jblems and to make
himself heard. Too many have simply served the wedding
cake, as ordered, and gone on to other things. Too few
have fought hard enough for good design and waged
the campaign long enough to educate the real estate
operator to what his commercial course passed over.
And too few have learned the realities of the procedure.
For example, on occasion, architects have started to
dream of a better scheme-possibly a better economic
scheme-only to find that the essentials were already
frozen. They had failed to realize that you must act
before detailed agreements are signed on large collections of leases. Afterwards it is too late. Nobody can
afford to go l;>ack and change all of them.

The real estate man's approach to design,
limited as it is, is also inconsistent. Most real
estate men turn what they consider good design
off and on as it suits them.
The reason for this is simple: Whether rightly or
wrongly, the real estate man feels that good design is
expensive. To him, it is worth applying only in a good
location, where the market is upper-bracket and can
definitely afford a marked-up rental tab.
"It all depends for whom you're building," one West
Coast operator says frankly. "If I'm building in an area
where all the office space around me is going for $3.50
to $4 a sq. ft., I'm not going to stick my neck out with
something I'll have to charge $5 or more for. My market
is the popular-priced one, so I'll build wedding cake
until somebody comes up with a better way to get a
maximum gross out of those $3.50 ft. But give me a
location across town, the area where the prestige traffic
is moving, and I'll show you amenities. I'll spend more
for the design, throw in a better lobby, leave more open
space on the site. But I'll get upwards of $5 for the
feet I build."
In the end, any assessment of the real estate man's
influence must come to two overriding conclusions. The
real estate operator, as .reflected in his attitude today,
has come a long way from the land-jobber of the nineteenth century. He is ready to conceive and tackle projects as integrated wholes, to admit that good design,
provided it is not too radical for the mass taste of tenants, is essential in creating long-term values. But he
still has a long road to travel.
What remains-and it must inevitably come to this
- is the recognition that building is not just business,
but an art. It offers "commodity," or usefulness, to be
sure. But it is also, as Sir Henry Wotton proclaimed,
"firmness and delight." As the real estate man matures,
there seems little question that he will realize that "wellbuilding" has these three conditions, and that architecture is the focus.

ALEXANDRE GEORGES

1.

In New York, perched on a peak over the view (p. 124)

TWO MOTELS
2.

In California, stretched on a slope under a fine tree (p. 128)
MORLEY BAF.R

PHOTOS: ALE XANDRE GEORCES

Harwell Hamilton Harris, Perkins & W ill
Severud-Elstad-Krueger
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS: Jaros, Baum & Bolles
GENERAL CONTRACTOR : William Hanst
ARCHITECTS:

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS:

1. ATLANTIC COAST MOTEL HAS PACI FIC DESIGN
The "Motel on the Mountain" near Suffern, N.Y., is out to
recapture the subtle excitement of Japanese architecture
"Our location was 50% inspiration and
50o/o desperation," says Robert Schwartz,
one of the owners of the newest but
already most famous motel near New Y or1'c
City. The "Motel on the Mountain" ~s
almost exactly that; it stands 300' from
an interchange on the New York Stat,e
Thruway where close to 100,000 cars pa~s
every day, but the 300' is measured up.
The attraction which has been pullin~
gratifying numbers of patrons up th,e
3,200' approach road is architecture-~
set of intriguing ,s ilhouettes perched on
stilts out from the hilltop. Rates are
high too, up to $15 double, but business
has been near capacity since the openin~
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less than a year ago. Additional crowds
of tourists motor up the hill just to
inspect the buildings.
At pr esent 46 units are in operation,
but 36 more and a 450-place restaurant
(see p. 127) a r e nearing completion. The
ultimate aim is 200 units.
Although the hilltop site is undoubtedly
the motel's biggest attraction, the unusual
location is almost as strategic horizontally
as it is vertically. Down the road a p iece
from this motel are two new suburban
factories: a big Ford assembly plant
(5,000 employees) and an equally large
pharmaceutical plant of Lederle Laboratories. Between these giants and other

nearby plants the motel h as a lready
booked 9,000 reservations for the winter
months, normally off-season in this area.
When the motel has pulled its admirers
uphill it dm~s not disappoint them. The
interior atmosphere is tasteful luxury,
from dressing rooms to balconies.
The motel represents a notable anay
of architectural talent, with Harwell Hamilton Harris drawing first credit from the
owners, Perkins & Will executing the
working drawings, and Japanese Architect
J unzo Yoshim ura responsible for over-all
development and design of the restaurant
and new units, in conjunction with Architects Steinhardt & Thompson.
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Winding road ascends hill t o motel unitk,
combined in four-room and eight -room

buildings. On one side of t he hill is N e}V
York State Thruway; on other side is
well-traveled Route 17. Site plan (above)
also shows eventual development.
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Restaurant now under construction (see

site plan ori opposite page) will be built
toward the view on the downhill side and
around a Japanese garden on the approach
side. Architects: Junzo Yoshimura and
Steinhardt & Thompson.
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2. WEST COAST MOTEL
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9utdoor hal I ways lead under wide overhangs down sides of bedroom rows; parkimg is consolidated in lots.

IS A COUNTRYSIDE RETREAT
John Carl Warnecke
Lawrence Halprin
SlfRUCTURAL ENGINEER: John A. Blume
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Haas & Haynie

ARCHITECT:

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:

Mark Thomas Inn, a mile from Monterey, is fitted
carefully into a low, shaded California landscape

PHOTOS: Mot; LEY BAER

This motel, across the country from its
companion on these pages, is amazingly
similar in many ways. Sprawled on a
soft slope, it too, presents a large ingredient of natural grandeur, simply
through preservation of several magnificent century-old oaks in its midst. It
has wide, pleasant overhangs, is dressed
in vertical wood siding and has a number of glass walls. It is also something
more inside than most motels try to be.
Its rates are t oo---up to $14 per day for
a luxury double with fireplace-but it is
a popular success.
In addition to the first-stage buildings
shown above and on p. 130, the project
includes a restaurant, cocktail lounge
and office, a large .swimming pool, cabana
dressing rooms, a pair of conference
rooms, and 28 additional large bedrooms.
With the completion of the second-stage
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construction, this motel, like many others
in resort areas, emerges from a roadside
necessity to a retreat beyond the suburbs.
The operating theory of this successful
hostelry differs from that of the eastern
motel ; the Mark Thomas, sited beside a
golf course, is consciously growing into
a resort hotel with seasonal trade.
The first 30 units were built on a stiff
time and money schedule. They had to
be completed in three months and cost
under $170,000. The breakdown: general
construction, $130,000; mechanical, $28,000; electrical, $9,500. The site is approximately six acres. Automobiles are
grouped, not parked beside bedroom doors.
Says Architect Warnecke: "The design
theme was simply that the beauty and
sculpture of the trees should dominate;
the simple wooden structures should fit
quietly in between."

Sign is modest and in same materials as

t he architecture, a pleasant projection of
the building group's personality.
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SECTION

PLAN

Reception lobby in motel office is finished in gum plywood,
stained. The flush doors are painted.

TYPE "A' UNITS

I

I

SECTION
PLAN

Double room is in back-to-back wing (plan above, left). The
concrete floor slab is carpeted wall to wall.

Exterior walls are redwood board and batten. Roof is redwood,
T YPE "B" UNITS

P HOTOS : MORLEY BAER

stained to blend with bark of adjacent oaks. Large buildings
(immediately below) contain small Type A apartments back to
back; smaller buildings (left, below) contain larger Type B units.

In 1948 a new kind of hotel was open~d
in Cincinnati with great fanfare. Today, a second look reveals
that its art has proved even more sucbessful than
its architecture, and that its financrs are all right, too

©

EZRA STOLLER

TERRACE PLAZA REVISITED

A windowless pedestal of stores and
offices piggybacks an eleven-story hotel.
At the Eetback is a landscaped terrace;
at the top, the circular Gourmet Room.

arch i tectural FORUM / August 1956

For the past eight years, Cincinnati has
been looking up and squinting at one of
the most unusual buildings in all the USthe Terrace Plaza Hotel. Mounted on a
pedestal of store and office space, with a
lobby eight stories above street level, it has
been a wonder of the Ohio Valley, and its
art and strikingly modern interiors have
made it a name to be dropped by travelers
from coast to coast.
When the Terrace opened in 1948,
FORUM called it "a radically new solution
both in design and financing" (.AF, Dec.,
1948) . The years since have put that solution to test, although up to now, outsiders
have had .scant chance to see the actual
results. Last month, however, on the heels
of the building's sale to Hilton Hotels
Corp., FORUM went back to Cincinnati to
see specifically how the Terrace had worked
out, both as a design and as a business
proposition. On the whole what it found
stacked up favorably-with some important qualifications.
The Terrace Plaza (new name, the Terrace Hilton) was the first hotel attempted
by Architects Skidmore, Owings & Merrill.
The owner, Thomas Emery's Sons. Inc., an
old-line family firm that holds some of the
choicest real estate in downtown Cincinnati, decid-ed on it only after a period
of long deliberation. Emery had no set
intention to build a hotel, but chose it in
the end because it seemed the most profitable type of ,s pace to combine wit h the
store facilities it was committed to put up,
under long-term lease, for J. C. Penney Co.
and Bond Clothing Stores.
As it emerged from S-.0-M's boards,
the Terrace Plaza building filled the whole
of a 90' x 400' site with a windowless
base, of which more than three quarters
of the space went to the Penney and Bond
operations (part of the sixth and seventh
floors was ,set aside for offices for other
tenants). Above this, the architects raised
their hotel, taking all of the required zon-

in~ setbacks at the eighth-floor level and
clirpbing upward with another ten stories
of guest rooms. At the top, they perched
the jnow-famous Gourmet Room.
Although its over-all concept was the
building,'s most startling innovation, the
design sought throughout to prove that
beauty and freshness could go hand in hand
wi~h practicality. The 360 guest roomsplanned and furnished with an eye to bareborles maintenance and replacement-were
fittJed out with built-in furniture, integrated lighting, laminated plastic surfaces,
mo~or-driven day beds that moved in and out
at the flick of a switch, and movable walls
th~t converted two rooms into one suite
( cqst of the room~ ran a good $600 above
st,ndard). The lobby and public space used
to~s of stainless steel and marble, textured
faorics and leather, all with an idea to
trimming upkeep. There were three restaurants and a ca feteria, a lounge and a
shJltered "quiet" lounge, a mobile by
Alkxander Calder, murals by Joan Miro
and Saul Steinberg, an outdoor terrace
folf summer dining and winter ice skating,
and air conditioning throughout.

The payoff
Based on what can be seen now, all
this has paid off-not .spectacularly to be
sure, but apparently well enough to justify
thf experiment.
rrhere is no way of telling down to the
dollar how good an investment the Terrace
Plli.za has been . The people who know
thf actual figures won't talk about them.
However, the deal with Hilton-a $25
million package which includes the aggregaite rental from a 25-year lease on
Emery's older hotel, the Netherland Plaza
- reveals some facts, and from them real
est ate men have been able to make educated estimates about the rest.
The finished cost of the Terrace is
known to have run close to $16 million-
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TERRACE PLAZA
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M obile by Calder is typical
of the hotel's good art.

Mural by Miro is in rooftop
Gourmet Room, is as well liked
today as it was on opening
day.
Dining room overlooks landscaped
eight floors above the street.

terr~ce

about double the anticipat ed outlay when
the building was first announced in 1945.
The sale to Hilton, which takes elct
November 1, probably brought about $1 .5
million, or so local sources think. Howe r,
it's no secret that the Terrace has b~en
depreciated heavily, perhaps as much as
$500,000 a year. Thus the estimate is tl1"at
its book value today is in the neighborhdod
of $11.5 million to $12 million. On this
basis, Emery made a modest book pr~fit
on the sale, though there has been no
market appreciation over original cost.
(John J. Emery, head of the Emery fi:tim,
has hinted that the big reason for the
sale was to free his tied-up capital and
has said the company is now in a position
"to consider seriously other major ilnprovements in the downtown field.") I
On a year-to-year basis, the build~ng
may have made a profit, too--though agl,lin
a modest one. The hotel part of the building has definitely been in the black; J
Emery, himself, says that. Occupancy }).as
been running at about an 80% avera~e,
which though less than the 85% high of
the first year, is still better than that of
the sister Netherland. The Gourmet Room
has been a tremendous success, and so
has the cafeteria, which has been serving
3,500 to 4,000 meals a day out of a kitchen
originally set up to handle about 2,500.
Though the hotel's operating staff . ~as
been big-close to 500 people, partly as
a result of the booming cafeteria operation
and a heavy room-service business-it has
been whittled down some this year by ~he
replacement of the eight elevators W}th
self-service cabs.

9Jm

Fair wear and tear
Whether the commercial space has
turned in a profit, though, is a real qur stion. The leases to Bond and Penney are
based on a volume percentage, with a fixed
guarantee. Presumably, the · guarantee has
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assured at least a breakeven on the rentals. But it's doubtful that either has been
paying any overage. Though both stores
say they're well satisfied with ther locations, the trade figures that neither has
been any threat to the title of most profitable branch in their chains.
Looked at more closely, from the standpoint of daily housekeeping and repairs,
the extra cash and care that went into the
building's planning seems to have been
pretty well justified. John G. Horsman,
general manager of both the Terrace and
the Netherland, feels that on the basis of
eight years experience the things the
designers did were correct. Maintenance
has been easy and replacement "practically
nil," Horsman says, though he admits that
"you don't expect .a.b11iJding to ..g-0..to.. pieces
in the first eight years."
On down the line, the employees bear
out the fact that there have been few, if
any, serious trouble .s pots.
"Sure, if you dress up a place with
special features," one of them says, "you
have to figure on giving them ,s ome special
attention. People play with the motordriven beds, for instance-run them in
and out. It's a small motor, and we've had
to replace some parts. Then, too, the seals
broke on two of the double-pane windows
in the Gourmet Room. But they're also
something special;_they're curve~. We've
had no trouble with glass any other place.
The color-changing mechanism for the
lights that play on the plastic planes
behind the Terrace Room bar went on the
fritz, and cost about $500 to replace. But
you have to expect things like that, and,
anyway, the features are worth it. They
give the place its tone."
After eight year.s, the decision to let
the architects choose toP-rank muralists
to decorate the Gourmet and Skyline
Rooms seems to be fully justified. The
Miro mural in the Gourmet Room is still
one of the finest in America, delightful to

the general public and satisfactory to the
critics, which makes it a rare combination,
indeed. Saul Steinberg's wall for the Skyline Room comes in a close second, and
its good-humored kidding of Cincinnati
is as much a treat today as it was at the
start. On the whole, both the Gourmet
and Skyline Rooms, with their great feeling of openness, and the Terrace Room,
with its view of the outside plantings,
remain subtly effective.

Purity and restraint
The public probably still finds the decor
of these rooms and the lobby a little too
pure and restrained for its taste. It undoubtedly thinks this way of the guest
r.ooms, too. But, to the credit of the management, it has retained the integrity of
the scheme. The Terrace today remains
what it was-!l. welcome relief to the taste
that has wearied of mass-produced Dufys
and Maxfield Parrishes.
Though there are ,signs of wear and
tear in the hotel today-the most noticeable being a washing-out of its original
color sharpness-the over-all effect is one
of reasonable freshness. Some materials obviously haven't worked out well-the marble-topped tables in the Terrace Room
show chips and ,stains, the leather on the
bar rail has discolored and split in places,
the corridor carpets show wear, and some
of the fabrics have faded. But the general
air is still decidedly trim, and the guest
rooms look almost as unmarred and comfortable as t hey did in the beginning.
Downstairs, though, in the seven stories
of store and office ,space, the picture is
somewhat different. Bond and Penney both
say publicly tha:t their operations have
been "very satisfactory." But privately,
they've made it clear that they're something less than delighted.
The main trouble seems to be operating
costs; heat and lighting have been running

I

by Steinberg decorates Skyline Room on main
floor.

Mural

Penney's lighting fixtures have been

a prbblem because they catch dust and are
diffi 1ult to clean.
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a lot more than they should, and Penney
for one is reported to be in the midst of
a study now to pin down the reasons for it.
Lighting maintenance has been a problem,
too; both stores, though they used their
own designers on the interiors, have found
their overhead fixtures to be dust traps,
and unusually difficult to get at and clean.
Bond, which built light panels into the
ceiling in a system somewhat similar to
the one used in the Fifth Ave., New York,
branch of Manufacturers Trust Co., frankly wishes it hadn't.
There have been other complaints, too:
that the two-story windows at Bond are
handicaps in display, and that the interior
light and sunlight fight each other; that
there is a needless waste of space in the
envelope allotted to the Penney store, footage that can't be used at all for .selling;
that a freight elevator was made far too
small for true efficiency. Against this,
though, neither store shows signs of wanting to get out of its lease, and both could
probably be close t o happy if some changes
were made.
Actually, the people who have been
responsible for the building feel that there
isn't too much they would change, even
if they had the chance. William Brown,
for instance, who was SOM'.s partner in
charge of the project, feels that the main
thing that hits him now is that the design
may have been too dense. He thinks a way
might have been found to open up the site

Bedroom, also designed for use as parlor,

easily accommodates a party.

a little, although he concedes he doesn't
know exactly how it could have been done,
given the requirements and the shape of
the plot. Apart from this-and the
thought that had curtain walls been more
advanced in 1947, they would probably
have been used-Brown sees no major
alterations.
Inside, hotel people feel that the addition
of ,some public rooms would have helped.
The concept in the beginning, of course,
was that the Terrace would simply be a
dormitory annex to ·t he Netherland, which
had more-than-adequate dining and meeting space. But in the years since, companies have shown that they like the
prestige surroundings the Terrace can
offer for luncheons and small meetings. As
a result, the hotel has been using suites,
corner rooms, its quiet lounge, and even
some of its restaurant space to .supplement the two small parlors it has. It has
made do, but the setup has been something
less than ideal.

Bond's windows, two stories high, have

proved to be too big.

Rates: too few
In terms of guest rooms, the traffic
might have been heavier, too, had there
been a greater variety of room rates. The
Terrace, which has the highest average
rates in the city, has only three single
accommodations-a small room at $8.50
(one of these to each floor) ; the standard
room at $10.50; and corner rooms at $16.
Most hotel men agree that selling out any
house at only three rates is tough indeed.
In the end, though, the important point
is not whether the Terrace could have
been made better, but that it was made as
well as it was. Any assessment of it today
must, in the last analysis, chalk it up as a
success. To an aging downtown, it has been
a breath of freshness; to tired travelers,
a delightful respite. Even if it hadn't
earned its keep, that would have counted
for a great deal, indeed.
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Like a classical atrium, the broad, lanqscaped passage between classroom blocks offers a grand entrance through to the main court

sJn Mateo, Calif.
John Lyon Reid & Partners
Burton Rockwell, partner in charge
Alexander G. Tarics, struct ural engineer

HILLSDALE HIGH SCHOOL,
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SE CTION ON <J;,
The gymnasium-auditorium wing, near(y 400' long, is strikingly adorned by earthquake braces 30' high (see photo opp.)

MODERN SCHOOL,

K SPIRIT
I

Reported twice before (for its loft type plan and its technical innovations-AF, Oct. '52 & Jan. '56), the Hillsdale School is now
complete and more interesting than ever. Its strong, bold classicism
is saved from oppressiveness by proportions, detail and color. It is
best when full of children.
Cl
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B ig auditorium seating 1,000 has sloping

floor scooped from ground between walkways at stage level on either side. Steel
roof deck is exposed as ceiling.

Lofty hall serves crowd s entering or leav-

Little theater, seating 300, has handsome

earth colors which make it warm and
intimate. Wall is of cement asbestos panels
and glass set in steel mullions 4' apart.

ing auditorium (left) a nd boys' gym
( r igh t) . Doors in background lead to lower
access road and playfields.

Inside, the structure is the decoration

Some school architects today make
it a point not to cover the structural
and mechanical "guts" of their
buildings in the interior. Neither do
they allow stock beams, ducts, pipes,
etc. to be changed or distorted by
new designs which they would consider "arty." But they do try for a
rhythmic arrangement of these necessary commonplaces, as expressive
as ship interiors. At Hillsdale the
architects have followed this stylebut only in large rooms that can
absorb it. In smaller, more intimate
places like classrooms or corridors,
no one is left to feel t hat a duct
might fall on his head : walls and
ceilings get their traditional smooth
dressing·.

Zigzag walls of classr oom corridors break
long, drab perspectives, reduce echoing
between parallel surfaces, provide extra
milling-around space in front of classroom
doors.
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Boys' gym is lighted through 6' x 6' prism:!ttic block skylights, which cover all parts
ofl school except auditorium and theater.
N ' te folding bleachers on sides.

MODERN SCHOOL

Outside, many views and levels within a serene classical frame

As the ancient Greeks did on the
Acropolis, the architects of Hillsdale
made an asset out of a hillside site.
Changing levels provide lively up
and down views, and from the classroom terrace one can actually see
out of the school's big enclosure over
the top of the taller gymnasia,
located farther down the hill. In
galleries around the school, students
can stroll and look down into a
central landscaped forum, or enter
it to meet between classes. This is
not merely a picturesque assortment
of buildings climbing disjointedly
up and down a hill. Its classic quality
lies in the deft handling of a diversity of levels within a framework
that makes a serene and orderly
profile against the sky.

Roof overhangs around entrance court
protect outside walkways. Raised planting
areas with built-in benches provide a pleasant break for students.
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The great court takes advantage of the
sloping site to gain a natural stadium.
Here separate pools for swimming and
diving are a major focus of the school.

Wide terrace leads under shelter from
entrance court (left), down ramps at sides
to main court below. The view from this
terrace (photo right) takes in the entire
school and the bay beyond.

Brbad roof extends beyond upper-level

ter~ace, sheltering ramps (right) which
ha~dle traffic between classrooms and court
belbw. Glass screen (left) is a windbreak.

BUILDINGS
IN BRIEF-STORES
A quick look at ten new stor~s
of various kinds which make noteworthy
contributions to the proving Jround
of design ideas

MEN'S SHOP USES ART IN ITS POLITE SALES PITCH

New York's finest stretch of
shops, along midtown Fifth
Ave., poses for architect and
merchant the subtle problem of
making a really big pitch amid
high-.p owered
competitionwith an appearance of greatest
circumspection.
A new Fifth Ave. men's
store by Architect Victor Gruen makes several sound contributions to the lore of the polite
shout.
Most notable are its seemingly understated side- ~ treet
show windows arrestingly set
in polished granite and surmounted by mosaic murals.
This is one of the first uses in
a commercial building of the
newly revived art of the mosaic
tile mural (Ada Korsakaite,
artist).
Also noteworthy are the
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signs, which are dignified without being timid. The extra
sidewalk offered the public is
both shrewd merchandising
and a hospitable way to deal
with a street corner.
The two-story portico, which
might be questioned on the
esthetic grounds that it departs
from the scale prevailing
among neighboring storefronts,
does possess other virtues.
From the exterior, it makes a
small store-almost invisible
in its previous incarnation as
a drugstore-appear much
larger than it is. And on the
interior it gives both the
ground and mezzanine levels
unusually pleasant, w ide-open
views to Fifth Ave.
Cost: $196,000 with fixtures
and
lighting.
Construction
cost: $18 per sq. ft.
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SPEFIALTY STORE FORESHORTENED BY TWO-STORY SPACE

To 4isguise the bowling alley
proprrtions ( 40' x 150' ) of this
stor~, Architect Eliot Robinson
omitfed the second floor over
the central portion, thereby
crea~ing a 20' high ceiling.
Thert he put a bridge across it
which functions as an interesting ~culptural element as well
as
connection between the
two second-floor levels. The
brea c in the ceiling plane de-

j

fines the sales areas on the
floor below, creates a source
of high-intensity light in the
middle of the shop and accents
the "control center"-a counter
accommodating telephones, microphone, cash register, box
storage space and chutes to
basement for waste material.
Another innovation : a patented modular system of vertical supports for the wall dis-

play fixtures permits overnight
rearrangement of the selling
floor. Between these adjustable
supports (which are lightly
secured to floor and ceiling)
are suspended interchangeable
plastic trays, hanging rods,
shelves and storage units designed to create a handsome
pattern in any combination.
The Kay Baum store is in
Birmingham, Mich.
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FAB"IC DISPLAY ROOM ALSO DISPLAYS ITS STRUCTURE
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With only three months in
which to design and build this
showroom for Morris Sklare &
Co. in Detroit, there was not
time to worry much about finish. Outside, the building is
simply framework and glass.
Inside, too, the structure is
exposed and so are the airconditioning ducts. From this
functional ceiling painted charcoal gray is hung a multipurpose grici whch carries adjustable lighting fixtures and
allows for the hanging of
fabrics in an almost endless
variety of ways. The result is
a feeling of luxury and sophistication (an ideal atmo.sphere
for the display of colorful
fabrics) at minimum cost: $8
per sq. ft., including fees.
Architects: Harry S. King and
Maxwell Lewis, associate.
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GARDEN CENTER IS ITSELF A GARDEN

LATH HOU!'l£l

$ALES

cfRE ENH OU $ E

Most nurserymen have their
salesrooms in their greenhouses or in their hats. But
not the Siebenthaler Co. of
Dayton. It has a new building
designed to display and sell
plant materials and garden accessories and, in the first year
of operat ion, a 90% increase
in sales to prove the wisdom of
its policy. Besides showing off
its merchandise to advantage,
the building is designed to
show how the merchandise
might be used in landscaped
compositions along with various paving, wall and fencing
materials and decorative accessories. Most of this salesmanship is designed into the central court which looks more
like a patio in California than
a sales :floor in Ohio. A possible explanation: both the architect, John J. Matthias, and the
landscape architect, Douglas
Baylis, are California residents.

BUILDINGS IN BRI E F - S T OR E S

PHOTOS: OEARRORN-MASSAR

FURNISHINGS SHOWROOM BRIDGE!!> BY OFFICE BALCONY

This effective display room in
Seattle is the product of an
old store, $5,800 cash and the
labor and talent of its occupants, Miller-Pollard Design
Associates. Its most noteworthy detail is the 600 sq. ft.
balcony which accommodates
the interior planning department and isolates it from the
busy .sales floor. To give the
balcony the effect of being
suspended across the 18' high
room like a bridge, the design -

ers kept the balcony about 35'
back from the shop entrance
and held it about 12' from the
rear wall. Light from a skylight at the rear of the building thus reaches the main floor
level and back-lights the floating balcony. The balcony is
carried on three exposed steel
columns which are used decoratively and as supports for
display fixtures (photo above).
Collaborating architect: A . O.
Bumgardner.
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GIFT SHOP FEATURES WALL-TO-WALL GRAVEL

A beautifully simple backdrop
for g ifts from the Far East,
t his unusual .shop in Seattle
features new decorative uses
for two common materials:
~ Part of the fai;ade and one
inside wall are finished in 1"
x 1" bean poles of the garden
variety, set vertically about
1h"
apart and stained dark
gray. They cost 35¢ a dozen$20 for the job.
~The wall-to-wall "carpeting"
consists of pea gravel spread
l" t hick atop some salvaged
linoleum, well buttered with
tile adhesive. (Materials cost:
$6.) Comments the designerproprietor: "Our floor needs no
scrubbing, sweeping or polishing and, except for occasional
picking up, it stays a very
pleasant mottled gray which
suggests a casual gardenlike
atmosphere." It is a great success commercially: "People are
fascinated by the novelty and
can hardly wait to t ell their
friends to visit 'the odd store
with the rocks on the floor.'"
Owners and designers : Scott
Hattori and Haru Nomura.
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OPTICIAN SHOEHORNS SIX ROOMS INTO 20' X 22'

No bigger than a typical twocar garage, this space coritains
six small "rooms": a rece~tion
display area, a secretarial office, a private office, a 11'boratory and two fitting rooms.
The secret: use of space-saving, built-in furniture and, freestanding partit ions. Note how
the partitions are rafred off the
floor and stopped short of the
ceiling and how in appearance

and structure they resemble
the dress-shop display fixtures
shown on p. 142. The wood panels are oil-finished walnut, the
frame is white. Other colors:
yellow gold carpet, off-white
walls, gray ceiling, white draperies, black and white furniture with accents of blue,
orange and yellow. Cost :
$4,000. Location: Seattle. Designer: Douglas Bennett.
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WOMEN'S SHOP ELEGANTLY DRESSED AT BUDGET COST

This attractive little building
in suburban Syo•sset, N.Y. cost
less than $66,000, complete
with fixtures. That is only
about $15 per sq. ft. of mainfl.oor selling space. The attractive appearance of t he building derives mainly from its
cantilevered floor which seems
to fl.oat above the ground and
from its dropped ceiling which
seems to float below the roof.
Its low cost is derived mainly
from its simple framing and
from its use of standard materials. Girders are no longer
than necessary to span be-

tween columns (43'); they are
extended 4'-.6" at each end
with light steel outriggers to
carry t he roof out over the
cantilevered floor. A ceiling of
% " plasterboard is fixed to 2 x
3's resting on the lower flanges
of the girders. Wall construction is wood stud, brick veneered on the ends and .stuccoed at the rear. The cantilevered .space beyond the exposed columns is used for window displays and for dressing
rooms at the rear. Architect:
Frank Greenhaus. Engineer:
Peter W. Bruder.

PHOTOS: (ABOVE) MARC NEUHOF j (BELOW) JOHN HARTLEY
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LUMBER YARD MAKES A SHOW OF LUMBER

PARKING-

'

'

'

Recognizing the ,g rowing do-ityourself market for lumber
and other homebuilding materials, Point Loma Lumber
Co. in San Diego rebuilt its
plant to serve the public better. It consists of a welllighted salesroom in which the
smaller merchandise is displayed attractively and in
quantity and two flanking
"sheds" for the storage and
display of bulkier items like
finished lumber and cement.
(Rough lumber, sand and
gravel are stored in detached
buildings to the rear.) Built
almost wholly of lumber, the
building is itself an effective

display of the company's main
line. It demonstrates in a
straightforward way various
uses of different kinds of wood
and, by mini.mizing finish and
trim, emphasizes the economic
and esthetic qualities of wood
construction. The woodwork inside and out is finished natural; the only painted parts
are three big: panels of bright
primary colors set into the
frame at the right of the
entry.
The building cost $48,600,
excluding display fixtures and
landscaping, or •a bout $6 per
sq. ft. Designer: Frederick
Liebhardt.

AUTO SALESROOM T UCKED IN AN OLD ARCH

The problem here was to scale
down a big two-story window
in New York's Savoy Plaza to
the size of a diminutive
foreign car. The solution was
to conceal the high ceiling of
the first floor behind four signs
and three trade-marked awnings which command the public'.s attention with all the insistence of a TV commercial
but with better taste than

architectural FORUM / July 1956
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most. The awnings are a pale
grayed blue; the ,signs, white
on stainless steel. The show
window and door slide up in
one piece (photo above) to permit cars to be moved in and
out and to convert the showroom into an open-air mart.
Cost of the front: $8,300. Katz,
Waisman, Blumenkranz, Stein
& Weber, Architects Associated.
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CITY ~EBUILDING AT THE PEOPLE'S LEVEL

"To live in Philadelphia is to share in the excitement
and reward of renewing a city's vitality... "
-from a panel at "Philadelphia Panorama," new permanent exhibit of city planning

The interesting thing about that sanguine
statement is that it is true.
City rebuilding in Philadelphia is not
only the occupation of a topflight staff of
professional planners and officials. It also
happens to be a major preoccupation of
several thousand other people, ranging from
fourth graders who build improvement
models of their neighborhoods, and school
teachers who spend the summer scrutinizing the metropolitan region, to bank presidents and advertising executives who have
assumed initiative for planning a regional
wholesale food distribution center. Bonds
for improvements in Philadelphia get voted.
Hearings on housing and redevelopment
schemes get attended, and not passively.
Proposals for eliminating blight-producing
"neighborhood nuisances" get pushed.
This planning ferment-which is hard
to believe until you see it-has many
yeasty ingredients. But one of the most
potent is The Exhibit, a device which
Philadelphia has evolved into a new public
planning technique.
The Exhibit made its first appearance,
temp:orarily, back in 1947 when the newly
chartered City Planning Commission and
a lively group called the Citizens' Council
for ·City Planning, put on an eye-filling,
idea-filled Better Philadelphia show in
Gimbels department store. Summarizing
the effect of that two-month show, City
Planning Director Edmund Bacon say.s :
"People went there without any idea of
what city planning was, and left with the
idea that it was desirable, a good thing.
In this job of mine I can still see, almost
every day, the impact of that '47 exhibit."
Now the '47 exhibit, brought up to date
and again handsomely installed by its
original designer, Architect Oskar Stonorov, is on permanent display at the Commercial Museum, a 50-year-old Philadelphia
landmark whose interior has been beautifully remodeled by Architect Edward Stone.
In its new incarnation, renamed Philadel-

Exhibits include fresh, freewheeling interpretations by schoolchildren (upper
left) ; models of projects now in work
(upper right); introduction to urban renewal, a field in which Philadelphia is
preeminent among US cities (lower left) ;
detailed "airview" (lower right) showing
every item of public capital improvement
recently completed, in work or in plan.
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phia Panorama, the exhibit again packs an
intellectual and emotional wallop. But this
time, its purpose is not to introduce Philadelphians to city planning. That groundwork has been laid. This time it is used
more analytically, as a kind of gigantic
public schoolroom.
The Citizens' Council on City Planning,
one of three sponsoring organizations, has
responsibility for use of the exhibit. (The
Planning Commission has responsibility for
content; the Board of Trade and Conventions for housing the show.) The Council's
program is to invite groups (every kind of
group: neighborhood associations, recreation services, unions, PT A's, engineering
societies, trade associations, churches,
fraternities), take the members through on
a tour tailored to their special interests
and provide a speaker and questionanswerer also tailored to the group's interests. As part of its housing responsibility,
the Board of Trade provides three auditoriums and rooms for dinner or refreshments. By fall, when the program is in
fu]] swing, the Council expects to have all
three auditoriums in use most evenings,
and three or four groups going through
by day-in addition to casual visitors, an
estimated half of the million annual visitors to the adjoining convention halls, and
school children who contribute models to
the exhibit and whose classes come through
in droves.
"The beauty of this exhibit," says Council Director Aaron Levine, "is that it is
detailed enough so the problems which
especially interest any geographical, professional or civic group can be analyzed
and studied here; but at the same time
these problems are put in the context of
the entire city's problems. In our work
with citizens' planning groups we have
felt the need, for a long time, of pulling
those two things together."
In its proposed next phase, with adjoining exhibits on the Delaware valley and
continued on p. 150

Comprehensive plan section of exhibit

m~kes difficult technical subjects compreh~nsible

and shows relationships.

E~hibit

theme, "A better Philadelphia
within your grasp,'' is symbolically exprssed by photomural and bronze hand.
1

Huge map showing capital improvements
is broken into segments so visitors may
scrutinize any block in entire city.

Typical exhibits: Left-technical data is
imaginatively and memorably presented, as
in this metal population map on transparent plastic. Below-full size replica of rowhouse backyard shows how family can
economi cally create much oasis in little
space. Bottom-scale model of downtown
area flips over, section by section, to show
planned improvements; movement is synchronized with lighting and recording.

CITY REBUILDING e-0nt'd.

the state included, the exhibit would ~o
even further: show Philadelphia's pr blems in the context of regional and sttte
planning. As Architect Stonorov poi~ts
out: "A regional and urban transportat~on
system, a three-state Delaware river poft,
a regional expressway system and regio1j1al
park system, a balanced growth of subu~bs
and center city, a concept of the core of
the city as the shopping and businfss
center of the region: all such major C<j>nsiderations are not decided any more sol~ly
within the city, but have become regional
and state problems, physically and fintncially."
I
The Philadelphia schools, which for
eight years have systematically included
city planning in the fourth and eig~th
grade and high school curricula (one of
the solid legacies of the '47 exhibit a1nd
the interest it stirred) already include
tours and study of the Delaware valley as
a part of planning study. Philadelp~ia
has come a long way, fast, since 400,QOO
vistors first gaped in Gimbels at dioramas
of their city and began to s uspect plljlnning was not so dull a word as it soun~s.
The cost for installing the permanfnt
exhibit was $125,000, most of which ~as
:been provided directly by the city treasury
to the Board of Trade and Conventiors .
.The Housing Authority contributed $6,000;
the Redevelopment Authority, $12,000. A
small local foundation gave a year's grljlnt
of $7,000 to the Citizens' Council for the
programming work. To prepare the or'gi1nal exhibit cost $250,000-much of it
raised frpxn contributions-and many of
the items;i warehoused since '47 in anticipation of permanent use, needed merFly
to be updated. The updating will go Ion
constantly-and the expectation is that
the groups and school classes will come
back and back again, because the mbre
successful the exhibit and what it stamds
for, the more and swifter its own chan~es.
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EXCERPTS

Architect Frank Lloyd Wright
and Real Estate Developer
William Zeckendorf air some
marked differences of opinion on
the future of the metropolis
and the tall building

CITIES: MEDIEVAL OR MODERN
Excerpts from a discussion telecast by
WRCA-TV and the NBC Network as part
of their weekly American Forum program
I see New York as the most
important triumph of man in any urban
effort ever. It is very much in debt to
many predecessor civilizations, and very
importantly to Mr. Wright. He does not
like the urban way of life, but he has
made an enormous contribution to it.
WRIGHT: The proportions of your big cities
are inhumane. And you can't substitute
money for ideas. The skyscrapers grow
like weeds. All extinguish each other.
Man tramples on man. I can see no further use for the medieval city.
ZECKENDORF: I don't agree. I see the city
as the expression of man's gregarious nature. And therefore a natural expressdon.
No great civilization has arisen at any
time in history, and I stand to be corrected by you if you can name one, that
did not come from urban life.
WRIGHT : In medieval times there were no
means of communications whatever; and
culture was dependent upon crowding together so that you might get a direct personal connection in order to get anything
of culture at all. That necessity no longer
exists.
ZECKENDORF: I believe people can live and
work at their best in our present cities
regardless. I would like your concept if I
thought it was practical. I think your concept is a dream existence that in the light
of several factors cannot work.
WRIGHT: I think what you mean when you
say "practical" is really "expedient." The
"practical" is far-reaching, extremely difficult and expensive: requires v1s1on.
There is no vision in the present city.
Once upon a time the city was the cultural center of humanity and from it we
have derived all of the culture that we
now possess, which, unfortunately for us,
makes it necessary for us now to envision,
devise, and create new forms of culture
that do not exist. I believe that man, by
nature, is in quest, even now, as he always
has been, for what we call the Beautiful.
ZECKENDORF:

TOMMY WEBER-TIME
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( eauty is a dangerous word to use now;
thfy'll accuse you of being impractical if
yor, talk about beauty.) As a matter of
faft, the Beautiful is the only thing that
haiS ever appeared to be practical and has
bet'n preserved. So it will be.
ZE KENDORF: I think your ideas are impr ctical, not because they seek beauty,
bebause we seek beauty too within the
frr
mework of what we consider the essenti 1 way of life. With the population
cu e almost vertical I cannot fool myself
with a flat horizontal city solution, however beautiful and lovely, however desirab~e. Your proposal is for a fluid suburfia-a place where no matter how far
YOf travel, no matter where you go, you
o~ wind up where you started. I .believe
in the concentration of people and a
ch ge of pace ; a very dramatic, radical
ch~ge of pace. I believe in the theory of
th green belt, but I believe that it should
be rigidly controlled.
WRIGHT: No. I don't believe in green belts
or l suburbia.
.
z1KENDORF: Then we can really draw a
li111e, because we totally disagree.
wRIGHT: When the little gas ·stations first
ap~eared down the road, that was the first
s:fnptom of the decay of the present city.
N ~w you'll find that the best people are
alleady gone. Eventually, I think they're
go~ng to be very few concentrations like
New York to cheat modern civilization.
zEbKENDORF: I think the cities are decayin~ because they are outmoded, they are
obf olete and have not kept pace with the
chfnge in circumstance. But I'm very
hopeful and optimistic, notwithstanding
thkt, because of the tremendous effort beir;it made toward urban renewal. It indicates that }he nation at every levelnaltional, state and city-is alerted to the
prpblem. I believe that under such acts as
thf Title I Urban Redevelopment Act and
certain state laws and city laws· these cities
arb going to renew themselves and refa~hion themselves in light of new circumstances.
~IGHT: Only temporary. Decentralizatijn is the normal watchword now, essencontinued on p. 168
1
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TECH NO LOG,
A concrete shell only 31/2" thick spans
a 200' recreation building (beloiy)
Prestressed girders are jacked
concrete columns (p. 158)

1fP double

High cycle, high voltage lighting for
air-conditioned buildings ( p. 160)
Technical notes (p. 162)
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SEEDS FOR ARCHITECTURE
The last decade has seen a heavy h2rvest of
modern architecture , but_ it has been a p~riod
light in seeding . The cause for this is reasona1ble: few architects and eng i neers t?day
have much time to spend -designing buildlings
which won't be built immediate l y but may
be built tomorrow-exploratory projects w hich
guarantee future growth in the technology
1

and esthetic of building.
A few months ag o the

Universal

Atlas

Cement Co ., a division Of US Steel, set 1 out
to sow some of this essential seed, encou ~ ag-

ing architects and engineers to present ad·
vanced projects. Atlas asked Architect Robert
D amara to select and program these, and
to have models constructed and photograph
them for presentation in full-page advertise·
ments in mass-circulation consumer magazines with explanatory notes by the designers .
This design for a saddle shell is the second
such project. (The first was a house design
by Architect John McL. Johansen . )
About this program of stimulating and ex·
tracting new architectural ideas from top
designers, Damara adds these significant comments: " Each month 24 million everyday

people are g i ven a g l impse of advanced architecture which is not watered down a bit in
the advertisements; already, after the publicati on of just one project, we have had
proof in hundreds of i nquiring letters that
these people resp ond to a quality of structural
adventure even if they do not entirely comprehend it. They want to know more . When
we began, we simply wanted to bring out a
potential in the architects and the engineers
as creative men, but we k n ow now that there
is also a tremendous potential lurking in the
public . They are an eager aud ience for archi-

tecture that presses forward."

ARCHITECTS:

Antonin Raymond & L. L. Rado
Paul Weidlinger & Mario Salvadori
PLANNER: F. Ellwood Allen

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS:
RECREATION

I

SHELL CONCRETE WITH A FLAIR
The feat of putting a great room
under a paper-thin roo f is carried
to a beautiful extreme by a team of
architects and engineers

SHELL CONCRETE structure hovering over
proposed

restaurant has 200' clear span, an

average thickness of

3Y2"

In several ways a shell concrete roof
directly contradicts that other great modern structural invention, the ladies' gir dle.
A girdle is resilient, and is designed to
make a tense compromise with the woman
contained. A shell concrete roof also is
very thin, but it is stiff and holds its own
shape stubbornly, against exterior forces
and gravity.
But to both, shape is the important
thing, and both are "skin" structures. As
in an egg shell or a soap bubble, the load
is spread over all the surface, not just received by the surface and transmitted to
a skeleton or framework inside.
When you press a sea shell, the organism inhabiting the shell has no bones to
resist your pressure; his shell itself is his

streJgth, resisting from every direction. A
new understanding of this same kind of
"conVnuous" shell resistance to stress is
what is enabling architects and engineers
to throw great billows of thin concrete
over immense auditoriums, markets and
arenas today, without any supporting
fra3ework of beams and columns.
T is wide~span shell concrete design for
a r staurant in Long Beach, Calif. by
Arc~itects Raymond & Rado and Engineed W eidlinger & Salvadori, takes the
idea of the shell construction forward
seve\\al significant steps :
~Its beautiful shape, like that of a shellfish, is not cosmetic, but actual. The form
is itself almost a diagram of the stresses
it 1*ust meet, not a sculptural shape
sele~~ed by the architect, then made to
stantl up by the engineer.
~ Al~hough the shape of this shell (actually three similar shells of double curvature~
joined together by seams-see
cove' ) is exceedingly complex, the support ng formwork, or mold, for pouring
the concrete could be quite simple to put
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DRAMATIC CIRCULAR RESTAURANT r nd
supper c l ub seating 1,000 peop l e on ground
level and mezzanine contrasts with flowing
quality of shell enclosure. This building is
part of a large oceanside project to be built in
Cal ifornia. Sketch (below) shows contourt of
roof in plan . Dashed lines are horizontah
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up. No curved framework would be necessary because all these sensuous surfaces
actaally can be made up by straight lines,
and the three sections are identical.
~ This shell reveals its conceptual grace
to the observer because its outside edges
are thin. The stiffening ribs are not run
around the shell edges, but instead have
been set back.
Although shell structures will take a
certain amount of perforating, as demonstrated graphically by the German shells
which were punched by allied bombing
raids during World War II but did not
collapse, the fact is that you cannot carve
a big segment out of an egg shell without
weakening it. The designers of this shell
made it easier to open up the sides by
cantilevering the shell out over the side

walls, balancing the shell's stem stresses.
The structure is a real shell all the way
down to the buttresses; the engineer says
that if soil conditions are satisfactory no
underground ties will be necessary from
buttress to buttress.
FORUM asked Engineer W eidlinger five
questions about this important design in
order to place it in technical context:

1. Is shell construction new?
"The first theoretical studies on thin
shells date back more than 100 years
(1828), but the first application of theoretical work appeared only in 1924 when
the now famous shell for the Zeiss works
in Jena, Germany was executed. Early
shells were almost exclusively of the
cylindrical, spherical or conical type; only

recently have attempts been made to
invxtigate the structural properties of
oth r surfaces. The fact that other more
com lex surfaces are suitable for shell construction is inherent in the idea of the
thin shell.
"Any curved surface can be used as a
she* provided that certain conditions as to
its manner of supporting are satisfied.
Th~ most frequently used shell, the barrel
or qylin9rical shell, is often confused with
the vault or arch, although the action of
the shell and that of the vault are entirely
diffhent. The vault, essentially a linear
structure, is continuously supported along
its two parallel edges and can be sliced
into a series of parallel arches without
imijairing its structural integrity. On the
othh hand, the cylindrical shell acts as a

WEST ELEVATION
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beam with a curved cross section aid is
supported on its gable ends."

2. What is a shell, technically?
"Essentially the idea of a shell is a
completely continuous surface, such hs a
complete sphere. As soon as the continuity
of the shell is interrupted, it is required
to re-establish it at the discontinpous
edge by means of stiffeners. The cyli:ndrical shell also is basically a continuous pipe
section which is sliced along its generator.
At the lines along which it is cut, Edge
beams are required to stiffen the edge
which has lost its continuity. For the
same reason spherical shells which are
cut out of . a completed sphere require
stiffeners along the curve on which the cut
was made."
3. What is the method of design?
"The analysis of thin shells consist s of
t wo steps:
"First, the stresses within the shell are
ascertained on the assumption that the
surface is continuous or uninterru~ted.
"These stresses are referred to as n:iembrane stresses. In many of the simpler
surfaces the membrance stresses ca~ be
found by elementary methods, and the
problem of the membrane stresses in t~ese
instances is a .statically determinate problem.
"Second, the stresses and strains resulting from the discontinuity along I the
boundary lines are computed. These
stresses are referred to as "edge disturbances" inasmuch as they essentially r$resent a disturbance of the original flow of
the membrane stresses. In most "'7elldesigned shells these edge disturbances are
localized since they occur at a relatiively
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narrow strip parallel to the edge. These
edge disturbances are taken care of by
means of the edge beams or stiffeners. The
stresses occuring in and near the stiffener
are in most instances rather difficult and
tedious to compute."

4. What are the strongest shells?
"Surfaces which have double curvatures
[such as a ,s phere] have greater strength
and rigidity than those with a single
curvature [such as a cylinder or cone].
In addition to this there are a class of
surfaces of double curvature in which two
curves are in opposite directions, i. e.,
the center of the radii of curvature are
on opposite sides of the surface. The best
known examples of these are hyperbolic
paraboloids and other saddle-shaped surfaces. These surfaces have an additional
advantage which is intuitively clear-in
one direction the surface acts in some
respects like an arch (in compression)
while in the other direction it acts like a
cable (in tension). Such surfaces inherently have great rigidity and have probably also a great resistance to buckling,
which is one mode of failure of very
thin shells. Some of these saddle-shaped
surfaces are also known as "ruled surfaces." They have the property that the
surface itself is determined by two sets
of parallel lines, forming a regular grid.
This has a great '/)Tactical importance,
inasmuch as in rein! orced concrete shells
this results in a f ormwork consisting only
of straight pieces of lumber."
S. What was the evolution of this new
design?
"New theoretical knowledge was accu-

mulated concerning the behavior of complex geometric forms, giving the designer
a freedom he has not known before.
"This saddle shell, which fundamentally
consists of the interpenetration of the
three hyperbolic paraboloids, attempts to
exploit to the ultimate the advantages of
this complex surface. It can be seen that
the resulting shape has a highly complex
topography which nevertheless is formed
by straight lines only. An attempt was
made to obtain a surface which describes
visually the required strength and stiffeners at each point of the span.
"The particular surface which has been
obtained closely approximates the geometry of the three-pronged hyperbolic
paraboloid (also known as the "monkey
saddle"). This particular shape was
selected also to satisfy functional requirements: to enclose a hexagonal space with
the minimum number of supports which
will provide sufficient .stability. Discontinuous edges are stiffened and at lines
of the intersections where the continuity
is also disturbed additional stiffeners are
provided. At the apex of the .surface additional strength is added by widening the
interior stiffeners which follow the parabolic section obtained from the hyperbolic
paraboloid surface. The maximum span
of the reinforced concrete roof structure
is 200'; the average thickness of the shell
is 31h ". The shell surface will be reinforced with welded wire mesh and reinforcing bars running in the plane of principal curvature. The formwork will be
constructed of straight pieces of lumber,
parallel to the grid lines which define the
surface."
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MODU. IT CONllAD

INTRICATE CURVAT U R E and wide overhan g s characterize the c omb i nation of hyperbolic paraboloids. Acc o rding to the engineers
the computations are almost as complicated

a s the resultant curves. Says Weidlinger:
" You could look at Brooklyn Bridge and see
its stresses, but that day is gone in structural
engineering."

PRESTRESSING JAC"S ALSO HOIST GIRDERS

~r~

Concrete girders 146' long
jacked up atop double· conc~ete
columns and prestressed toget~er
Cooperation among architect, engineerEd
builder in the early stages of design . roduced an economical and attractive st ucture for this high school auditorium in
Springfield, Ill.
?ne of the enginee11s' first suggesti~ns,
quickly accepted by the architect , was ~hat
the 146' long roof girders be cast and prestressed on the ground and that the~ be
raised in place with the prestressing jaEks.
The n~xt joint decision was on the slJ;ape
of the girders and columns. The architect
wanted a flat lintel frame and a perfe~tly
level ceiling of prccast concrete roof panels
ca_rried by. the roof girders. The com:fronuse solution called for a slightly ar<1_hed
girder shape_d for lifting and prestressf~g,
yet one which would provide contin"\1ity
between columns and girders. The botrom
flange of the girder was designed to accommodate precast roof panels, apprbximating the architect's flat ceiling req~ire
ment.

Design details. To have provided c~ti
n~ity of moments bl'~ _prest~essin~ the
girder and columns JOmts immedia ely
after erection (and before the full ead
load from the roof panels was ad 1ed)
would have meant a strong horizoEal
thrust at the footingi level. This in
would have meant a large and unecon mica! footing to meet this momentary ?ondition. It was therefore decided to erect
the girders and support them simply (:fost
and lintel style) until the roof panels 'Jere
in place. A short section of the larfest
available railroad rail was used to b1dge
the space between the twin columns; its
sligh.tly rounded s_nrface provided. a ro1ker
beanng. To achieve final contmuity of
moments, the mortised joint between
girders and columns, similar to that Jsed
in carpentry, was prestressed after the
roof was placed.
The columns are of conventional ?onstruction, but 4,000 lb. per sq. in. concr ete
was used to provide sufficient strength for
the final prestressing of the columns to
girders. The girders are of 5,000 lb. per
sq. in. concrete. Their top flanges are e'ilual
in width to the outside dimension of Ithe
double columns, which enables the~ to
resist the large positive bending moment
at midspan. (An opening is provided at
midspan to make it easy to walk from \b ay
to bay on the roof and thus to facilitate
the laying of roofing material.)
J
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Prestressed girders. The girders are
7' deep at the center, 5'-6" at the ends and
have a web thickness of 8". There are 16
prestressing cables in each girder "draped"
to follQw the·' maximum tension forces
within the girder. Each cable consists of
12 wires 1.4" in diameter and has an ultimate strength of 240,000 lb. per sq. in.
Seven days after casting, the girders
were prestressed on the ground. Two 100ton hollow core jacks, one at each end of
the units, stressed the wires to a total
elongation of about 10%". During stressing, the girder's original built-in camber
of 2" was increased by % ", but the total
upward deflection was eventually canceled
out by the weight of the girders and the
precast roof panels.
Construction. One of the principal reasons for using the twin column design was
to permit hoisting the girders with the
prestressing jacks, thus avoiding the intermittent use of heavy cranes and long
costly periods of down time.
To lift the girders, the jacks were
mounted on a simple lifting yoke atop the
columns. Two two~section 2" lifting rods
were attached to the girder by means of
an anchor beam. The girder was raised
in two lifts, because the rod coupling could
not pass through the jacks. While disconnecting the two sections of the lift rod,
the girder was supported on two 8" x 8"
timber uprights.
After all the girders were in place, the
precast roof panels were erected by crane.
At this time, the girders deflected freely
because they could rock on the railroad
rails inserted between the twin columns.
To provide rigid lateral support to the
girders (which the engineer thought necessary, although most codes are not clear
on this point) matching anchor plates on
panels and girders were welded together
and the joints were grouted.
Prestressing of the short wires through
the girder-column joints was done on the
roof with a 60-ton jack and a hand pump.
The required elongation of these short
wires was only % ".
Precasting of the girder required only
one set of side forms and three .sets of
soffit forms (two soffit forms were used to
provide a base for draping the prestressing cables in advance of pouring) and permitted a weekly casting cycle and the
raising of one girder per week. Cost was
$8,500 per girder in place, or $170 per cu.
yd. of concrete (each girder required 50
cu. yd.). Architect: Richard P. Stahl; engineer: Prestressing Research & Development; contractor: J. E. Pyle.

AT TOP OF COLUMN: girder is secured by
cables through the girder-column joint which

=~~ ~;~~on;~m:~th R::~ :i:ne~: :r:O·i~n pi::e~ \i;i

GOING UP: prestressed girder is economically

raised by a 100-ton prestressing jack, instead
of the usual cranes. Below: a close-up of the
yoke atop the double column.

ON THE GROUND (below): seven days after

the casting of a girder, a 100-ton jack is used
to prestress the cables running through it.

1

COMPLETED FRAME inc ludes cast-in-place blocks
at end of Jirders which , along with prestressing,
give continuity to the structure.
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PRECAST ROOF SLABS are placed by crane on lower
flanges of girders to form an almost level ceiling.
Girders are exposed above finished roof.
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HIGH CYCLE, HIGH VOLTAGE LIGHTING
I

Pioneering system promises to srve
installation and operating costs, particularly in air-conditioned buildings

the same lamp operated with a conventional heavier ballast at the usual 118 v.
and 60 cycles. Increased light production
is measurable economy."
Other economies, actual and potential :

It takes only 115 v. of ordinary 60-cycle
current to power the typical fluoresuent
lighting system. This one uses 400 v at
840 cycles! Along with the Union coilege
Field House in Schenectady (AF, June
'55), this lighting system in the ~1ew
Wakefield Co. offices in Ve1milion, 0 ~1:0,
is a pioneering installation of considerable
significance. Although its stepped-up dimensions seem to imply higher costs, the
reverse is true. Considering everything,
Wakefield saved about $1,500 in initial
installation costs and hopes to cut operating costs by about 20%.
. Th_e visible parts of the new W ake4eld
h~htmg syst~m ar_e not new. They cpmprise a multifunctional suspended cei~ing
whose 4' grid of perforat ed channels (l.istributes air, absorbs noise, hides sprinkler
heads and provides a top fast ening for
prefab partition panels-a ceiling sys em
first used in the GM Technical Cerlter
(AF, July '49, et seq.). The new developments are above the ceiling and in a b~ck
room. Above, small capacitor-type ballasts are substituted for the conventioral
"brick-type" kind, wiring is simplified and
two fluorescent lamps take the place of
three. In the back room is a power olon verter (photo right).

~The

Economies. According to R. D. Burnh~m,
the company engineer responsible for ~his
installation, operating economy is the main
reason for using high frequency, high
voltage lighting. "The savings start with
the lower cost of a small capacitor-trpe
ballast. This pygmy-size capacitor produces
from 8% to 12% more light from a laFp
operated on 400 v. at 840 cycles than
I
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one third reduction in the required
number of lamps not only saves initial
lamp costs, but socket and ballast costs,
installation costs and lamp replacement
costs.
~Lab

tests show that high frequency operation increases lamp life 12%.

~Wiring

is simplified- only one capacitortype ballast is needed to start and operate
each lamp, compared with a starter and a
large ballast for each lamp in the ordinary
system.

~

One fifth as many circuits are required
for distribution.

~

Sizes of distribution panels are materially reduced, and in some cases panels are
eliminated entirely.

~

Power consumption is reduced between
10% and 20% depending up.on the type of
lamps used.

of an ordinary system. But the reduction
in air-conditioning requirements makes it
a sure thing.
In addition to its dollars-and-cents advantages, 840-cycle power has other properties to commend it. It creates no visible
flicker in fluorescent t ubes-even to those
who,s e eyes are sensitive to the stroboscopic
effect sometimes visible at 60 cycles. And
it does not create "feedback" which causes
radio interference.
In the new W akefielcl office this kind
of lighting provides 100 foot-candles on
the work surface. It is helped by a secondary ceiling of sheet metal hung between
the plastic light diffusers and the structural ceiling and painted white to produce
88% reflectance.
The Wakefield building is a handsome
structure of steel, concrete and tan brick
with a full front of glass overlooking the
Vermilion River valley to the north. (The
west and south walls are designed as pr.otection against sky glare and sun heat;
they are of cavity brick construction and
are windowless.) Architects: Outcault,
Guenther & Associates.

~

Besides these direct savings, certain indirect economies should eventually be reflected in lower costs. For instance, because of the reduction in the size and
weight of ballasts, there should be economies in lighter shipping weights, in .smaller channel sizes and in reduced dead loads
on structural ceilings. Most important, the
cost of air conditioning is reduced. In the
Wakefield building, it was found that a
20-ton capacity system was adequate,
whereas, with larger ballasts generating
more heat, a 25-ton system would have
been necessary. The 5-ton difference
amounted to about $3,000.
Even without air conditioning, the initial and operating costs of a high-power
system are likely to be lower than the cost

MAI NTENANCE of lighting system and other
overceil ing uti lit ies is simplified by easi ly
opened aluminum frame which holds rigi d
arch acrylic plastic light diffuser.

---

~~

MODULAR
CEILI N G
i n te grates
l ighting ,
acoustic a l c ontrol , fi re p rote ctio n a n d p art i t ioning . Deep lighting p len um is windowed
w ith obscure glass ( see n ight photo left) .
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SPRINKLER HEAD

ASSEMBLY of ce ili n g c omponents is si mpli fied by modular construction and open expans e
of th e unfinished bu i lding.

CHANNELS of g r i d sy stem re ceive sou nd
baffles o r movabl e partit i on panels . Note a ir-

CONVERTER steps up 60 cycle, 115 v. powe r
to 840 cycles a nd 400 v . it is loc a ted in equip ment r oom to muffle i ts hum.

Ll9HTED CLOSET is b y-product of bui ld ing l s over-a ll lum i nous c e i li ng. It would have
cos t more to darken the closet than light it.

duct lighting fixtures and sprinkler heads.

TECHNOLOGY

TECHNICAL NOTES I

BRONZE CURTAIN WALL

Extruded bronze and rolled
sheets make unique curtain wall
Architect Philip Johnson calls it " ... the
most noble material ... for the design ; .. "
in explaining why he and Mies van der
Rohe chose bronze for their projected Park
Ave. Seagram Building. But to pro4uce
the first bronze curtain wall required splutions to many unprecedented engineetmg
problems.
One of the most difficult problems fas
to extrude an "I" shaped mullion fro1J11 a
shape with a 71h" diameter and straight
and true in 26' lengths. Previous lirhlts
had been 6" and shorter lengths.
Rolling close tolerance (for flatness, dimension and square corners) span~rel
sheets 1h" thick and up to 3' -9" x 4' -OTin
size was another severe problem for the
brass mills.
Once the mills (four mills will sui:jply
the materials) overcame the enginee:tiing
difficulties, the design became feasible. rhe
effect sought by the architects depend~ in
essence on sharply protruding mullipns
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with arrises which give a third dimension
to the fac;ade.
Extruded bronze mullions, shaped like
light "I" beams, span vertically from floor
and support the window and spandrel
panel units. Attached to the structural
steel by specially designed steel anchors,
the mullions can be aligned in three directions for a perfect fit. The window and
spandrel units-4'-7" wide and one story
high-will be attached to the mullions in
such a way as to allow for expansion and
contraction within each unit , thus avoiding
cumulative expansion or contraction over
the entire wall. Window and spandrel
frames will have completely welded corners with continuous gasketing material
between them and the .s upporting mullions.
Continuous copper flashing will protect the
wall from condensation or other moisture
at the window head level on each floor.
The fixed window glass, incidentally, will
go down to the floor level.
The metallurgical problem posed by the
necessity for having two different alloys
(one for the extrusions, and another for
the plate) was solved by ·selecting Architectur al Bronze (actually a sort of brass)
for extrusions and a matching color alloy
Muntz Metal for the plate. Rolled shapes
which would require a higher copper content and result in a different color after
oxidization were avoided. About 3,200,000
lb. of bronze will go into the facade of the
building.
Architects: Philip Johnson in association
with Mies van der Rohe; associate architects, Kahn & Jacobs; general contractor:
George A. Fuller Co.; structural engineers: Severud-Elstad-Krueger; mechanical engineers: Jaros, Baum & Bolles.

tions. More recently it has been found that
porous concretes contract with chemical
changes which occur when carbon dioxide
in the air is absorbed by the concrete. Restrained shrinkage movements of the brick
units in the wall, from whatever cause,
produce tensile stresses in the brick, and
in the wall as a whole; the result is
cracking.
Therefore, the report concludes, wall
cracking can be minimized by the use of a
more stable brick. The report took note of
the fact that cracking of concrete face
brick walls may also result from weaknesses or movements of other structural
elements of the building.

PRECAST CONCRETE FRAME

Prestressing helps save $16,000 over
convent~onal framing methods
This four-story, 28,000 sq. ft. Denver building is framed entirely with precast and
prestressed concrete columns, beams, floor
and roof slabs. In competitive bidding, the
system was $16,000 lower than any other
method of framing.
The main columns are t)O' long, precast,
with cast-in lugs to form a shelf for the
beams. The beams on the 50' side of the
50' x 125' building, were prestressed. The
double-tee floor slabs were also prestressed.
The prestressing made a cantilevered bay
possible at one corner of the building.
The building will be enclosed in brick
(8" and 12" to fit code requirements) and
will be used for light warehousing with a
rating of 125 lb. per sq. ft.
Cost for the complete building with air
conditioning, but excluding elevators and

CONCRETE CRACKS
ALFRED J. VENCLllC

How to minimize cracking of concrete face bricks
The cracking of concrete face brick could
be minimized by the development of improved criteria for its manufacture and
installation, according to a Building Industry Advisory Board report. However,
BRAB points out that in many localities ·
cracking is not a problem, probably due to
proper manufacture and installation, and,
in some cases, to a favorable climate.
The report takes as its premise that the
principal cause of cracking in concrete
face brick walls is due to movements which
occur with moisture, temperature and
chemical changes within the concrete itself.
In general, concrete expands with increase
in moisture content and temperature and
contracts with the reverse of those condi-

architects fees will be $8.50 per sq. ft.
Architect: Ralph D. Peterson; general contractor: F. J. K.irchhof Constr. Co.; concrete cont ractor: Prestressed Concrete of
Colorado.

S MOKE SMELL

H oiv muc.h of a problem is the
smqke-filled r·oom?
Thi~ being the season of the smoke filled

roo1f, it is only fitting that some attention
being paid to the organoleptic* effects
thereof. Let politicians (and air conditioning engineers) pay heed.
The heedful pol will need, among other
things, this equipment before stepping into
the Is.f.r.: thermometer, chronometer and
bul~s, wet and dry. He should memorize,
am9ng other things, these axioms of the
effects of tobacco smoke on his body:

MOUND BUILDING

Heaped up earth from big borrow
pit forms Texas stadium
The legendary homesick hill Princess of
Babylon would surely have approved of
this stadium sceoped out of the Texas
prairie. The finished elevation of the playing field (and borrow pit) of the San
Angelo Stadium averages 14' below natural gr ound level. The spoil was heaped
up as much as 30' above ground level on
two sides of t he bowl shaped excavation.
At a const ruction cost of only about
$445,000 (excluding land) here's what the
San Angelo Public School District got:
A 12,180-seat stadium; l;4 mi. cinder
track ; three football fields; one baseball
field; press box, concession stands; public
toilets; and field house with dressing
rooms.
To build t he stadium, some 98,000 cu.
yd. of ear t h was moved and roller compacted to a density which resisted hand
tool digging on the slopes. The concrete

stands were built directly on the earth
fill and are fin ished with wood seat boards.
Spectator traffic handling was made
easy by limiting acces.s to the seats to the
two ~alks which follow the tops of the
two mounds.
Although no seats are planned for the
north end of t he stadium, the earthen
wall was continued around this end as
protection against t he north winds. South
breezes sweep the field and stands t hrough
the open south end.
Architect: Max D. Lovett; associated
architect engineers: Caudill, Rowlett,
Scott & Associates; soil consultants:
Spencer J. Buchanan & Associates; contractor: Templeton & Cannon.
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· ~ncrease in humidity has the effect of

low rmg
sm e.

the

odor-perception

level

of

~A*

increase in temperature (at a constant specific humidity) lowers the odor
levtjl of smoke slightly.
~ Adaptation to smoke takes place more
rap ~dly during initial stages of exposure.
~ While the perceptible odor level of smoke
decteases with time of exposure, irritation

NEW FORM TECHNIQUE

Prestressing helps save $16,000 over
conventional framing rnethods
Developed for the construction of the basement walls of the new Court House Square
building in Denver, this simple, economical
fastening method turns a difficult concrete
form job into a fairly easy one. It combines the use of end-welded studs and coil
form ties. On the Denver job the studs
were 34" in diameter and 611 long, with
51h 11 of broad threads sized to fit the coils
of the form ties.
The first step in assembling the forming
was to end weld the studs to the vertical
soldier beams of the basement cofferdam
walls. Horizontal sheathing boards were
then fitted over the studs and coil form
ties were threaded to the studs. Finally,
the inside form, consisting of 4' x 10'
panels of p'lywood, was bolted to the ties.
Walers to reinforce the inside form consisted of 6y double channels, back to back.
The inside form was secured by running
%, " lag bolts through the waler and
threading them into the free end of the
coil form tie.
The studs were spaced 6' center to center horizontally and 2' o.c. vertically, and
theoretically each stud and tie can carry
a load of 12,000 lb.
Architects: I. M. Pei & Associates, Kahn
& Jacob.:., and G. M. Musick; engineers: Severud-Elstad-Krueger; contractor: George
A. Fuller Co.

to the eyes and nose generally increases.
Thtirritation is greater at low relative
hu 'dities (below 35%) than above 50%.
. hus armed and thus forewarned, the
pol may enter the s.f.r. prepared to do
baljtle, among other things, with the orga~ol eptic effects.
The air-conditioning designer and controper wou.ld do well to consider the fact
thdt reducmg the relative humidity will
inc[rease susceptibility to smoke irritation.
To produce minimum discomfort in public
rooms where smoking is permitted, the a ir coJditioning system must be balanced somewhere between the di!scomfort of high
hutnidity itself and the discomforts of
smoke irritation and odor t hat go with low
huitiidity.
±hese conclusions are based on research
by Engineers W. F. Kerke and C. M.
H i,iznphreys.
•

I

T ~e

effect on the wh0le organism.
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ROCKEFELLERS

IN

TOMOkROW'S

By 1975 there will be 50 million
more Americans living within
the same boundaries. T his is
no idle forecast but the best
estimate of "demographers"those who graph populations.
If the prediction is correct,
the babies born in the next 20
years will equal in number all
the babies born during the first
hundred years of the Republic.
There will be some 210 million
people living in the same land
area now occupied by 160 million people. This means an accelerated increase in density cf
settlement-in other words,
cities.
A new order of architecture
and building is not only coming, it is here already: city
architecture, city building and
rebuilding.
The question is who will take
charge of it, who will organize
it, who will be responsible for
it.
The new order of architecture and building will involve
a new order of operations, a
new order of planning and
design, a new order of management and responsibility. Tools
fully adequate for this operation do not even exist- many
of the tools must be improvised
and created.
The toughest job for our
industry and all the professions connected with it is to
shift the focus of their thinking.
World War II created a new
homebuilding industry. But
now the nub of the problem
is how to fit these houses with
streets and roads and schools
and work places and shopping
centers so the people can get
real joy out of them instead
of frustration. Again, since
World War II we have made
great progress in standardizing
the elements of fast-growing
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CITY

do:f town buildings. But in
cities like New York the new
effic~ency is producing a caverned glut on old streets, so
tha' the larger number of
peoJille now trying to move
and breathe within the same
city districts experience ever
greater acerbity and frustrationr The real problem is how
to fit the new production into
a ~ew planning pattern.
T~e new demand is bringing
with it a new kind of responsibilitjy taker; and only a new
kind of responsibility taker can
be
any use in t he new situation. The older kind of expert
may be all the more nuisance
just because he likes to keep
on and on doing the secondary
thinr: at which he is adept. We
are told by the dean of the
Ha~v ard School of Design, who
is one of the new men aware
of the importance of largescalf! planning, that he has
trouble getting rid of graduate
stud,ents who want to go on
and on solving the old problem
of the individual small house,
whi<;h used to be one of the
fine~t problems in bringing new
materials and new techniques
into l living architecture, but is
only a subsidiary problem now.
And building promoters in
New York who know how to
erect office rental space in no
time flat, with the new industrial! techniques, are at a loss
whe~ asked: "Why has there
neve~ been a second attempt to
ope~ up the city as Rockefeller
Centier started to open it 20
yearp; ago?" They say, "We
are not Rockefeller, we haven't
the resources."
The trick is, of course, to get
the Rockefeller result without ·
bein~ Rockefeller, simply becaus~ 50 million new babies
dem~nd that the result must
be o)ptained, Rockefeller or no
Roc1ffeller. And that is pre-

df

cisely what the new responsibility takers are beginning t o
contrive. The new leadership is
a group leadership, and it will
manage by means of organization and new techniques what
Rockefeller used t o manage
through the sheer power of
individual wealth.
The new leadership is being
furnished by the alert element s of the business community and the professional community acting together as a
group and a team.
To be sure, men of power
and wealth are in it. For example Richard Mellon and the
leading families of P ittsburgh
are at the core of the powerful
Alleghany
Conference,
which has taken as its job the
rebuilding of that city. But
there is far more to the story.
Typically the new leadership
grows
among management
men. In Fort Worth it was
J. B. Thomas, president of
Texas Electric Service, who
set the town afire with the
Gruen plan; prominent in
Cleveland is another utility executive, Elmer L. Lindseth,
president of Cleveland E lectric
Illuminating; in St. Louis the
mention of Edgar Queeny,
chairman of the great Monsanto Co. or Powell McHaney,
president of General American
Life Insurance, neglect s other
business leaders of comparable
ability and distinction.
These men do not act alone.
They act within groups, like
the Greater Milwaukee Committee or the Committee for a
greater Anytown.
And beyond these committees in the individual city,
there are now men of vision
gathered in nation-wide associations.
The
Advertising
Council of America has given
a po·w erful impetus to urban
renewal through its ACTION
campaign (American Council
to Improve our Neighbor-

hoods) and the Chamber of
Commerce, too, has taken up
the battle on a national plane.
Even more encouraging are reports carrying the movement,
so to speak, into the grass
roots of management: news of
nation-wide enterprises whose
district managers are now instructed that participation in
local urban renewal movements is an operational element of their daily job. Another important new ,g roup is
t he large-scale city redeveloper
or "redevelopment sponsor,"
who differs from the traditional realty promoter as today's
large-scale homebuilder differs
from yesterday's carpenter
builder (see p. 118).
On t he professional side, the
planners have always been active but the new awakening is
among the architects. Old
Daniel Burnham is being recalled again, the man who
started transformation of a
dozen cities, and a Gold Medal
went last year to Clarence
Stein, pre-eminently a pioneer
in garden city planning.
In 195·7 the American Institute of Architects will celebrate its first centennial as a
professional organization. Will
the event serve only to give
architecture splendid burial?
If not, then we commend to
the AIA that it turn attention
to the future too, and use the
event to set its focus on those
50 million babies of the next
20 years, which must be served
in communities. This is the
biggest responsibility of architecture and it is here now.

*

*

*

Next month FORUM will devote most of its issue to new
forces shaping cities.

INSULATION News from L·O·F GLASS FIBERS COMPANY

How vinyl-faced Super·Fine benefits

both dient and
Because of vinyl-faced Super· F ine insulation's
high thermal efficiency and effectiveness in
helping to prevent condensation, Theodore
Rogvoy (A.I.A.) and David J. Zahner (M.E.)
selected it to wrap cold-air ducts in Detroit's
Eastgate Shopping Center.
Super Fine insulation is available with vinyl
or other reflective and plain vapor barriers
extended to form tabs. Super Fine is made of
fine glass fibers which form millions of dead
air cells-effectively reducing both loss and

<ontract~r

gain of heat. These inoFganic fibers will not
support combustion, aJ:>sorb moisture, rot,
settle or decay. This assures your client
long-lasting and efficient insulation.
Contractors know that blankets of Super Fine
insulation are strong, light weight, pleasant to
handle and easy to appll
For free folder with suggested specifications,
write: L·O·F Glass Fib~rs Company, Dept.
60-86, 1810 Madison Avenue, Toledo 1, Ohio.

L•O•F GLASS FIBERS cci>MPANY
TOLEDO 1, OHIO
INSULATION
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Makers of glass fibe rs by tbe " Electronic-Extrusion" process
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REYNOLDS ALUMINUM IN MODERN ARCHITECTURE
I

REYNOLDS
I
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Northwestern Bell Telephone Company,
Tenth Street Building, Des Moines, Iowa
General Contractor:
A.H. Neumann & Bros., Inc.,
Des Moines
Erector:
David Architectural Iron Works,
Chicago
Architects:
Tinsley, Higgins, Lighter & Lyon,
Des Moines

Reynolds Aluminum Applications in this Building
Aluminum Wall Window Units consisting of
Reynolds Series 100 Vertically Pivoted Windows,
Interlocking Extruded Spandrels and Aluminum
Metal Wall Accessories.

REYNOLDS ALUMINUM SERVICE TO ARCHITECTS
Reynolds Architect Service Representatives offer specialized assistance on aluminum design problems, on
applications of standard aluminum mill products, and
on the use of commercially fabricated aluminum building products. They can help to coordinate varied aluminum requirements for. procurement efficiency and
economy. Inquiries should be addressed to ... Architect
Service, Reynolds Metals Company, Louisville 1, Ky.

REYNOLDS SE IES 100
VERTICALLY

~IVOTED

WINDOW as Jsed for

Northwestern Bell
Telephone.1rovides
minimum air infqtration,
positive locking. Revo lves
easily for washing f~om the
inside. All weldea frame
construction . Self-d raining .

!.!:~~~~;;;;::::~~

See "FRONTIER," Reynolds great dramatic series, Sundays, NBC-TV Network.

ALU INI I N U.,.
architectural FORUM / August 1956
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th~ most efficient
waterst<f P on the market

f f:<C/fY

-

QURAJOINT
f.olyvinyfchloride=PVC

WATERSTOPS
I
" Dyrajoint", extruded from Polyvinylchloride =PVC,
was specifically compounded and designed for use
between

V

Resistant to extreme
waterhead pressures

'\/ Tensile strength of not less
than 1900 lbs. per square
inch
'\} Supel'ior holding strength . . .
elongation ability of more than
350%

adjacent sections of concrete structures.

"Durajoint" is extruded with specially designed
longitudinal ridges on both sides that insure
the distribution of critical pressures and
enhance the holding power. "Du rajoint' s"
extreme elasticity and excellent tear resistance allow it ta successfully handle
vertical or lateral
movements of
masses of concrete without being
sheared. "Durajoint," the 100%
watertight expansion and construction joint, will successfully
withstand extreme waterheods. " Durojoint" success·
fully
replaces
metallic
strips, rubber or
bituminous

'\/ Functions efficiently in temperature range of -54° F.
to
176° F.

+

'\} Lifetime expectancy of
proximately 300 years

V

ap-

Chemically inert ••• resistant
to acids, alkalis, weather.
chlorinated water, oils, fungus,
etc.

'\/ Quickly-easily spliced "on
the job" by merely applying
heat and holding the ends
together until bonded ••• requires no welding or vulcanizing equipment.
.../ Available in lightweight, easy
to handle 50 ft. coils • . •
withstands abuse without damage

•
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materials

generally used
waters taps.

for

tial to any vision of our American future.
Decentralization isn't new.
You're a product of decentralization, and
I am too. But in an inverse ratio to decentralization. Take the example of New
York City. New York was the great hub
of industry in this country. But New York
has lost its industry through just what
you're talking about. Industry had a horizontal growth. It had to go to the periphery. It had to go to the suburbs or it had
to go out into the open spaces, and New
York is no longer an industrial city. New
York did recapture something in inverse
ratio to the decentralization of manufacturing. New York recaptured the things
that decentralization meant. Every time a
factory went out to Iowa, Indiana or down
to Carolina, it had to have a showroom
somewhere in the midtown of New York.
WRIGHT: To sell its merchandise. A good
place in which to sell fish but there are no
fish in its streams.
ZECK.ENDORF: We want to get rid of the
industries. We're getting rid of our manufacturing at 50¢ a ft. and getting back
the opposite space at $5. That's a good
trade. People don't come to New York to
stay at a hotel room in a chain hotel. They
come here to buy, sell, or to go to theater
or enjoy cultural activities. It's a market;
and it's a place to borrow money and to
lend money, however ugly the word may
sound. It is a place where the very life
blood of the nation generates and pulsates,
and it has the benefits that probably are
found in the very communities that you
wish to build your towers.
WRIGHT: The advance that we've tried to
give to building by the building of the
Price Tower out on the Oklahoma plain is,
"Stay home and do your own stuff; don't
impinge on Mr. Zeckendorf in his New
York City." Stay there, where you live,
spend to make your own town beautiful.
If you want a skyscraper, it's a natural
American achievement. Use it! The country is the place for it.
ZECKENDORF: I can't see the logic to a
skyscraper in the open spaces .
WRIGHT: Well, but the Price "skyscraper"
is not in "the open spaces." The skyscraper is in a pleasant small town that
can absorb the skyscraper. Because it is
an economic, beautiful form, and should
cast its shadow on its own ground, a
likely circumstance in a town by itself.
Every town should have one or two or
three of them. They have churches and
steeples? Why not a beautiful feature
that is utilitarian though tall.
ZECKENDORF: You're talking about art for
art's sake.
continued on p. 172
ZECKENDORF:

1

cont'd.

WHEELING TRI-RIB STEEL ROOF DECK
permits shallower footings, fewer columns
What this means is less structural steel
needed . . . as much as 20% less! That's because Tri~Rib's high strength/weight ratio
cuts gross weight 40 %, reduces dead load
up to 22 lbs. per sq. ft. It's lighter, it's
stronger, it's more economical!

Tri-Rib Roof Deck is made of Cop-R-Loy
Steel f~r long, de~endable ~e Qualifies ~or
1 by leadmg
fire resistance ratmg as specified
insurance companies.
Send for complete details today or see
our catalog in Sweet's.

Designed i·n accordance with specifications adopted by

Use these other Wheeling products for economical, long-lasting
construction
I

Metal Lath-Combines packaging
economy with the bes t plaster
bond for crack-free walls, complete
design flexibility.

SOFTITE Cop-R-Loy: the tightestcoated Galvanized Sheet. Coating
won't peel no matter how severely
formed.

Expanded Metal Railings, Guards,
Treads, Walkways. Cuts maintenance. Permits full visibility and
ventilation.

Gutters and Leaders- Heavy pure
zinc coating. Provides long life,
rust-resistance, sure protection.

The complete line of Wheeling
Building Materials includes
SOFTITE Cop-R-Loy Galvanized
Sheets, Metal Lath and Accessories,
Steelcrete Reinforcing Mesh, Steelcrete Bank Vault Reinforcing, Expanded Metal, ExM Gratings, ExM
Angle Frame Partitions and Tri-Rib
Steel Roof Deck.

Steelcrete Expanded Metal for Reinforcing. Distributes concentrated loads over a larger area.
I

WH&BLINO CORRUGAT ING COMPANY

•

BUILDING MATERIALS DIVISION

WHEELING , WEST VIRGINIA
Atlanta
Boston
B uffalo
Chicago
Louisvil le M i nneap o li s New Orleans
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Columbus
Detroit
Houst on
Kansas Cit y
New York Philade l ph ia R i chmond St. Lou i s
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65-yearl test
directs choice of valves for new Rochester home of

\NILMOT CASTLE COMPANY

Arcbilcct: C AR L L. TR AVE R
Hcflli11 g Co11/raclor: HowE &

BA SSETT Co.

Pl11111bi11g Co11trac lur:

BAREH AM CO N TR ACTING Co.

JENKINS VALVES
qualify on long record of reliable performance as
standard equiprnent on Castle Sterilizers since 1890.
The Wilmot Castle plan n at Rochester, N. Y., completed in 1955,
was planned with the sarpe exacting standards applied to design
of Castle's fine products - sterilizers and surgical lamps for
hospitals, laboratories, and the medical and dental professions.
In selecting valves for the plant, the company could depend
on their long experienc9 with the faultless performance of the
valves used on Castle Sterilizers, recognizing that all Jenkins
Valves - bronze, iron, steel, and corrosion resistant - are made
to the same high standar~s.
For both plant and p1loduct, the time-proved extra value of
Jenkins Valves is dependable assurance of lasting efficiency,
safety, and operating ecbnomy. Jenkins Bros., 100 Park Ave.,
New York 17.

THE LABORATORY AUTOCLAVE illust ra ted is one
of the many types of Castl, Ste rilizers, and shows
typical use of Jenkins Valves on the steam, water
supply, and drain lines. Val yes are renewable com"osition disc type, and have special heat-resistant,
non-staining Bakelite hand les, with each valve's
function moulded in the top. Jenkins Valve s provide
the sturdy construction , safety, and good appearance required They also permit qu ick, easy maintenance, since the renewablE1 discs, mad e also by
Jenkins Bros., are available anywhere from Jenkins
Dist ributors.

JENKINS
VALVES

LOOK FOR THE JENKINS DIAMOND

,,,,~
,,,~

SOLD THROUGH
PLUMBING-HEATING
AND INDUSTRIAL DISTR IBUTORS
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MOST MODERN AIRPORT CONTROL
TOWER IS EQUIPPED WITH TODAY'S
MOST MODERN DOOR CLOSER
Logan International Airport ... Boston, Massachusetts
In today's ultra- modern structures, any door closer which directs
attention to itself or is not in full ha rmony with its surroundings
can very easily strike a n uncomfortably false note in a n otherwise perfect design. There can be no such discord in Boston's striking new airport control tower where doors serving the public are
equipped with Norton INADOR closers. They were selected for
dependability, low maintenance cost and precision workmanship
as well as their unobtrusive effic iency . For complete data on the
entire Norton line, see current catalog. Write for your copy today
if you don't already have one.

A complete lin e
of Norton Surface
type cl os ers is
avai labl e for al l
insta llati ons w here
concealme nt is
not essential.

NORTON®DOOR CLOSERS
Dept. AF-86, Berrien Springs, Michigan
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For Better
.Control Joints

RUBBER EXTRUSIO~
• No Cutting or Sawing.
e· No Need for Special
Blocks.
Q Use with Any Standard
Metal Sash Block.
o No Building Paper or
. Mortar Filling Needed.

BLOK-JOINT'S "crou·shaped" rubber extrusion
design simplifies construction of masonry wall
control joints. Use BLOK-JOINT with any stand·
ard metal sash block!
"100 Year life" rubber assures maximum ef·
fectiveness for the lifetime of the building.
BLOK-JOINT forms o secure interlock, octuplly
odds stability to the wall.

Ute BLOK-JOINT for cill types of masonry wall
construction !-Block walls, brick veneer over
blocks, cavity walls and many other types!
Simplicity, Versatility ond moximum effectiveness ore yours with Carter·Waters BLOK-JOINT.

NOW!

See For Yourself how BLOK-JOINT
fits mcisonry wall construction!

Write Today for FREE samplel
Use this coupon.

Carter-Waters Corporation
2440 Pennway

•
Kcinsas City 8, Mo.
Please send me a FREE sample and specif;.
cations on the new Carter-Waters BLOK·
JOINT.
Name ..................................................................
Address .. .,......................................................._

.City............................................ State.............._

l:li1*'.l'i::'A

.l~bi·-···
2440 Pennway
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WRIGHT: No, I'm not. I'm talking of the
life of the people in the town. The pride
and joy they take in their own town and
in seeing things there that are dignified
and beautiful and utilitarian.
ZECKENDORF: In giving a town an office
building, could you justify it as you would
a church?
WRIGHT : Yes. I think an office building is
quite as important as a church or a museum. And I think it has a function and a
future, a countenance, too, that can be as
beautiful and spirited as Mt.-St.-Michel,
or as any other building ever built.
ZECKENDORF: I'm sure it can be beautiful,
but should things be built for beauty
alone?
WRIGHT: No. There is no such thing.
Whoever saw Beauty "standing alone"
(independent of reality)? I never have.
ZECKENDORF: I've been under the illusion
that I have.
WRIGHT: Ordinary buildings commit a sin
that we have tried to abolish in the Price
Tower. We want not only privacy for
people but beauty of environment. We
don't want to encircle and environ them
like grains of wheat in a bushel!
ZECKENDORF : Doesn't that depend upon
site planning?
WRIGHT: How can you "site-plan" in a
place like New York City?
ZECKENDORF: It can be done, and I predict
that it will be done. The city pattern will
change. We'll get away from the gridiron
streets.
WRIGHT: But what's going to maintain the
necessity for the city? Why are people
going to come and crowd in upon each
other when they become better conditioned,
and more intelligent? And more enlightened? The more enlightened they become
the less they're going to impinge on one
another. What ·are these great spaces for
now lying all around here and everywhere
else? What is this impulse to impinge
upon everybody, your elbows in somebody's ribs and standing on somebody's
feet? What is this impulse to crowd now
that the real basis for crowding no longer
exists and you have no more than the
gregarious animal left?
ZECKENDORF: I believe that many like a
little bit of crowding, as shocking as it
may sound to you. I feel that perhaps
your way of life might not be the same
as mine.
WRIGHT: Your way of life, then, is for the
crowding?
ZECKENDORF: I like to have a man get a
little of both; that's why I believe in the
green belt theory, in the belief that one
and one equals three if two good ideas
are exchanged.

For Better Reinforcing
With "Deep-Grip" Swedging

MASONRY WALL REINFORCING
• Exclusive Deforming Provides
large, Well Defined "Squared
Edges"
• Provides "Sure lock" Between
Reinforcing and Mortar
• Requires No More Area in the
Joint Than Superficial Deforming
• As Easy to Handle as Other
Types

You con see at o glance the extra "grip·
ability" of Carter-Waters BLOK-MESH. The
horizontal and vertical surfaces provide o sure
lock even under lateral pressure and shrinkage.
BLOK-MESH Minimizes Cracking above lintels,
below sills, at corners.
BLOK-MESH Is Best to tie brick to back·up
blocks, for cavity wall construction, double
walls, ordinary block wall construction.
1temember, BLOK-MESH by Carter·Water1 Is
the only masonry wall reinforcing with the
"deep-grip", positive anchor swedging.
SEE The Big Difference In Sweet's File or •••
Write Today for your FREE illustrated brochure
on the New Corter-Waters Blok-Mesh! Use This
Coupon.

Carter-Waters Corporation
2440 Pennwoy
•
Kansas City 8, Mo.
Please send me FREE brochure and specif;.
cations on new Carter-Waters BLOK-MESH.

Name..................................................................
Address ..............................................................
City............................................State................
CONSTRUCTION

?

TM£

' MATERIALS

CARTER-WATERS

Ja-#ii•••; ~--=•iti.10
2440 Pennwayfune GRand 1·2570

contributes to the fine modern appearance of Northside Meth odist Church, Greenville, S. C. Interiqr view. below, sholl"S excell ent tex tural
effect ach ieved by use of concrete-block masonry. Ready-mix concrete and
concrete block furnished by Gree1wille Concrete Company, Greem·ille. S. C.

ATLAS MORTAR

Get better mortar-get better masonry!
deserves good materials. Atlas Mortar
Cement helps assure better mortar because of its consistent high quality and because it has all the properties most desired by masons.
A GOOD DESIGN

on Atlas Mortar's smooth plasticity,
its water retention and workability retention, and its
uniform color. The air-entraining properties of Atlas
Mortar Cement make joints more resistant to the
destructive action of freezing-thawing weather.

BUILDERS RELY

all look their best in a
setting of Atlas Mortar. So for lasting good looks on

your next project, speci fy Atlas Mortar Cement.
Complies with AS'JlM and Federal Specifications for
masonry cement, which now include requirements
for soundness (low expansion) in autoclave.
UNIVERSAL ATLAS
UNITED STATES

100

PARK

STE

CEMENT

COMPANY

L @ CORPORATION

AVENUE, NEW

YORK

17,

SUBSIDIARY
N.

Y.
M·59 ·B

BRICK, BLOCK AND STONE

FOR BETTER MORTAR •

FOR BETTER MASONRY

OFFICES : Albany· Birmingham· Boston· Chicago ·Dayton ·Kansas City· Milwaukee· Minneapolis· New 'York· Philadelphia· Pittsburgh· St. Louis· Waco
UNITED

STATES

STEEL

HOUR-Televised

alternate

Wednesdays -

See

your
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for
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RESEARCH
A spotlight on new tests , new
standards, new studies

DUO-JOBMASTER
THE USE OF LUMBER

From time to time this column will assist
the building industry by reviewing broad
fields of building science activity and reporting what is being done in those fields
and the sources of latest information.
This month's summary covers research
related to timber construction and forest
product use that is active now or has been
active within the past 18 months. The
table below includes a selected group of
colleges and universities, government
agencies, trade associations and a private
commercial research organization. The selection was made to indicate the range of
topics under study in this field. The
breadth of interest in several of the topics
is also illustrated. (Wood product manufacturers and lumber producers are responsible for an equally extensive program of research covering about the same
range of topics. )

•
gives
you

TWO TOQLS IN ONE!
RAMSET'S new tool has interchangeable barrels, to set
either X" or %" fasteners into
steel or concrete-an added

convenience to the time, temper and money-saving advantages of RAMSET FASTENING
SYSTEM.

Will do all of your ~astening iobs
may require-light, medium or
heavy duty anchoring into
hard materials like concrete
or steel.

Operator carries the second
barrel in his pocket like a fountain pen, ready to set any
variety of fasteners the job

Timber resources
1, 15, 20, 24
Quality effect of plantation spacing
24
Strength of young growth timber
Lumber grade use
Wood procurement

5, 24
1, 15, 20, 24

1, 17, 20, 21, 24

Cutting characteristics of wood saws
Degradation of wood by machining
Structure and identification
Seasoning studies

4
5
15

5, 15, 17, 20

Physical and mechanical properties
tests

1, 5, 11, 15, 17, 19

Table continued on p. 178

1. Michigan College of Mining and Technol-

Makes tough iobs easy
time-saving, modern way to
fasten. Find for yourself what
it can mean to any construction
job. A demonstration will convince you.

No more drilling or chipping;
fasteners are set instantly, accurately and permanently with
a press of the trigger.
Learn about this low-cost,

SOUR CES OF WOOD RESEARCH
Subject
Source (key below)

ogy
2. Virginia Polytechnic Institute
3. University of Texas
4. University of Michigan
5. Oregon Forest Products Laboratory
6. University of Denver
7. University of Maryland
8. University of Southern California
9. University of Louisville
10. Southern Methodist University
11. Purdue University

Ramset Fastening Systein
WINCHESTER-WESTERN
OLIN

MATHIESON

DIVISION

CHEMICAL CORPORATION

FIRST IN POWDER-ACTUATED FASTENING

12157-H BEREA ROAD

•

CLEVELAND 11, OHIO

12. University of Nebraska
13. Illinois Institute of Technology
14. University of Mississippi
15. Forest Products Laboratory, US Dept. of
Agriculture
16. American Institute of Timber Construction
17. Timber Engineering Co.
18. Architectural Woodwork Institute
19. National Woodwork Manufacturers Assn .
20. California Redwood Assn.
21. American Wood Preservers Institute
22. National Pest Control Assn.
23. Hardwood Plywood Institute
24. Southern Pine Assn.

CONDITIONING

••

I

Rising prices! Cost per cilbic foot of air conditioning ducts
and building space has tripled since 1930 .1*

MOST URGENT AIR coNDITIONING

••

An air handling ilnit which 1neets all design and functional
obJ"ectives yet requires only a 11iinimilm ainoilnt of space!

s

NDITIONING

••

I

New WORTHINGTON central station un~ts that offer
unlimited choice of location!

FREE DATA BOOK!
Gives you all
the facts to
figure the job
with the most
compact, adaptable
air handling units
ever developed !

Included are photos of units, eng ineering and design features ,
specifications, physical data .. . plus
Direct Expansion Coil Data • Selecting the Correct Unit with
Direct Expansion • Sample Water Cooling and Water Heating
Problem • Psychrometric Chart • Heat Control of Dry Air •
Log Mean Temperature Chart • Mean Effective Temperature
Tables • Correct Fan Selection-Sample Problem and Fan Data
• Dimensional Drawings

WORTHINGTON
Air Conditioning Units

This fact-filled , easy to use Wo1jthington 52-page Data Book
is a "must" for every architeh, engineer, contractor and
builder! Send for your copy tod:;i.y.

Ctnltel\.lo•- Co\.1,..t1 1pot

Moo.I CV Ol'ld CH

WORTHINGTON
~
CLIMATE ENGINEERS TO INOUSTRY, BUSINE SS AND THE HOME

.----------,
I
I
tt ••\

r chi l l'c tur3 l Hccord, M a y 1 95 6 .

I

CLIP COUPON AND MAIL!

I

WORTHINGTON CORPORATION
Box 35
Kearny, N. J.
Please send me free copy of Wo~thington's n ew booklet on
Central Station Air Conditionin ~· Units .

I

1

Name

1Pl e••e ,,,. , ,, , O» l y p e)

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _+ - - - - - - - - - Street & No.

--------

City

Zdne _ _ State

1
I
I

~

A. 6. 11 8

1
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Armco makes lhe Building

and YQ!! make it a store, office, plant, school or warehouse
I

Save preliminary design and engineering time
by specifying Armco Steel Buildings to provide
the shell. You add the special treatment and
features that make it a functional structure.

The special construction of Armco Steel
Buildings gives you freedom of interior
and exterior t reatment. Outside, the
smooth-faced STEELOX Panels provide
clean, straight walls. Inside, the interlocking ribs of the STEELOX Panels form
a regular framework (16-inch module)
to provide the basis for any type interior
finish with materials of your choice.
In addition, you'll find that Armco
Buildings blend well with other types of
construction. Masonry, for example, is
frequently used on front walls or around
entrances.
Write us for helpful information about
these versatile buildings. There's a size
and type to provide most any floor area
need. Armco Drainage & Metal Products,
Inc., 5546 Curtis Street, Middletown,
Ohio. Subsidiary of Armco Steel Corporation. In Canada: write Guelph,
Ontario. Export: The Armco International Corporation.

ARMCO STEEL BUILDINGS

17b

NEW COLORS
Block is now available in many
localities in green, ocher, red,

ivory, blue, yellow, gray, black
and other decorator colors.

NEW PATTERNS

II

NC MA ' S engineering staff has
produced technical studies which
can help you. Ask your local
block plant for a copy of "Sound
Reduction Properties of Concrete
Masonry Walls."

always somet.hing

~e~

about

co~crete

block-the

nation's most versatile buildmg matenal. In fact there

are so many new things going on in the industry that it's
pretty hard for a very busy man like an architect or an

You can build extra distinction
into a wall at little extra cost
with any of the new concrete
block wall patterns.

NEW RESEARCH

T

HERE'S

engineer to keep up with the newest improvements.

,.,

Here's where your local

NCMA

member can be a big help to

you. Ask him to show you some of the new improvements in
block-he's a good man to know.
NATIONAL CONCRETE MASONRY ASSOCIATION• 58 SOUTH DEARBORN• CHICAGO

RESEARCH

cont'd.

SOURCES OF WOOD RESEARCH
Source (key below)
Subject
Wood product development
1, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24
Woodworking industrial engineering
1, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23
Re lation of modulus of elasticity to
moisture content
Laminated structural members

7

15, 16, 17, 21

Wood windows

18

Cabinet construction

18

Color stability of exposed wood
Studies of wood finishes

17
1, 17, 19, 20, 24
4, 15, 17

Deve lo pment of synthetic finishes

Resistance of Western woods to ind ustria l
chemicals
5, 20
Wood preservative chemicals

4, 5, 6, 15, 17, 21

Decay of wood

FLOOR AND CEILING TYfE AIR CONDITIONING UNITS
Cooling, heating, 1ehumidifying, humidifying. 14 sizes, 1 to
150 tons.
MULTI-ZONE UNITS
Provide six separ~te comfort conditioning functions at one
time. Can cool in one zone while heating in another.
EVAPORATIVE CONDENSERS AND COOLING TOWERS
Cool water for re-c\rculation through air conditioning system.
Save up to 95 % of formal water demand.
LOW TEMPERATURE UNITS
For freezing or colp storage of meats and other perishables.
Can operate as low as -20°F. at full load, with automatic
defrost.
AIR COOLED CONDENSER~
For waterless coolin,g. Maintains liquid pressure in refrigerant
lines for proper flow through lines and valves. Permits full
capacity operation of refrigeration units in all seasons.
INDUSTRIAL COOLERS
15 unit sizes, I,ooq to 26,400 cfm-blow-through and pullthrough types. Avaifable with automatic defrost.
HEATING AND COOLING COILS
For a wide variety of air conditioning applications. Can be
used with all types of refrigerant.

Write for informati6n on the complete line of
Marlo Quality Air ~onditioning Equipment
SEE OUR BULLETIN IN SWEET'S CATALOG

MARLO coil co.
SAINT LOUIS 10, MISSOURI

Quality Air Conditioning and ~eat Transfer Equipment Since 1925
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15, 21
15, 21, 22
22
19

Termite damage and protection
Rodent resistance of woods
Warpage control

17
Long-term tests on roof trusses
12
Plywood webbed trusses analysis
8, 10, 15, 17' 20
Wood joints tests
Prefabricated build ing design

9, 15

Strength of plywood sheathed panels

5, 15

Static and dynamic loading on nailed
3, 15, 17
crates
2, 17
Nailed trussed rafters
Nails and nailing procedures

2, 15, 17

Hardboard production and deve lopment
1,6, 13, 14, 19, 20
Development of particle boards
Wood plastics development

15, 17, 19, 20
15, 17

Utilization of wood waste

9, 15, 17, 19

Glues and glued wood products
15, 16, 17, 19, 23, 24
Fi re protection of wood
Trees and shrubbery control

15, 16, 21
2

1. Michigan College of Mining and Technology

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Virginia Polytechnic Institute
University of Texas
University of Michigan
Oregon Forest Products Labora tory
University of Denver
University of Maryland
University of Southern California
University of Louisville
Southern Methodist University
Purdue Universi t y
University of Neb raska
Illinois Institute of Technology
University of Miss issippi
Forest Products Laboratory, US Dept. of
Agriculture
American Institute of Timber Construction
Timber Engineering Co.
Architectural Woodwork Institute
National Woodwork Manufacturers Assn.
California Redwood Assn .
American Wood Preservers Institute
National Pest Control Assn.
Hardwood Plywood Institute
Southern Pine Assn.

you can count on ...

. . . when you specify NICHOLSON Toilet Compartments
There's no need for your installation charges ~o get
out of line. Nicholson Toilet Compartmentb are
designed and constructed for rapid assembl~ and
easy adjustment to location contours .
../ All panels and pilasters pre-drilled, witH provision for vertical and horizontal adjustment.
../ All hardware locations are pre-drille~ and
finished .
../

Pilasters and front panels are shipped as
assembled units.

you can count on quick delivery, too!
There's no delay in shipment ... because Nicholson
Toilet Compartments are stocked in standar~ sizes
and colors for fast "from stock" shipment.
For serviceability and service ... plus minimutn field
erection costs ... specify Nicholson.

Specify right from this
new Nicholson "tell-all"
bulletin!
Contains complete specifications, illustrations and eng ineering drawings ... facilities,
styles, construction, layouts and
hardware. Send far a copy
today!

I

(£2 If.

NICHOLS ON rud<&_~
METAL PARTITIONS • TRAPS • VALVES • FLOATS

14 OREGON STREET, WILKES·BARRE, PA. • SALES AND ENGINEERING OFFICES IN 98 PRINCIPAL CITIES
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BOOKS
LIFE AND HUMAN HABITAT. By Richard
Neutra . Published by Wittenborn &. Co. , 38
E . 57 St. , New York, N . Y. 317 pp , 8Y2 " x 11!''·
Illus. $18

At first glance this appears to be a picture
book of N eutra's deservedly celebrated
houses. While it is both instructive ard
enjoyable on that level, this is a book with
a further mission. It begins with a deliglitful essay on the need for architectural ~e-

sign to be broadly and consciously based
on man's biology, on his whole physiological
nature-a point of view N eutra has previously expounded in Survival through Design (AF, Jan. '54). The photog;:aphs and
plans of houses (interspersed with shorter
essays ) which form the body of the book
are chosen to illustrate what N eutra means
by "biological realism." The point could
have been made with other buildings as
well; N eutra limited himself to dwellings

A NEW HAWS
FOUNTAIN IN

Designed by: CHANNING WALLACE GILSON

The striking lines of HAWS Model lOY fountains,
in your choice of complementary color* at no extra charge
... add a bril!ianl finishing touch to your design. These
three-bubbler wall mounted models ore constructed of

because these are presumably most widely
understood as a building type.
What Neutra is talking about, it becomes
clear from the illustrations, is sensuous
architecture - architecture calculated to
satisfy not only the visual sense, but the
senses of touch, of hearing, of smell, and
the multitudinous kinesthetic senses that
have to do with movement, space and location in space. This is architecture calculated to satisfy, too, a multitude of desires
usually classified as psychological-the
sense of privacy, for instance, or of gregariousness or the safety of the unchanging or the excitement of the changing.
N eutra's architecture coordinates the
messages which the various senses carry.
For instance, he gives a house on a long,
low ridge an offset approach stair which
not only serves the practical purpose of
breaking the walk upward into two parts,
but serves the subtler purpose of incorpor ating a definite horizontal walk between
flights; the kinesthetic senses of movement
t hus reinforce precisely what the eye says
of this terrain. Neutra lights up the night,
but he does not dispel it; the manner .of his
lighting emphasizes that night hovers over.
Where floor surfaces make the transition
from indoors to outdoors they are apt to
become open-slatted-not only for water
drainage but to let the eye and the soles of
the feet reinforce what the skin says about
the transition. As for water-many of
these houses are enchanting demonstrations
of its sensuous possibilities in architecture.
To make his points about the larger social
groupings of man, N eutra has mostly used
sketches. Those that most successfully illust r ate his meanings-say of "neighborliness
and neighborhoods" for instance-are
drawn from other cultures, an obliquely
sa d but true commentary on the US art of
townscape.
The text is in English; captions are repeated in German.

REINFORCED FIBERGLAS PLASTIC ... the modern strength

material that is extremely light in weight!
Model JOY con(ains a/I of the HAWS advanced sanitation
features. Angle stream fountain heads are raised and

A m erican Society of Heating and Air Condi·
tioning Engineers, 62 Worth St. , New York

shielded, and are VANDAL PROOF mounted on receptor.

13, N. Y. 1696 pp . 6Y4" x 9Y4". Illus. $12

Valves have auromatic stream control and are self-closing.
*MODEL No. lOY comp lementary colors: Cerulean, Pistachio, Coral

All exposed trim is chrome plated.

Take your choice of color* . .. and design this beauty into

Accent, Yellow Mist,

your next school job. It's easier to install and built for a

Gray Satin, and Petal

lifetime of sanitary service.

White.

Wr jte for full information, TODAY!
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HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDI·
TIONING GU IDE 1956. Published by

This annual opus on the technicalities of
heating and air conditioning is bigger
than ever-the technical section alone
covers 1,176 pp. (Balance of the book is
ma de up of pr oduct descriptions.) This
year particular attention has been given
to the presentation of heat transmission
coefficients of building materials. The design values for conductivity and conductance are included for many more materials than in previous editions. The increased number of tables make it easy to
compute the effect of adding air spaces or
insulations to walls, ceilings or floors.
continued on p. 184

I

New York Coliseum
1

~~~~t~;~ h~~l~~~
story office building, a large underground garage, and
>,---!-'>'-../
9 acre kour level
·
/ exhibitiop area with the most modern
facilities obtainable.

:a

_L-_

Exposilion Capital of the World

Another Famous Showplace Equipped with

PllEIS

Control ststems for Heating
Ventilating and Air Conditioning

Versatility of Powers Control meets
the varied needs of this unique building. A million visitors and exhibitors
annually will enjoy its air-conditioned
comfort.
New landmark dominates Columbus Circle
OWNER
Triborough Bridge & Tunnel Authority
ARCHITECT -

Leon and Lionel Levy

MECHANICAL ENGINEER -

Guy B. Panero

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Wa I sh-Fu Ile r-S latte ry

The large Coliseum areas are supplied
by high velocity single zone air systems
while the small meeting rooms, office

HEATING, VENTILATING AND
AIR CONDITIONING CONTRACTOR
Almirall & Company, Inc.

Other Famous Showplaces Using
Powers Air-Conditioning Control
Madison Square Garden • Radio City
Music Hall • UN General Assembly Hall
Coliseums in Houston and Syracuse
(c76)
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Ten cooling towers on the Coliseum
roof provide condenser cooling water
for 4100 tons of refrigeration. Four
centrifugal compressors carry the cooling load. Interconnection of the cooling
and chilled water circuits permits compressors to serve either the offices or
Coliseum.

areas, etc. are served by low pressure
fan units and by high velocity double
duct sP;'stems. One of the 7 Powers
Control panels is shown above.
In thi:j office building, occupants can
dial tHe temperature they wish. Individual space control is obtained with
550 Pqwers Heating-Cooling Thermostat's regulating 1400 unit air-conditioner valves. Interior zones are served
by higp velocity air systems.
Consult Powers when you have a temper-

ature or humidity control problem for
a ne~ or existing building. You can
benefit from our 65 years of experience
gained in all types of buildings.

THE POWERS REGULATOR COMPANY
SKOKIE, ILLINOIS

Offices in chief cities in U.S.A., Canada and Mexico
See your phone book

I

65 years of Automatic Tem-Derature and Humidity Control
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Vermiculite Tests I
of Column Fireproofing Shpw How
To Save Weight, Money and Space
Steel columns pass a 4-hour fire test when they are
protected with only 1 % in. of vermiculite plaster,
new fire tests reveal. These tests were sponsored by
the Vermiculite Institute and were carried out at
the Underwriters Laboratories. In another test,
a similar column passed a 3-hour fire test with
1%" of Vermiculite plaster.
In these tests, Keybead was used on corners.
First, the scratch coat was applied to the plaster

View of test column in furnace near
end of test, during which temperature
reached 2,000 degrees F. Note absence
of cracks along the Keybead .

base. Then, Keybead was stapled to the scratch coat.
Quick and easy to apply. Straight and true .from
end to end. Open mesm 9f Keybead provides full,
solid plaster corners w~en brown coat is applied.
Architects, contractors and plastering contractors
already have discovered the advantages that
KEY BEAD gives with regular construction. Now you
can specify and use it with absolute confidence
wherever firesafety derp ands the best.

No special cutting and fitting of Keybead is required. Straight from end to
end, it is easy to get precision corners.
Just staple it to the scratch coat.

KEYSTONE STEEL & WIRE COMPANY • Peoria 7, Illinois

See how easily the plaster flows
through the mesh. That's why you
can be sure of strong, solid plaster
corners with KEYBEAD.
Keymesh ® • Keyco rn er • Keyi>ead • Key -Z-Bead •Keys tone
Nai l s • Keystone Ti e Wire • Keystone Welded Wire
Fabric • Keystone Non-Climbable and Ornamental Fence

Where high humidity o r corrosive atmosphere exists, specify KEY·Z-BEAD with the solid zinc nose.
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oont'd.

DESIGN OF REINFORCED CONCRETE.
By Boris W . Boguslavsky.

Published by The

Macmillan Co., 60 Fifth Ave., New York 11,
N.Y.

428 pp. 6Y4 ° x 9Y2 ".

Illus.

$7.50

This is primarily a college textbook. It
presents to the beginning student, in bimple detail, the fundamentals of structural
theory as it applies to the analysis and
design of reinforced concrete meml:\ers,
and acquaints him with the design p~oce-

<lures and techniques commonly used in
structural engineering offices. It also gives
the practicing engineer a series of outlines
which will guide him through the design
of many a reinforced concrete member or
structure.
ESTIMATING CONSTRUCTION COSTS.
By R.
H ill

L. Peurifoy.

Published by McGraw-

Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 42nd St.,

York 36, N. Y. 315 pp.

6" x 9Y4".

New

Illus. $8.50

According to the preface, the purpose of
this book is to assist the reader in understanding the methods of estimating the
cost of constructing engineering projects.
Tables involving labor give the approximate man-hours required to perform a
specified quantity of work. Unit prices are
included for materials, labor and equipment in order to complete each estimate.
While these prices are representative of
·c urrent prices, they should be modified for
.any particular project.

BOOKS RECEIVED
THE ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES. By N. J .
Hoff. Published by John Wiley &. Sons, Inc.,
440 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N.Y. 493 pp.
6" x 9Y4". Illus. $9.50
WREN

AND

HIS

ARCHITECTURE.

PLACE

IN

By Eduard

EUROPEAN
Sekler.

Pub·

lished by The Macmillan Co., 60 Fifth Ave.,
New York 11, N.Y. 217 pp. plus illustrations.
6Y4" x 10". $12
FOUNDATION
Hammond.
brary,

ENGINEERING.

Published

Inc.,

15 E.

by

40th

By

Philosophical

St.,

New

York

Rolt
Li16,

N.Y. 192 pp. 6" x 9". Illus. $10
TEN BOOKS ON ARCHITECTURE. By Leone
Battista Alberti . Distributed by Transatlantic
Arts, Inc., Hollywood-by-the-Sea, Fla. 256 pp.
plus illustrations. 7" x 10". $8.50
BOECKH'S

MANUAL

OF

APPRAISALS.

Fifth Ed . Published by E. H. Boeckh &. Associates, 1406 M St., N.W., Washington 5, D.C.
840 pp,

L

x 8%". Illus. $18

FOUNDATIONS: DESIGN AND PRACTICE.
By Elwyn E. Seelye. Published by John Wiley
&. Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16,
N.Y. 8" x 10Y4". Illus. $16

FLOORS

FOR
You are assured of dry floors for
your clients when you specify
Sisalkraft MOISTOP for under all
concrete slabs and as a ground
cover for crawl spaces in residr ntial construction.
This is a superior water and
moisture-proofing product Mth
polyethylene backed to reenforcied,
impregnated kraft paper. It is perOther Quality
Products in the
SISALKRAFT Line:
Si1alkrak-Reenforced, woter·
proof b"ilding pa per

Copper Armored Si1alkraft
-

5Yl'

manent in its protection . . . it is
unaffected by acids and alkalies,
rot and mold.
You will want to specify Sisalkraft MOISTOP for all types of construction - there is nothing finer.
Available in rolls up to 8 feet meets FHA and VA minimum
property requirements.

THE ENGLISHNESS OF ENGLISH ART. By
Nikolaus Pevsner. Published by Frederick A.
Praeger, 105 W. 40th St., New York 18, N. Y.
208. pp.

5Yl'

x 8%". Illus. $4.50

ROMANESQUE ART. By Juan Eduardo Cir.
lot. Published by Philosophical Library, 15 E.
40th St., New York 16, N.Y. Jj3 pp, 8%" x
11Y4". Illus. $10

BUILDINGS

e~
~L'-L~LL~ [~ ~ L-LJ
ALWAYS USE

PRODUCTS

OF

TOMORROW.

Guide

for

Planning Settlements and Community Build ings.

By Fern M . Colborn. Published by Wil-

liam Morrow and Co., Inc., 425 Fourth Ave.,
New York 16, N.Y. 159 pp, 5Y2 " x 8\4". Illus.
$3.50

Electro sheet copper for con ·

cealed flashing
proofing

Sl1alation -

and

water·

Reflective insvla·

tion and vapor barrier

511alkraft Yapor1top -

Rot

resistant vapor barrier

Sbalite fllm

Pure polyethylene

American
SISALKRAP'T

Corporation
Chicago 6 •
New Yark 17
San Francl,..5

A

TREATISE

Vol.

I,

ON

Instruments

SURVEYING. Sixth
and

Ed.

Basic Techniques;

Vol. II, More Advanced Techniques and Modern Developments. By Middleton &. Chadwick.
Published by Philosophical

Library, Inc., 15

E. 40th St., New York 16, N.Y. 381 and 438 pp.
5%" x 9", Illus. $20 per set
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The University of Te xa~ M. D. Anderson HoJpital & Tumor Institute.

Architect: Mac Kie and Kamrath .

We wish we could pin a sample of ~a l istron's new Shadow line pattern to this page.
Then you could see its beauty of de1ign, feel its deep texture, conjure up dozens of
new decorative ideas and applicatioI's it makes possible. There's absolutely nothing
like it on the market - certainly not ing with such a rich texture that will yet stand
up to brutal punishment, careless us or hard wear.
Kalistron gives walls living, glow~ng beauty - shielded by a coat of tough, transparent vinyl against scratching, scraping, scuffing, marring. And it cleans in seconds with a damp cloth. We ca n't pi1{ Kalistron's Shadowline to this page, of course.
But we can do the next best thing: send you samples and color card. Write today
and they're yours promptly.

•
For many interior walls, there's not~ing that can take the place of rich-grained wood
paneling. But is it practical on a curved wall or round pillar? Certainly it is, with
new improved Flexwood-real wood paneling in flexible form. It hugs a curved wall
as easily as a flat wall ... you can eyen wrap it around columns. Beautiful matched
grain effects, in your choice of 40 beautiful woods, in architectural and random
grades. Flex wood meets all fire code requirements ... for new construction or alterations in offices, banks, public institutions, homes, etc. Every installation guaranteed.
Office of John Ti shman, Ti shman Rea lt y & cbnst ruction Co., In c., New York, N. Y. Architect: M. Sa phi er.

UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION
New York 36, N. Y.

flexible Materials Division
29:l1 So. Floyd St .. Louisville 13, Ky.

PRODUCTS
4· 1i1sul
\ tvire ...-e>,h

3

radi01d hEa.i coil
/

·metal cove r pat?S

~-+.-----'\--~--+--

(1) STEEL JOISTS

can compete in
price with wood framing systems

A hollow steel beam system competitive
costwise with lumber in light construction,
Websteel can carry cast-in-place concrete,
metal roof deck or finished wood flooring.
The panels of beams are designed for
efficient load distribution and consist of
trough-shaped joists and cold-formed
metal angles which are delivered knockdown and assembled into grids on the job.
Two men can put together the four-beam
sections at the rate of 10 sq. ft. a minute.
Flanges on each side of the tapered beams
make W ebsteel adaptable to different kinds
of roof and floor construction. Used with
mesh reinforced concrete (top diagram,
left) the grid is covered with shallow
metal cover pans. Joist flanges are left
exposed to become embedded in concrete
and thus provide reinforced compression
members while the steel below acts in
tension- ideal conditions for both materials. No removable pans are needed; Websteel serves as the permanent form, supporting the pour on long spans without
shoring.
On jobs calling for wood floors, 1 x 4
nailer strips are wedged under the flanges,
and the finish floor applied crosswise
directly on the top of the joists. W ebsteel
also is furnished with metal decking ( center diagram left) which is gripped by the
flanges to interlock without any clips or
welding. The joists have holes every 4" to
facilitate installation of utility lines and
50 can also act as a cellular floor for
electrical distribution. The 51h "-deep
joists spaced 16" o.c. span 16'. In-place
cost, including nailers for a wood floor,
is approximately 68 ¢ per sq. ft., and Websteel for spans up to 26' runs 78¢.

Manufacturer:
tems, Inc.

Websteel

Framing

Sys-

For more data use coupon, p. 224

(2) POLYESTER

PANS molded into
forms for coffered ceiling

The structural and acoustical values of a
waffled concrete ceiling for a garage,
warehouse or factory can be achieved
quite easily with these new lightweight
reinforced plastic forms. Molded under
300 ° heat and 1 ton pressure, the chemical
resistant polyester resin and glass fiber
domed pans TY'~nsure 1'-6" square by 8",
10", 12" and 1'-2 " deep and in many ways
are as strong as steel forms of comparable
size. The noncorrosive plastic surface
leaves a smooth concrete surface and is
said to reduce the number .o f voids.
Weighing only 7 to 8 lb. each, the forms
are easy to handle and can be stripped
continued on p. 190
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This bra+d name
also means ...

J_
Seasoned lumber delivers sound building valuesand gives builders an important sales point
•When you design homes for today's
competitive market, consider this
fact: a home is easier to sell if it is
framed and sheathed with Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Kiln-dried Lumber.
There are several reasons for this
increased value.
For example, Kiln-dried Framing
is an important sales feature because
the public has learned that seasoned
lumber is strong .. . that it has dimensional stability ... that it contributes
to sound, reliable construction.
Kiln-dried Lumber Sheathing on a
new home is a feat ure that helps close
many sales. Lumber is strong ... it
holds nails firmly. Also, lumber sheathing permits the use of shingles,
vertical siding, and other special
coverings without furring strips.

These are a few of thJ reasons why
lumber sheathing has been the accepted standard for g~nerations ...
and is still a mark of high quality
construction in homes, farm buildings and commercial structures.
The Weyerhaeuser 4-Square brand
name, nationally advertised, is wellknown to the public ... a quality mark
of sound building value.
All lumber bearing the brand name
Weyerhaeuser 4-Square is scientifically
kiln-dried, precision-ranufactured,
properly graded and carefully loaded
for shipment. It is available in a wide
range of species and gfades, in commons and clears. There are Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Lumber products,
from dimension to moidings, to meet
every need in light construction.

Weyerhaeuser Sales Company
ST. PAUL l, MINNESOTA
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Louvers on
Varsity un its
may be opened
f rom e ith er s id
to fac ilitate
e
servicing.

N.l the~e things considered ..•
W \,Specific Units [ot Even' Need
~ 1· }'tecision Consttuction

~

~

3. \,oW Insta\\at\on Cost
"· Min\inUtn Maintenance cost

~ 5, Lowest ovet·A\\ ~osl
rnake BENJAMIN the
choice for

~~t~er l~htin~~1

188

Send for
your F REE copy
of one or all
of these interes ting
lighting buJJetinsJ

consider:

Minimum maintenance cost!
When you look into the maintenance features of
Benjamin Line lighting units, you will find important
cost-cutting advancements such as shown above.
These features not only make sure that t he lighting
system will stand up year-after-year, but also that
the cleaning, re-lamping and servicing operations can
be performed at lowest possible cost. Such time and
labor-saving features are typical of the entire Benjamin Line . .. they are another reason why Benjamin
advises specifiers and buyers to consider all things
when selecting lighting equipment. They prove that
a few pennies more invested in Benjamin quality, returns many dollars in better performance at minimum
maintenance cost.
Benjamin Elech·ic Mfg. Co., Dept. YY, Des Plaines, Ill.
'B·l038-18

0 ,ISTl\tl!.OTOI\$
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from the concrete with a shot of compressed air. The forms are leased on a sq.
ft. basis, the rate depending on amount of
reuses. Average cost is about 18¢ a sq. ft.
Manufacturer: American Fiberglass Corp.
(3) TWO-FACED FORMS for concrete

made of plywood, bolts, clamps

Tremco research, aided by reprei;;entatives of leading glass manufacturers, has developed liew glazing and sealing techniques for curtain wall construction.

u~ing plain l1;8 exterior plywood counterbored fasteners and steel clamps,
Formco's method of constructing formwork for concrete is fast and economical.
The reversible panels are adaptable to
foundations of any thickness, height and
length. The system is also well suited for
stepped up footings, pilasters, columns
and beams, according to several contractors who reported labor costs cut from
45¢ down to 6¢ per sq. ft. of form. Weighing about 3 lb. a ft., the 7 or 9 ply sheets
are predrilled and fitted with rust resistant Phillips head bolts which are counterbored and held in place by nuts. Steel
clamps attached to the plywood on the job
are provided with grooved slots for snap
ties. Inner and outer form walls can be
built separately or at the same time. All
panels are interchangeable and can be
used horizontally or vertically. As the concrete sets up, bottom panels may be detached and used for the formwork at top.
When one side of the plywood is worn, the

You'll find these new specifications important to
insure leak..lfree installations. Ask your Tremco
Man for a copy of "NEW PRODUCTS AND
ME T HODS FOR NEW GLAZING AND
SEALINQ- PROBLEMS," or write: The Tremco
Manufacturing Company, 8701 Kinsman
Road 1 Cleveland 4, Ohio, or The Tremco
Manufacturing Company (Canada)
Limited, Leaside, Toronto, Ontario.
"When )'011 specify a Tremco product
- yo/f specify a Tremco service!"

PRODUCTS AND MITHODS fOR BUllDlllG
MAlffrENANCf ' CONSTRUCTION
.

-
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hardware can be reversed and the other
fresher surface used. Formco panels and
clamps are said to take up 1A the truck
and storage space of standard forms with
protruding hardware and framing. Sold in
any size panel from 8" to 24" wide and 3'
to 8' long, the Formco system costs about
$1.45 to $1.60 per sq. ft. with hardware.
Manufacturer: Formco, Inc.
continued on p. 194

direct food flow cuts steps, spee/ds service
ideas from

AT UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, WOMEN'S LEAGUE BUILDING

Blickman-Built
food service

SPEEDY CAFETERIA SERVICE is aided by proximity of serving counter to
cooking section in kitchen. Heated and cold pass-through cabinets back of
the counter, placement of salad preparation unit in a direct line with salad
display case, automatic Lowerator diSpenser units for plates, cups and saucers
- are among the many facilities lo help speed service. Equipment is of all
stainless steel construction.
PORTABLE BINS ELIMINATE WASTE MOTION-Stainless
steel baker's tables with portable bins underneath . Bins are
wheeled directly to supply section and fill ed with ingredients. Rehandling is eliminated - waste motion reduced to
a minimum. When bins are removed , area beneath table
can be cleaned easily.

MOVABLE CARTS SAVE LABOR-Warking side of stainless
steel cafeteria counter. Movable carts beneath counter can
be loaded with food, avoiding unnecessary hand ling of
separate d ishes.

e Reflecting careful planning! compact arrangement of
equipment in this installation cuq; down steps in the processing of foods. In the kitchen, fo9d flows smoothly in direct
lines from receiving to storage and refrigerators, and thence
to the preparation areas and cooking section. From these locations, the distances to the storage spaces in the cafeteria line
are short and direct. Speedy, step-saving service is further
aided by portable bins, under-counter carts and pass-through
facilities. These features eliminat'e waste motion and increase
operating efficiency. Stainless m:el equipment with rounded
corners, rolled edges and crevice-free surfaces make cleaning
easy, aid sanitation. When you plan your mass-feeding installation, you, too, can obtain substantial savings in labor and
maintenance costs by specifying "Blickman-Built."

S. BLICKMAN, INC . ,
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This illustrated folder gives more inlormalion about Blickman-Built food service
installations. Send for ybur free copy today.

5 808 Gii.EGO RY
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AVENUE, WEEHAWKEN,

N. J,
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NO CEILING ON COMl=ORT MERE •I
But, plenty of ceiling on cost!
That's because lightweight, easyhandling Chase copper tube for
radiant heating installs faster! Perfectly tempered, it easily ~nrolls
into position on ceiling or floor.
Comes in long 60 and 100-foot
lengths that result in fewer joints.
Connections are quickly made

with simple soldering techniques.
Even the rugged carton for
Chase copper water tube is designed to speed handling .. . save
time! It's color-coded for easy
identification of type and size. Has
a center hole big enough for a firm
grip . Can be stacked, rolled or
carried with ease!

Proof that Chase copper water
tube cuts installation time is the
fact that it is being used in many
of the largest housing developments where over-all costs must
be low!
If it's radiant heating, be sure the

system is made with Chase copper
tube and solder-joint fittings.

Chase~
BRASS &

COPP ER

CO.

WATERBURY 20, CONNECTICUT • SUBSIDIARY OF KENNECOTT COPPER CORPORATION

The Nation's Headqua rters for Brass, Copper and Stainless Steel
Atlanta Baltimore Boston Cha rlotte Chicago Cincinnati Cleveland Dallas Denver Detroit Grand Rapids Houston Indianapolis Kansas City, Mo. Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Newa rk
New Orleans
New York
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Providence
Rochester St. Louis
San Francisco Seattle
Wate rbury
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(4) PLYWOOD PANEL serves both as
subflooring and underlayment

~ont'd.

Instead of applying thin plywood or hardboard over a standard subfloor and wood
joist construction, Seattle Homebuilder
Kenneth Larsen found he could get heavier
1 % " plywood laid over 4 x 6 joists 4' o.c.
to double as subflooring and underlayment
and save about $5 00 a house on material
and labor. Larsen's technique, applicable
to many types of small commercial buildings, was approved by the local FHA and
got the attention of the Douglas Fir Plywood Assn. which is now selling the
rugged unsanded, 7-ply floor base as Panel
f!.4. 1 and distributing framing diagrams
on how to use it. Creating a stiff, creakless floor under resilient tile, hardwood or
carpet, the 4' x 8' sheets of 2.4.1 are
nailed (with ring shank or threaded nails)
with face grain running ' across the joists
and panel edges supported by them. The
joists can be tied to the foundation in several ways or notched into pockets with the
tops flu sh with th e plate to cut wall height.
Because the walls are carried directly on
the foundation, the trouble of shrinking
joists and subsequent sticky doors and
windows can be avoided. Approximate cost
of 2.4.1 is 34¢ a sq. ft.
Mnnnfacturer: Douglas Fir Plywood Assn.

For more data use coupon, p. 224

AUTOMATIC GAS

UNIT
HEATERS

••

I

(5) HONEYCOMB PANEL with plastic
face made in continuous lengths

Continental Can is putting up a package
for the building industry. Sandwiching its
Cono lit e polyester countertopping around
phenolic impregnated honeycomb or high
density foamed styrene cores, it has producecl. a lightweight stru~tur ;:i. pand 3'
wide by any length for furniture, wall
paneling and partition applications. The
scratch and stain resistant surface comes
in patterns and solid permanent colors,
with a smooth gloss finish or with the fine
weave of its glass-fiber reinforcement
showing as a decorative texture. Conolite
is said to withstand boiling water, acid,
gTease and temperatures up to 350° F .
It can be wiped clean with a damp cloth.
Prices for l" thick sandwich are about
$1.25 to $1.50 a sq. ft.
Mannfacturer: Honeycomb Div. and Conolite Div., Continental Can Co.
continued on p. 198
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UMBRELLA OVER PRIZED COLLECTIONS of the Detroit Institute of Arts has
always been a Barrett SPECIFICATION * Roof. As a matter of policy, the Institute recently replaced the vital roof
(although it remained in water-tight condit ion after 27 years). They insisted that the new roof again be constructed according to Barrett's famous published specifications. That means application by approved roofers ...
inspection by Barrett experts .' .. and a Surety Bond against maintenance expenses for up to 20 years. But more
important than any bond is the Institute's assurance that Detroit's art treasures are safe beneath the most
modern and dependable of all built-up roofs. BARRETT DIVISION, Allied Chemical & Dye Corporation ,
40 Rector St., New York 6, N. Y. In Canada : The Barrett Co., Ltd., 5551 St. Hubert St ., Montreal, Que.

¢Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

ROOFS
... they outlive
the bond!
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RESILIENT FLOORING INFORMATION

Significant changes have taken place in ...
GAUGES OF RESILIENT FLOORING
I

The most obvious reason for concern with the gauge or
thickness of a resilient floor is its effect on the length of
service it will give. Once this was the most important factor in the selection of flooring. Until recently, the gauges
manufactured in the United States closely followed the
example of those made in Europe. There, construction
was expected to last for centuries and demanded the thickest gauges that could be prociluced, with little or no heed
to the cost of such materials, "Battleship" linoleum, for
instance, meant ~s" or thicker and was actually made in
both %" gauge (0.250'') and occasionally 8mm. gauge
(0.315") to special order.
Today, long experience in the resilient flooring industry
has resulted in superior man\lfacturing methods and improved materials. These impart far greater durabilityand economy-to traditionally favorite floors, so that
gauges which were once regarded as being too "light" for
satisfactory performance now appear more than adequate
for most residential and commercial areas. In addition,
new resilient floors have been introduced, with superior
compositions and newly developed synthetic binders.
These, in thinner gauges, provide durability equal to or
better than that supplied by tlaicker gauges of more traditional materials.
Along with these product imprpvements, the modern trend
toward frequent redecoration, which often necessitates
the replacement of a floor long before it has worn out, has
made durability a somewhat less important consideration
in the selection of a floor than it has been in the past.
There are, however, other prqperties of resilient flooring
that are affected by its gauge ... notably appearance and
comfort. The thicker the gauge, the better the resilient
floor hides subfloor irregularities, and the better the appearance. The floor's comfort value and quietness also increase with the gauge.
In any resilient flooring installhtion, of course, it is necessary to take into consideration a number of factors other
than the gauge or thickness of the material. In choosing
a flooring material, the proper composition for the type of
service it will undergo must be decided first. Then the
gauge of that material is considered.

@mstrong

FLOORS

Homogeneous Resilient Tiles
In the case of homogeneous, unbacked tile floors, gauges
exceeding Ifs" are seldom used except in commercial installations where maintenance and traffic conditions are
extremely severe. From the point of view of durability,
the thinner gauges of the chosen composition will meet
most requirements where the amount of maintenance is
expected to be reasonable. But if quietness and comfort
are of major importance, thicker gauges should be chosen.
For locations where poor maintenance or severe traffic
conditions are involved, the thickest available gauge in the
correct flooring material should be chosen.
There are some compositions of tile such as Linotile in
which only one "all-purpose" gauge is available. Here it
is safe to assume that the nature of the tile makes it applicable to a broad range of conditions in the type of service
for which it was designed.

Linoleum and Sheet Plastic Floors
Backings were originally used on resilient floors merely as
a carrier to support the flooring materials during processing. Now they make important contributions to the flooring by adding even greater resilience and comfort. Recent developments include special felts such as Armstrong
Armofelt®. This backing material, saturated with resins,
gives very superior performance. As a result of the variety of backings used, and their effects on the qualities of a
floor, the gauge of "backed" resilient flooring materials
cannot be considered without reference to backing as well
as the surface composition.
In choosing linoleum, Light and Standard gauges should
be used only in areas of light service or where initial cost
dominates considerations of durability. Heavy gauge
linoleum should be used for most commercial installations,
since such floors are subjected to conce~trated traffic.
The durability of the new plastic compositions permits
plastic flooring materials to be manufactured in thinner
gauges with serviceability equal to that of linoleum in
heavier gauges. For example, the thinner gauges of Armstrong Carlon plastic flooring can be regarded as equal to
Standard gauge linoleum.

LINOLEUM

PLAIN
JASPE
SPATTER®
TEXTELLE®

DECORAY®
RAYBELLE®
ROYELLE®
MARBELLE®

TOWN HOUSE* INLAID
CRAFTLINE® INLAID
EMBOSSED INLAID
STRAIGHT LINE INLAID

l

Installation guide-resilient floors by type and gauge
HOMOGENEOUS FLOORS
Mode without bocking.
Wearing surface ex tend s
full thickness of tile .

Flooring materials suitable for severe service conditi ons
also can be used in lighter service areas. These recommenda tions, however, take into account the cost factor and
eliminate heavier gfrnges where a thinner ga uge represents
a more economical value.
Severe
Commercial

Commercial

Light
Commercial

Residential

Light
Residential

Light
Commercial

Residential

Light
Residential

(Vinyl)

EXCELON TILE
(Vinyl-asbes tos)

Service Gauge

CORK TILE
CUSTOM CORK TILE
LINOTILE
RUBBER TILE

1

1s"

1

1s"

ASPHALT TILE

'Is"

Standard

ASPHALT TILE

l

Conductive

BURLAP-BACKED FLOORS
Over-a ll gouge-1 / 8 -inch .
Wearing thickness-.090 -inch .
Bocking-.035 -inch .

tal operating room s.

:

I

H eavy industrial for sth tic control

Not for use in hospi-

I

/'/l'I'/

HEAVY GAUGE
LINOLEUM

1s"

1

Industrial for static co ntro l

I

Severe
Commercial

Commercial

Plain (Incl uding ' ' Battleship .. )

I

Jospe
Marbelle

Textelle

FELT-BACKED FLOORS
Over-all gouge-.090- nch.
Wearing thickness-.050 - nch.
Bocking-.040· nch.

{

I

I

/

1

/1 1 1 1 /

STANDARD GAUGE
LINOLEUM

I

Commercial

Commercial

Light
Commercial

Residential

Light
Re sidential

Severe
Commercial

Commercial

Light
Commercial

Residential

Light
Reside ntial

Severe

Plain
Jaspe

Marbelle
Raybelle llncl. Tile)
Roye lie (Incl . Tile)
Spatter

Embossed Inlaid
Craftlin• Inlaid

Town House Inlaid
Straight Line Inlaid

FELT-BACKED FLOORS
Over-all gouge-.070-inch .
Wearing thickness-.030-inch .
Bocking-.040-inch.

{
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I .' I

I

CORLON

Granette

(Sheet vinyl)

De core sq

:

Terrano

I

Marbelle

I

LIGHT GAUGE
LINOLEUM

Decoray

CUSTOM CORLON® TILE
EXCELON® TILE

llncl . Tile)
Newray

ARMSTRONG CORK COMPANY ma kes all types of resilient floors for all types of interiors. Almost any flooring problem
can be met with one or more of the floors in the Armstrong Line.
As a result, we have no special bias toward any one type and can
offer impartial recommendations on any flo oring problem. Our
main interest is to aid you in making a sound flooring selection.
Armstrong Architectural-Builder Consultants throughout the

PLASTICS

I

country are glad to assist architeqts and make specific recommendations for individual jobs. Your Armstrong representative
can also call upon the Armstrong Research and Development
Center and the Bureau of Interior Decoration for assistance.
For helpful information on any flooring question, call your
nearest Armstrong District Office or write direct to Armstrong
Cork Company, Floor Division, L~ ncaster, Pennsylvania.

DECORESQ® CORLON
GRANETTE® CORLON
TERRAZZO* CORLON

RESILIENT TILES
* TRADE-MARK

ASPHALT TILE
Standard
Corkstyle*
Greaseproof
Conductive

RUBBER TILE
LINOTILE®
CORK TILE
CUSTOM CORK TILE
LINOLEUM TILE

PRODUCTS

cont'd.
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(6) EANK EQUIPMENT operates on
push buttons and hydraulics

GET IN TOUCH WITH TYLER FOR ..•

lirst complete color system
exclusively lor supermarkets

• • • specializeld assistance
in superm._rket planning
Go right with color in the supermarketuse the NEW TYLER-KETCHAM COLOR
COMPATIBILITY SYSTEM developed in
consultation with Howard Ketcham, Inc.,
color experts. Covers Tyler equipment in
color and its relation to walls , flooring,
signs, the entire store interior I Flexible,
simplified.Wide range of selections. Store·
tested. Write Store Planning Dept. for
complete details, today.

l"he Tyler Store Planning Department can help
you take advantage of the very latest ideas in
successful supermarket planning and operations.
For prompt assistance, write Tyler today.
NEW TYLER SALES-CASE LINE {Series Y) for self.

service Meat, Produce, Dairy, Ice Cream, Frozen
Food Depts. Introduces new, low 33" merchandising height; many other new "Advanced Design"
(eatures that simplify, speed up installation; cut
costs; boost profits! Send coupon for complete data.

..ml!iiillllll ·························· ·············

,__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.1111

Tyler Refrigeration Corporation, Dept. AF-8

TYLER

coupon for

TYLER REFRIGERATION CORPORATION

Information.

Niles, Michigan
Canada: Tyler Refrigerators , 732 Spadina Ave., Toronto

198

Send
complete

Niles, Michigan.
Rush information on Tyler 0 Color Compatibility
System 0 Supermarket Planning Assistance 0 Complete line of Food Refrigeration equipment for

0 food stores 0 restaurants, hotels, etc.
NAM,o__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS•------------

Putting security operations of the modern
bank in electronic hands, Herring-HallMarvin Safe Co. is producing a line of
automatically controlled equipment that
iHcludes push-button vault doors, drive-in
windows, electronic night depositories and
r oll-top tellers' stations. To open the
weighty vault door, all that is needed is
knowledge of the combination and finger
pressure on the small button. A concealed
hydraulic mechanism automatically withdraws the massive locking bolts, swings
the door open and lowers the footbridge.
For closing, the procedure works in reverse. In case of power failure the door
can be controlled manually.
The bank teller's counter, a mechanized
modification of the old roll-top desk, has
a concealed steel t op beneath the counter
which rolls over the work surface at the
t ouch of a hidden button to lock the
drawers and counter. Each station can be
shut tight in a moment without interferring with the other stations. The Electrciposit night depository not only takes
money after hours but actually deposits it
in the vault. It cannot get stuck in the
chute. After the deposit is made, the
hydraulic unit locks up automatically.
Another of the mechanized items is a
drive-in window. No physical contact can
be made between the teller and customer.
The teller operates a push-button panel to
turn on a two-way intercom, to slide out a
steel tray for the customers' deposit, and
to return the passbDok. Checks are verified
by the main office via closed circuit TV
and direct line phone.
M anuf actiircr: Herring-Hall-Marvin Safe
Co.
(7) AIR

DDIF'FUSIER engineered in
squares and rectangles

m~dular

While the architect often, and wisely,
leaves the mechanics of air di1::tribution to
the engineer, he still is concerned with the
appearance of the air outlets and their
integration with ot her building materials.
Aclrnowledging the importance of both
form and function, the Connor Architect's
Group of draftless diffusers is designed so
that at constant neck velocities, the static
pressure will not vary from a 4" to 1'-2"
neck unit. The line includes square combination supply-return units and substancontinued on p. 204

IN OFFICE BUILDINGS

IN SCHOOLS

IN HOMES

Mile High Center, Denver, Colorado.
I. M. Pei, architect. Toplite Roof Panels
contribute smart, distinctive styling to the
canopy for this modern office building.

Hillsdale High School, San Mateo, California. John Lyon Reid and Partners, architectengineers. Toplite panels evenly distribute
daylight throu ghout the gymnasium .

The activities room in this residence is
well-lighted all day long because 0-I
Topli te Roof Panels pern1it daylighting
"·ithout "hot spots" or glare.

I .
OWENS-ILLINOIS

I

TOPLITE
ROOF PANELS ...

.

~

~~/
H ~re are five dramatic case histories of
Owens-Illinois Toplite Roof Panels
in ~ction ... five diverse examples of
ho'] this great advance in daylighting
is solving lighting problems all over
the country.
1loplite Roof Panels supplement light
fron1 sidewalls in deep areas or completely daylight windowless areas.
Gla~·e and heat of old-fashioned skylights are eliminated because prismatic
gla~s units built into Toplite "think"
before they transmit the sun's rays.
Needed North light and the soft, low
ray~ from the South are readily accepted
while high summer sun rays are rejected.
The complete story of this important
new improvement in efficient utilization
of free daylight is available in a new
booklet on Toplite Roof Panels. For
your free copy, write Kimble Glass
Company, subsidiary of Owens-Illinois,
Dept. AF-8, Toledo 1, Ohio.

T. A. Schutz Company, Morton
Grove, Illinois. Seymour S. Goldstein, architect. Toplite panels may
be installed in continuous strip,
multiple or individual panels . Use a
Toplite Panel as you would a lighting strip.

IN CHURCHES

Marian College, Poughkeepsie, New
York. Ashton, Huntress and Pratt
Associates, Lawrence, Massachusetts, architects. Toplite floods this
handsome chapel with shadowless,
well-distributed, diffused daylight.
Glare of old-fashioned skylights is
eliminated.

TOPLITE ROOF PANELS
AN

<D

PRODUCT

OwENs-ILLINOIS
GENERAL OFFICES· TOLEDO 1, OHlO

G ooD workmanship is one of the
most important factors in preventing
leaky brick walls.
Good workmanship includes wetting
the brick-completely filling the head
and bed joints - and back-plastering
the face brick before the back-up units
are laid.

water may enter, trickle down and leak
to the inside of the wall.

Brixment mortar enables the bricklayer to back-plaster quickly and
easily. Brixment mortar has great
plasticity, high water-retaining capac-

ity and bonding quality, great resistance to freezing and thawing, and
fr eedom from efflorescence. Because
of this combination of advantages,
Br ixment is the leading masonry
cement on the market.

Expect trouble when the face brick are
not parged. Even if the space betv.reen
the face brick and the back-up units is
slushed, it cannot be completely f\lled
with mortar. Voids are left between the
mortar and the brick, through which

LOUISVILLE CEMENT COMPANY, Incorporated, LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
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EAST MAY BE EAST ... WEST MAY BE WEST • ••

but ''Cruising Speed" boiler
operation is best ... anywhere

----

--- -__

- --

--::-::::::- ___
GakkO Tosho Printi g Company, Hara -machi Plant, Tokyo, Japan
Architect: Mr. H. K\Shida and Mr. K. Tange, Tokyo, Japan
Engineer: Mr. K. Kciwai, Toyohash i , Japan
Heating Contractor: Matsuhisa Industrial Company, Numazu, Japan

In Far Away Tokyo, Kewanee Bollen Were Selected by Gakko
Tosho Company Because They Provide Reserve Power to Meet
Fluctuat1n1 Needs.

No matter how you say it, in English or

Japanese, "cruising speed" boiler operation adds up to the
same thing in any language ••• higher efficiency, lower fuel
cost, lower maintenance, less wear and tear, longer boiler
life. And that's what management at Gakko Tosho Company wanted in their modern Tokyo printing plant. So they
selected Kewanee Reserve Plus Rated Boilers. Here they
were assured reserve power to automatically supply steam
quickly to operate automatic printing equipment. Reserve
power in boilers means "cruising speed" operation ••.
dependability •.. with enough power always on tap faster,
surer. It means boilers rated on nominal capacity. Boilers
rated on maximum capacity run at constant top speed,
pile up maintenance and fuel costs-cut .boiler life. Next
time, choose Kewanee Boilers. Just call for the Kewanee
man-in English, Japanese or Sanskrit-and he'll come
running to serve you. KEWANEE BOILER DIVISION or
AMERICAN- STANDARD, 101 Franklin Street. Kewanee, Illinois

.K EWANEE

BOILERS

You can depend oh Kewanee engineering

archit_ectural FORUM / August 1956
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Now!COLOR
in ALIC OA® Aluminum
for ln~ustrial Buildings
NOW WAREHOUSES, FACTORIES AND OTHER INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
CAN BE ERECTED IN BEAUTIFUL COLORED ALUMINUM
Picture your new industrial buildings, regardless of size or purpose, in this soft, lovely
green now available in all Alcoa Aluminum
Industrial Building Products. It's an intriguing picture. Alboa, working with American
Chemical Paint Co., has made it possible.
This new joint development gives Alcoa

Industrial Building Products a long-lasting
"sea-green" color ... a cool, harmonizing
color that's as modern and beautiful as
aluminum itself. It is sunfast, chemically a
part of the metal. New Alcoa "sea-green"
color is available in Alcoa Ribbed, V-Beam
and Corrugated Sheet.

NEW COLOR
MAKES INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS OF ALUMINUM
I
A BETTER BUY THAN EVER

Light, corrosion-'resistant, beautiful roofing
and siding of Alfoa Aluminum can be built
at far lower cost than masonry. Quicker, too.
Framing and fdundation costs are lower.
Maintenance is rf duced to a minimum.
If you want insulation, you can erect a
sandwich wall building with thermal efficiency three times better than eight inches
of masonry!
FREE SAMrLE

Your nearby Alcoa sales office has the complete story on Alcoa Industrial Building Products in the new "sea-green" color.
They will be h~ppy to put you in touch
with selected Alcoa-approved applicators
who offer a complete service in the supply
and erection of these low-cost industrial
building materiats. If you would like further

ALC DA '.,L_____
ALUM I NU.
BUILDING SHEET

202

information and a one-foot-square section
of Alcoa V-Beam sheet in the new architectural Alodine * green color, write Aluminum
Company of America, 852-H Alcoa Bldg.,
Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
*Product of American Chemical Paint Co.

NOW! Alcoa Industrial Building Products Offer
9 lower first cost
•

lower maintenance cost

•

more value for years

• New Green Color

Your Guide to the Best In Aluminum Value

THE ALCOA HOUR
l(L[VI SION"S fl NEST LIVE ORAMA
ALHRNATE

SUNDAY

(V[NING S

a rchitectural FORUM / Aug u st 1956
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tial-looking linear diffusers with extrJded
aluminum vanes. All the squares discharge
air in a circular pattern. The KPSR Jnits
which handle both return and supply Iair,
are designed to prevent short circuitinf. of
supply air into the return air opening.
One of the squares, Model KPT, mer,ely
snaps into a T-bar ceiling system. For
really sooty conditions or installations in
textured ceilings, type A / S is supplied

-

.

~

"".,..,_.

~~4·P

·

_..,.. .

'~

~~--~·..-·~:·!~t
with an antismudge frame. List prices
run from about $10 to $48.
Connor's slotted diffuser, available in 2',
3', 4' and 6' modules, can be butted without end flanges in a continuous strip. The
31h" wide and 6" wide KSL-1 is made for
single air stream and the 1' -Ph" wide
KSL-2, for multidirectional discharge.
Both have extruded vanes with rounded
edges to prevent the whistling and whining of fold-over sheet metal vanes. The
diffuser's grid type damper can be adjusted to equalize air distribution along
the length of the diffaser, and vanes are
hinged for positioning at any angle. Capacities range from 50 to 300 cfm per ft.
of diffuser length. The KSL-1 is about $20
a lin. ft.; the KSL-2, $32.
Manufacturer: Connor Engineering Corp.

(8) CEILING DIFFUSERS adjust
any pattern of air discharge

-•11-__
-~Cn

._....._

·~
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Handling all patterns of air distribution
from direct downward to full horizontal,
Titus curved cone ceiling diffusers work
efficiently in heating and ventilating as
well as cooling jobs. Regardless of the
air direction (regulated by turning the
small center cone) the three contoured
cones stay in the same position. In a
room where several diffusers are each discharging at a different angle they still
have a uniform appearance. For insta!la.tion, the center cone is removed and the
outside cone fastened to the duct collar.
A twist snaps the center assembly back
in place. Available in a wide range of
sizes in fixed cone models (TM) as well
as adjustable (TMA), Titus diffu~ers can
be used on exposed ductwork or installed
flush with the ceiling. They are constructed of rigid steel sheet and are
sprayed with a metallic aluminum finish.
Manufacturer: Titus Mfg. Corp.
continued on p. 208

NEW COLOR for Alcoa® Industrial Building Products
developed by ACP

· Now Alcoa

Architect~ral

Aluminu~

Alodine® Process

siding and roofing for

industrial buildings are available in color. The
attractive sea green color- a protective chemically-formed coating i'n tegral with the metalenhances the appeara:µce of the aluminum and
materially reduces glare.
This joint ACP-Al6oa development is inexpensive, compared to other commercial finishes,
requires little maintenance. The color is sunfast.
Samples of this new color in aluminum siding
and roofing can be

o~tained

by writing Alcoa,

Box 1101, Pittsburg~ 19, Pa.

AMERICAN

C~EMICAL

PAINT CO MPANY

Amb ler 23, Pa.
Detroit, Mich.

architectural FORUM / August 1956

•

St. Joseph, Mo.

•

Niles, Calif.

•

Windsor, Ont.
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New Westinghouse Elevator
Control Ends Annoying
"Door-Scare" Forever
Delighted passengers in heavy-traffic buildings report complete
confidence in Westinghouse Operatorless Elevdtors with
exclusive new TRAFFIC SENTINEL~

The last objection to heavy-duty
opera torless elevators has been overcome once and for all by exclusive
new Westinghouse TRAFFIC
SENTINEL. This remarkable elevator
door control forever eliminates
frightening, irksome, premature
door-closing movements which can
startle passengers.
Proved By Water Glass Test

On Westinghouse Operatorless Elevators, equipped with exclusive new
TRAFFIC SENTINEL, the car and
corridor doors remain completely
motionless while passengers are entering or leaving.
There is positively no movement of the open doors-a full
glass of water held next to them
will not spill a drop.
Gone is any trace of passenger
anxiety, worry, or "door-scare."
TRAFFIC SENTINEL guides Westinghouse Operatorless Elevator
doors with its "electronic hand" far
more expertly than the most

highly trained

a~endant.

Invisible Bea~s Control Doors
Invisible infra-red beams "watch"
passenger movement and synchronize door closings automatically
according to traffic flow . They adjust
door-open time differently for passengers entering and leaving the car,
and close doors only after the last
passenger passes safely through.
Tenants-to ~ man, woman, and
child-are delig~ted and amazed at
this mind-reading marvel.
Cuts Door-Open Time
TRAFFIC SENTINEL not only in-

spires complete confidence among
passengers but speeds traffic movement by eliminabng all unnecessary
door-open time.
If you are thinking of new building or modernization, we'd like to
show you TRAFFIC SENTINEL and
discuss elevatoring in general. Call
our nearest ofllce today, or write
Westinghouse /Elevator Division ,
Dept. SPX, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York City.

Westinghouse Elevators
YOU CAN BE

architectural FORUM / August 1956
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"Give us all the advantages of your
standardization ... in buildings that
meet all the requirements of our distribution operation." And Luria did!

WHY OMAR, INC. CONTINUES TO BUILD
WITH LURIA ... 31 BUILDINGS IN SIX VEARSI

$10,000,000 Expansion for aggressive
midwes t baking concern includes 31 Luria
St ee l Fram e Buildings of fl at rnpf type.

Operations S ect ion s are effic ient, pleasant
wo r king spaces incor poratin g general offices,
managers offices, meeting and utility room s.

Internal Loading . All units contain internal garaging faci lities
and und erg round gasoline storage.

---------Standard Design of all 31 buildi ngs for Omar, Inc ., America's fastest growing baker s, includes handso me buff brick
walls, built-up roofing, steel sash and doors. Identical" floor plans make every Omar branch familiar to all route men.

There is a standardized solution to your building problem - and Luria
has it! Today, in the distribution fiel d, Luria Buildings are as wellknown for their ability to adapt to individual requirements as for their
standardized economies.
And Luria structures are built for p el'111a11 ence-engineered to surpass
the most stringent building code requirements. You'll find more and
more important companies in your field ordering-and re-ordering Luria Buildings. Contact your nearest Luria representative; it pays!

Company
511 Fifth Av e nue, New York 17, New York
Plant: BETHLEHEM, PEN NS YLVANIA
District Offices : ATLANTA, PHILADELPHIA, BOSTON, CHICAGO , y.'ASHINGTON, D. C.
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(i)

MONOLI
Like a Roman column that has lasted twenty
centuries, a Fiberglas* Built-Up Roof embodies the
construction principle of monolithic strength .

This great new advance in built-up roof construction now promises a virtual end to failures due to faulty bonding of bitumen and
felt. Though applied in layers, Fiberglas Built-Up Roofing and
bitumen are immediately welded into one continuous monolithic
sheath whose inherent solidarity helps prevent buckling, peeling
or cracking. The roofing is reinforced by the same ageless glass
fibers used in Fiberglas-reinforced fishing rods and boat hulls.
Because Fiberglas Built-Up Roofing is reinforced as a single,
monolithic unit, 40% more bitumen can be applied without risk
of cracking-giving 40% more weather and water protection!
Field-tested and proved in use for 9 years in 6 million square
feet of roofing, Fiberglas materials can outlast the bitumen itself!
And with Fiberglas Roof Insulation under a Fiberglas Built-Up
Roof, you have a quality roof from top to bottom. It's amazing
the difference Fiberglas makes!
BOOK - Reinforced Built-Up
Roofs- containing 32 pages of technical and design data later
than current Sweet's Files. Address Owens-Corning F iberglas
Corporation, Dept. 171-H, Toledo l, Ohio.
SEND

FOR

FREE

SPECIFICATION

,.,

'

Roofing Products
O\\"E:\~·COh"\l'(

FIBERGL.. -\ S
•T-M (Rea-. U.S. Pat. Off .) 0-C. F. Corp.
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FIBERGLAS PERMA-PLY* NO. 6 •
FIBERGLAS ROOF MAT • FIBERGLAS BASE SHEET • FIBERGLAS
ROOFING COMBINATION SHEET •
FIBERGLAS ROOF INSU LATION •
FIBERGLAS
FORM
BOARD
FIBERGLAS MOP YARN • FIBERGLAS COROTOP* (Cold-applica-

Fiberglas roofing bonds bitumen applications together
--creates a single reinforced
monolithic sheath.

tion roof resurfacing)
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(9) ARCHED SKYLIGHT mounted in
tandem for effective daylighting

SAFETY on the NEW YORK THRUWAY
•.. ALUNDUM Terrazzo
Provides Walking Safety
in Restaurants
The New York Thruway
Authority has provided safety
for the motorist not only on
the highway but also in the
restaurants and gift shops.
The floors are attractive terrazzo made permanently
non-slip by ALUNDUM
Aggregate. Neither spilled
liquids nor moisture tracked
in on stormy weather days
will cause a slipping hazard.

(10) DOUBLE DOME of polyester and
glass fiber molded with flange

Corner House Restaurant
Clifton Springs, New York
ALUNDUM Terrazzo
by DePaoli Mosaic Co.
Boston, Mass.

m
For full information on ALUNDUM Aggregate for
terrazzo floors and ALUNDUM C.F. Aggregate for
cement floors consult SWEET'S FILE or write for

•(ND RTQ N"")--Ol!la•tal•og-19.35.F._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
NON-SLIP AGGREGATE

NORTON COMPANY
WORCESTER 6, MASS.
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Going from the conventional vacuum
formed dome to a simple curve, Magna
acrylic skylights can be installed in a continuous run easily and economically. Requiring less curb, flashing and fewer roof
breaks than a series of individual skylights, the arched plastic sheets are supplied in single sections up to 72" across
(at the well opening) by 8' long. These
can be strung together for the entire roof
length if necessary to daylight a corridor,
classroom, office or production area. Because the sheets are bent into shape under heat, not stretched, their thickness is
unifo1m and there are no strain spots.
Extruded joints, curved to the contour of
the weather and chemical resistant plastic, are fitted between sections to take up
lengthwise expansion and contraction and
the skylight's side edges float in gaskets.
Magna units are furnished with a frame
of galvanized or stainless steel or copper.
An internal condensation gutter dis.p oses
of any moisture collecting inside the dome
through weep holes in the outside curb.
The skylight can be ordered clear or
translucent, in colorless or tinted acrylic.
Special well fittings, draw shades and corrugated translucent polyester ceilings are
made to specification (see detail above).
Standard Magna skylights run about $5
a sq. ft.; with shade and plastic ceiling,
about $8. The firm also makes standard
Rite Lite fixed and ventilating domes as
well as roof hatchways of similar construction in sizes 20" x 20" up to 63" x
95 1h " with dome rises of 5" to 16". A
28" fixed square is about $22 .
.11£anufacturer: The By-Products Co.

A self-flashing, insulated skylight yielding
80 % light transmission, Consolite is
formed of two layers of glass-fiber reinforced plastic with an integral flange.
The dead air space between the pale green
double dome not only has a thermal value
equal to a 21h" gypsum roof deck but also
eliminates any problem of condensate drip
or detailing drains to handle it. Merely
set down over a hole cut in any kind of
fiat or sloped roof, the flanges of the curbcontinued on p. 212

QUICKLY-ERECTED CURTAIN WALLS
FOR ALL TYPES OF BUILDINGS
Do 3 Jobs in 1 ! Cemesto Panels provide a structural wall . .. thermal
insulation .. . maintenance-free incombustible finished surfaces inside
and out. Save on heating and a ir conditioning costs. They blend harmoniously with brick, stone, w ood, glass, and metals. May be worked
with ordinary tools on the job, or pre-cut to required special sizes at
the mill for faster application. Panels fasten to steel framing with
metal accessories, or to wood framing with nails or screws.
Attractive Extruded Aluminum Accessories harmonize with gray

Cemesto Panel surfaces to lend b eauty to curtain walls. Built-in Neoprene gaskets assure weather tightness.
Architects specify this remarkable all-purpose building material
for curtain walls, roof decks, and movable interior partitions. Write
today for New File 5500 .. . 52-page simplified data book on design
and application details of Cemesto Structural Insulating Panels. The
Celotex Corporation, Dept. AF -86, 120 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Ill.

Another Famous (CEJ!,QJflEX Product

STRUCTURAL INSULATING PANELS
THE CELOTEX CORPOR A TION•
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120 S. LASALLE STREET•

I for

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

* Cemesto Panels ar e strong, rigid,

penmanent structural insulating
units. Their core is Celotex cane
fiber insulation board effectively
protected against dry rot and termite attack by the exclusive
Ferox® Process.Non-combustible
cement-asbestos facings are
bonded to both sides of this insulatlng core by a moisture-proof
a4esive. Cemesto Panels resist
fire, weather, and wear, need no
painting or maintenance.

CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS
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and Architectural FORUM has led
its field in circulation ever
since 1935-21 consecutive years!
It is editorial leadership,

primarily, that makes a magazine
worth buying, worth reading,
worth advertising in ...

architectural

FORUM
the magazine of building

Editorial and
Advertising Offices: 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, New York
Illustrated Folder with Specifications.

MITCHELL
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
27SB S. l4th STREET
MILWAUKEE 46, WISCONSIN

Subscription
Offices: 540 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinoi:

MFRS. of MITCHELL FOLD·D-LEG TABLES, BAND AND CHORAL STANDS, SEATING RISERS

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL
"Tl

Architect: Richard J. Neutra, F.A.l.A.

;:;:c

m

Builder: C. W. Driver, Inc. )>
VI
VI

0

()
)>
~

0

z

Sun Control Jalousies, the facade feature of this building, adjust to compen·
sate for sun movement. They elimin ate direct sun and skyglare and admit
only diffused light. Closed, they darken rooms for the showing of films.
And, in most air conditioned buildings. Lemlar Jalousies are actually cost-free.
See Sweet's or write for proof.
SEE SWEET'S 19f/ Le OR WRITE LEMLAR CORP., P.O. BOX 352, GARDENA, CALIF.
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the finest structures
rest on

RAYMOND FOUJVDATfOJVS
· FORD CENTRA L OFFICE BUILDING
The American Road · Dearborn, Michigan

& Merrill. Fou:-.: o.\TIO :O.: Co:-.:su 1,TA:-lTS: Moran, Proctor, Muesser &
H utl edµ·e. Cu:-<SU L'l't :-<G ENGINEEHS: Weiskopf & P ickll'orl h

OwNEH: Ford i\Iotot• Co mpany. ARcmn:cTS: Skid more. o\\·in gs.

THI~

SCOPE

OF RALIIOXD "5 .U : 1 II JT/£5 .. .
IN THIS COUNTRY
FOUNDATIONS . .. MARINE STRUCT URES ...
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION . .. SO I L INVESTIGATIONS

.OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATE S
COMP LETE SERVICES FOR ALL TYPES

:f.ih~
~
Ito E 0

\

RAYMOND
COXC RETE PILE CO.
J.l.O Ccclar Street• New York 6, N. Y.

Bra11ch Offices in principal cities of the United States.
Canada . Central and South America .

OF CONSTRUCTION.
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up rn

32x96" 1N s1zE, Only HANSOTONE Perl orated
Acoustical FORMBOARD
is exclusive - ideal for
poured gypsum roof decks

less, leakproof Consolite rest flush with
the concrete slab or deck and a1·e anchored
with lead head nails 4" apart. Layers of
p itch and felt are applied up to the counter flashing (indicated by a painted black
border). A special · Bond-type Consolite
with a 6" rise between flashing and
counterfiashing has been approved by
major roofing companies such as Barrett,
Philip Carey and Ruberoid, who will take
r esponsibility for the Consolite installation
and guarantee the .s kylight for the life of
the roof. Rounds and squares come l '-6" x
1' -6" (weight 6 lb. ) up to 3' x 3' and
rectangular shapes from l'-6" x 3' up to
3' x 6'. Prices for single units range from
$22 to $104 with discounts on quantity
orders.
Manufacturer: Consolidated General Products, Inc.

(11) VINYL GRID fused to flat sheet
in combination louver-diffuser

Curticell light louvers sensibly combine the

No other perforated acoustic~! formboard offers the size and
strength, speedy installation and rigid permanence that add
up to such LOW COST per square foot. Hansotone's Distributors are ready to show your how its outstanding acoustica l
qualities and high thermal insulation assure a truly efficient,
attractive base for poured-in-place gypsum roof decks. White
factory shop coated with
.76 light reflection. Benefits of ELOF HANSSON's
acoustical know-how are
yours for the asking . . .
use coupon below today
to get the full story.
HANSOTONE PERFORATED ACOUSTI CAL
FORMBOARD is distributed throughout the
U. S. and Can. by selected engineering.
contracting organizations with wide and
varied experience in erecting structural
roof decks. Their thorough knowledge of
Hansotone's properties and characteristics
are at your service for dependable
engineering, sales and contract
work, efficient economical installa·
tions and to supply long range
maintenance.
See A. I.A. No. 4L and Sweet'•
Catalog Index 2e / Ha.
HAN'.;OTONE is Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

HANSOTONE Roof Deck Installation-Efficient, Economical.

ELDF HRnsson. inc.

711 THIRD AVENUE •NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

ELOF HANSSON, INC., Acoustical Dept. 8-6-2
~11 THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
Gentlemen: We would like ta hear the full story on
tfansotone Perforated Acoustical Formboard from a
local distributor on.
. . . . ......... and/or send
'-'s literature with 12 x 12" sample piece for testing.

~AME
ADDRESS
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shielding job of a cellular grid and the
diffusing work of a fiat translucent panel
in a single molded unit. Formed of shatterproof, self-extinguishing vinyl chloride,
tl:>e new diffusers are 2' x 2', 2' x 4' (a
4' square is in development) and may be
used with fluorescent fixtures, recessed
troffers or rested on standard suspension
systems. Direct lamp glare is controlled
by the 13/ 16"-deep cross fins forming a
1-51/ 64" waffie pattern. The frosted finish
top sheet breaks up reflected glare to assure even illumination without disturbing
surface brightness. Weighing only 4 oz. a
sq. ft., the Curticell shields are cleaned by
a dunking in mild detergent. Top sheet
and grid are electronically fused to prevent any water from getting inside and
cells are rounded to keep dust from collecting in the corners. Price is about $1 a
sq. ft.
Manufacturer: Curtis Lighting, Inc.

(12) CURTAIN WALL, frame and all,
packaged for one-story building
A complete wall system for schools,
motels and commercial buildings, Kawneer's Unit Wall brings the economy of
off-site construction methods down to a
one-story level. Factory assembled, the
wall units are shipped complete with in-

continued on p. 216

a
Paclc•ge Chiller

NEW-

FOR EVERY
APPllCA l'ION

BY

~~~
Paul Heinley has adapted
these ancient Polynesian shutters Into delightful modern
decorative accompaniments.
Some In-stock designs are carried, but most applications
are created to order. Variety
Is Infinite. Panels and designs
are made In unlimited variations, and Paul Heinley's
sources, through his own Hawaiian Island operation, offer
Imported and domestic grills,
authentic hardware, permanently laminated rice paper,
grills, and other special materials for inserts. However
you desire Shoji Shutters to
be made, Paul Heinley has the
exact ing facilities to accomp Ii sh the desired results.
Write for free brochure.
TRAOE

'1"i\
'\l::P'

TO AVOID
IMITATIONS

Famed INNER· FIN Construction
All NON-FERROUS Water Passages
There's a Heat-X package chiller to meet your every
requirement ... residential, commercial, institutional
or industrial. All feature space saving, extra efficiency
Inner-Fin construction - exclusive with Heat-X. All
have completely non-ferrous water passages to guard
against corrosion.
In any designated capacity, Heat-X package chillers are the most compact units made.
Request free bulletins describing the Heat-X chillers designed to me~t your particular needs. And for
capable engineering assistance on any package chiller
problem, contact the experienced Heat-X sales engineer in your area.

MARI(

LOOK FOR THI S
TRADE MARK

'PC' Package Chiller
For brood range of air conditioning, refrigeration and industrial liquid chilling
applications. Models from 2 to 75 H.P.

'PCS' Chiller with Storage Tank
For cafeterias, hospitals, schools, theaters,
etc. - wherever peak load conditions
occur. Stainless steel storage tonk with
Fiberglas insulation. Range: 2 • 10 H.P.
Storage capacity: 40-150 gal.
prevents cracking.

'RPC' Residential Package Chiller
For domestic applications. Available in
2, 3 and 5 H.P. models. Hermetic Compressors. 230/1/60.

Trussed Design
Butt Weld • Deformed Rods

Dua·D~w.1L

zszszszszs
the Backbone of Steel
for EVERY masonry wall
Dur·O · wal Div., Cedar Rapids Black Ca.~CEDAll RAPI DS, IA:
Inc., Box

628~ SY~ACUSE, N.Y.

Dur-0-wal of Ill ., 119

Dur-0-wal Prod.,

N:River SI

~~O~A' IL

Dur·O·wal Prod. of Ala ., Inc ., Box 5446: BIRMJNGHAM, ~L~

Dur-0-woL

'APC' Chiller
~-

Air cooled units available in 2, 3 and 5
H.P. models. For residential and other
applications where air cooled condensing
is necessary.

0

Bulletins conloining speciflcolions FREE on request

HEAtr-x,

Inc.

BREWSTER • NEW YORK

Prod., Inc., 4500 E. Lombard SI., BALTIMORE, MP~· Dur-0-wal Div .. Frontier Mfg.
Co., Box 49\ . PHOENiX,

ARIZ.~

Dur-0-wal, ~~;., 165 Utah St.

TcflEDO, OK

West Coast Factory
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Cantilever Construction

makes every
---·=

==·-· -- ----;

STEEL FRAMEWORK under construction,
February 27, 1956. Erection of the 1,555 tons of
Structural Stfi!el was under the suriervision of
American Bridge Division of United rStates Steel.

STRUCTURAL

CLOSE-UP of the postfree grandstand showing Structural Steel
supporting members
for cantilever over hang. Notice large sections of steel decking_

USS STRUCTURAL

with Structural Steel

seat a good seat
1

in this new Minneapolis stadiJm
I
I

The Metropolitan Sports Area Stadium in
Bloomington, Minnesota, just outside Minneapolis, is the fabulous new home of the
Minneapolis Millers. Claimed to be the finest
baseball stadium in existence, it is actually a
Major League size park, although used by a
Minor League club. The stadium backers,

OPENING DAY at Metropolitan Sports Area
Stadium. Architects & Engineers: Thorshov
& Cerny, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., and Toltz,
King, Duvall, Anderson & Associates, St.
Paul, Minn. General Contractor: Johnson,
Drake & Piper, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

however, hope th~t it will house a Major
League team in the not-too-distant future.
Remarkably enolllgh, not one dollar of public tax money was used to build this $4,500,000
stadium. It was completely financed through
the sale of revenue bonds to more than 2,500
Upper Midwest baseball fans!
Approximately 1,555 tons of Structural
Steel were used in the framing of the 30,000seat stadium. And every seat's a good one,
since the cantilevered tiers keep the viewing
area entirely post-~ree. The lower tier is concrete. The upper tiers, roof, exterior ramps,
decks, and elevator shafts are of steel. Erection was accomplished with welding and high
tensile bolts.
Here is an application which called for a
construction matebal of tremendous loadbearing capacity, g:ueat versatility, and honestto-goodness econotny. What other material
could possibly have been chosen? Structural
Steel is certainly ~he strongest of load-bearing construction materials, yet the most
economical. It can take more abuse than other
structural materialk, successfully resisting torsion, tension, comgression and shear. Enclose
it in buildings and, it lasts indefinitely- requiring no maintenance. And, of course, it may be
welded, bolted, or riveted- erected in any
weather. Steel members are fabricated indoors, too, where weather can have no effect
on the quality of workmanship. Return the
coupon for further information.
UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH
COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL DI VISION, SAN FRANCISCO
TENNESSEE COA L & I RON DIVISION, FAIRFIELD, ALA.
UNITED STATES STEE L SUPALY DIVIS IO N, WAREHO USE DISTRIB UTORS
UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY, NEW YORK
.11.'

SEND FOR THIS INFORMATIVE BOOK NOW !

.. ------!- -------·
United States Steel Corpora tion
525 William Penn Place, Room 5375
Pittsburgh 30, Pen~sylvania
Please send me a free copy of

~~~p~~l;~D C~~~~~

STEEL

NAME . . . .... . .
COMPANY

_S_T_E_E_L
_ _

i------

....•

ADDRESS ...... •

CITY . ... •.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . STATE ... . .... .. . . . .
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rnlated panels, operable awning and hopper sash, and doors. They are set up by
train ed crews and glazed from inside on
the j ob for a total cost of about $9 a sq.
ft. T extured aluminum skins of the 1- %"
thick sandwich panels- constructed over
an impregnated paper honeycomb and
tempered hardboard innerbands-can be
obtained with aluminite finish or porcelain enameled in blue, red, green or black.
The framing has a satin finish. Both narrow stile and flush doors come prehung in

•City of Charlotte, N. C., Coliseum
and Auditorium
Structural Steel Dome: 322 It . diameter
Architect: A. G. Odell Associates
Engineer: Severud , Elstadt, Krueger
Contractor: Thompson-Street Co.
Over 150,000 sq. It . of POREX used
for roofing and wall furring.

•

The inside of the POREX slab is the actual
cei ling, acoustically color-coated ta matc h
painted steel-no fu rther fin ishing needed .

For roof decks of monumental buildings, architects quite naturally specify POREX. What other pre,cast concrete slab offers
such marked savings in labor cost, plus all these quality features:
• STRUCTURAL STRENGTH
• LIGHT WEIGHT

• NAllABlllTY
• INCOMBUSTIBILITY

• HEAT INSULATION
• SOUND CONTROL

Plain POREX for short spans and Composite POREX or Plain
POREX on subpurlins for long spans are ideal for Auditoriums,
Gymnasiums, Schools, Armories, and many other uses . For
floors, precast lightweight concrete channel slabs a nd concrete
plank are available. Send us your specifications .

Pl:JRETE MANUFACTURING CO., North Arlington, N.J.
Precast lightweight cancrete products since 1920
New Jersey Tel, KEarny 2-9090
New Yark Tel, BOwlg. Grn. 9-0517
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modular frames 3' -4", 4' , 5' on 6' -4 " wide.
Extruded v inyl is used for all weatherseal
and gaskets, and the concealed flush glass
stops need no exposed fasteners. Sills below fixed lights are designed with integral
condensation gutters. The interlocking
split mullion design simplifies erection and,
once up, allows for horizontal expansion
and contraction. Wall units are available
from 9' to 12' high in widths of 3' -4" w ith
sash and in 5' width s without sash. Close
to 3,000 combinations can be worked out
from the stock size sash, panel and door
components.
Other products recently announced by
Kawneer include Color Sash, a vinyl-onmetal stripe which can be inserted on store
front window sash to complem ent Kawneer vinyl clad flush doors; operable Klouvers for sun control; and Bold Face
1211 ------~

Zourite, an enameled aluminum facing
made on a 6" module for large expanses
of exterior wall.
Manufacturer : Kawneer Co.
continued on p. 220
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This circuit breaker
can pay for its~lf
in 15 seconds
"';)

Snap! And the power is on again. I t's that simple with
a Westinghouse AB De-ion® circuit breaker. Unlike
other protective devices, it quickly restores power with
just a simple flick of the finger-no valuable time wasted
looking for fuses, no fuse replacement costs, no need
even to call a maintenance man. The trip position of the
breaker handle quickly identifies the affected circuit.
Today's buildings-with a wide range of electrical
equipment from fans to floodlig h ts-require positive
insurance against overloads and short circuits. And
when overloaded circuits go dead and business stops

cold, that's when Wes~inghouse circuit breaker pro·
tection pays for itself many times over by restoring
electrical service quick1~, effortlessly-with practically
no loss of valuable time.
When you consider circuit protection for today's
buildings, it will pay you (and your clients) to specify
Westinghouse AB circuit breakers. Your Westinghouse
representative can offer you a complete range of cir·
cuit breakers for every application. Call him, or write
to: Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P .O. Box 868,
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.
J.30193

WATCH WESTINGHOUSET
WHERE BIG THINGS ARE HAPPENING FOR YOU
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NEW KROGER WAREHOUSES

15 Acres of TUFCOR® roof
Old buildings, risiljlg volume and congested sales areas
can hog-tie a firm's customer service - but it won't
happen at Kroger! Spearheading the company's vast
expansion program are 3 new warehouses in Little
Rock, Ark. , Shreveport, La.,* and Ft. Wayne, Ind.,

660,000 sq. ft. of new buildings - all covered with
tough-temper Tufcor steel deck and lightweight, insulating concrete fill. Why Tufcor? Because Tufcor gives
insulating concrete a strong, permanent base .. .
weighs up t o 7 lbs. per sq. ft. less than other decking

Read what Kroger's building team says about superior TUFCOR performance

ENGINEER LEWIS W. HIXSOIN" of Hixson, Tarter & Associates, Cincininati (designers of K r oger warehouses) says, "Low
cost per square foot and dead w~ight savings definitely affected the selection of
Tufcor over other poured-in-place decks.
Because much of the Kroger buildings will
be refrigerated, the high insulation value of
a Tufcor-Insulating Concrete roof system
also offered a big advantage, helped save
$5,000 on the Little Rock job, alone!"

218

CONTRACTOR WERNER KNOOP of

ON-THE-JOB SUPERVISOR THOMAS

the Baldwin Co. (general contractors for
the Kroger warehouse in Little Rock) says,
"We' re very pleased that the Kroger Comany decided to use Tufcor steel decking.
It has such surprising strength in comparison with most decking. It arrived on time,
was cut the way we wanted it and helped
us to stay ori schedule. I'm very much impressed with the speed of Tufcor placing!"

MULROY says, "Tufcor sheets really go
down fast. With two crews, we placed
about 15,000 square feet of decking a day .
The men are more at ease walking around
on Tufcor, t oo. Those sheets give stronger
support to workers, concrete buggies and
stacked building materials than some other
types of decking. There's no danger of falling through to the ground below-and the
men know it !"

IN LITTLE ROCK, workmen pla ced and welded 8200 sq. ft . of Tufco r
in 3 hours ... or 45 sq . ft. per minute! Ea¢h sheet covers abou t 32 sq. ft. ,
fits snugly in place to provide a n immedia te, safe working pla tform.

PLACEMENT of lightweight insula ting concrete on Tufcor steel decking is a fast operation. The r esult is a rigid, p ermanent slab with low
dead load, high insulating value and $surpassed str ength.

tops new Kroger® warehouses
... is easy to place, saves on framework and fill, guards
against fire. In fact, many insurors and codes insist on
sprinklers every 120 sq. ft. when ordinary decking is
used - but only every 130 sq. ft. with fire-resistant
Tufcor ! By saving on sprinklers and insulation, Tuf-

cor cut $6,275 off the Little Rock bid 11rice .. . $12,500
in Shreveport! Like to save thousands of dollars on
your next job? For more informatio;n, estimates or
costs on your building plan, consult Granco home or
district office, Attention: Dept. F-64.
*For Child's Food Stores , Inc., a Kroger associated company

A POSITIVE VAPOR BARRIER, TOO !

See our listing in Sweet's Architectural File
and Industrial Construction File

OUTSIDE TEMP. 0 ° F.
BUILT-UP ROOF ~~o4•~92Qc
4
4
INSULATING
4
4
4
4
CONCRETE
"
TUFCOR VAPOR BARRIER
TUFCOR PREVENTS
WARM INSIDE AIR
FROM RISING TO
COLD ROOF ABOVE
AND CONDENSING

INSIDE TEMP. 70 ° F.

While water vapor penetrates porous roof decks, it does
not penetrate Tufcor steel decking. Authoritative lob tests
show Tufcor slays at room temperature, stays dry, a cts as
an effective vapor barrier t o prevent moisture from con-

densing on the cold underside of the built- up roof. This
vapor barrier maintains insulating properties, actuall y saves
thousands of dollars a year in fuel!

a rchitectural FORUM / August 1956

GRANCO® STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
A Subsidiary of GRANITE CITY STEEL COMPANY
6506 N. Broadway, SI. Louis 15, Mo., Executive Offices: Granite City, Ill.
DISTRICT OFFICES : St. Louis • Kansas City • Dallas • Chicago
Minneapolis • Atlanta • Cincinnati
Distributors in 80 principal cities
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(13) STYRENE SLATS woven together

into roll-up window shade

Slim curved strips of Polyftex, a light- and
color-stable styrene, are mounted on
heavy duty spring rollers to make up
Glolite window shades. Appropriate for
daylight control in commercial and institutional buildings, the translucent plastic
shades offer the designer and building
owner a welcome combination of low cost,
negligible maintenance and high style. The
%, " strips of .010" sheet are corded together and overlap 1/s ". Light transmission is about 45%. They also can be ordered with slats spaced to Jet through a
pencil line of light. The plastic holds its
shape at temperatures from sub zero to
175 ° F. and is unaffected by humidity.
The shades can be wiped clean with a
mild detergent solution. To dress off the
edges, side channels of extruded plastic
or aluminum can be obtained on order.
Maximum width on a spring roller mounting is 84"; shades that roll from bottom
up like bamboo blinds can be made 96"
wide. Price: about 38¢ a sq. ft. Colors:
white, pink, ivory, beige and green. The
manufacturer also produces Veni-Plex, a

CUSTOM-SILT BY SOUTHERN
Food service equipment designed, engineered, fabricated
and installed in any type ~peration, expertly fitted to
available space. You can d ypend on thorough cooperation by
your Southern Dealer, from initial analysis of your food
service problems through complete installation and reliable
maintenance for the years to come. Get expert help with your
next kitchen equipment problem or layout- call your
"Custom-Bilt by Southern" dealer, or write Southern
Equipment Company, 4550 Gustine Ave.,
St. Louis 16, Missouri.

OUTHERN-0
EQUIPMENT COMPANY

"CUSTOM-B l LT BY SOUTHERN" DEA LERS: ALABAMA, BIRM INGHAM- Vulcan Equip. & Supply Go.; MOBI LE
-Mobile Fixture Co. ARKANSAS, LITTLE ROGKL Krebs Bros. Supply Go. COLORADO, DENVER-Arnholz
Coffee & Su pply Go. FLORIDA, DAYTONA BEAGH-<Ward Morgan Go.; JAGKSONV ILL E-W. H. Morgan Go. ; MIAMI
- J. Conkle Inc.; ORLANDO-Turner-Haack Go.; Tl\MPA- Food Service Eq uip. & Engr. Gorp. ILLINOIS, PEOR IA
-Hertzel's Equip. Go. INDIANA, EVANSVI LLE-Weber Equip. Go.; IND IANAPOLIS, MARION-Nationa l China
& Equip. Gorp. IOWA, DES MOINES-Bolton & Hay. KANSAS, WIGHITA-Arnholz Coffee & Supply Go .
KENTUCKY, LEXINGTON- Heilbron-Matthews Go, LOUISIANA, NEW ORLEANS-J. S. Waterman Go., Inc.;
SHREVEPORT- Bucke lew Hdwe. Go . MICHIGAN, BAY CITY-Kirchman Bros. Go.; DETROIT-A. J. Marshall Co.
MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS - Aslesen Go. MISSOURI, KANSAS CITY-Greenwood's Inc. MONTANA,
BILLINGS-No rthwest Fixture Go. NEBRASKA, OMA HA-Buller Fixture Go. NORTH CAROLINA, ASHEV ILLE
- Asheville Showcase & Fi xture Go. NORTH DAKf>TA, FARGO- Fargo Food & Eq uip. Go. OHIO, CINCINNATI
- H. Lauber & Go.; GLEVELAND-S. S. Kemp Go.; COLUMBUS-General Hotel Supply ; TOLEDO-Rowland
Equip. Co.; YOUNGSTOWN-W. C. Zabel Co. OKLAHOMA, TULSA-Goodner Van Co. PENNSYLVANIA, ER IEA. F. Schultz Co. SOUTH CAROLINA, GREENVILLE-Food Equipm ent Co. TENNESSEE, CHATTANOOGA-Mountain City Stove Co.; KNOXV ILLE- E. Carleton Sf ruggs; MEMPH IS-House-Bond Co.; NASHVILLE-McKayCameron Co. TEXAS, AMARI LLO- Arnholz Coffee & Supply Co. ; CORPUS CHRISTI-Southwestern Hotel Supply,
Inc.; EL PASO- El Paso Hotel Supply Co.; SAN ANTONIO-Southwestern Hotel Supply, Inc. UTAH, SALT LAKE
CITY- Restaurant & Store Equip. Co. VIRGINIA, RICHMOND- Ezekiel & Wei lman Co. WEST VIRGINIA,
CLARKSB URG- Parson -Souders Co. WISCONSIN, MILWAUKEE-S. J. Casper Co.
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venetian blind with slats of the translucent plastic in nine colors and in stock and
custom sizes. A 43" x 72" blind with plastic tapes is $4.35.
Manufacturer: Artcraft Venetian Blind
Co.
PRODUCT NOTES
(14) Anodized electrical wire.

Aluminum Limited has announced a Canadian process for coating aluminum wire
with an anodic film which in effect becomes electrical insulation. Applied by
means of alternating current as the wire
is pulled through a series of chemical
tanks, the hard thin oxide is ductile enough
to take the stresses and flexing of winding.
Metallurgists point out that electrical
equipment using the heat resistant aluminum wire instead of heavier copper could
be made smaller, lighter and could run
hotter with safety.
continued on p. 224

FOR BUILDINGS OF ALL TYPES

first in efficiency, economy
and client satisfaction

*

TODD BURNERS
GAS OR OIL

*
PRODUCTS DIVISION
TODD SHIPYARDS CORPORATION
Headquarlers :

Columbia & Halleck Streets, Brooklyn 31, N. Y.
P/anl:
Green 's Bayou, Houston 15, Texas

--

1
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I
I
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Non-ferrous shee t
metal that can't r ust,
solders easily, forms
readily , requires no
painting .

• Will not corrode in mortar
• Resists smoke corrosion
• Resists salt air corrosion
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ALUMILINE

THE ALUMILINE CORPORATION
DUNNELL LANE

PAWTUCKET,

R.

I.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Also Furnished in the New, Nan-Fading GOLD LITE,
BLACK LITE, BLUE LITE and AQUA LITE
Send for th ese Catalog s " Alumilin e" Store Front
Construction and '' Alumiline " Entrances and Doors

I

I

ter Panel Doors. Note center panel
which gives added strength to the door
at the point o f con siderable use, and
also serves to hide the inside crash
bar of the conceale d panic devic e
from outside view.

EXTRUDED ALUMILITED* ALUMINUM PRODUCTS
Specifie1 by Leading Architects for:
HOSPITALS • SCHOOLS • RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS • BANKS
STORE FRONTS • OFFICE BUILDINGS • INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
HOUSING PROJECTS • SHOPPING CENTERS

a

CfflNC by Cheney.

-~

Northedge Elementary School, Ploinedge, L. I., Architects: Jagow & Hei delberger , Hempstead, l. I. Entrance
installed by Store-Croft, Inc., Corona,
L. I. Main entrance consists of Alumi line Entrance Unit wi th Alumil ine Cen-

•

------------ - - - -·
*Trade Nome Aluminum Company of America

write . . . .

3-WAY
TH RU-WALL
FLASHING
•
•
•
•
•

In Parapets
Over Window Heads
Under Window Sills
At Spandrels
Counter flashing

Factory-Formed in
Doveta il or Sawtooth Design for 3Wa y Bond and
Drainage.
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r
Maso~ic Library, Cedar Rapids , Iowa

'")\.rchitecls: Hanson & Waggoner, Mason City
Mechanical Engineer: B. E. Landes, Des Moines

for exceptional comfort, for unmatched economy

JOHNSON DUAL CONTROL
One of the most outstanding l:)uildings in Iowa is the
new Masonic Library at Cedar Rapids. To meet the
special temperature regulation requirements of this
impressive building, Johnson engineers designed and
installed a complete system cit Johnson Dual Temperature Control.
Sensitive Johnson Dual Thermostats, controlling
the direct radiation and ventilation systems, provide
continuous , efficient room-by-room temperature regulation. Refreshing, even temJi>eratures prevail at all
times, regardless of exposure, occupancy levels and
other variable factors which might otherwise affect
the occupants' comfort. There is no overheating, no
underheating. Heat consumption is limited to the
actuahieed.
Further substantial fuel savfngs are made possible
by eliminating "after hours" heat waste. With Johnson
Dual Control, all thermostats can be reset, from a
central point, to operate at reduced, economy temperatures during periods when all or most of the building
is unoccupied. Yet, if one or more rooms is in use,
merely pressing a button on the room's Dual Ther-
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mostat restores it to normal occupancy temperature,
without changing the economy settings of the other
thermostats!
Thousands of buildings, of all types and sizes, enjoy
the superior comfort and fuel saving advantages of
Johnson-engineered Control Systems. Whether your
particular control problems call for the installation of
a Dual System or an entirely different control arrangement, an engineer from a nearby Johnson branch office
can provide you with the most efficient solution. His
recommendations are yours without obligation.
Johnson Service Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin.
Direct Branch Offices in Principal Cities.

JOHNS~~ l ~~NTROL
PLANNING

MANUFACTURING

INSTALLING

BP FUSIBLE OR
NON-FUSIBLE PLUG

VACU-BREAK
PLUG

CIRCUITBREAKER PLUG

CAPACITOR
PLUG

TRANSFORMER
PLUG

GROUND
DETECTOR PLUG

TEMPERATURE
INDICATING P~UG

7 ways to safer Plug-in Power
BullDog Bus Plugs for Plug-In Duc t meet a foll range of
applications, perform with top efficiency and safety. Seven
plugs are aYailable-from types which tap power instantly
from the duct to types which provide constant' safety checks
on its operation .
The senn BullDog Plugs-BP, Vacu-Break®, CircuitBreaker , Capacitor, Transformer, Ground Detector, and
Temperature Indicating-are all safety ePP."ineered.
Plugs mount on either side of the duct with ease, speed, and

·I· . yours

with
BullDog Bus Plugs!

safety-and their compact design insures maximum use of all
plug-in openings. In combination with Plug-In Duct, Bus
Plugs provide a branch circuit distribution system of the
greatest flexibility, convenience, and safety. It's a system
which features plug-in power, to serve both immediate and
future needs.
See how BullDog Plug-In Duct and Bus Plugs can serve you.
See your qualified electricpl contractor, distributor or BullDog
field engineer-or write BullDog Electric Products Company,
Detroit 32, Michigan.
©BEPCO
I

IF IT'S NEW • •• IF IT'S DIFFERENT. , , IF IT'S BETTER, , , IT'S

BULLDOG
ELECTRIC PRODUCTS COMPANY
A Division of I-T-E Circuit Breaker Company

Export Division: 1 3 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y.
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•

In Canada: BullDog Electric Products Co. (Canada ) Ltd., 80 Clayson Rood, Toronto 15, Ont,
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For more data use coupon below
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(15) Strongest metal whisker.

(16) Colored aluminum flake coat.

Perfect crystals of iron have been produced by General Electric which have
tensile strengths up to 1,900,000 lbs. per sq.
in.-about 150 times that of ordinary iron
crystals and four times the strongest steel
wire now fabricated. While very much in
the laboratory stage, these tiny whiskers
portend further desig11 advances in tension
structures.

Produced in six colors, Duncan Stewart's
versatile and durable aluminum coating·
Ore-Ite can be used for waterproofing, insulating or decorating. As a roof topping
it is said to eliminate the need for hot
tar application and can reduce inside temperatures by 15 °. Containing highly polished aluminum flakes (instead of granules) which rise to the surface in multiple
overlapping layers, the unusual p·a int can
be brushed or sprayed on any surface. It
carries a 12-year guarantee.

·- ------ --- -- ------ ----

£NDING

------ ----- ----- -- -- --------------

\

'

PRODUCTS
INFORMATION
COUPON

For addition"! information on a ny
product reviewed in the August issu e
chec k the corresponding key number
below and mai l thi s coupon to
Architectural FORUM (Room 7-06)
9 R ockefeller Pl aza , New York 20, N . Y .

RILCO
LAMINATED
WOOD
MEMBERS
HELP MAKE
JOHNNY'S CAFE
A SHOW PLACE

D 1. Websteel hollow beam system
D 2 . Polyester pan forms
D 3. Fo rmco plyw ood forms
D 4. Plyw ood subfloor-underlayment
D 5. Conolite continuous sandwich
D 6. Electronic bank equipment
D 7. Connor linear diffusers

Architect, Willis Regier AIA; Contractor, Cooper Construction Company; Omaha, Nebrask~.

Pleased customers of Johnny's Cafe, Omaha, Nebraska, often
praise the unusual design of the building as much as they do the
food. There is a "never ending stream of compliments" and Johnny
doesn't mind, just so long as they come back for more.
Omaha Architect Willis Re~ier has used Rilco Laminated Wood
Frames to achieve a striking interior design with the structural
members. Curved elements act as interior supports sweeping into
the ceiling beams in a graceful arc. The frames are 20 ft. o.c. with
a span of 43 ft.
Rilco Structural Wood Members fit into many types of construction - churches, schools, industrial and commercial buildings.
Fire safe Rilco Laminated Wood Members span large areas gracefully and economically.
Rilco engineers will gladly work with you on your requirements
and give on the job cooperation. Just write -

Sketch shows
unusual
design of
complete
laminated
wood frame.

.

RILCO LAMINATED PRODUCTS, INC.

~~~~-2524
~

1st NATIONAL BANK BLDG .
SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA

D 8.
D 9.
D 10.
D 11 .
D 12.
D 13.
D 14.
D 15.
D 16.

Titus adjustable diffusers
Arched acrylic skylight
Self-flashing skylight
Curtis vinyl ~ouver grid
Kawneer alum i num curtain wall
Styrene s l at window shade
Anodized a lumin um wire
High strength iron crystal
Colored aluminum coatings

name
tit le
company
street
city
state

NOTE : This request cannot be
honored after Oct. 31, 1956

Please enter my subscription to
Architectural FORUM for D one year
at $5.50 or D two years at $8.50
(These rates for US and possessions
and C anada only.)
D Renewal D New

Signature
District Offices: Wilkes Barre, Pa., Fort Wayne, Ind., Tacoma, Wash.

Technwal publioations, p. 228
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adequately wired for . ..

efficiency!

Modern electrical living demands fore-sighted "adequate wiring" plans
Automatic washing machines and dryers. Freezers and
air conditioners. Dishwasher s and garbage disposal
units. Television, new lighting, power tools. Most of these
didn't exist a few years ago. Today they are "necessities"
that are fast making even new homes electrically obsolete.
Obsolete because in many homes this growing emphasis
on electrical living has made the wiring system a sensitive spot. That's why leading manufacturers have geared
to produce more wir e and cable wit h safer, more efficient
insulation. Many of them are using Monsanto Opalon
vinyl resins and electrical compounds.

Architects and builders, alert to the fact that new inventions will create new electrical needs and will make
still greater demands on wiring systems, are giving due
consideration to the demands of "adequate wiring."
What constitutes "adequate wiring"-now and for the
future? The best answer is found in the booklet "Residential Wiring Handbook." If you would like detailed
assistance in your electrical planning, write for a complimentary copy to: National Adequate Wiring Bureau,
155 East 44th Street, New York 17, New York.

A NEW REPORT, "Pipelines to the Future," containing an evaluation of different types of
plastic pipe is available at $1.00 each. This study was compiled by Monsanto's Structural Plasti(!s
Engineering Group. You are invited to write them on any question pertaining to the use of
plastics in construction. Monsanto Chemical Co. Room 223 , Springfield 2, Mass.

MONSANTO

OPALON : REG . U. S . PAT. OF F .
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SURCOAllNG

'' No man ever stands
so straight as when he
stoops to help a boy''

cuts concrete finishing costs

in /J{//f I
Concrete that is pitted, honeycombed,
spalled, or has rough surfaces can now be
easily repaired by a SuRCOAT treatment.
Costly grinding, hand-rubbing, and recasting is eliminated.
provides a weatherproof, protective skin to concrete which is second to
none in appearance . . . at about half the
cost of ordinary concrete :finishing methods.

SuRCOA TING

See Sweets Architectural File for
further information on SURCO

'

I
I

I

'.

i ·\

'

38,000 boys in need of help have already been
guided, successfully, to decent manhood by Big
Brother associations-using selected volunteer
Big Brothers, one to each boy, and professional
staff.
With your help we can reach more boys in time.
Offer your services as a volunteer Big Brother or
send your generous check to the nearest Big
Brother association or Big Brothers of America.
.. The giving of yourself, your heart,
and your concern to this cause is a
source of lasting pride ... "
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER

BIG BROTHERS OF AMERICA
Philadelphia 3, Penna.
Contributions deductible for income tax purposes
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om Pioneered ...

Optic-Ease

Now Leads the Field
Continuously specializing in fluorescent
lighting since its origin_
Distinctively advanced, exclusive and
functional design.
The widest range of luminaires, calculated
to fit every school's needs.
Highest quality-that assures simple installation,
ease of maintenance , h jgh efficiency.

BEFORE YOU

SPECIFY...

CHECK WITH

LPI

Mail This Coupon Today
for LPI's Brochure on
Modern School Lighting
entitled "A Lifetime of Good
Vision Begins in the Classroom."

LIGHTING fRODUCTS INC.
Please send me your new brochure on Modern School lighting entitled
" A Lifetime of Good Vision Begins in the Classroom ."
Nome _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Position _ _ _ _ __

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
6160

Zone _

_

State _ _ __

PRODUCTS cont'd.
CALK ING

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

Van-Packer Corp., Bettendorf , Iowa.

New Products and Methods for New Glazing

BATHROOM
Bathroom

EQUIPMENT

Cabinets,

Venti l ators,

Mirrors and

Fans and

Heaters.

Accessories,

Miami

Cabi-

a nd Sealing Problems. Tremco Mfg. Co., 8701

COMMUN !CATIONS

Kinsman

The

Perm-Seal

Rd. , Cleveland 4 , Ohio . 8 pp .
Engineered

Corp . of America,

net Div . , The Philip Carey Mfg . Co. , Middle-

Standard

town, Ohio. 36 pp.

W .

S.

Strips.

Asphalt

Danville , Ill . 12 pp.

Architect

McGuffie

Filler
Glazing

Co.,

3400

Specifications.
Theurer

New

phone

Shower

Catalogue.

Weis Mfg. Co. , Inc ., Elkhart, Ind.

Henry

CHIMNEYS
Smoke Stacks

Commerce

and

for

Schools ,

Charles, 111. 4, 4 & 8 pp ,
Reynolds
2500

for

Private Te l e-

Systems

Factories, Churches, Hosp i tals, Hotels, Commerc ial
Insta ll ation .
Dukane
Corp .,
St .

Booths .
Cabinet

Intercom .

Sound

Court,

Cleveland 9, Ohio. 8 pp .
Weisway

Flexifone

System .

Industry.

A luminum
No .

s.

Outdoo r

FP-109.

Telephone

Reynolds

Metals

Co. ,

Third St ., Louisville 1, Ky. 4 pp.

CONCRETE
Poretherm
No.

80.

Nort h

Lightweight

Poretherm

Arlington,

Insulat ing

Di v.,

Concrete .

Porete

Mfg .

Co. ,

N . J . 4 pp.

CURTAIN WALLS
Enduring
fornia

Porcelain

Metal

Metals

by

Cameo .

Cali-

Enameling Co. , 6904 E . Slauson

Ave ., Los Angeles 22, Calif. 24 pp .
DRAFTING EQUIPMENT
Eleven

Way s to

Save

Draft i ng

Time .

Fred-

erick Post Co ., Box 803, Chic ago 90, Ill. 12 pp.
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Trans -0-Matic Automatic Transfer Switches.
Lake Shore Electric Cor p., 205 Willis St., Bed ford , Ohio. 4 pp.
FIRE PROTECTION
Gu i de for the Prep aration
Specificat ion s.
wa rds

Co. ,

Sales

I nc. ,

90

of

Fire

Al a rm

P r omotion

Dept. ,

Ed -

Connecticut

Ave .•

Nor -

wa lk , Conn . 10 pp.
FLOORS
Arms trong

Floors ,

W a l l s an d

Counter Tops .

Arm strong Cork Co. , L a nca s ter, P a. 48 pp.
The

Floor . . .

It s New

Ro le in

Education .

Ru bbe r Flooring D iv. The Rubber Mfrs. Assn. ,
Inc. , 444 Madison Ave., Ne w York 22, N . Y .
The

Floor

Fl oor

that

Plate.

He a vy

Acm e

L oad s

Steel

Can't

Lick-

2840

Archer

Floorsteel .

Klemp

Co ..

Ave., Chicag o 8, I ll. 4 pp .
,Martha Crawford, Decorator for Amos Parrish, Inc. , featured
several Parkwood colors in this smart men's furnishings section

He x teel

Surfa ce

Gr a ting

Armor

of Raleigh Haberdashery, Chevy Chase, Md., designed by the

Meta l

Corp .,

Parrisk Store Des ign Division.

C hicago 38 , Ill. 12 pp.
P re fabricated

6601

Industrial

S.

Melv i na

Fl oors.

Ave .,

Stelcon

ln-

dstrial Floors , Inc., 165 Bro a dway, New York
6,

Just a few of the many stores
where you can see Parkwood
featured.
B. Altman
Corson Pirie Scott
Dayton Co.

Filene's
Marshall Field
Garfinkle's
Gimbel's
J . l. Hudson
lvey's
The May Co.
Macy's
Sti x-B aer-Fu Iler
Zollinger-Harned

Short Hi ll s, N. J.
Wilmette
Rochester, Minn.
Boston

Skokie, Il l.
Washington

Milwaukee
Detroit

Asheville, N.C.
Cleveland
Roosevelt Fie ld, l. I.
St. Louis

Nowhere is the combination of handsome appearance and durable utility more important
than in store decoration.
That's why so many outstanding store designers and decorators are choosing Parkwood
Laminates . .. in exquisite wood grains, brilliant
patterns, and the most complete line of solid
colors - including many created especially for
store use at the suggestion of leading store
designed. Write us for samples, illustrated
literature, and name of nearest distributor.

Allentown

N .Y . 8 pp .

Technical

D a t a-Resil ient

sor ies.

Altamira ,

228

18

E.

50th

St. ,

Acces-

New York

22, N.Y. 16 pp.
HEATING

AND

AIR

CONDITIONING

Hartzell Roof Ventilators . Bui. A-112A. Hartze ll

Propelle r

Fan Co., Piqua , Ohio. 16 pp.

Heat Flow by Radiation in Buildings-Simp l ifie d Physics. I nfra Insul ation, Inc . , 525 Broadway, New York, N . Y . 48 pp .
How

an

Offi ce

Building

Costs by $18 ,000 a Year.
A ir

Filter

Louisville 8, Ky.

- an inspiring collection of 80
in-stock patterns, solid colors,
Rotowoods and Genuwoods.
Yours for the asking.

Armstrong

FUf!NITURE AND FIXTURES
Italian Furniture, Glasswa r e, Lamps,

ica n

Reach for the Parkwood Chain - -

Floors .

Cork Co ., Lancaster, Pa . 42 pp.

Co .,

Reduced

Cleaning

Bui. 250-A-1 . Amer-

Inc.,

215

Central

Ave. ,

12 pp .

Incremental Systems of Air Conditioning for
Mu lti-r oom B uild ings . No. 5922. Remington Air
Conditioning, Auburn , N.Y . 24 pp.
L iv e and Wo r k in Comfo rt with Genera l Air

aminates
INC.

Cond iti oners. Gene ra l Air Conditioning Corp .,
4542 E . Dunh am St ., L os Angeles 23, Calif .

30 Water Street, Wakefield, Mass.

conti1med on page 232

4 pp.

HAMMEL HOUSES
ROCKAWAY BEACH, N. Y.
OWNED BY:
New York Cit y Housing Autho r ity

ARCHITECT :
Lorimer & Rose, New York, N . Y.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR:
Coye Construction Co., Brookl yn, N. Y.

ROOFING CONTRACTOR:
United Roo fing & Waterproofing Corp.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

For

Pub/iRU'iER01D

BUILT•UP RObFING

Gives Three-Way Protectibn
I

Hammel Hou~s is one of the newest projects of the
New York City Housing Authority. In fast-growing
Queens Borough, it provides over 700 low cost rental
units in an airy, traffic free, park setting. On top of its
14 buildings: 105,700 square feet of Ruberoid BuiltUp Roofing. (Specification 203 - Coal Tar Pitch,
Tarred Felt, Slag Surfaced. )

•

SECONDA complete line of quality materials for every roofing specification. Ruberoid quality has been the
industry standard for bver 60 years.

For Hammel Houses - as for all built-up roofing Ruberoid offers this 3-way protection :

THIRDDependable applicati@n by a Ruberoid Approved
Roofer. His long exper ience with all types of builtup roofing means valuable advice in planning and
the surest application on the job.

FIRSTThe Ruberoid Built-Up Roofing Specification Book
which contains the right specification for any type
of roof. (If you don 't have this easy-to-use reference
book write fo r your free copy today. )

For more years of low-maintenance, troublefree roof performance, si:iecify the 3-way protection of a .Ruberoid Bupt-Up Roof on your
next job.
I

;\I):) =I;{·] I·ill

I

Asphalt and Asbestos Building Materials

500 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, N . Y.
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better lighting ...
better selling ..•
with a

/Jy thermofank
"Goods well displayed are half sold. " With a
L umenated C eiling by Thermotank you can
t r a nsform a ny store into a drama tic showplace
at low cost . .. obtain the soft, uniform illumina t ion that dis pla ys mercha ndise t o b est advanta ge .

I

One answer to several pro?.Iems .. . a Lumenated Ceiling.
Jn schools, offices, factories as well as in stores, it hides
obt rusive pipes, fixtures and ducts. It saves the expense
of repairing old ceilings. And its evenly diffused illumination provides a pleasant, restful visual environment. Its
li ght.weight construction makes installation easy and
inexpensive. Thermotank, Inc., Detroit 34, Michigan.
For further data , see Sweet's (7d/ Lu) , contact the local
Westinghouse Electric Supply Co., or mail coupon for
literature and name of nearest representative.

JOHN J. FAN NON & COMPANY
1469 ALGONQU IN AVE., DETROIT 15, MICH.

West Coast: 2205 San Francisco Ave ., Long Beach 6, Calif.

Please send me Thermatank's Lumenated Ceil ing
Catalog LC-5 an d name of nearest representative .

Organ ization _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----:Addre ss _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

·-------------------L-----------------------'
Ci ty_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ Zone _ _ State _ _ __

ELIMINATE

Cupples
CUSTOM - B U /LT

HOW
TO

TOPHUNG,

IN-SWINGING

.~

unsightly sumps

ASSURE
dry utility vaults

DESIGN

ALUMINUM WINDOWS
are the
'
,. ,. ' '
,,/
tophung
',,
heaviest,
// in-swinging ',,,
strongest,
tightes t
~
~

special liquid transfer systems

/

made ! ..

D en:·loped e>peciall y to simplify inside cleaning. and t o p ermit use of
l arge movable glass areas. W idely
used in curtai n wall construction.
And , because o f t he ir e xtre me
weather- tightness, Cupples tophun ~
wi ndows are ideal o n mulci-story air

ALSO
MANUFACTURERS
OF

other types of
commercial and
residential aluminum
w indows, curtain walls,
doors, e'xtrusions and

Alum i-Coustic grid

co nditioned str uctures. Seven types
systems for
a Yailable.
suspended ceilings.
See our catalog in Sweet's or wr ite for copy. · - -

• Mu lti-use Utility Pump

• Automatic Air-lock Eliminator

• All-bronze Case Encloses Motor, Switch

• Thermo-plastic Cord and Cap

• Exclusive Ke nco-GE Swi tchette Control

• Pumps 2600 GPH at 5' head

• Built-in Check Volve

• Only 7" High by 9" Wide

See the KENCO 140 at your Jabber or Distributor!

KENCO
265 9 S . HANLEY ROAD
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•

ST . LOUIS 17 , MO .

PUMP

DIVISION

1305 Oberlin Avenue • Lorain, Ohio • Phone 56-826

This all-purpose system of support serves your
every need ... modular ... with fewer parts.

A

PRODUCT C>F

Send for our product bulletin c:I
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STEEL CITY

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

PITTSBURGH 33, PA.
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PRODUCTS

cont'd.

Packaged Air Condi ti oners. Bui. C-1100-S81D
P . Worthington Corp ., Harrison, N.J. 2 pp.

INCINERATORS
Basmor
Incinerator.
Bastian-Morley
Inc., L a Porte , Ind. 2 pp .

Spotaire Series Exclusively for Coommerciallnstitutional. Cat. C .-R. 5625. Drayer-Hanson
Co. , 3301 Medford St. , Los Angeles 63, Calif.

LIGHTING
Corning Pattern

Spotaire Ser i es Ideal for Cutting and Pack!aging Rooms . Cat . C. - R. 5632. Drayer-Hanson
Co. , 3301 Medford St., Los Angeles 63, Calif.
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Centra l

Ave . ,

Louisville ,

Number 83 Crysta-lite.

Bui.

How to Light a Gymnasium . Pittsburgh Re flector Co. , 401 Ol iver Bldg. , Pittsburg·h 22 ,
Pa . 12 pp.

Ky.

Anniversary Style

Book. Lightolier, I nc ., 346
Jersey City, N.J . 16 pp .

Cla remont

Ave.,

PAINTS

L-110 - C . Lighting Sales Dept. , Corning Glas s
Works , Corning , N.Y. 6 pp .

Unit Hea t ers . Bui . 700A . American Air Fi ll ter
Co. , Inc.,
34 pp.

Supplement to the Golden
Co .,

Specifications for Painting Acoustical Sur faces. Luminall Paints , Chicago 9, I l l . 4 pp.
PIPES
Wrought Iron Pipe for Modern
Bu i lding .
A. M. Byers Co ., P . 0 . Bo x 1076, Pittsbu rgh
30, Pa. 16 pp.
P LASTICS
Beautiful, Be a utiful Acrylite . Wasco Products ,
Inc. , B a y State Rd ., Cambridge 38, M ass .
P UMPS
Yeomans Pumping and Sewage Treatment
Equipment . Manua l 1114. Yeomans B rot hers

*

Co. , 1999 N . Ruby St ., Melrose P ark, I ll .
ROOFS
Monroe

Exc lus ive

Cold

Process ,

Built-up

Roofing. Monroe Co ., Inc., 10703 Quebec Av e.,
Cleveland 6, Ohio. 4 pp .
SWIMM ING POOLS
Hot W ater for Swimming Pools . No. CH-305.
Permaglas Div ., A. 0 . Smit h Corp ., Kankakee ,
Il l .

One of the Natipn's Largest
Fabricators of Architectural Metal
Building ProducJs ...
The partial list give$ you
an idea of the wide range of
Michaels products. Whatever you
need, if it's made of stainless steel,
aluminum or bronze, Michaels can
make it. Architects and builders
k~ow that when they place a job
with Michaels, every comp~ment
will meet specifications; the materials will be at the location when
needed, and the quality and workmanship will be the finest obtainable anywhere . Send us a ~et of
specs for your next project-large or
small. You'll find Michaels a thoroughly reliable source of supply.

Bank Screens and Partitions
Welded De>ors
Store Fronts (special>
Building Skins
Spandrels
Louvers
Windows (special>
Revolving Doors
Stair Railings
Church Work (special>
Candelabras
Name Plates
Letters
Check Desks
Lamp Standards
Marquees
Tablets and Signs
Ml-CO Parking Meters
Museum Trophy Cases
Bronze lnurnment Urns
Bronze Vases
Misc. Metal Work

STO RE FIXTURES
Spacemaster Cata logue No . 56-S . Dept . FP ,
Reflector - Ha r dware Corp ., Western Ave. at
22nd P l., Chicago 8, Ill . 128 pp .
VA LVES
Fairbanks Renewable Seat Ring Gate Valve .
Fair b anks Co ., 393 Lafayette St., New York

3, N . Y.
WAL L COVERINGS
Weldwood Kalistron for Commercial , Insti tu tional a nd Residential Interiors. Flexib le Materia ls Div. , US Plywood Co rp., 2921 S . Floyd
St ., Louisville 13, Ky . 4 pp.
WELDING
Fillerarc Welding

Equipment .

GEA -6028A .

General Electric Co ., Schenect ady, N . Y. 8 pp.
WIN DOWS AND DOORS
Aluminum Windows . V a lley

Metal

Products

Co. , Pl a inwel l , Mich . 48 pp.
Folding Closet Doors . Fenestra, Inc., 2250 E .
Gra nd Blvd. , Detroit 11, Mich. 4 pp .
Glass.

Rambusch Decor a ting Co ., 40 W . 13th

St. , New York 11 , N .Y. 8 pp .
WIRING
The
Modern
Outlets

..

Way

to

Provid e

Unlimited-P l ugmold .

Convenien t

Form 589 . The

Wiremold Co ., Hartford 10, Conn. 12 pp.
Raceways

and

Fittings.

Wiremold

C a t a logue

an d Wiring Guide No . 20. The Wiremold Co .,
Hartford 10, Conn . 132 pp .
Wiring Equipment Catalogue No . 156. Key .
sto ne Mfg . Co ., 23328 Sherwood Rd ., Center
Li11e, Mich. 36 pp.
WOOD

THE MICHAELS ART BRONZE COMPANY, INC.
P. 0. BOX 668rF, COVINGTON, KENTUCKY
Experts in metai fabrications since 1870

Arka ns as Soft Pine Moulding Boo k. Bradley
Lumber Co. of Arkansas , Warre n, Ark. 40 pp .
Beveled Western Red Ced ar Siding . Western
Red Cedar Lumbe r Assn., 4403 White-Henry.
St uart Bldg. , Seattle 1, Wash . 4 pp.
West Coast Lumber Grade Guide . West Co a st
Lum bermen 's Assn ., 1410 S . W. Morrison St. ,
Portland 5, O re. 4 pp.
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16 glulam radial arches form the
framework of 138' arch dome
of auditorium al A&M High Schooi,
College Station, Texas.
Architects: Caudill, Rowlett,
Scott & Associates,
Bryan, Texas; contractor:
Andrews-Parker, Inc.,
Bryan, Texas.

Gook

What Makes a
Engineered TimbeJ?
I
Engineered timbers, as manufactured by Timber
Structures, Inc., are much more than wood and glue.
In addition to these basic materials they include -

EXPERIENCE
2 7 years of it - gained through producing millions

of timbers of varying sizes and shapes, and for
different purposes and conditions of use in all parts
of America. Such experience provides the best yardstick for determining the exact glues, pressures, and
other requirements for any given project.

PLANT FACILITIES
33 acres of specialized equipment with trained personnel required for volume production which provides suitable delivery schedules and moderate costs.

QUALITY CONTROL
Persistent, unending tests which assure that all production is of uniformly excellent quality.

ENGINEERING ASSISTANCE
of the industry's largest engineering staff in whatever degree desired to mlke it easier for architects
and designers to use engineered timbers in their
structures.
On your next job ask your nearest Timber Structures representative to show how he can help you
produce more beautiful, economical and adaptable
structures. A comprehehsive booklet, "Modern
Construction", containing working data and outstanding examples of timber application, is yours
for the asking.

I

-

T1MBER STRilCTUREs,·INc,
P. 0. SOX 3782-S, PORTLAND 8, OREGON
Offices in Ramsey, N. J.; Rochester, N. Y.; Boston; West Hartford; Clevelan d; Charlotte; Chicago; Centerlin;J Mich .; Kansas City; Kirkwood, Mo.;
Wichita; Minneapolis; Des Moines; 1v,iemphis; Dallas; Housto n; Birmingham;
Seattle; Spoll:ane; Denver.

TIMBER STRUCTURES, INC. OF CALIFORNIA
Richmond

•

Beverly Hil ls

•

Socrcrmento

local Representatives throughout the United States and Canada

arch itectura l FORUM /Au gust 1956
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OOR-0-J/J/1'/C
CON CE ALEO-IN-THE-FLOOR

DOOR CONTROLS
for c;onfemporary enfranc:es

Choose from 31 Models .••
there's one for every type door
• • • in any type building

DOR-0-MATIC INV ISIBLE DOR-MAN
NOW AVAILABLE IN 2 NEW MODELS

Specify Dor-0-M atic for
metal, glass, or wood doors.
I nstalled with any one of them,
Dor-0-Matic gives uni form
opening contro l and produces
a positive, 2-speed door closing action . . yet your door
reta ins a clean, eye-appealing
appearance. F inest construction and simple, safe design
assure long , trouble-free
service.

For completely au tomatic doo r control s,
specify the Invis ible Dor-Man ... in carpet-ac1uated o r handle-acluated models.

WRITE TODAY FOR
ILLUSTRATED BROCHURES

Only DOR-0-MATIC provides
these 10 service advantag es
1. Posilive uniform conlrol
2. Buill-in hold-open device
(oplional)
3. No accidental hold-open
4. Positive back-stop
s. Positive centering of door

6. Two-speed closing aclion
7 . Buill-in leve ling screws
a. Permanent oil seal at
spindle
9 . No seasonal adjustment
10. Easy installation

~ ~~~:~·!a'.!!.f ":::::~::::~;:~~:'.::.~~~'~:
lU

EXPORT REPRE SENTATI VES Consultc,ts lnternotoonol , l l W 42nd St, NY 36, N.Y.

This is the Double-Flow Aquatower-

FOR EXTRA

Elegance

the original low-silh o uette,
h igh -perform ance cooling tower

IN INTERIORS
•

for major air conditionin g installatio ns.
Th is is the tower
so distinguished in design ,
so conclu sively proven in perfo rmance,
that it has b2com e the overwhelmi ng favorite of
arc h itects, engineers, contractors and own ers.
This, on a commercia l or institutional scale,
is water cooling

Hendrick Perforated Metal Grilles will
greatly enhance the beauty of your decorative motif. Both eye-appealing and
functional, they provide more- than-ample
area for the free passage of air. Available in a wide variety of designs, they' re
a cinch to install . . . always lie flat ,
don't bend or warp.

•••
••
••
•

in a class by itself.

•

The Marley Company
Kansas Ci ty, Missouri
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Over one hundred designs are available
to choose from ... many are obtainable
only from Hendrick. For more details
call on your nearby Hendrick representative or look for our catalog in the Architectural File of Sweets Catalog .

Hendrick

Manufacturing Company
.~O

D·undaff Street, Carbondale, Pa.

Sales Offices
Perforated Metal • Perforated Metal
Wire Screens • Architectural Grilles
T ... ~. • Armorgrids

In Principal Cities
Screens • Wedge-Slot and Hendrick Wedge
• Mitco Open Steel Flooring • Shur-Silt
• Hendrick Hydro-Dehazer

I

l

j
un
t

!\

the key to simple, flexible
architectural de9ign ...
BRIDGEPORT ALUMINUM EXTRUSIONS
I

Take advantag e of Bridgeport's
aluminum extrusions within
these general limits:
LENG TH-Mox.-Heot·Treoto ble
Alloys 40 ft.
WEIGHT PER FT.-Mox.-50 lbs.
Min.-.250 lb.

At Bridgeport you can choose from a
wide variety of standard shapes or
have special extrusions engineered to
meet all your architectural requirements. These precision-made extrusions are ideally suited to many kinds
of installations: store fronts, curtain
wall systems, interior partitions and
scores of other applications where appearance, ease of erection and low
maintenance are important.

r

MAX. CIRCUMSCRIBING CIRCLE-

,.;,;, d;..... ,

.+I..

Bridgeport can furnish extrusions with
excellent surface finish in all alloys
and tempers, and in sections as heavy
as fifty pounds to the running foot.
Take advantage of Bridgeport's experience and fully integrated production
facilitiis to serve all your architectural
extrusion requirements. Call the nearest Bridgeport Sales Office for complete information.
,j_ •

B~rt BRIDGEp_;;;~:;.;~111\TUM

"'V

EXTRUSIONS, DIE AND HAND FORGINGS

Bridgeport Brass Company, Aluminum Division1, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut
Offices in Principal Cities

architectural FORUM / August 1956
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coordinated
vista designs
in color
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Portla nd Cem e nt Ass o c ia tion ... . . . ... . . . ... 33

Age11cy-R ochc, ltflilliams & Cleary, Inc.
P ow e r s R e gulat o r Co .

. . . .

. . . . .181

Agenc3i-S31mo11ds, MacKcn=ie &

L eA~:uc~':.!!..R~;~r ·r.· c~·e· A.;s~~iat~s·
Lev iton Mfg. Co. . . . . . . . . .

. . ... ·

. .... . .... .

50

Age 11 cy-A l Paul Lefton Co., Inc.
Lexsu c o I n c.

210

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

56

Agen.c31-Tht Griswofd.Eslileman Co .
L ibb e v-Owe n s-Ford G la ss C o .

. . . . .. 96, 97, 9 8 , 99

Agency-F"llei· & Smith & Ross, hie.
L ightin g Pr o du c t s, I nc .

.

. ... . . ... . . 2 2 7

Agency-A!en·ill, A!cEm·oe & Associates, Inc.
Li tec ontrol . . . . . . . . . .

. ............. .

61

Age11cy-S1'ther/a11d-Abbott
L.O.F. G lass F ib e r s Co mp a n y

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 65

Agen c3,-Brooke, Snn"th, Fre nch & Do1-rance, hie.
Lo n e S t a r Ce m e nt Co rp . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 02

Age11 c;,1-Donah11 e & Coe, Inc.

Lo ui sville Ce m e n t Co .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200

Agency-Doe-A11derso1i Advedising
L um e nat e d Ceil i n g Divisio n
(Th e rm o tank , In c .) .. , .. , ... . . . . . , . . , . . 230

AgencJ•-Wolfe-Iickling·Conkey,

Inc.

Luria E n gi n ee r in g Co . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . 2068

Age11c:y-Emil Alfog11! Compa11y Inc.

ste n i n g S:r s te m
R a m(Ose tlinF aMa
thi eson Ch e mi ca l

Co.

C orp. ) .

. .1 7-1.

Smit h & R oss, I n c.

AgencJ1-F11./ler &

R a ymond Con c r e te Pil e Co .

Age11cji-Needham &

. . . . . . . . . .

. . 21 1

Grolimanu, I nc.

Re min g t o n Arm s Co., I n c.

.

Republi c Indu s tri es, Inc.
(D or-0-Mati c Div . )

. . .

. .. 234

. . . .

&

Agency-lttfeldr11111

.

.. 9 2, 93

Fewsmit h,

I nc.

R ever e C opp er & Brase, In c.
Agency-St. Georges & Keyes. I 11 c.
Rey nol ds M e tal s Co . . .

Agenc31-B'llchana.1i &
Rezn o r

M fg. Co .

CompaHy,

. . . .

... 6 0
. 1 6 6 , 1 67

I nc.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-1-8

Agency-Kig ht Advertising, Inc.
R i chm o nd Radia to r C o .

. Cov e r II

. .. . . , . ,

AgeHcy-B11cha11an &

Compa11y, I nc.

Rilc o Lam inat e d Produ c ts, l ne . . . . . . .

Agency-E.

T.

. . . . 22 ..a.

Hol·m gren, I11c.
. 3 8 , 39

Age11C')1-Gree11l10w & Rush, Inc.

87

76

Agency-Merrill, J\llcEnroe & Assccla.tes, I n c.
R e publi c S te el Co rp .

Rotary L ift Compan y

MaA~';,~c~~:_1;i~0eci: ....... . .....•..... . ...

.

Agency-Batten, Barton, D 111sti11e & Osboni, Ilic.

R ub e r o id C o m p a n~' 1 T h e

Ageucy-F11 /ler &

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 2 29

Smith &

Ross, Inc.

Ma hon C omp a n y, The R . C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77

Age11cJ 1-A11derson Incm·porated

Marley

Co ., T h e

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . .. 23-t.

Agenc3•-Valentine·Radford
Ma rl o Coil Company

. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 178

Age·1u:3r-Bnt=-H-0dgso n-Neuwoehne'r

Advertising

M a s ti c T il e Corp o ration o f A m e ri c a
( \Vrig h t Mfg. Co. Di vis i o n ) ... .. .. .. Co,•er IV

Age 11 cy-S. R. Leon Compan3r 1 11 c.
McLo uth S te el Corp o rati o n

. . . . . . . . . . . . SOA

Agency- Denma n & Ba,ker, Inc.
Mc Philb e n Mfg. Co., In c.

. .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . 4.2

Agency-Direct
Me adows, In c ., W. R . . . . . . . ..... . . . . .. .... 179
Age11cy-Co1111or Associates, Inc.
Men ge l

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64

Co ., T h e

n Va h 'e Comp a n y .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S l oaAgency-Reineke.
11Ie:ycr & Finn, I11c.
So uth er n E quipm en t C o .

8

. .2 20

Age11cJ -Flavi11 Adverh°si11 g AgencJ'
1

S te el C it y El ec t r i c Com p an y

Age11cy-George L.
S 1e ph e n s-A dam so n

. . . .

Ki11to1·,

. . . .

. ... 23 1

Advert£sing

M fg . Co.

. . . . . 66

Agenc.y-Co1111or Associates, Inc.
S t y Ion Co rp .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64, 6 5

.

'Age11cJ1-The Bresnick Co ., Inc.
Su r fa c e

Coatin gs,

In c.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 226

Age11cy- Al/e11 , J!cRae & Bealei-, Inc.
S we di sh Cru c ibl e S teel Co .

Age11CJ1-Ho/den

1

. . .

. . . . . . . . . . . 15

Chapin, LaR11e. Inc.

Age11c31-Doe-A uderson Adv. Age ncy
M ic ha e ls Ar t B ron ze Co., In c., T h e. . . . . .

. 232

Agency-Jaap-Orr Company
M in nea polis -Hon eywe ll

Regu la tor

Agency-Foote, Cone &
M iss iss ippi Gla ss Co .

C o . . ... 100, 101

Belding

. .

. . . .

. . . . 58

Ageu.C'y--Ra lph Smith Adverti'.sing Age ncy
M itch e ll M f g. Co.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210

Agency-l1·vi11g G. Ral1n Advertt'si11 g Agenc31

MAd~~~c~'k1~~V;,; · p:,.;t~;.;~,;1.D1~1;,~p· ·A;;o~.·
M onsan to

Ch e m ical

Co .

3

Brorby, Jue.

1

Mosa ic T ile Com pan y, T h e

.. , .

.... . .

1

T il e -Tex D iv., The
(Th e F lintkot e C o .)

. ... 52C

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

78

Age11cy-S. R. Leon Compa1131, Inc.

.230

. .

Ti mb er S tru c tures, In c .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

. .... .

. ..

Ageuc31- 1llcwschalk & Pratt Co., Jue.
Division of 1llcCa1w-Erickson, Inc.

Age11cy-We11de//

P.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 221

Colton

Co .
. . 68 , 69

Age11CJ•-Campbell-Mith1111, I11c.
T r e m co Ma nufac t u r i n g Co ., T h e
. .
. ... 190
Agency-The He11r y P. Bo3•11ton Advertisi11g

Agency, Inc.

Ty l e r Refri ge ra t i o n Corpo rat i o n

Age11c31-Jones &

N

67

.. 198

Ta3•lor & Associates

atJ onal Co ncre te M ason r y Ass o c iati on . . . . . 1 7 7

Agency-Roche,

Williams &

Cleary, Inc.

Natio n al E lec tri c Produ c ts Co rp .. . . . . . . . . ... 95

Agenc31-Ketchum, Mac L eod & Grove, hie.
6

Agency-Batten, Barton, D lf'rstin.e & Osbo rn, I11c .
New Ca s tl e Produc ts, In c.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79

Agency-Batten, Barton, Darstine & Osborn, Inc.
N ic hols on & C o ., W. H .
. .

U nion Pac ifi c R. R .

86
82

Agency-The Caples Compa11y
Unit e d .States P l ywo o d Co rp .

Agenc'y --E.

. .

. . . . . . . 18 5

Unit ed Sta tes Steel Co rp .

. 208

Unit ed S tate s S t eel Corp.
(A m e r ican Bridge Div.)

. .. .. . . . . . . . . 21 4, 2l :'i

Agency-Batten, Barto u, D 11 rst ine & Osbo rn, Inc .

. . . . .

Age11c3 -lohn ftV. Odlin Compan3i, Inc.
N orton D o or Clo ser C o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 171
1

Age11c31-R11 thrauff & R31an, I11c .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23

Age11c31-Batte11, Barton, Dursti11 e & Osb.oni, Inc.

Uni versa l A li as Ce m e n t Co .

. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . 17 3

Age11c31-Batteii, Barton, D11rstine & Osbor 11 , Inc .
Uv ald e R ock Asph a lt Co mpa ny . . . . . . . . . .

O

lis E le ,•ator C ompan y

Agency-G.

. . . .

. . . . . . . . 85

. . 3-1.

Age11cy-Ro9ers & Smith

M. Basford Compa11y

Q ,•erh· Manufacturin g Co . .. .. , . . . . . . . . . . 4 6 , -1.7

Ageucy-W. S. Wa lker Advertising, Inc.
Owen s -C orning F ib e r g l as Co rp.
( G e n . Prod. D iv .-Ro o fin g ) .. ..

SLIDING DOOR
HARDWARE
A gentle touch and th e
door slid es quietly, effortlessly into the warp proof
Kennaframe wall pock et.
I d e as th a t save space,
make more room for livi ng - help sell the house. W rite fo r
complete KE NNAFRAME fold er today.

T . Hou:a.rd Company, Inc.

.179

Agency-The Aitkin-Kynett Co.
N orton Com p any

n Ca rbid e & Carb on Co rp .
U(niB oa ke
l i te Co. ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Agency-I. M. Mathes, foe.

Nat i o na l G yp sum Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

with

. ... 233

AgencJi-Artlrnr E. Smith

Tra n e C ompa ny, T h e

Agenc·y -Farson, Hnff & North lich
Mo ultil e, In c.

D h il'i on )

Agency-Wolfe-Iickli11g-Co11key, Inc.

Todd Sh i p y ard s Corp.

. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... 225

Ane11cJ -Needli am, .Lom'.s &

The(L:!::nk~1~d\:eiling

t a Fu r nitu re Co . . . . . .
V isAgencJ•-Barnes
Chase

Take the guesswork out
of Sliding Door Installations
Select the right hardware
for every interior use
from Ken natrack 's
easy-to-u se Buyer's Guide.
Write for your free copy.

. . .. 236

Co m pan y

. .. 2 0 7

A genc3i-1VI cCa1111-Erickson, Inc.
O we n s -Illino is G la ss Co .
( Kimbl e G lass Co., S ub sid .) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 199

Agency-]. Walter Thompson Co.

Co mpan~· , T h e

e fi e ld
W akAge11cy-Blaco

. . . . . . . .. ... . . 74, 7 5

Advcrtfsi11g Agency

Wes tern E n g in ee rin g & M f g. Co.

. . . ........ 3 0

Agency-T he Stafford Agency
Westing h ouse E lectri c C o . . . . . . 63, 206, 206A , 217

AgenCJ•-F 11ller & Smith & Ross, Inc.
e lfab Produ c ts, In c . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
P a nAgency-B1"shopn·c,
Green, Fie/den., Inc .
Pa rkw o od L a m i nat es,

In c .

. ..

2

AgencJ•-The Alfred Colle Company

... 228

Agency-Wm. B. Rem in g ton, Inc.
Pittsburgh

C ornin g

Corporation . .

Age11c31-/(etcl1um, l\llacLeod &

W h eelin g Co rru ga t in g Co.

Agency-C1m11i11 gham &
90

Grove, Inc.

P itt sburg h Plate G la ss Co . ... . . . . . . . . ... . 44, 45

Agency-Batten, Barto11, Durstine & Osborn . Inc.
Po mon a T il e Mfg. C o . . . . . . . . . . . .. . : : •. • .. 84.A

Agency-A 11 derson-McC011aelf A dve1·t1smg AgenC'y

a rchi t ec tura l FORUM / August 1956

Weyerha e u se r Sa les C o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 87

Wo rthin g lon

Co rp ora tion

. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169

Walsh, I11c.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 5

Agency--Needham, Lo uis & Brorby, Inc.
W ri g h t Mfg. Co.
( D iv. of M a s tic T il e Co rpora tion o f A m e ri ca)
Co ,·er IV

Agenc31-S. R. LeoJJ Company , l ac.

23 7

Makes any wall or ceiling
opening look better
Mi/car Casing Bead blends into plaster
surfaces to achieve good design . ..
and actually costs less

•

Wherever it is used - around doors, windows. or

/

.f

I

If

ceiling vents . . . Jr to sepa rate plaster from other materials
-

Milcor Casing Bead presents a neat, attractive

appearance. Its simple lines fit well into modern interior
design, offer you extra freedom in planning for
wall and ceiling openings.
Savings in finishing make the final cost actua lly
less than for wood casings. The finish requires no
sanding, no filler, less painting.
You'll find a variety of styles with or without expanded
metal flange in the Milcor line. See them in Sweet's
File (Section 12a/In) or send for catalog No. 202.

MILCoR® Casing

Bead

Milcor No. 4
F:xpan s ion C a .s in ~
B ead use d around
door opening w ith
Mil cor Smalmesh
Metal Lath as the
pla s ter ba se and
Mil co r No . 675
Applied M etal
Ba se as trim .

INLAND

238

PRODUCTS

DEPT. H, 4031

WEST BURNHAM STREET

BALTIMO R E

B UFFALO

•

KANSAS C I TY •
M-178

STEEL

•

CH I CAGO

•

•
C I N CINN A TI •

COMPANY

MILWAUKEE 1, WISCONSIN
CLEVEL A N D •

LOS ANGELES • MIL WAUK EE • MINNEAPOLI S •

NE N

OALL..l.5 •
lr)P

< •

DET R OIT

ST, LOUIS

As you consider the needs of the nation's schools

~

y

·=<r·:~:::·

-remember that Eljer offers a com -

~o

Eljer fixtures are m:idc in cast iron, formed steel,
and vitreous china. Consu lt Sweet's Architectural
File, or write for complete illustrated catalog and
roughing-in book. Eljer Division of The Murray
Corporation of America, Three Gateway Center,
Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.

THE

ONLY

NAME YOU

plete selection of plumb ing fixtures
and brass goods specifically designed for school use. Loo k to El jer
for the matchless sty ling and proved
utility you demand.

NEED

TO

KNOW

IN

PLUMBING

FIXTURES

•

now in
23 striking
decorator
colors

rubber tile
If you're looking for a floor ing that offers outstanding beauty ... wide color selection ... and
unmatched utility ... be sure to consider Sofstep
Rubber Tile. Available in 23 rich, glowing colors.
Sofst ep Rubber T ile harmonizes with every decorative scheme or style of architecture. The smooth surface reduces maintenance to a minimum ... it's
quiet and comfortable to walk on ... and it's available in low cost .080 gauge as well as 1/ 8" and 3/ 16"

_____.·~---------------

thicknesses .
You'll find Sofstep Rubber Tile ideal for virtually
every t ype of installation .. . homes, institutions
and businesses. F or complete information and free
color charts on Sofstep Rubber Til e write to
Dept. 6- 8 today.

4 of the beautiful Sofstep®colors

-

...

M-724
M-726

M-731
M-727

Asphalt Tile • Confetti • Aristoflex • Maticork • Parquetry
Rubber Tile • Vinyl Tile • Cork Tile • Pla stic Wall Tile

made by Wright Manu!acturing Company division of

MASTIC TILE CORPORATION
Of AMERICA
Houston, Tex. Joliet, Ill.
long Beach, Calif. Newbu rgh , N. Y.

